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Management Responses 
TKW Management Review and Evaluation Report 
March 26, 2010  
 
Talbot Korvola & Warwick (TKW) completed a Management Review and Evaluation 
Report for Energy Trust of Oregon, in which a number of recommendations were made. 
All recommendations and corresponding management responses appear, as follows: 


 
1. Energy Trust should work with the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) 


to eliminate the opt-in and opt-out provisions of the current information 
transfer policy.  
 
Response: We agree with the review’s analysis and recommendation, and 
have been actively encouraging that next steps be taken with the utilities and 
OPUC to address these concerns. OPUC staff concur that this is a high 
priority project for 2010. We expect these issues to be fully resolved through 
a staff-led OPUC public workshop process engaging the utilities, Energy 
Trust and all interested parties.  
 


2. Energy Trust, after its completed redesign is in place, should conduct an 
administrative support staffing level needs assessment. 


 
Response: Energy Trust agrees that an assessment of staffing should be 
conducted. The organization conducts workload capacity assessments on a 
regular basis as part of its formal individual annual performance work plan 
development process. The mid-year work plan check-in process and other 
recurring meetings between staff and managers provide opportunities to 
reassess priorities, revise workload demands, and develop alternatives, as 
needed. Any requests for additional staffing, both administrative and 
operational, result from such assessments. Detailed justifications and position 
descriptions for any new positions are provided as part of the annual budget 
process and subject to board consideration for approval. This process will 
occur this fall after the structure of the redesign has been in place for several 
months and will include an assessment of administrative staffing levels. In the 
interim, managers have been asked to identify any administrative needs 
currently unmet that could potentially be addressed in other ways between 
now and the next budget preparation cycle. 
 
Energy Trust agrees that additional staff will likely be required should Energy 
Trust become the recipient of ARRA or other federal funds related to our 
mission. However, until the specific nature and scope of such potential work 
is better known and evaluated in more detail, it is not clear whether the 
impact would be on administrative staff only and/or impact other tasks and 
responsibilities throughout the organization. Until Energy Trust actually 
pursues and receives direct ARRA funding, we continue to collaborate with 
other organizations who are direct funding applicants and recipients and to 
monitor compliance requirements, which appear to be different for different 
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opportunities. We understand that there may be a time when the benefits of 
federal or other opportunities outweigh the costs associated with 
administrative or other requirements and a deeper assessment would then be 
warranted and completed.  
 


3. Energy Trust should develop a formal process to document and report how 
and why specific strategies and approaches are selected for the annual 
budget and corresponding action plan. 


 
Response: Energy Trust’s strategies and approaches to achieve savings and 
generation goals are currently informed by regional resource assessments, 
utility integrated resource plans, funding levels and State policies. Energy 
Trust’s strategic plan guides overall direction and specific actions at the 
customer and technology levels. The two-year action plan and budget details 
the allocation of resources to implement the strategic plan and achieve 
shorter term savings and generation targets. This process is both formal and 
highly transparent. 
 
Over the course of the year, we utilize Energy Trust’s Conservation and 
Renewable Advisory Councils to share evaluation and research findings, vet 
new ideas and re-define actions. The advisory councils consistently provide 
key input for sector strategies and help identify and shape alternative and 
new approaches.  
 
As part of targeted annual outreach to a variety of interested parties, 
individual presentations are made to the officers and staff of each utility 
regarding the status of our accomplishments, planned strategies, draft budget 
and action plan. A public hearing is sponsored each year by the OPUC to 
ensure opportunities for other stakeholders to comment on Energy Trust draft 
plans and budget. Feedback received and staff responses is summarized 
each year as part of the budget and action plan development process and 
provided to the board for their consideration prior to adoption of the final 
budget and plan. 
 
After a comprehensive and transparent process with significant input from 
stakeholders, the Advisory Councils and the public, Energy Trust’s board 
adopted a new five-year strategic plan in December, 2009 and a 
corresponding two-year action plan and budget for its initial implementation. 
 
In response to this recommendation, Energy Trust will more thoroughly 
document the selection criteria used to evaluate and adopt major budget 
initiatives.  
 
Also in response to this recommendation, Energy Trust will consider other 
ways to engage stakeholders as part of our annual budget and action plan 
development process to improve the communication of those decisions, such 
as: 
 


• Summarize and review  information presented at the Advisory 
Committees during the year, highlighting changes 
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• Provide summary program-specific information on relative cost per kWh 
and cost per therm of savings acquired 


• Provide technology specific information on renewable energy program 
achievements  


• Specifically link proposed actions to the strategic plan 
• Continue to invite and respond to  public comments received 


 
4. Energy Trust should consider allocating resources to efficiency programs to 


achieve the greatest overall saving with the lowest overall cost. 
 


Response: Energy Trust’s Board of Directors has adopted an equity policy to 
guide the allocation of resources among energy efficiency programs. As a 
result, Energy Trust makes programs available to all electricity and gas 
customer classes by implementing programs in the residential, commercial, 
and industrial sectors. Within this policy, Energy Trust strives to obtain the 
greatest savings with the lowest cost. When presented with opportunities to 
enhance the amount of low cost savings through special projects, the 
organization takes advantage of those opportunities where reasonable.  
Energy Trust believes this allocation of resources creates a healthy tension 
between short-term and long-term goals and between achievable and cost-
effective savings. The equity policy is reviewed on a regular basis by a 
subcommittee of the board of directors. The allocation of resources among 
programs is also considered by the full board in its approval of the annual 
action plan and budget.  
 
Energy Trust is charged with acquiring all cost-effective efficiency measures 
that reduce the overall costs to utilities of providing electricity and natural gas.  
As part of meeting ambitious Integrated Resource Plan targets for each utility, 
we are committed to accelerating acquisitions at an already challenging rate. 
We are attempting to do so at the lowest possible overall cost.  
 
Questions of minimizing cost vs. achieving equity between different ratepayer 
groups were more meaningful when Energy Trust funding was a fixed 
percentage of electric revenues. Over time efficiency funding has been 
distributed nearly equally across residential, commercial and 
industrial/agricultural sectors, corresponding to the opportunities for cost-
effective savings acquisition proven in each sector. Such choices are made 
consciously to balance opportunities to acquire savings with OPUC 
performance measures such as levelized costs, anticipated industrial “mega-
projects”, the economy, the status of projects in the pipeline and other 
factors.  
 
Industrial customers continue to receive benefits far greater than their direct 
public purpose fund contributions given that such savings are often at the 
highest volume and lowest cost and benefit all ratepayers. For example in 
2007, revenue and expense by electric efficiency sector were: 
 Revenue Expenses 
Commercial $15.2 37.5% $9.5 26.0%
Industrial $5.2 12.9% $12.2 33.6%
Residential $20.1 49.6% $14.7 40.4%
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There are also initiatives for harder-to-reach consumers, some of which have 
lower costs and some of which have higher costs per kWh or therm.  
Reaching these markets is an integral part of achieving the overall objective. 
This overall approach has not prevented Energy Trust from reaching its 
annual goals at a very reasonable cost. 


 
5. Energy Trust should consider increasing utility involvement in strategic 


discussions by providing a greater opportunity for input and dialogue on 
issues relating to energy efficiency and renewable energy.  
 
Response:  Beginning in the spring of 2009, the board policy committee led 
an effort to analyze and discuss different options to further engage utility 
representatives in joint discussions and planning opportunities of a strategic 
nature. In December, 2009, the board formally adopted guidelines for a 
Strategic Utility Roundtable to focus utilities and other stakeholder interests 
on strategic Energy Trust issues. The Roundtable met for the first time in 
January, 2010, and is scheduled to meet again in April. Utilities are also 
expected to be key participants in the board of directors’ annual strategic 
planning meeting in June.  
 
Energy Trust and the utilities remain committed to this approach for a two-
year period, to determine if it is an effective way to promote strategic 
communications. In addition, Energy Trust has recommended individual joint 
planning sessions with each utility to further build upon existing efforts and 
strengthen both coordination and collaboration. This suggestion was met with 
enthusiasm and the first such meeting has taken place in March 2010 with 
others to follow. 
 


6. Energy Trust should reassess its current approach to evaluations to 
identifying opportunities to improve timeliness. 


 
Response: Energy Trust agrees with this recommendation and has taken 
several steps to improve both performance and timeliness. Those steps 
include: 
 


• Work with utilities to streamline procedures to receive energy use data 
from utilities in a readily usable format. 


• Develop a more production-oriented process to clean and analyze data. 
• Through training and experience, enhance staff evaluation capabilities, 


enabling staff to overcome significant technical difficulties in evaluation. 
• Developed a new process to provide portions of evaluation findings and 


corresponding documentation available to program staff sooner, 
allowing them to incorporate results faster. 


• Completed the “Fast Feedback” pilot to provide more timely information 
on customer satisfaction and free rider statistics; this approach will be 
implemented for all programs where applicable. 


 
Energy Trust’s standard process for review of evaluation results allows for the 
Board Evaluation Committee and technical review of preliminary results with 
time to incorporate relevant feedback. We recognize this vetting process may 
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sometimes result in delays in the finalization of evaluations. However, it also 
provides earlier Board and staff access to draft evaluations which we believe 
is valuable to continue.  
 
Energy Trust welcomes further, specific suggestions to improve the 
timeliness and maximize the effectiveness of evaluations. 
 


7. Energy Trust should: 
 


• include, as appropriate, detailed action plans and timeframes as they 
pertain to specific evaluation recommendations, and 


 
Response: Energy Trust agrees that appropriate actions should and will 
be incorporated into program management plans. Higher level structural or 
financial changes are reflected in the annual budget and action plan. More 
detailed responses, where appropriate, are addressed through program 
operations and are documented in operations manuals. 
 
• develop a follow-up plan for evaluation findings and recommendations. 


 
Response: As noted in our response to item #6, where possible, Energy 
Trust is moving toward iterative evaluation reporting to programs based on 
draft and Fast Feedback evaluation products. Program staff will 
incorporate the most important findings in response memos and include 
corresponding timeframes for completion of tasks.   


  
Previous work preparing point-by-point response memos, as 
recommended by the Management Reviewer, resulted in detailed 
documents attempting to address too many issues, many of which were 
not strategic. This created more debate than action and did not prove to 
be productive for stakeholders, staff or the board. 
  
Since then, response memos were revised to focus on the major lessons 
learned from evaluations and to emphasize key plans going forward. We 
rely on the evaluation committee to review this document and ensure that 
important evaluation points are addressed. We also rely on the 
subsequent evaluation to confirm the key findings and assess progress. 
Experience has demonstrated that this system provides more effective 
communication and is more efficient for stakeholder staff and board alike. 
 
With regard to this evaluation, Energy Trust agrees and will create an 
action plan and timeline for addressing the recommendations provided in 
this document.  


 
8. Policy makers should consider pursuing modifications to existing legislation 


concerning funding limitations and requirements.  
 
Response: Energy Trust agrees with the analysis underlying this 
recommendation. The Energy Trust strategic plan specifically points to one 
such issue: 
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The electric utilities’ integrated resource plans include energy savings for 
sites that use more than one average megawatt per year. Because the 
2007 Oregon Renewable Energy Act restricts energy efficiency funding 
for these large energy users, it is unclear whether all of the energy 
savings shown in Figures 1 and 2 (page 7) can be achieved, or whether 
the same goals can be achieved with increased energy savings from 
smaller customers. (Energy Trust Strategic Plan, Dec. 18, 2009, p. 5) 


 
Energy Trust also agrees that the various requirements associated with 
different funding streams increase the cost of providing energy efficiency 
programs and will look for valid avenues to clarify and amend appropriate 
regulations.  
 
At the same time, however, Energy Trust’s grant agreement with the OPUC 
provides: 
 


No part of the Funds may be expended by the Energy Trust for lobbying 
or for any other political purpose, such as endorsing or opposing 
candidates for public office or ballot measures. 


 
Because of this provision, Energy Trust will provide information to legislators 
about these issues only upon request, and does not intend to urge or take 
positions on any such legislation. 
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MARKET INDICATORS QUARTERLY REPORT 
 
ENERGY TRUST PROGRAMMATIC INDICATORS: 
 
Existing Homes Report 


• Gas Savings in February 2010 increased 68% compared to the same time period 
in 2009. Changes to the incentive structure in January 2010 created an increase 
in Gas Furnace applications received and processed in February 2010. 


• Savings from the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR program yielded a 
219% increase due to improvements in the processing of Home Performance 
projects. 


• The PMC received 1,375 incentive applications in February 2010.  
o ↑ from the 1,241 applications received in February of 2009. 


• The Contact Center received 3,021 inbound calls in February 2010:  
↓ 23.75% from 3,962 calls October 2009.  


• The PMC received 314 online Home Energy Review requests in February 2010. 
o ↓ 24.15% from the 414 online HER requests received in February 2009. 


 
New Homes Report 


• Home Prices are down in Oregon by 7.43% compared to national drop of 1.20% 
in the nation for the 4th quarter of 2009.  


• Portland existing home prices are down 8.4% and sales are up from last year’s 
all time lows by 25% in February 2010.  


• Low existing home prices are bad news for generally higher priced new 
construction, but increased sales mean a trend of decreasing competition for new 
homes for sale. 


• General Builder Confidence remains low, rising one point in March to 15 out of 
100, according to the National Association of Home Builders. 


• Foreclosures are up and expected to climb in continued weak economy 
contributing to continued weak demand for new housing. 


• While prices and confidence appear low, the number of single family housing 
starts is up 43% for Oregon, year-over-year from January 2009. 
 


    SINGLE-FAMILY   
  YTD YTD YTD 
  Jan-10 Jan-09 PCT CHG 


OREGON 
   


410.00  
  


286.00 43% 


Bend OR 
   


37.00  
  


25.00 48% 


Corvallis OR 
   


4.00  
  


6.00 -33% 


Eugene- 
Springfield OR 


   
31.00  


  
23.00 35% 


Medford OR 
   


19.00  
  


19.00 0% 
Portland-Vancouver- 
Beaverton OR-WA 


   
259.00  


  
155.00 67% 


Salem OR 
   


30.00  
  


12.00 150% 
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• Portland Metro region is enjoying the majority of this growth, as seen by a 67% 
increase in housing starts year-over-year from January 2009. 
 


 
 


• While the magnitude of growth in other less populated areas across the state is 
not as significant as Portland-Metro, all regions with the exception of Corvallis 
and Medford appear to be following the same upward trend in housing starts 
year-over-year from January 2009. 
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MACROECONOMIC DATA 
 
University of Oregon Index of Leading Economic Indicators 
 
The University Of Oregon Index Of Economic Indicators jumped 1.7% to 88.5 in January 
from a revised December figure of 87.0.  This is the third consecutive month of gain in 
excess of 1%.  The index has risen a total of 10.7% over only the past 6 months; though 
this rapid climb follows months of recessionary decay.  While labor market indicators 
show improvement, it is yet to translate into significant job gains overall.  Residential 
building permits (smoothed) rose again in January, bringing activity to the level of April 
2009.  The Oregon weight-distance tax—a measure of trucking activity—also climbed in 
January, as a firming economy and ongoing inventory correction necessitated more 
shipping activity.   
 


Table 1: Summary Measures 2009 2010 
  Aug. Sept.  Oct. Nov.  Dec.  Jan. 
U of O Index of Economic Indicators (1997 = 100)  83.9 84.4 84.8 85.9 87 88.5 
% Change -0.2 0.5 0.5 1.4 1.2 1.7 
Diffusion Index 50.0 57.1 42.9 85.7 78.6 85.7 
6 Month % Change, Annualized -3.3 -1.0 0.0 2.9 6.6 10.7 
6 Month Diffusion Index 71.4 71.4 64.3 71.4 78.6 100.0 
Table 2: Index Components 2009 2010 
  Aug. Sept.  Oct. Nov.  Dec.  Jan. 


OR Initial Unemployment Claims, SA 
     
11,729 


     
11,309 


     
11,307  


     
10,819  


     
10,754 10,081


OR Employment Services Payrolls, SA 
     
25,522 


     
26,207 


     
25,453  


     
26,735  


     
26,810 28,503


OR Residential Building Permits, SA, 5 MMA 
          
425  


          
415  


          
499  


          
575  


          
578  


          
756  


OR Weight Distance Tax, $ Thousands, SA, 3 MMA 
     
18,312 


     
18,116 


     
18,000  


     
18,325  


     
18,311 18,890


U of Michigan US Consumer Confidence, 5 MMA 
         
67.3  


         
68.9  


         
69.3  


         
68.6  


         
69.9  71.7


Real Manufacturers' New Orders for Non-defense,  
Non-aircraft Capital goods, $ Millions, SA 


     
32,415 


     
33,629 


     
33,197  


     
34,127  


     
35,272 34,158


Interest Rate Spread, 10 yr Treasury Bonds Less Fed 
Funds Rate 


         
3.43  


         
3.25  


         
3.27  


         
3.28  


         
3.47  3.62


 
 
Institute for Supply Management Manufacturing Index 
 


The Producers Manufacturing Index remained above 50 for the 
seventh consecutive month in February.  A reading above 50 
percent indicates that the manufacturing economy is generally 
expanding; below 50 percent indicates that it is generally 
contracting. February’s reading, though a sign of expansion was 
down 1.9 percentage points from January’s 58.4.  This correlates to 
a slowing down of the pace of recovery in the Manufacturing sector. 
A listing of improvement/decline in index component follows: 


Month PMI 
Feb-10 56.5 
Jan-10 58.4 
Dec-09 54.9 
Nov-09 53.7 


  Oct-09 55.2 
Sept-09 52.4 
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• New Orders Index was at 59.5 percent in February,  


o ↓6.4 percentage points from 65.9 percent registered in January.  
• Production Index was at 58.4 percent in February,  


o  ↓7.8 percentage points from the January reading of 66.2 percent. 
• Employment Index registered 56.1 percent in October,  


o ↑ 2.8 percentage from 53.3 percent reported in January.  
 


Unemployment  
 
 Oregon (SA)  US (SA) 
February 2010 10.5%           9.7% 
January 2010 10.7% 9.7% 
February 2009 10.6% 8.2% 


 
Oregon’s seasonally adjusted unemployment rate was essentially unchanged at 10.5% 
in February from a 10.7% in January.  This is the fourth consecutive month of no 
significant change in Oregon’s unemployment rate, which some economists chose to 
view as a relief from the staggering job losses we faced last year.  This optimism does 
not remain unchallenged as others view the flattening of Oregon’s unemployment rate as 
a glossing over of the fact that some sectors of our economy continue to experience 
significant loss. 


 
Industry Payroll Employment performed to its seasonal norm, but Construction cut more 
than 1,800 jobs in February; a month when no employment change is the seasonal 
norm.  Trade, Transportation, and Utilities is up by 800 seasonally adjusted jobs, though 
manufacturing dropped by 1,100 jobs in a month with typical seasonal decline of only 
300.  Professional and Business Services held its seasonally adjusted employment total 
close to 175,000 for the seventh consecutive month; a flat trend following steep declines 
during the prior fifteen months.  The following represents year-over-year percent 
changes in several major sectors of Oregon’s economy: 
 
• Total non-farm employment: 3.2% decrease. 
• Construction: 18.4% decrease. 
• Manufacturing: 7.7% decrease.  
• Accommodation and Food Services employment: 1.6% decrease. 
 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
On a seasonally adjusted basis, the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers 
(CPI-U) was unchanged in February. Over the past twelve months, the index has risen 
2.1 percentage points. The lack of change in the seasonally adjusted all items index was 
the result of a slight decrease in the energy index being offset by a slight increase in the 
food index.  Interestingly, the index of all items less food and energy increased because 
the large increases in the medical care and used cars and trucks indices far offset the 
continued decrease in the apparel, household goods, and operations.  
 
The decline in the energy index is the first decline since April 2009, and follows a 2.8 
percent increase in January. The decline was the result of a decrease in the gasoline 
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index, which fell 1.4 percent before seasonal adjustment.  This decline was enough to 
offset the slight increase in household energy that was caused by the 3.9 percent 
increase in the natural gas index.  Over the last 12 months the energy index has risen 
14.4 percent with the gasoline index up 36.8 percent but the index for household energy 
down 3.0 percent. 
 


Seasonally Adjusted Consumer Price Index 


  
Oct 
 '09 


Nov 
'09 


Dec 
'09 


Jan  
'10 


Feb 
 '10 


Unadjusted 12 
months end  


February 2010 
            
All 
Items 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 


 
Summary Review 
The Oregon economy shows all signs of recovery; however, this recovery is not being 
distributed equally throughout sectors, geographical regions, or populations of Oregon’s 
diverse economy.  Gains are being realized in Oregon’s export, and business and 
professional sectors; though manufacturing and construction continue to decline.  This 
duality between growth and decay across sectors of Oregon’s economy is typical of a 
“jobless recovery” and creates potential gaps between income, employment, and quality 
of life. While efforts for job creation are being made, it may be of value to recognize that 
some jobs may never come back as building related industries may never again reach 
their “bubble” high levels of 2007.  As the pace of layoffs is moderating, Oregonians with 
jobs have become more confident and are starting to spend again.  This boosts local 
economies and increases prices and costs of living in metropolitan areas; however, may 
not translate to enough of an increased demand to bring back all sectors of the Oregon 
economy. 
 
SYNOPSIS of Recent Market Activity (October 10, 2009) 
 


• ON Semiconductor plans to hire about 25 technicians and engineers this 
year to facilitate expansion of its Gresham manufacturing operations. 
Gresham Outlook, 3-13-10 


 
• Willamette Education Service District will lay off nearly one-third of the 


teachers it employs at Hillcrest and MacLaren youth correctional facilities in 
Salem and Woodburn due to lower student enrollment. At least 10 of the 33 
teachers who work at the facilities will lose their jobs effective May 1. 
Statesman Journal, 3-16-10 


 
• ATI Wah Chang will temporarily lay off workers at its Millersburg plant at the 


end of this month. The exact number is not known but it will be fewer than 40 
people. Albany Democrat-Herald, 3-17-10 


 
• Lake Oswego-based Pacific Lumber will close its Bend Yard & Truss at the 


end of the month. It employs six people. Bend Bulletin, 3-6-10 
 


• Boeing Co. plans to pour up to $120 million into its Gresham operation, 
replacing a 30-yearold chemical processing plant and adding 152 jobs in the 
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next three years. It will build a 60,000-square-foot facility to treat metals such 
as titanium and stainless steel, used in making commercial aircraft parts. The 
Oregonian, 3-8-10 


 
• Affiliated Computer Services plans to hire 190 staff at its growing Tualatin 


call center. Portland Business Journal, 3-8-10 
 


• TRG Customer Solutions will hire more than 200 people at its Bend call 
center by June. The Bulletin, 2-26-10 


 
• S4 Energy Solutions LLC will begin work this summer on a renewable 


energy project at Waste Management’s Columbia Ridge Landfill in Arlington 
that will use landfill waste to produce multiple fuel types. Houston-based S4 is 
a joint venture between Bend-based InEnTec LLC and Waste Management 
Inc., the world’s largest solid waste company. It is expected to create 28 jobs 
during construction and 16 full-time jobs when operational. Portland Business 
Journal, 3-3-10 
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ES 
 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Energy Trust of Oregon‘s New Homes program – implemented by Portland Energy Conservation 


Inc. (PECI) and its subcontractor, Conservation Services Group (CSG) – promotes improved 


new-home design techniques and the installation of energy-efficient materials and appliances. 


The program also educates homebuyers about the benefits of energy-efficient homes and 


encourages buyers to seek efficient homes out in the marketplace.  


In the past, this program has relied on promoting building to the ENERGY STAR
®
 level, where 


computed energy use is 85% of the energy consumption for a similar house built to Oregon code. 


To simplify compliance, a prescriptive standard has been developed for ENERGY STAR
®
 


certification, with additional incentives to encourage emerging measures. Following a code 


change that went into effect in June 2008, since 2009, the program has offered the Energy 


Performance Score (EPS) as a way to rate and promote new site-built homes and claim savings 


on all upgrades above code. The goal of the EPS is to educate realtors and consumers to the 


relative efficiency of homes and transform market demand toward more energy-efficient homes. 


In July 2009, Research Into Action, Inc., together with its subcontractor, Stellar Processes, Inc., 


was hired to carry out an engineering review and process evaluation to determine how builders 


are responding to the new program. 


ENGINEERING REVIEW 


The engineering review covered the measures included and the estimation tools used for the New 


Homes program. 


Review of Measures 


Of 55 new residential projects that have received an EPS rating, only 10% of the projects failed 


to meet ENERGY STAR
®
 certification requirements; thus, efforts to promote the EPS rating 


have not diluted efforts to achieve ENERGY STAR
®
 participation.  


The EPS for ENERGY STAR
®
-qualified cases averaged 82% of that of a house built to code, 


and a few builders were able to achieve 60% to 70% of code. However, slightly more than half 


the qualified cases had EPS above 85% of the code-built house. For many of these cases, the 


added energy consumption came from mechanical ventilation needed with tighter shells, which 


was not taken into account in the development of the ENERGY STAR
®
 requirements. Program 


staff reported they are trying to educate builders in more efficient ventilation approaches. 
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Most builders have reached ENERGY STAR
®
 by constructing a tighter shell, reflecting previous 


educational efforts. A few have chosen the tankless water heater path, a new ENERGY STAR
®
 


option. Emerging measures still gaining market acceptance and not yet popular with builders 


included inside ducts, which require intervention early in the design process. Only one case was 


reported for each of two other of emerging technologies, 95% efficient gas furnace and a High 


Performance insulated shell. Although builders are allowed flexibility in trading off one measure 


for another, such a tradeoff appears to have been proposed in only two cases (4% of the sample).  


In the case of radiant floor heating and mini-split system heat pump, it is not clear that the 


incentives use the proper base case and the modeling procedure for the radiant floor design is not 


clear. More development is needed to establish the appropriate base cases and modeling 


assumptions. 


Review of Estimation Tools 


Program staff currently use REM/RateTM as a tool to estimate the energy savings relative to a 


code-minimum house. Although REM/RateTM does not provide an accurate assessment of heat 


pump performance, staff have developed a post-processing spreadsheet that adjusts energy 


consumption adequately.  


Alternatives include Ecotope‘s Simplified Energy Efficiency Model (SEEM), which offers better 


quantification of seasonal equipment performance and buffer space interactions. The spreadsheet 


could be made ready for use within the program with a similar ease of use as REM/RateTM in 


about one month. Neither REM/RateTM nor SEEM adequately deals with radiant floor systems, 


but high development costs and small market share probably make further development to 


address this low priority.  


The estimating tools were compared in a prototypical house used in developing ENERGY 


STAR
®
 requirements, excluding mechanical ventilation. The two procedures yield comparable 


EPS rating numbers, but REM/RateTM appeared to be less sensitive to climate zone differences. It 


is difficult to account for the differences, but REM/RateTM may not deal with buffer spaces as 


thoroughly as SEEM. Moreover, the methodology behind SEEM has been reviewed within the 


processes of the Regional Technical Forum (RTF) and, thus, represents some expert consensus. 


PROCESS EVALUATION: SITE-BUILT HOMES 


We interviewed eight program staff directly related to the site-built portion of the New Homes 


program and representatives from 18 homebuilders, ranging from small custom builders that 


build one to two homes per year to large production builders and builders that specialize in low-


income housing. Builders were located across the state. 


We found that the economic downturn of 2008-2009 had significant adverse impacts on all 


builders except small custom builders that have people on a waitlist for their services. Builders 
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specializing in low-income housing actually saw more demand for their houses, but did not build 


more houses because the potential homeowners did not meet other requirements to own a home.  


Builders come to the program mostly because of outreach efforts by the Builder Outreach 


Specialist (BOS) assigned to their area, while a few learned about the program through their 


interaction with their subcontractors, other builders, or affiliations with agencies or associations. 


Once in the program, builders were generally satisfied with the program assistance and incentive 


amounts. Builders held program staff and the paperwork process in high regard, and complaints 


were minimal. Most builders found the paperwork process easy because of assistance received 


from their BOS. 


The New Homes program requires communication and coordination among multiple entities. 


Energy Trust, PECI, CSG, and Earth Advantage all have their own organizational structures and 


internal processes to manage, as well as coordinate with builders. Respondent interviews 


indicated that internal communication problems are kept to a minimum among program staff. 


Furthermore, communication between program staff and builders was seen as consistent and 


problem-free, according to most builders. 


Builders participate in the program for a variety of reasons. Low-income housing builders are 


attracted to the program because they want to provide a house that will be inexpensive to operate 


for the homeowner. Schools are attracted to the program because they want to teach their 


students the latest techniques and designs in efficient homebuilding. Both small custom builders 


and larger builders are interested in the market distinction that program participation offers. The 


latter group, however, were more explicit about the importance of the program incentives in 


allowing them to offset the costs of improved efficiency.  


Builders were not knowledgeable of program details. They did not speak the language of the 


program. Terms like Builder Option Packages (BOPs) were not necessarily known, and there 


seemed to be a lack of knowledge about whether they achieved savings equal to, above, or below 


ENERGY STAR
®
 requirements. Respondents could list the measures they installed, but did not 


seem to have a clear understanding of how or why those measures equated to incentives, as they 


depended heavily on the BOSs to identify savings paths and calculate their incentives.  


Most builders chose envelope upgrades to receive incentives, because they are the least 


expensive way to attain incentives and the first, and perhaps largest, step in making a house more 


energy-efficient. Also, builders were familiar with envelope upgrades, as they had been a part of 


the program before the introduction of EPS. Few have yet used inside ducts, but at least five 


builders reported plans to use them in the future. 


Cost and perceived lack of consumer awareness or concern about energy efficiency were the 


primary barriers to installing more energy-efficient measures noted by builders, particularly 


larger builders. It is difficult to gauge whether the builders‘ own lack of knowledge about energy 


savings paths and incentives is an additional barrier. 
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PROCESS EVALUATION: MANUFACTURED HOMES 


The evaluation team completed interviews with four program staff, two program field 


representatives, thirteen manufactured home retailers, and five manufacturers.  


The manufactured homes portion of the New Homes program supports retailers in selling 


ENERGY STAR
®
 or eco-rated homes through a variety of incentives and training to retailers. At 


least 50% of the manufactured homes market is ENERGY STAR
®
-rated and some manufacturers 


only build ENERGY STAR
®
 homes. 


The manufactured home program saw a decline in the number of qualified houses from prior 


years because of the economic downturn. All retailers indicated a decline in sales from 2008 and 


that current customers were requesting smaller houses with fewer amenities.  


Program staff members reported that internal program communications are smooth. Retailers 


largely reported that their communication with program staff had been effective and that program 


staff were accessible, responsive to the retailers needs, and able to effectively answer the 


retailers‘ questions or resolve issues. Any communication challenges occurred during periods of 


change in program staffing or program offerings. Applications were easy to complete, requiring 


only occasional and minor assistance from program staff.  


Consistent with the high penetration of ENERGY STAR
®
-qualified homes, all of the 


manufactured home retailers interviewed – those that carry only or primarily ENERGY STAR
®
 


homes as well as other retailers – reported that they promote energy efficiency as part of their 


sales pitch to customers and are successful in up-selling energy efficiency to at least half of their 


customers. All reported that customers were interested in efficiency and most called it a 


―significant‖ concern for customers. However, retailers also reported that some customers could 


not afford the added cost of an energy-efficient home, despite the potential for long-term savings 


and that it had become more difficult for customers to find financing, further limiting their ability 


to purchase additional energy-efficient features. 


Manufactured home retailers largely supported program staff members‘ assertion that the sales 


incentive motivates retailers to participate in the program. Most reported that the sales incentive 


effectively motivates sales people to promote energy-efficient homes, with half of the retailers 


reporting that the sales incentive was the most valuable of all the program‘s offerings. 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


Measures Review 


 Recommendation: The modeling tool used to calculate the EPS rating needs to be 


able to allow for alternative construction practices and components, calculate the 


impact of buffer spaces, include options for space conditioning equipment, quantify 


internal gains from equipment and occupancy, and account for seasonal variation.  
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 Recommendation: Consider replacing the NWPCC spreadsheet tool with the SEEM 


model.  


 Recommendation: Reconsider qualifications for “no duct” systems. 


Process Analysis: Site-Built Homes 


 Recommendation: Continue support for BOSs and provide them with tools to 


encourage participation, but also make incentives as transparent to builders as 


possible.  


 Recommendation: Attempt to improve coordination between the New Homes 


program and the tax credit program.  


 Recommendation: Continue to publicize and market the EPS to the broad public 


using popular media outlets and other methods.  


Process Analysis: Manufactured Homes 


 Recommendation: Continue to offer, and potentially expand, coop advertising 


assistance and model home incentives for manufactured home retailers.  


 Recommendation: Build awareness among retailers and homebuyers of the eco-rated 


label or other labels signifying higher levels of energy efficiency than ENERGY 


STAR
®
.  


 Recommendation: Continue to maintain consistency in staffing and strive for 


transparency in changes to program offerings.  


 Recommendation: Consider offering incentives to manufactured home 


manufacturers.  
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MEMO 
 
 


Date: February 22, 2010 
  To: Board of Directors 


From: Sarah Castor, Evaluation Project Manager 
Kendall Youngblood, Residential Sector Manager, Efficient New Homes and 
ENERGY STAR® Products 


Subject: Staff Response to the New Homes Program Engineering Review and Process 
Evaluation 


 
This is the first process evaluation of Energy Trust’s New Homes program 
since 2007 and the program has experienced significant change during this 
period. The program has now completed its transition to the new incentive 
structure and Energy Performance Score (EPS).  
 
The process evaluation indicates that the program is working well for both 
participants and staff. Despite the simultaneous increase in building codes 
and downturn in the economy, Energy Trust’s penetration in the new homes 
market has remained relatively stable, and satisfaction among builders and 
retailers is high.  
 
Program staff anticipate an increase in the number of builders going above 
ENERGY STAR® standards as they gain more experience with new building 
techniques and the use of the EPS. We also feel that the evaluator’s estimate 
of 3 to 5 years for widespread adoption of the EPS is reasonable, given the 
pace of the new homes market, although it may be accelerated by the release 
of an EPS for existing homes or statewide adoption of home energy labeling 
in the next year.  
 
Although the evaluator recommended investigating the possible replacement 
of REM/RateTM modeling with a tool reviewed by the Regional Technical 
Forum, we do not feel it is necessary at this point to move away from 
REM/RateTM. The program has invested significant resources in learning and 
adapting the software and we feel it serves the program’s needs. However, 
we will continue to monitor the development of SEEM and other modeling 
tools for future use. 
 
Findings for the site-built portion of the program indicate that the Builder 
Outreach Specialists (BOSs) are providing valuable outreach and program 
support to builders, but that builders often do not know about ENERGY 
STAR® requirements or understand incentive levels. To this end, the program 
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will work over the next year to increase builder familiarity with the new 
incentive levels and requirements. 
 
On the manufactured homes side of the program, the program’s move in 
2008 to provide incentives to retailers rather than consumers appears 
successful; retailers report the incentive motivates them to promote more 
energy efficiency and they are successful in upselling efficiency in the 
majority of sales.  
 
Cooperative marketing is an important part of our support for retailers and we 
plan to continue with the same level of total funding, while revising the 
requirements to provide more funds to retailers who sell more homes.  
 
The program is also exploring the possibility for a tiered incentive with 
ENERGY STAR® manufactured homes as the base and a higher spec, such 
as eco-rated, earning a higher incentive. This will require building awareness 
among retailers and monitoring the supply of other specs from manufacturers. 
Currently, the program is not in a position to offer an incentive to 
manufacturers, although as the market becomes increasingly transformed 
toward ENERGY STAR®, such a strategy may be necessary to move to the 
next level of efficiency.  












 
 
Policy Committee of the Energy Trust Board of Directors 
February 16, 2010, 4:00 – 5:15 pm 
 
1. Strategic Utility Roundtable. The committee discussed reactions to the first utility 


roundtable. Margie has circulated a list of issues for roundtable participants to 
prioritize for future meetings. 


 
2. Self-Generators policy (three-year review). Background: Those who produce electric 


energy and use it on site (self-generators) do not pay public purpose charges on 
their own generation. In 2003, the question arose how to treat large energy users 
that self-generate and seek large incentives from Energy Trust. The board adopted a 
policy (Attachment 1) allowing self-generators incentives up to $500,000 per 
site/calendar year on the same basis as others; but assigning them lowest priority for 
incentives over $500,000. Issues: The policy poses three concerns: First, it applies to 
entities that self-generate in any amount, it is not limited to those who generate large 
amounts. In theory, a large energy user that pays public purpose charges on 99% of 
its energy and self-generates 1% would be disadvantaged for large incentives. 
Second, since the policy was adopted, the board developed another policy that 
allows incentives for combined heat and power (“CHP”) projects (facilities that use a 
fuel for industrial processes that also generate electricity). That policy specifically 
incents self-generation. With the two policies, Energy Trust now both encourages 
and discourages self-generators. Finally, the policy is administratively awkward -- we 
have no systematic way to track large users’ projects across Energy Trust programs 
by site and by year. Recommendation: Staff recommends that the policy, which has 
apparently never been invoked, lapse. Another board policy requires board approval 
for incentives over $500,000, which staff believes to be an adequate check on large 
incentives for large self-generators. The committee suggested that the proposal be 
brought to the board at the April meeting, and the CAC be briefed on it between now 
and then.  


 
3. New renewable services. Energy Trust funds renewable project pre-construction 


feasibility studies, and pays above-market costs of projects after construction is 
completed. Other subsidies, including federal and state tax credits and grants, are 
also post-construction. Studies commissioned by Energy Trust (Summit Blue 
(November 2008) and Blue Tree Strategies (December 2009)) suggest that the pre-
to-post-construction funding gap is a significant obstacle to projects. These studies 
suggest that Energy Trust consider bridging the gap by, e.g., paying for performance 
bonds, bridge and/or construction funding, taking an equity position, 3rd-party 
technology and underwriting-criteria reviews and lender training. Other programs 
around the country are also considering becoming involved in some of these ways. 
Staff outlined a process to explore these issues, with the objective of developing an 
implementation plan that would be brought to the board later this year (Attachment 
2). The committee would like to understand risks and benefits of particular services 
or products, and what particular obstacles would be overcome by a given approach. 
The big risk is investing in a project that is never built. RAC feedback will be helpful. 
The committee would like to see risk-benefit analysis, including ETO resources at 
stake, benefit to the industry -- and a sense of what the market doesn’t do and 
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whether we are in the best position to play this role. We should consider at what 
point the OPUC should be brought into the process. Staff will outline these issues to 
the RAC at the February 17 meeting. 


 
4. Multiple dairy digester project. Although market studies have shown there is 


considerable energy potential for dairy biogas projects, economic factors have made 
it difficult to get projects moving. Recently, staff has been working with a company 
that proposes a single project involving four biogas plants at four different dairies. To 
achieve economies of scale, they seek a standard incentive -- $350,000 per site. 
Each site has different energy and cost characteristics, but the incentive would be 
less than the average above-market cost for the four sites. Incentives would be paid 
as each site is completed. This approach resembles ProLogis, in which Energy Trust 
offered a single incentive for the installation of systems at multiple sites. The 
developer has a BETC precertification for a single project; it is not clear how the 
proposed new BETC law would affect this. If this works, the developer would bring in 
more projects in the future. Staff will present this to the RAC on February 17, and 
propose it to the board at the April meeting.  


 
5. Risk Assessment. Jason gave a status report on a small-group trial run of the risk 


assessment approach that the committee discussed in 2009. The trial run is still 
underway. The objective is to determine if a replicable procedure would be 
worthwhile. 


 
6. Management review. After the last board meeting, staff have met further with TKW,  


the management review contractor, and asked for further substantiation of the 
analysis and recommendations. This included requesting a clearer analysis of how 
we compare to other organizations, and pointed to questions that the review does 
not address. TKW will report on the final management review at the April board 
meeting. We will need to determine whether a more in-depth analysis of how we 
compare to other organizations is warranted.  


 
7. Boardman. PGE is exploring early shut-down of the Boardman coal plant (see 


Attachment 3). To satisfy environmental requirements would cost PGE an estimated 
$500 million, which could buy a lot of energy efficiency and renewable energy. We 
already have aggressive strategic plan goals; what other approaches could we take? 
Energy Trust will meet with PGE to explore these options at the appropriate time, if 
relevant. 


 
8. RAC members. Bonneville Environmental Foundation has asked to substitute Margie 


Gardner, CEO of BEF, for Angus Duncan. Robin Straughan is proposed to replace 
Carel DeWinkel, who retired from the Oregon Department of Energy. (See 
Attachment 4). The committee agreed. 
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Attachment 1 
 
4.16.000-P Self-Generators Policy 
 
History 


Source Date Action/Notes Next Review Date 
Board Decision December 17, 2003 Approved (R236) December 2006 
Board Decision December 13, 2006 Approved (R420) December 2009 


 
SELF-GENERATION POLICY 


WHEREAS: 
 


1. Energy Trust routinely reviews its board policies every three years 
to see if they warrant continuation, revision or termination.  
 


2. The self-generation policy addresses eligibility for Energy Trust 
programs of industrial firms that generate power on-site and also 
are connected to the grid and pay public purposes charges. 
 


3. The policy provides that customers that generate more than a 
megawatt or seek more than $500,000 in incentives per year across 
all programs will be accorded lower priority than customers that do 
not self-generate. 


 
4.  The board’s Policy Committee has reviewed the policy and 


concluded that it continues to serve a useful purpose. 


It is therefore RESOLVED that the Energy Trust board authorizes continuation of 
the Self-Generation policy with the following revisions to improve clarity: 


 
The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors directs staff to employ the 
following policy with respect to self-generators.  


 
1. This policy applies to Oregon customers of Pacific Power and PGE 


who generate power from nonrenewable sources at a site, whose 
generation capacity at the site is one megawatt or greater, and who 
pay a public purposes charge, either on power purchases, standby 
charges, or both. These customers are defined for this policy as 
“self-generators.” This policy has no bearing on efficiency services 
for natural gas conversion. 
 


2. For Energy Trust electric energy efficiency or renewable energy 
technical assistance and financial incentives with a combined value 
of up to $500,000 per site per calendar year, self-generators will 
have the same access to Energy Trust efficiency programs as other 
Oregon customers of PGE and Pacific Power and will be subject to 
the same program rules.  
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3. The Energy Trust may, in its sole discretion, provide more than 
$500,000 per year in technical analysis services and financial 
incentives to self-generators consistent with the rules of individual 
programs. However, Pacific Power and PGE customers who are not 
self-generators have priority over self-generators for this additional 
funding. This means that, should funding be available from a 
program for only one project requiring more than $500,000, and both 
a self-generator and a non-self-generator have projects that meet 
the program criteria for such large projects, the project of the non-
self-generator will be funded. 
 


4. The $500,000 threshold in this policy was set to conform to the 
incentive cap in the Production Efficiency program. This $500,000 
threshold also applies to activities under all Energy Trust programs 
combined. Should the threshold for the Production Efficiency 
program be moved, staff may move the threshold in this self-
generation policy to conform to the Production Efficiency program 
threshold.  
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Attachment 2 
New Renewable Services 
 
Timeline 


• 2/16/10 Policy Committee Introduction 
• 2/17/10 RAC - introduce concept at RAC meeting, provide more detail on the 


recent Blue Tree study, key findings and pose list of questions we need to ask as 
we review new product ideas. 


• March Policy Committee: Return with analysis, recommendation and options 
• March RAC: present recommendations and options 
• Continue the cycle until known direction 
• Board briefing on a plan for implementation 


Analysis  
a. Start with known criteria: no additional funding sources to seed, above market 


cost definition remains 
b. Assess our budget – available funding by program 
c. Expand Example Product Matrix (below) 


i. Definition 
ii. Possible role 
iii. Examples 
iv. Impact on overall project barriers – will this product make a difference? 
v. Additional costs/benefits, what are the risks, resources/skills needed and 


how to get them? 
vi. Multiplier effect – how many projects could be impacted, how many are 


needed to reduce risk? 
vii. Eliminate some right away 


 
New 
Products 


Description Potential Roles Added Risk/Considerations 


Construction 
Financing 


Funds paid out 
to project over 
construction  
timeline 
periodically as 
milestones are 
met 


1. Cover interest payments only. 
Project works with lender, we 
compensate them for cost of 
financing as part of incentive 
payment. In addition, we could fund 
a 3rd party review of underwriting 
criteria needed by lender to add 
comfort 
 


2. We become the lender and set 
up the agreement with them to 
disperse funds through construction 
with interest. Hire financial manager 
to check milestones, invoices paid as 
appropriate, etc. 
‐ Use revolving loan fund set aside 
‐ No interest charged, not a 


revenue generator 
‐ Put aside $500k-$1M to fund and 


test idea.  
 


1. Minimal cost upfront 
through interest payments, 
removed from 
incentive/AMC calc. Low 
risk but is this a useful role? 
Higher interest rate from 
other lenders than we may 
have been able to charge. 
 


2. Very new role, not 
our specialty, can hire a 
“PMC” lender to administer 
with our funds 
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Bridge 
Financing 


Funds paid as 
one sum in the 
amount of state 
and federal 
incentives to be 
received post 
project 
completion with 
interest only 
payments 
periodically and 
full payback to 
us when 
resources (state 
and fed, etc) are 
paid to project 
 
 


1. Cover interest only, project 
works with lender, we compensate 
them for cost of financing as part of 
incentive payment 


 
2. We become the lender and set 


up the agreement with them to 
disperse funds through construction 
with interest. 
‐ Use revolving loan fund set aside 
‐ No interest charged, not a 


revenue generator 
‐ Put aside $500k-$1M to fund and 


test idea. 


Same as for construction 
financing but added issue of 
one lump payment needed, 
not dispersed over 
construction timeline. 
 
Most likely smaller than 
construction loan but one 
lump, not dispersed. 


Performance 
Bonds 


Surety bond- 
insurance 
product to give 
lenders comfort  


Energy Trust could fund the 2.5-5.0% 
project cost expense of the bond 


Not sure of the need for this 
product – is it value added? 
What types of projects would 
benefit from this?  
We could deduct the cost 
from the AMC and incentive 
payment. 


Loan 
Guarantees 


  Would require us to 
commit/tie up a large amount 
of funding in case project 
defaults. Would need a large 
portfolio of projects to 
balance risks and much more 
in funding to cover. 
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Attachment 3 
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Attachment 4 
 
To: Energy Trust policy committee 
 
From: Betsy Kauffman, Senior Program Manager 
 
Date: February 3, 2010 
 
RE: Changes to RAC membership 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Energy Trust renewable resources staff are recommending two changes to the RAC 
membership: 
 


1. Robin Straughan would take the place of Carel DeWinkel who retired from the 
Oregon Department of Energy.  


2. Margie Gardner, Chief Executive Officer of Bonneville Environmental Foundation, 
would take the place of Angus Duncan. 


 
Brief bios are below.  
 
Margie Gardner has 26 years of experience in electricity issues, particularly energy 
efficiency. Previously, she was executive director of Northwest Energy Efficiency 
Alliance (NEEA), growing it from inception into a nationally recognized energy efficiency 
group. Prior to NEEA, Margie served for 13 years as senior conservation analyst for the 
Northwest Power Planning Council, where she was responsible for analyzing and 
promoting cost-effective conservation in the Northwest. Before that, she was a research 
associate at the Natural Resources Defense Council. She has a BS in Conservation of 
Natural Resources and has done work toward her masters in energy and resources from 
the University of CA, Berkeley. Margie has served on a variety of community and 
national associations, including the Board of Directors of the American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy. 
 
Robin Straughan works at the Oregon Department of Energy in the Energy Policy 
Development Division (formerly the Renewable Energy Division). She serves as staff for 
the Governor’s Renewable Energy Working Group, lead staff on wind and geothermal 
energy issues, and works with utilities in areas of integrated resource planning, wind 
integration, demand response, smart metering, interconnection, and voluntary green 
power programs. Additionally she serves as the agency’s Sustainability Coordinator. Her 
educational background includes a B.S. in geology from the University of Notre Dame 
and a Certificate of Public Management from Willamette University. Before joining the 
Department of Energy, she worked in agricultural research, hydrogeology, environmental 
site assessment, and natural resources conservation.  








 
 
Policy Committee of the Energy Trust Board of Directors 
March 16, 2010, 4:00-5:30 pm 
 
1. ARRA/EEAST update. The City of Portland, Clackamas County and others have 


applied for $75 million in federal stimulus (ARRA) block grant funds. These funds 
would help support additional pilots we are expected to launch under the state 
Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Technology (EEAST) legislation. We are engaged 
with various communities that are interested in becoming EEAST pilots, contingent 
on getting loan funds (one hopes from the ARRA grant), and utility willingness to 
handle on-bill repayment. Without ARRA funds, it will be hard for pilots to offer loans. 
A grant announcement was expected March 15, but has apparently been delayed. 


 
2. Strategic Utility Roundtable. After the February 3rd roundtable, staff asked the 


participants to prioritize a list of potential issues for the April 7 roundtable, and/or the 
Energy Trust board’s June strategic planning workshop. Sarah Castor analyzed the 
responses (Attachment 1) and staff developed recommended agendas for 2010 
(Attachment 2). The committee reviewed the draft agendas and suggested: For the 
April roundtable: (1) Move the discussion of IRP collaboration from June to April; and 
(2) elaborate and re-phrase the subjects in part 3 of the April 7 agenda, and ask the 
utilities to introduce the discussion of what Energy Trust should do differently in IRP 
development and implementation. For the June workshop: (1) move the board 
decision on Integrated IT Solutions from the first part of the June 11 meeting to the 
end of the day; (2) move the proposed Lee Beyer presentation to first on the agenda; 
and (3) rephrase the discussion of climate, RECs, etc., so it is focused on industry 
drivers that influence efficiency and renewables. 


 
3. Carbon offsets associated with methane at dairy projects. At the last policy 


committee meeting, staff briefed the committee on a proposed uniform incentive for 
several projects that would capture methane at dairies and use it to generate 
electricity. The project would also produce greenhouse-gas offsets. By way of 
background: The project will produce two kinds of environmental credit: green tags 
and greenhouse-gas offsets. Green tags will be produced by generation, and energy 
that is not accompanied by green tags is considered “null” power, i.e., not renewable. 
In contrast, greenhouse-gas offsets will be created when the project captures and 
destroys methane, by burning. Generation need not occur for offsets to be created, 
as long as the methane is captured and destroyed, which may be in generation, 
flaring or otherwise. Staff proposes to treat green tags in accordance with the green 
tag policy. Staff proposes to include offset revenue in calculating above-market 
costs, but not take ownership of offsets. The offset value would thereby reduce the 
Energy Trust incentive. Offset value would be based on market intelligence, and an 
escalation factor like the factor used for other operational costs. The committee 
agreed with the staff’s approach. 


 
4. City of Gresham Green Tags. In 2005, Energy Trust provided the City of Gresham an 


incentive ($82,379 toward a $1.2 million, 395 kW generator fired by digester gas). At 
the time, Energy Trust’s policy required 100% ownership of green tags, and the City 
agreed to this. Recently, however, the City has decided to join various municipal 
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government climate and sustainability initiatives and would like to take credit for 
reducing emissions via the project. The City has written us a letter asking Energy 
Trust to cede ownership of all tags produced after 2009. Given that we have received 
four years worth of tags from a 20-year contract, this would be roughly consistent 
with Energy Trust’s current green tag policy’s sharing formula. Staff sought the 
committee’s reaction. At least two members were strongly inclined to decline, for 
several reasons. First, Energy Trust should protect the ratepayers’ interest in green 
tags. Second, we could not agree to such a proposal without offering a comparable 
deal to other projects, which could involve a large number of renegotiations and 
forego significant green tag value. The committee would like to explore whether there 
are other ways to help the City accomplish its objectives. 


 
5. Renewable energy policy. Elaine Prause updated the committee on analysis of 


potential new Energy Trust renewable energy services she is researching, e.g., 
paying for performance bonds, bridge and/or construction funding, taking an equity 
position, 3rd-party technology and underwriting-criteria reviews, and lender training. 
At this point, the most worthwhile option appears to be providing pre-completion 
financing. Elaine will send the committee a paper outlining the analysis in more 
detail, for discussion at the April 20 policy committee meeting. Jason suggested that 
changing REC markets, particularly the California market, may affect how we think 
about our renewable energy program and would like to explore this. 


 
6. Legislative update. A summary of energy bills that passed in the Oregon 2010 short 


session was distributed. We have some concerns about the BETC amendments, but 
analysis is still underway. 


 
7. Boardman coal plant options. On February 29, staff met with PGE to learn more 


about their plans and options regarding Boardman and potential early closure of the 
plant in 2020 instead of 2040.  A variety of factors are at play, including how 
Boardman is treated in the update of PGE's IRP filing with the OPUC, pending 
lawsuits involving the Sierra Club and other parties and the potential for waivers from 
the state and federal governments representing environmental compliance matters. 
Following the resolution of these other issues, additional efficiency and renewables 
may play a small role in any future Boardman options and decisions. We anticipate a 
follow-up meeting to explore that role. In the meantime, Energy Trust is already 
accelerating acquisition of all energy efficiency to meet PGE IRP targets. 


 
8. Three-state summit. Margie and another member of the management team meet 


annually with our "sister" organizations in Wisconsin and Vermont. This year’s 
meeting is in Portland, in late June. Opportunities for the board to meet 
representatives from the other states will be made available. Margie will provide a 
draft list of topics for discussion at the next Policy Committee meeting. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 


Poll Results: Strategic Roundtable Topics 
 
Ranked from highest to lowest interest (5=highest), with number of votes for 
including a subject in the June strategic planning meeting (SP): 
 
 Average 


rating 
Number of 


SP 
Opportunities to formalize the interrelationship, responsibilities 
and accountabilities between utilities and Energy Trust to 
prepare, update, measure progress toward and achieve utility 
Integrated Resource Plan implementation. 


4.6 7 


Legislative outcomes from the February 2010 special session, 
including changes to the solar feed-in tariff; utility access to 
Energy Trust renewable dollars; BETC; EEAST; etc. 


4.4 1 


Defining the “line” between marketing, customer outreach and 
program/service delivery, including the specific utility and 
Energy Trust roles in each. 


3.8 3 


Discuss new models of delivery, informed by early lessons from 
Clean Energy Works Portland and other possible concepts on 
the horizon.  


3.7 2 


Energy Trust and utility opportunities and roles in better serving 
low and moderate income customers. 3.6 0 
Strategic policy discussion and collaboration opportunities 
related to climate issues, renewable energy credits and 
markets (particularly in California). 


3.6 5 


The “self-perform” (retainage) percentage/amount and purpose 
for electric utilities (SB 838) and extending the same provision 
to gas utilities. 


3.6 2 


Evaluating “persistence of savings,” particularly from "softer" 
approaches such as behavioral change.  3.6 1 
The need to update and implement new data transfer 
agreements between utilities and Energy Trust, in part to 
enable better identification of opportunities and have the ability 
to make mid-course adjustments. 


3.5 1 


Expanding the definition of renewable energy to include clean 
biogas, going beyond the current statutory (SB 1149) definition 
of renewables limited to electricity generation. 


3.1 1 


Utility/Energy Trust coordination of EEAST pilots outside of 
Portland. 2.9 0 
 
Other topics suggested:  


• Is there a role for Energy Trust's investments in reducing peak loads, and 
reducing T&D expenditures?  


• Can electrical energy storage at a utility significant levels be made cost effective 
in OR and SW WA to enable larger wind and solar fraction? Very long range  
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• What is the ETO and utility policy towards plug-in electric or plug-in hybrid 
vehicles? 2-5 years…suggestion incentivize renewables + smart hybrid chargers 
to stay grid neutral  


• How to align greenhouse gas reduction target and state/federal goals  


• How to proactively identify and target for improvement energy hog buildings  


• How to bring into the fold PUDs in Oregon - could we work together in Salem on 
this issue?  


• Energy Trust role in customer behavioral change  


Working with state agencies, trade organizations, NGOs and other stakeholders to 
ensure we understand the many policy agendas as they relate to energy efficiency.  
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ATTACHMENT 2 
 


DRAFT STRATEGIC UTILITY ROUNDTABLE 
AGENDAS APRIL-SEPTEMBER 2010 


 
April 7: Strategic Utility Roundtable  


(1) Discuss tentative agendas for upcoming roundtables: 
• Survey results 
• Review agendas below 


(2) Report on 2010 developments: 
• Legislation: solar feed-in tariff; utility access to Energy Trust renewable 


dollars, BETC, EEAST 
• OSD grant 
• Home Star 


(3) Energy Trust-utility “roles” discussion, self-perform percentages, etc.  
• Given the focused attention that the OPUC, utilities and Energy Trust are 


dedicating to these issues, what role should the roundtable play? 
 
June Board Session 
  
 June 11:  


Board meeting:  
 9:00-10:15:  IT Integrated Solutions decision 
Break 10:15-10:30 
Annual workshop: 


10:30-12:30 Opening presentation/discussion  
• Lee Beyer (invited, not confirmed): What’s next? A look 


at Oregon energy policy in 2011 and beyond 
• Discussion (including utility roundtable participants) 


Lunch 12:30-1:15 
1:15-2:15 Strategic utility issues: Energy Trust-utility collaboration in 


IRP development and implementation  
Break  2:15-2:30 


2:30-3:30 Strategic utility issues: Policy discussion and collaboration 
on climate issues, renewable energy credits and markets 
(especially California) 


3:30-4:30 Implementing the strategic plan through sector plans  
4:30-5:00 Discussion: areas in which the board would like special 


sessions and/or training 
 June 12 (if warranted) 


9:00-10:30 Federal developments affecting Energy Trust  
• Home Star  
• Federal grant to Office of Sustainable 


Development/EEAST pilots 
  Break  10:30-10:45 
  10:45-11:45 New options for the renewable energy program 
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September 1: Strategic Utility Roundtable  


• Updates: 
o ETO-utility collaboration: IRP, self-perform, 


marketing/outreach/service delivery 
o RECs and carbon 


• New delivery models based on Clean Energy Works and others 
• Plan/discuss agendas for 2011 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
BILLS THAT PASSED THE 2010 SHORT SESSION 
 
Business Energy Tax Credit 
HB 3680: http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3680.b.html. In 2009, 
the legislature passed HB 2472, which would have restricted BETC and introduced 
some accountability and transparency measures. The Governor vetoed the bill. Since 
then, key parties negotiated a compromise, encompassed in HB 3680. The bill: 


• Establishes caps for allowable credits: $300 million for renewable energy 
generation facilities for the current biennium, and $150 million for the 2011-2013 
biennium (current projections put the BETC cost at around $800 million without 
this cap),. Manufacturing facilities are limited to $200 million for this biennium and 
the 2011-13 biennium, and $50 million for the second half of 2013. Wind 
generation facilities larger than 10 MW are allowed $3.5 million in 2010, $2.5 
million in 2011 and $1.5 million in 2012.  


• Large wind projects (over 10 MW) are limited to 5% of cost if the facility was 
preliminarily certified after 2009, and $7 million if preliminarily certified in 2010, 
$5 million if in 2011, and $3 million if in 2013. 


• For renewable projects finally certified after 2009 and costing over $10 million, 
the 5-year BETC credit period begins with the tax year after the tax year in which 
the application for final certification is filed.  


• Sunset dates: For energy generation and conservation, final certification must be 
received before July 1, 2012. For manufacturing facilities, preliminary certification 
must be received before January 1, 2014. The 2011 legislature is expected to 
review whether to extend the BETC program further. 


• Timelines for reviewing BETC applications. ODOE has 90 days to review and 
determine whether to issue preliminary certifications for renewable energy 
projects or manufacturing facilities if the project cost is less than $6 million, and 
six months if the project costs $6 million or more.  


• Manufacturers of certain types of electric vehicles are included in the definition of 
"renewable energy resource equipment manufacturing facility." Total eligible 
costs are limited to $2.5 million. 


• Changes included in the bill will not be applied retroactively to projects that have 
already received credits under the BETC program.  


• The 10-percent cost overrun (compared to costs preliminarily certified) that used 
to be allowed is precluded. 


• ODOE is given more discretion to prioritize projects when the programs are over-
subscribed. 


• The bill makes no changes to energy efficiency components of the program. 
 
ODOE had already set a March 30 deadline to make permanent the temporary BETC 
rules. Reportedly, ODOE expects to proceed with this action and also tie in related 
aspects of HB 3680, such as the elimination of multiple smaller applications for one large 
project. A report on the program will be issued in October 2010, and it is expected that 
the legislature will revisit BETC in 2011. 
 
Renewable energy 
 
Solar feed-in tariff, HB 3690, 
http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3690.en.html. The bill: 



http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3680.b.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3690.en.html�
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• Establishes different size categories for solar PV systems. Defines a residential 
qualifying system as one with a nameplate capacity of 10 KW or less and a small 
commercial qualifying system as being greater than 10 KW and less than or 
equal to 100 KW. 


• Allows OPUC to adjust PV system deployment targets in utility pilot programs.  
• Establishes a July 1, 2010 deadline for utilities to have pilot programs available to 


customers (date was April 1, 2010).  
 
The OPUC already has two dockets associated with the solar feed-in tariffs --AR 538 
and UM 1452.  
 
Utility reliance on Energy Trust-funded projects to meet renewable energy standard, HB 
3691, http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3691.en.html. The 2007 
renewable energy act and the 2009 solar capacity law provided that if utilities use a 
project to meet RPS or solar capacity requirements, the cost could not be considered an 
above-market cost for purposes of SB 1149 (the three-percent charge that funds basic 
Energy Trust electric programs). HB 3691 removes those provisions, eliminating a major 
uncertainty in Energy Trust’s relationship with the utilities in renewable energy projects. 
HB 3691 also allows utilities to recover "all prudently incurred costs associated with the 
RPS" in rates--including above-market costs that are not funded by Energy Trust. The 
bill also calls for the Oregon PUC to establish an automatic adjustment clause or some 
other method that would allow timely recovery of such prudently incurred costs for 
constructing or acquiring facilities that "generate electricity from renewable energy 
sources and for associated electricity transmission."  


Treatment of vintage biomass under the renewable energy standard, HB 3674, 
http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3674.en.html. Last session, the 
legislature passed a bill (HB 2940), which would have allowed energy from vintage 
biomass facilities built before 1995 to count toward RPS compliance. The Governor 
vetoed the bill and sought a compromise, which was introduced in the 2010 session as 
HB 3674. Under HB 3674, energy from vintage (pre-1995) PURPA biomass projects 
may be used for RPS compliance. However, the projects’ renewable energy certificates 
may not be used until 2026—between now and then they may only be banked. As a 
result, the original RPS must be met primarily with new resources, but the vintage 
biomass RECs can be used for ongoing compliance (since utilities have to maintain the 
25 percent standard forever once it's been met in 2025). HB 3674 also allows a limited 
amount (up to 11 aMW) of municipal solid waste generation to be used for RPS 
compliance; and the PUC may allow cost recovery for hydrogen stations using 
anhydrous ammonia. Some observers expect there to be pressure to allow unlimited 
municipal solid waste generation under the RPS in 2011.  


 
Marine renewable energy, HB 3633: The community energy goal established in the 2007 
Renewable Energy Act (ORS 469A.210) is amended to include “marine renewable 
energy resources.” The Department of Land Conservation and Development is directed 
to perform study, and a  Marine Renewable Energy Resources Study Fund is 
established in the State Treasury. The study fund is to be fed by any source, public or 
private (sec. 3). http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3633.b.html. 
 



http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3691.en.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3674.en.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3633.b.html�
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Hydropower under the renewable energy standard, HB 3649: 
(http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3649.en.html). The bill allows 
utilities to include up to 40 aMW of certified low-impact hydroelectricity per year to be 
used to comply with the renewable energy standard (“RES”) created by the Renewable 
Energy Act of 2007. The facilities don't have to be owned by a utility, but must be located 
in Oregon and either licensed or exempted by FERC. 
 
Prevailing wage for solar projects, HB 3651: requires prevailing wage rates on some 
public works projects involving the construction or installation of solar energy systems. 
(http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3651.en.html)  
 
EEAST 
 
Adjustments to the energy efficiency and sustainable technology loan program (EEAST), 
HB 3675: http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3675.b.html. Makes a 
variety of adjustments to clarify EEAST, e.g., requires ODOE to complete an energy 
savings projection before issuing an energy efficiency and sustainable technology loan. 
 
 



http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3649.en.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3651.en.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3675.b.html�
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Poll Results: Strategic Roundtable Topics 


 


Ranked from highest to lowest interest (5=highest), with number of votes for including a 
subject in the June strategic planning meeting (SP): 


 Average 
rating 


Number of 
SP 


Opportunities to formalize the interrelationship, 
responsibilities and accountabilities between utilities and 
Energy Trust to prepare, update, measure progress toward 
and achieve utility Integrated Resource Plan 
implementation. 


4.6 7 


Legislative outcomes from the February 2010 special 
session, including changes to the solar feed-in tariff; utility 
access to Energy Trust renewable dollars; BETC; EEAST; 
etc. 


4.4 1 


Defining the “line” between marketing, customer outreach 
and program/service delivery, including the specific utility 
and Energy Trust roles in each. 


3.8 3 


Discuss new models of delivery, informed by early lessons 
from Clean Energy Works Portland and other possible 
concepts on the horizon.  


3.7 2 


Energy Trust and utility opportunities and roles in better 
serving low and moderate income customers. 3.6 0 


Strategic policy discussion and collaboration 
opportunities related to climate issues, renewable energy 
credits and markets (particularly in California). 


3.6 5 


The “self-perform” (retainage) percentage/amount and 
purpose for electric utilities (SB 838) and extending the 
same provision to gas utilities. 


3.6 2 


Evaluating “persistence of savings,” particularly from 
"softer" approaches such as behavioral change.  3.6 1 


The need to update and implement new data transfer 
agreements between utilities and Energy Trust, in part to 
enable better identification of opportunities and have the 
ability to make mid-course adjustments. 


3.5 1 


Expanding the definition of renewable energy to include 
clean biogas, going beyond the current statutory (SB 1149) 
definition of renewables limited to electricity generation. 


3.1 1 


Utility/Energy Trust coordination of EEAST pilots outside 
of Portland. 2.9 0 


 


Other topics suggested (with names): 
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• Is there a role for Energy Trust's investments in reducing peak loads, and 
reducing T&D expenditures? (John Reynolds) 


• Can electrical energy storage at a utility significant levels be made cost effective 
in OR and SW WA to enable larger wind and solar fraction? Very long range (Dan 
Enloe) 


• What is the ETO and utility policy towards plug-in electric or plug-in hybrid 
vehicles? 2-5 years…suggestion incentivize renewables + smart hybrid chargers 
to stay grid neutral (Dan Enloe) 


• How to align greenhouse gas reduction target and state/federal goals (Roger 
Hamilton) 


• How to proactively identify and target for improvement energy hog buildings (Al 
Jubitz) 


• How to bring into the fold PUDs in Oregon - could we work together in Salem on 
this issue? (Al Jubitz) 


• Energy Trust role in customer behavioral change (Carol Dillin) 


• Working with state agencies, trade organizations, NGOs and other stakeholders 
to ensure we understand the many policy agendas as they relate to energy 
efficiency. (Pat Egan) 


 


 


 








 


 
Energy Trust of Oregon 
Organization Redesign Q1 Progress Report 
March 17, 2010 
 
This is the first quarterly report summarizing progress made and planned to integrate 2009 
organization redesign recommendations into how Energy Trust works. 
 
Background 
In February 2009, Energy Trust of Oregon started an organization redesign effort led by a multi-
disciplinary staff team and guided by senior management. The redesign process, findings, and 
recommended follow-up actions are documented in Energy Trust of Oregon Organization Redesign 
Report, published in October 2009. (E:\TRUST GENERAL\Organization Redesign 2009-2010\Final 
Report October 2009\2009 Energy Trust Organization Redesign Report PDF.pdf) 
   
Redesign findings and recommended follow-up actions fall into four major categories and are 
listed in detail under Appendix F, page 63, of the Redesign Report: (1) work process and 
productivity improvements; (2) customer focus improvements; (3) structural changes; and (4) 
cultural changes.  
 
After completion and distribution of the redesign report in October, a transition to 
implementation began. Work process improvements, customer focus improvements, and 
training to support cultural changes were incorporated into our 2010-2014 updated strategic 
plan, our 2010-2011 action plan and 2010 budget. Structural changes were made through staff 
reassignments and development and approval and recruitment of some new positions as part of 
the budget process.  
 
Also in the fall of 2009, Coraggio Group was retained to work with the Executive Director and 
Management Team to identify and sequence priority tasks to be undertaken in 2010 and to 
develop simple management and communications systems to track and report progress 
throughout the organization. Coraggio Group was also tasked to initiate sector level strategic 
planning sessions with the business and homes sector groups, which is now underway. Lastly, 
Research Into Action was retained to help evaluate progress and measure outcomes from the 
redesign, over time. 
 
By the end of February, Energy Trust had reorganized into energy sector (homes, commercial 
business, industry and agriculture) groups, renewable energy and support groups. Staff work 
plans prepared in February 2010 helped clarify new roles and responsibilities consistent with 
incorporating redesign objectives. More detailed progress updates were compiled by 
management team members and group leads for specific focus areas and groups. These 
appear below.  
 
Implementation of the redesign is ongoing, expected to unfold over the next several years. True 
to the redesign purpose, we intend to maintain and strengthen our culture, clarify our strategies, 
improve efficiency through better data, reports and communication, better reach and serve 
customers and further align and position ourselves to achieve greater results and fulfill goals. As 
we move further into implementing recommendations, we transition to new and better ways of 
doing business, integrating new approaches into our work. We will continue to share and 
celebrate our progress and results with each other over time. 
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Updates 
The following activity descriptions draw from and correspond to areas identified in the organization 
redesign final report and recommendations. Additions, corrections and feedback are welcome at 
any time. 
 
Data: Improve the accuracy and quality of data; improve system capacity for data collection 
and analysis; secure updated data sharing agreements with utilities through the OPUC. 
 
Information Technology (IT) Update: 


1. Continue to automate forms online (see forms section for more detail) 
2. Complete data warehousing project 


• Phase 1 – Levelized costs pilot – the project team is in the process of completing 
quality assurance checks on data; this project is scheduled to complete in March 


• Phase 2 – “Counting” – Christian has been assigned as project manager – 
project is being scoped 


• Phase 3 – scope of this phase has not yet be identified; possibilities include 
forecasting or budgeting, the quarterly report or an organizational dashboard   


3. Integrated Solutions Project (formerly known as Enterprise Resource Project) 
• All needs assessment and requirements identified and prioritized 
• Funds included in the 2010 budget 
• Steering and Selection Committees formed and actively meeting 
• RFP will be issued March 22 
• RFP responses received April 16 
• Top 2 – 3 respondents chosen by May 4  
• Solution recommendation will be ready for the board strategic planning session in 


mid-June; depending on the chosen alternative, a second RFP may be required 
or a finalist may be chosen   


4. Utility data was reloaded 
5. Utility data warehouse project being formulated 
6. Updated data sharing agreement with utilities identified as the next highest priority 


project to be led by the OPUC  
 
Forms: Simplify the customer experience by creating shorter forms and ‘user-friendly’ 
procedures; improve the accuracy and quality of data; apply program specific data in decision-
making. 
 
IT Update: 


1.  Continue to develop more automated online forms  
• Form to capture HVAC data is in user acceptance testing and will be 


implemented this month 
• Web forms/services Steering Committee to reconvene in March to identify and 


prioritize next forms to be developed 
 


Communications and Customer Service (CCS) Update: 
1. Currently scoping forms streamlining project; adjusted work plans and contractor scopes 


to support forms improvement project in 2010 
2. Participating in web forms steering committee to help prioritize highest volume forms and 


develop for online automation. Selected forms will be reviewed by CCS prior to IT web 
form development process. Appliance and customer application status web forms are 
complete and live. HVAC web forms near completion. 
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3. Position reassignments and new position duties reflect a separation between customer 
service and trade ally roles and responsibilities. 


 
Customer Focus: Re-orient our products and services from a focus on individual program 
offerings to a focus on customers 
 
CCS Update: 


1. Examined key customer participation processes, such as home energy reviews and web 
forms, from a customer experience perspective and providing feedback to programs, IT, 
etc. 


2. Worked with programs and utilities to coordinate general outreach with program 
outreach supporting community efforts 


3. Developed Energy Trust and customer focus training for staff, PMCs, trade allies and 
Board 


4. Retained Brooke Graham as a contractor to help implement recommendations stemming 
from organization redesign, including those identified during the creative juices meeting 
mapping exercises and to train staff in how to complete mapping analyses 


 
Program Updates:  


1. Re-defined home energy review materials, processes and customer support 
• Using new technologies to enter home energy review data for faster response for 


customers, electronic communication/follow-up and direct data uploading (less 
steps) 


2. Extended Savings Within Reach to better serve moderate to low income gas and electric 
customers 


3. Serving rural areas 
a. Continued support for Klamath Falls and NE Oregon through contractors 


i. Working with utilities and OPUC to further clarify and leverage roles to 
support outreach to customers in other outlying areas 


b. Established priority list of communities for targeted outreach and marketing and 
selecting sub-set based on best opportunities 


i. Doing as cross-program effort with PECI and CSG 
c. Supporting Clean Energy Works Portland (CEWP) 
d. Supporting Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Technology Act, HB 2626 


(EEAST), rural pilot 
e. Considering geographic-specific messaging per segmentation study 
f. Expanded project development services for custom renewable projects, including 


cost sharing of grant application assistance, feasibility studies, interconnection 
technical assistance, permitting and construction management under one 
contracting process  


g. Supported Wallowa Resources to co-fund a project coordinator to identify all 
resources available to renewable projects including federal, state and local 
incentives and grants 


h. Small Industrial Initiative is reaching out to rural farmers and their vendors with 
irrigation incentives 


i. Industry and Agriculture's Central Oregon Program Delivery Contractor (PDC) 
sited staff in Bend to increase penetration in this territory 


4. One-stop shopping 
5. Coordinated and incorporated home energy reviews and solar electric offers under 


Solarize Portland 
6. Continued solar reviews as part of Home Energy Reviews  
7. Existing Industry and Agriculture sales culture is being emphasized and refined  
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a. New PDC Action Plans chart a facilitative sales approach to deeper engagement 
with customers 


b. New customer recognition support tools are being developed by the Industry and 
Agriculture marketing subcommittee 


c. Approaches to long term energy planning, including training and support, are 
being developed for key customers 


8. Encouraging all staff to attend volunteer training and volunteer to represent Energy Trust 
at Better Living Show 


9. Continuing coordination of biopower renewable program and industry and agriculture 
group 


 
Market Research: Market research ideas and prioritizing 
 
Planning and Evaluation Update: 


1. Completed review of Energy Trust market effects and possible alternative approaches 
2. Proposed new framework to count savings for utility funding periods against plans for 


that funding   
3. Cooperative CCS/P&E/Program team process to prioritize market research is advancing 


in residential and commercial sectors. Less formal discussions are happening with 
industrial/agriculture program group 


4. Fast feedback pilot finished and implementation proceeding 
 
Trade Ally Network: Seek new ways to balance trade ally interests while also serving 
customer needs 
 
CCS Update: 


1. Drafting two-year trade ally strategic plan and will coordinate with sector planning 
activities 


 
Programs Update: 


1. Establishing a tiered approach to classifying and promoting trade allies for residential 
customers 


2. Providing travel incentive for trade allies who serve outlying geographic areas  
 
Energy Trust Culture Change: Project management skills; pilot process; general improvements 
 
IT Update: 
Project management skills 


1. All IT project managers attended project management training 
2. Project management skills included in job descriptions and work plans 
7. IT Project Management Methodology drafted; templates being gathered 


• Included participation by the Operations Analysts 
• Can be used organization wide 


Program managers need time to think strategically 
1. Formalized Operations Analysts as the PMC reporting “gatekeepers”; will interface with 


IT as needed 
2. IT team representatives participating on the Operations Analyst team  
3. Sector level strategic planning underway through Coraggio Group with homes and 


business sectors 
4. Renewable group preparing to conduct its own strategic level planning activities 
5. Industrial and Agriculture will conduct strategic planning later this year following 


implementation of current initiatives 
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6. Program Management Contracts and Program Delivery Contractor contracts revised and 
updated to reflect specific data entry and quality, customer service, forecasting and other 
requirements and responsibilities as identified in the redesign recommendations (see 
below for additional details) 


Annual work plan preparation 
1. Redesign responsibilities incorporated into work plans throughout the organization 
2. Position descriptions have or will be updated to clarify lines of authority, responsibility, 


accountability and decision-making, where needed 
 
Planning and Evaluation Update: 


1. Feedback gathered on draft final pilot process and implementation pending management 
team review 


 
CCS Update: 


1. Initiated process mapping training and support for staff via Brooke Graham, contractor  
2. CCS staff utilizing project management tools and methodologies from first training 


session 
 
Internal Structural Development: Position descriptions; enhance programs; create a structure 
in support of what customers need and want 
 
CCS Update: 


1. Created Community Relations & Marketing Manager position and filled it 
2. Transitioned customer service management and oversight responsibilities to new 


Community Relations Manager and new Sr. Manager 
3. Redesigned and filled existing Sr. Manager Position to focus on customer service and 


outreach oversight, communications and Trade Ally Network strategy 
4. Redesigned existing position to become full time Trade Ally Network Manager position 
5. Updated documentation of customer service process; trained new staff in customer 


service operations 
6. Transitioned marketing manager positions to Homes and Business Groups; developed 


scope/job description with Energy Program staff 
7. Transitioned management and review of Homes and Business marketing collateral to 


programs; documented new process for collateral development and review, now led by 
program marketing managers; eliminated CCS review of all but a short list of program 
marketing communications; maintaining CCS tracking system and archiving of all 
marketing communications for customer service purposes 


8. Transitioned Forms Development Administrator position from IT to CCS Group 
9. Developed new functional teams within CCS: Customer Service & Trade Ally, Production 


& Web, Communications, and Utility Coordination 
 
Planning and Evaluation Update 


1. Planning Engineer hired to help with measure development backlog 
2. Planning and Evaluation staff is assigned and specializing in specific sectors 


 
Programs Update: 


1. Identified four functional groups for delivery of energy programs 
2. Created two new sector lead positions and staffed them  
3. Created embedded, marketing managers positions and filled them 
4. Created operations analysts functions and re-assigned staff to fill/support these 


a. Established the operations analysts team to coordinate efforts among groups and 
ETO operations 
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5. Embedded solar staff in the commercial business and residential groups 
a. Continued to provide program design, budgeting, technical support and 


implementation assistance from the RE group  
6. Defined group staffing and reporting structures with job roles identified   
7. Issued RFQ for contractor services for government customer-account support  
8. Established matrix management structure for RE Group and identified a lead facilitator 
9. Drafting vision and mission statements for each group 


a. Identifying leadership roles and measures of success 
10. Initiated staff work in Business Group to define what this means and how it will apply in 


program implementation 
 


Planning: Ongoing process improvements 
 
Programs Update: 


1. Established new metrics in PMC contracts for delivery, auditing, forecasting and savings 
2. Expanded savings goals and action planning in PDC contracts  
3. Initiated group-specific strategic planning 


a. Started with Business and Residential  
i. Using outside consultant support 


b. Renewables dependent on analysis of fall-out from Business Energy Tax Credit 
changes 


i. Using internal resources to support 
c. Industry & Agriculture to follow this summer 


 








 


 
Board Decision 
Accepting Submission of a Management Review  
February 3, 2010April 7, 2010 


Background 
• The grant agreement between the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) and 


Energy Trust requires Energy Trust to contract at least every five years for an 
independent review and evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of Energy 
Trust operations. 


• The review is expected to consider cost allocations between administration and 
management; assess how Energy Trust programs compare to similar or related 
programs operating elsewhere; and make specific recommendations to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness.  


• During the summer of 2009, under the auspices of the Board Audit Committee, 
Energy Trust retained Talbot, Korvola & Warwick (TKW), to conduct the review.  


Discussion 
• Talbot, Korvola & Warwick submitted the final review on January __February 26, 


2010. 


• Its major findings indicate that Energy Trust "has developed a model and 
approach to meet the legislature's initial intent of investing in new energy 
efficiency, market transformation and the above-market cost of renewable 
energy. The organization, and its current programs, is effectively providing 
applicable services." The report further notes that "Energy Trust has 
demonstrated its ability to meet its mission to deliver benefits to Oregonians from 
saving energy and tapping renewable resources, providing energy solutions that 
save dollars and protect the environment." 


• The report recognizes adoption of an extensive self-evaluation process and 
strategic planning methodology, continuous improvement through the 
organization redesign. 


• TKW recommends that Energy Trust: 


1. Work with the OPUC to eliminate the opt-in/opt-out provisions of the 
current information transfer policy 


2. Conduct an administrative support staffing level needs assessment 


3. Develop a formal process to document and report how and why specific 
project proposals are selected 


4. Consider allocating resources to efficiency programs to achieve the 
greatest overall saving with the lowest overall cost 


5. Consider increasing utility involvement in strategic discussions  
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6. Reassess its current approach to evaluations and identify opportunities to 
improve timeliness 


7. Include detailed action plans and timeframes for follow-up on evaluation 
findings and recommendations 


• Energy Trust will prepare a response to the specific recommendations and other 
parts of the report within the next 30 days. 


• The final report and corresponding Energy Trust response will be provided to the          
OPUC, made available to the Board of Directors and posted on the Energy Trust 
website. 


 


Recommendation 
Approve Resolution 543, accepting submission of Talbot, Korvola & Warwick ‘s 
independent management review.  
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RESOLUTION 543 
ACCEPTING SUBMISSION OF INDEPENDENT MANAGEMENT REVIEW 


 
WHEREAS: 
 


1. The grant agreement between the Oregon Public Utility Commission 
(OPUC) and Energy Trust requires Energy Trust to contract at least every 
five years for an independent review and evaluation of the efficiency and 
effectiveness of Energy Trust operations. 


 
2. In the summer of 2009, the Energy Trust Board retained Talbot, Korvola & 


Warwick, to conduct the review under the auspices of the Audit Committee. 
 
3. Talbot, Korvola & Warwick submitted the review in final form on January 


__February 26, 2010. 
 


4. The Board expresses its appreciation to the Audit Committee, Talbot, 
Korvola & Warwick and Energy Trust staff for their efforts.  


 
It is therefore RESOLVED: 
 


1. That the Board of Directors of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. accepts the 
final Talbot, Korvola & Warwick management review and instructs the 
executive director to submit it to the Oregon Public Utility Commission. 


 
2. The Board and Executive Director are fully committed to carefully 


examining the report and taking appropriate follow-up actions in response 
to its findings and recommendations. 


 
3. To ensure full consideration is given to the management review, the Board 


of Directors designates the Audit Committee and Executive Director to 
identify recommendations that warrant follow-up, and report back to the 
board at its April meeting.  


 
 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 


 








 


 
 
Board Decision 
Allow Self-Generators Policy to Lapse 
April 7, 2010 


Summary 
A policy was adopted in 2003 to address a concern that has never materialized (that a firm 
would request a large incentive even though the firm pays a small public purpose charge 
because it generates most of its own energy), and which can be addressed through other 
policies. Staff and the Policy Committee propose to allow the Self-Generators policy to lapse. 


Background 
• Those who produce electric energy and use it on site do not pay public purpose charges 


on this generation, because the charges are based on sales, not generation.  


• In 2003, the question arose whether large self-generators (which use more than one 
megawatt per year), who seek a large (more than $500,000) efficiency or renewable 
incentive yet pay little to the public purpose fund, should have access to Energy Trust 
incentives on the same basis as others. 


• At the time, Energy Trust was concerned that demand for incentives would outstrip 
resources, and wanted to ensure that people who make fuller contributions to the fund 
have access to incentives.  


• The board adopted a policy (Attachment 1) allowing self-generators up to $500,000 in 
incentives per site/calendar year; with priority to non-self-generators for incentives over 
$500,000. 


• The Policy Committee reviews all policies every three years to see if they still serve a 
purpose. The committee reviewed this policy in February, concluded that it is no longer 
needed, and recommended that the board allow the policy to lapse. 


Discussion 
• Energy Trust has never encountered the situation with which the policy is concerned.  


• Other policies require board approval of any incentive above $500,000, which would 
seem to address the original concern. 


• If the policy were renewed, it should probably be revised:  


- Most self-generators of significant size are combined heat and power (“CHP”) 
projects (facilities that use a fuel, e.g., gas for industrial processes that produce 
heat that generates electricity). The Energy Trust CHP policy encourages CHP, 
yet the Self-Generators policy would disadvantage them later in competing for 
large incentives. The policy should address this if it is not allowed to lapse. 


- The Self-Generators policy applies if a large energy user self-generates any 
energy. It would seem more reasonable to allow at least some amount of self-
generation before disadvantaging a self-generator in seeking a large incentive. 
However, it would be hard to say how much self-generation is appropriate. 
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Recommendation 
Allow the Self-Generators policy to lapse. 


 


RESOLUTION 547 
ALLOWING THE SELF-GENERATORS POLICY TO LAPSE 


WHEREAS: 
1. In 2003, the question arose whether large self-generators, who seek a 


large efficiency or renewable incentive yet pay little to the public 
purpose fund, should have access to Energy Trust incentives on the 
same basis as others. 


2. The board adopted a policy allowing large energy users that self-
generate up to $500,000 in incentives per site/calendar year; and giving 
priority to non-self-generators for incentives over $500,000. 


3. Energy Trust has never encountered the situation with which the policy 
is concerned. Other policies require board approval of any incentive 
above $500,000, which would seem to address the original concern. 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
The Board of Directors allows the Self-Generators policy to lapse. 
 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 
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Attachment 1 
 


4.16.000-P Self-Generators Policy 
 


iHistory 
Source Date     Action/Notes      Next Review Date 


Board Decision December 17, 2003  Approved (R236)   December 2006 
Board Decision December 13, 2006  Approved (R420)   December 2009 


 


SELF-GENERATION POLICY 


The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors directs staff to employ 
the following policy with respect to self-generators.  
 
1. This policy applies to Oregon customers of Pacific Power and PGE 


who generate power from nonrenewable sources at a site, whose 
generation capacity at the site is one megawatt or greater, and 
who pay a public purposes charge, either on power purchases, 
standby charges, or both. These customers are defined for this 
policy as “self-generators.” This policy has no bearing on 
efficiency services for natural gas conversion. 


 
2. For Energy Trust electric energy efficiency or renewable energy 


technical assistance and financial incentives with a combined 
value of up to $500,000 per site per calendar year, self-generators 
will have the same access to Energy Trust efficiency programs as 
other Oregon customers of PGE and Pacific Power and will be 
subject to the same program rules.  


 
3. The Energy Trust may, in its sole discretion, provide more than 


$500,000 per year in technical analysis services and financial 
incentives to self-generators consistent with the rules of individual 
programs. However, Pacific Power and PGE customers who are 
not self-generators have priority over self-generators for this 
additional funding. This means that, should funding be available 
from a program for only one project requiring more than $500,000, 
and both a self-generator and a non-self-generator have projects 
that meet the program criteria for such large projects, the project 
of the non-self-generator will be funded. 


 
4. The $500,000 threshold in this policy was set to conform to the 


incentive cap in the Production Efficiency program. This $500,000 
threshold also applies to activities under all Energy Trust 
programs combined. Should the threshold for the Production 
Efficiency program be moved, staff may move the threshold in this 
self-generation policy to conform to the Production Efficiency 
program threshold.  
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Board Decision 
Renew Line of Credit at the Bank of the Cascades 
April 7, 2010 


Summary 
To approve the renewal of a $ 4 million line of credit at the Bank of the Cascades. 


Background 
• The Energy Trust board first approved a $ 4 million line of credit in March 2002. The line 


of credit helps bridge timing gaps between when revenues are received. The limit was 
reduced to $ 1 million and in December 2005, restored to $ 4 million. 


• Energy Trust established a line of credit with the Bank of the Cascades in April 2006. 


• The Bank of the Cascades continues to be the bank of record for Energy Trust banking 
services. 


• Conditioned upon the board’s approval by resolution, the Bank of the Cascades has 
authorized a commitment for a revolving line of credit in the amount of $ 4 million at an 
interest rate of prime minus .50 basis points. 


Discussion 
• The line of credit continues to be a useful way to manage differences in timing of 


revenues and expenses. 


• Energy Trust will be issuing an RFP for banking services soon.  


• In the meantime, staff believes it is prudent to continue the line of credit for emergency 
needs. 


Recommendation 
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors approve renewal of the $ 4 million line of credit at 
the Bank of the Cascades to be effective through March 31, 2011, or revocation by the board by 
adopting resolution #548, below. 
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RESOLUTION 548 
RENEW $ 4 MILLION LINE OF CREDIT AT THE BANK OF THE 


CASCADES 


WHEREAS: 
1. Energy Trust wishes to renew its $ 4 million line of credit at the Bank of 


the Cascades. 
2. The Bank of the Cascades has authorized a commitment for a revolving 


line of credit in the amount of $ 4 million at an interest rate of prime 
minus .50 basis points conditioned upon the board’s approval by 
resolution. 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
1. That this corporation, Energy Trust of Oregon, may: 


• Borrow up to $ 4 million from a revolving unsecured line of credit 
offered by the Bank of the Cascades at an interest rate of prime 
minus .50% to bridge timing issues of revenue receipt and 
program expense. 


• Repay the line of credit with monthly interest payments and 
principal due at maturity, within one year from the date of the 
agreement. 


2. Any two (2) of the following officers of this corporation, one a 
representative from management and one a representative from the 
board: 


• President 
• Vice President 
• Treasurer 
• Executive Director 
• Chief Financial Officer    
 


are hereby authorized and directed, in the name of this corporation to 
execute and deliver to Bank and Bank is requested to accept the credit 
agreements, other instruments, agreements and documents which 
evidence the obligations of this corporation under the credit facilities 
obtained or to be obtained pursuant to this resolution. 
 


3. The Bank is authorized to act upon the foregoing resolution until written 
notice of revocation is received by the Bank, and the authority hereby 
granted shall apply with equal force and effect to the successors in the 
office of the authorized officers. 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 
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Board Decision 
Revolution Energy Solutions Multi-Site Biogas Plant 
Project 
April 7, 2010 


Summary 
Authorize up to $1,766,640 to be paid over four years to offset the above-market cost of a 0.795 
megawatt (MW) project fueled by methane. The project, which would be sited at four different 
dairies, would be constructed, owned and operated by Revolution Energy Solutions, LLC.  


Energy Trust Goals 
• The proposed project would support Goal 2 of the 2010-2014 Strategic Plan: to 


accelerate the rate at which renewable energy resources are acquired, helping to 
achieve Oregon’s 2025 goal of meeting at least eight percent of retail electrical load. 


• This project would support the Biomass program goal of investing in commercial 
operation of less mature energy resources like biogas plants.  


• At 0.795 MW, the project would increase the Biomass program portfolio capacity by 
13%. Currently, Energy Trust has 4.9 MW of Biomass projects in operation with 1.06 
MW preparing for construction.  


The Proposed Project  
• Revolution Energy Solutions, a third party developer, proposes to construct, own and 


operate individual biogas facilities at four dairies located in the Willamette Valley. The 
overall project is composed of four separate generators at four different dairies. The 
generators range from 165 to 210 kW each and total 795 kW.  


• The proposed project would: 
o install and operate biogas plants using manure from a total of 4,200 cows; 
o include a digester design at each dairy developed by AgriFood Canada with 


commercial rights owned by Bio-Terre Systems; Revolution Energy Solutions has 
a license to deploy systems in the US; 


o generate a combined total of 6,000 MWh annually for all four dairies; 
o each site will be a Qualifying Facility, with output sold to PGE or Pacific Power 


under standard rates and terms;  
• Each facility will be designed to capture the energy in the manure, improve the dairy 


runoff, reduce odors and pathogens, and capture and destroy the methane. 


Financial Analysis 
• Energy Trust determines project incentives based on a project’s above-market cost, i.e., 


the difference between the cost to produce the power from the project over its life and 
the market value of the equivalent grid power at standard rates.  


• The analysis includes tax credits and other benefits available to the project. Above-
market costs are calculated as a net present value, which is the sum of the discounted 
value of the installation costs and the annual operating expenses of the project over its 
lifetime.   


 


  







 
Resolution 549               April 7, 2010  


Project Financial Summary - NPV Basis


Size (MW) 0.795


Annual Output (MWh) 6000


Evaluated Resource Life (years) 15


Revenues
Power Sales 3,200,280$          


Additional Revenue - Carbon offsets, biosolids 1,682,535$          
State BETC Pass-through 1,671,645$          


Grant in lieu of Investment Tax Credit  2,335,255$          


Total Revenue 8,889,715$          


Costs
Capitalized Cost 7,784,185$          


Operations Expense 254,180$             
Maintenance Expense 1,823,520$          


Other Expense - Carbon Offset Verification, Biosolids Handling 1,302,699$          
Taxes 514,956$             


Total Project Cost 11,679,540$        


Gross Above Market Cost (Total Revenue - Total Project Cost) (2,789,825)$         
Tax Benefits 1,128,337$          


Net Above Market Cost (1,661,488)$         


Above Market Cost After Tax Adjustment (2,695,296)$         


 


• Staff and an independent contractor reviewed the project design and costs and found 
them to be standard and reasonable for projects of similar size, type and design.  


• The total capital cost of the project is $7,784,185.  


• The project’s above-market, net-present value is $2,695,296 over 15 years, including 
installation and operating costs, and assuming the project qualifies for state and federal 
tax benefits. 
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• Staff proposes to pay $1,766,640 into an escrow account to be disbursed over 4 years. 
The net present value of this 4-year payment is $1,400,000, or 52% of above market 
costs for the project.  


• The $1,766,640 incentive would be divided equally, $441,660 per facility. At each facility: 
the first payment would be made on project commissioning; the next three would be paid 
annually based on project performance (each facility’s planned output divided by 
$441,660). 


• At a total payment of $1,766,640, the project’s energy would cost Energy Trust about 
$2.6 million per average megawatt (aMW).  On a net-present-value basis, the cost to 
Energy Trust is $2.04 million/aMW, $0.023/kWh levelized, which is at the low end of the 
range of costs forecast in the 2010 Biomass budget.  


• The cost of this project to Energy Trust is higher than our larger biomass projects, such 
as the Stahlbush project, at $0.64 million/aMW; and the Douglas County project at $1.33 
million/aMW. The higher cost for this project reflects the small scale of the individual 
generators (165 kW to 210 kW), the fact that there will be no direct use of heat from the 
engine, and the lower energy density of manure compared to other waste streams  


• The project cost compares favorably to other renewable energy technologies; a large 
scale PV project cost $8.32 and $6.3 million/aMW for the OIT geothermal project.  


• The project will benefit from other revenue streams associated with greenhouse gas 
offsets and the potential sale of biosolids remaining in the digester. The greenhouse gas 
offsets will be created when the methane gas is captured and destroyed by burning.  
Generation need not occur for offsets to be created, as long as the methane is captured 
and destroyed, which may be in generation, flaring or otherwise. Staff proposes to treat 
green tags in accordance with the green tag policy. Staff proposes to include offset 
revenue in calculating above-market costs, but not take ownership of offsets. The offset 
value would thereby reduce the Energy Trust incentive.  


• Energy Trust will receive 60% of the green tags (environmental attributes of renewable 
energy that can be used to meet renewable portfolio standards and/or sold apart from 
the underlying energy) produced annually by the project.  


• In addition to destroying a potent greenhouse gas (methane), the project will deliver 
other benefits by reducing odors, pollution and runoff from anaerobic lagoons and fields. 


• Staff supports the project for a variety of reasons, including because it will likely provide 
an innovative business solution for dairies. The approach brings in the capital and 
expertise to manage generation projects while allowing dairies to retain focus on their  
primary business model as a commodity producer.  


• The funds for this project are within the $6.3 million budgeted for the 2010 biomass 
program. 


• The Renewable Energy Advisory Council reviewed the project on February 17, 2010 and 
supported funding it.  


• Because three-fourths of the incentive payments would be based on project 
performance, we do not anticipate requiring security or payback provisions in the 
contracts. 


Recommendation 
Staff recommends approval of  $1,766,640 in funding for the Revolution Energy Solutions 
project, by adopting resolution #549, below, authorizing the executive director to sign contracts 
consistent with the resolution. 
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RESOLUTION 549 


APPROVING FUNDS FOR THE REVOLUTION ENERGY SOLUTIONS, 
LLC GENERATION PROJECT 


WHEREAS: 
1. Revolution Energy Solutions, LLC proposes to develop a 0.795 


megawatt facility (expected to generate 0.68 average megawatts over a 
15-year operating life) fueled by methane produced by manure 
processed through digesters at four separate dairy farms.  


2. Staff and an independent contractor reviewed the project design and 
costs and found them to be standard and reasonable for projects of 
similar type and design. 


3. The net-present value of the project’s above-market costs is $2,695,296 
over 15 years. 


4. Staff proposes a $1,766,640 incentive, to be paid in equal amounts 
($441,660) to each of four facilities over the course of four years.  


5. At the proposed payment, the project’s energy would cost Energy Trust 
about $2.6 million per average megawatt (aMW). 


6. Energy Trust’s biomass generation portfolio is currently 4.9 MW. At 
0.795 MW, the project would be a 13% increase. 


7. The proposed project is expected to demonstrate an innovative solution 
that manages the high capital cost and technical complexity of 
anaerobic digester at dairies while addressing the environmental effects 
of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations. 


It is therefore RESOLVED, that the board of directors of Energy 
Trust of Oregon, Inc. authorizes: 
1. Payment of up to $1,766,640  into escrow to be paid to Revolution 


Energy Solutions, LLC to offset the above-market costs of the multi-site 
biogas plant;  


2. Energy Trust will take ownership of at least 60% of the green tags 
produced by the project annually; and 


3. The executive director to enter into a contract(s) consistent with this 
resolution. 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 
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Board Meeting Minutes – 95th Meeting 
February 3, 2010 
 
Board members present: Rick Applegate (joined by telephone), Dan Davis, Jason Eisdorfer, 
Roger Hamilton, Julie Hammond, Debbie Kitchin, Caddy McKeown, Alan Meyer, John Reynolds 
 
Board members absent:  Dan Enloe, Al Jubitz, John Klosterman, Mark Long (ODOE special 
advisor), John Savage (ex officio) and Preston Michie 
 
Staff attending:  Joe Barra, Matt Braman, Sarah Castor, Pete Catching, Amber Cole, Phil 
Degens, Fred Gordon, Brooke Graham, Margie Harris, Susan Jamison, Betsy Kauffman, Nancy 
Klass, Steve Lacey, Sue Meyer Sample, Kate Scott, Brien Sipe, John Volkman, Peter West 
 
Others attending:  Jeremy Anderson, WISE; Jan Schaeffer 
 
 
Business Meeting 
 
President John Reynolds called the annual and business meeting to order at 12:35 pm. There 
were no changes to the agenda.  
 
 
General Public Comments 
 
There was none.  
 
 
Consent Agenda 
 
MOTION: Approve Consent Agenda. The  
 


Moved by: Debbie Kitchin Seconded by: Jason Eisdorfer 


Vote: In favor: 8 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
 
December 18, 2009, meeting minutes part of Consent Agenda 
 
Adopted on February 3, 2010, as part of the Consent Agenda by Energy Trust Board of 
Directors. 
 
 
Election to new terms of office 
 







Discussion Minutes  February 3, 2010 


RESOLUTION 540 
 ELECTING DEBBIE KITCHIN, ALAN MEYER AND JOHN REYNOLDS TO 


NEW TERMS ON THE ENERGY TRUST BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
WHEREAS: 
1. The terms of incumbent board members Debbie Kitchin, Alan Meyer and John Reynolds 


expire in 2010. 
2. The board nominating committee has recommended that these members’ terms be renewed 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
1. That the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors elects Debbie Kitchin, Alan Meyer 


and John Reynolds incumbent board members, to new terms of office that begin in 2010 and 
end in 2013. 


 
Adopted on February 3, 2010, as part of the Consent Agenda by Energy Trust Board of 
Directors. 
 
Amend contract with Pollinate Media, LLC  This item was removed from the consent agenda 
at the request of Jason Eisdorfer, who said other board members shared his interest in learning 
more about this proposal. Julie Hammond asked why this is brought forward as an amendment 
rather than a new contract for website maintenance. Amber Cole explained the original contract 
was for one year with an option to extend for a year. The contract scope completes 
development of the new website, launched in September, and also supports maintenance. The 
maintenance portion of the 2010 budget is $125,000, and includes development of new content 
and functionality to support new initiatives.  
 
Jason asked what the ongoing maintenance budget would be in future years. Amber said the 
answer depends on program needs and decisions not yet made but under consideration, such 
as creating an account system for participants to track progress and interact with Energy Trust 
staff. Dan Davis asked if there is a work scope in the contract; Amber said yes.  
 
Debbie said some of the proposed changes Amber is talking about could save costs in 
administering programs. She asked what the threshold is internally when RFPs are required. 
John Volkman said procurements above $100,000 require an RFP; those between $25,000 and 
$100,000 require less formal competitive solicitation.  
 
Margie noted our rationale is that it is fiscally prudent to extend the existing contract rather than 
bring a new contractor on board at this point of web development.  
 
Jason asked for more information on the work to happen through this contract; Amber will 
provide this in a future presentation to the board.  
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RESOLUTION 542 
AUTHORIZE THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO AMEND A CONTRACT 


 FOR MORE THAN $500,000 WITH POLLINATE MEDIA, LLC.  


WHEREAS: 
 
1. In January 2009, Energy Trust chose Pollinate Media, LLC to perform website development 


and design work. The original, two-year contract was awarded in a competitive process, and 
involved $300,000 in Energy Trust expenditures. Another $45,000 was added to the contract 
in December, 2009, to perform tasks not included in the original statement of work.  


 
2. In 2009, the Energy Trust organizational redesign process identified priority areas in which 


the Energy Trust website could better serve customers and trade allies. These tasks were 
not included in the original contract’s statement of work.  


 
3. Energy Trust wishes to extend Pollinate’s contract through December 31, 2010, to 


accomplish these additional tasks, at a cost of $240,000. This additional expenditure would 
bring the total contract to $585,000, an amount above the $500,000 limit of the executive 
director’s signing authority.  


 
4. Any website work beyond 2010 will be solicited in a competitive process. 
It is therefore RESOLVED: 
1. That the Board of Directors of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., hereby authorizes the 


executive director to sign amendments to the Pollinate Media contract for 
expenditures above $500,000. 


 
Moved by: Roger Hamilton Seconded by: Debbie Kitchin 


Vote: In favor: 9 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
Adopted on February 3, 2010, as part of the Consent Agenda by Energy Trust Board of 
Directors. 
 
 
Nominating Committee 
 
Election of officers. Rick Applegate introduced this topic.  
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RESOLUTION 541 
ELECTING OFFICERS OF  


ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
 


WHEREAS: 
1. Officers of the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. (other than the Executive 


Director and a Chief Financial Officer) are elected by the Board of Directors 
at the board’s annual meeting.  


2. The Board of Directors nominating committee has nominated the following 
directors to renew their terms as officers: 


• John Reynolds, President 
• Rick Applegate, Vice President 
• Debbie Kitchin, Secretary 
• John Klosterman, Treasurer 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
1. That the Board of Directors hereby elects the following as officers of 


Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., for 2010: 


• John Reynolds, President 
• Rick Applegate, Vice President 
• Debbie Kitchin, Secretary 
• John Klosterman, Treasurer 
 


 


Moved by: Alan Meyer Seconded by: Jason Eisdorfer 


Vote: In favor: 9 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 
Adopted on February 3, 2010, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
 
President’s Report 
 
John Reynolds showed a chart titled “Primary Energy Flow in the U.S.,” which shows overall 62 
percent of energy produced is lost. Buildings lose 25 percent. Coal and oil account for three-
quarters of our carbon emissions.  
 
Julie Hammond asked if, given the front-end losses, shouldn’t Energy Trust focus on this 
instead of the back end? John said more renewable generation would help.  
 
Dan Davis commented on distribution losses.  
 
Theresa Gibney noted the potential to take advantage of waste heat, a point made in a video 
about distributed generation she saw a couple of years ago.  
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More discussion ensued. Theresa noted a number of activities related to energy efficiency on 
the utility side of the meter are underway at OPUC. She offered to organize presentations by 
these individuals if desired.  
 
Board committee appointments 


 
RESOLUTION 544 


BOARD COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS 


WHEREAS: 
1. The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. Board of Directors is authorized to appoint by 


resolution committees to carry out the Board’s business. 
2. The Board President has nominated several new directors to serve on the following 


committees. 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
1. That the Board of Directors hereby appoints the following directors to the following 


committees for terms that will continue until a subsequent resolution changing 
committee appointments is adopted: 


 
Audit Committee  
 Julie Hammond, Chair 
 Alexis Dow, Metro 
 Caddy McKeown 
 Preston Michie 
 John Reynolds (ex officio) 
Board Nominating Committee 
 Alan Meyer, Chair 
 Rick Applegate 
 Preston Michie 
 John Reynolds  (ex officio) 
Compensation Committee (formerly 401(k) Committee) 
 John Klosterman, Chair 
 Al Jubitz 
 Preston Michie 
 John Reynolds  (ex officio) 
Executive Director Review Committee 
 Caddy McKeown, Chair 
 Roger Hamilton 
 John Reynolds (ex officio) 
Finance Committee 
 John Klosterman, Chair 
 Dan Enloe 
 Debbie Kitchin 
 John Reynolds (ex officio) 
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Policy Committee 
 Jason Eisdorfer, Chair 
 Rick Applegate 
 Roger Hamilton 
 Caddy McKeown 
 Alan Meyer 
 John Reynolds (ex officio) 
Program Evaluation Committee 
 Debbie Kitchin, Chair 
 Dan Davis 
 Dan Enloe 
 Alan Meyer 
 John Reynolds  (ex officio) 
Strategic Planning Committee  
 Rick Applegate, Chair 
 Jason Eisdorfer 
 Al Jubitz 
 Theresa Gibney, OPUC 
 Mark Long, ODOE 
 John Reynolds (ex officio) 


2. The executive director and general counsel are authorized to sign routine 401(k) 
administrative documents on behalf of the board, or other documents if authorized by the 
Compensation Committee. 


 


Moved by: Debbie Kitchin Seconded by: Caddy McKeown 


Vote: 9 In favor: 0  Abstained: 0 


 
Adopted on February 3, 2010, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
 
Energy Programs 
 
Contract with O POWER. Peter West introduced this topic, noting that Fred Gordon and Phil 
Degens encountered a presentation several years ago by the originators of this approach. The 
company, then called Positive Energy, had tested the impact of communications comparing a 
given home’s energy use with that of comparable homes in the same area. We are moving 
forward to test the idea jointly with utilities. Recent results developed through third-party 
evaluations indicate that participating utilities have experienced a 2% reduction in load. 
  
Kate Scott made a presentation about the pilot. O POWER has worked with 23 utilities since 
2008. We plan to send six reports over a year-long period, beginning in July, to 60,000 
customers of PGE and NW Natural. The reports will be dual-fuel, co-branded with the utilities. If 
successful, our intent is to expand to 100,000 homes, including those served by Pacific Power 
and Cascade Natural Gas.  
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For evaluation purposes, we would track results in 60,000 comparable homes that do not 
receive the O POWER reports. Savings from measures installed would be tracked separately 
from savings resulting from behavioral changes. We estimate annual savings at 13,470,000 
kWh (229 kWh/household – 2 percent electricity reduction) and 420,000 therms (7 therms per 
household – 1 percent gas reduction). 
 
John Reynolds asked how the 60,000 participant number was selected. Alan Meyer thinks this 
is a large pilot, noting the budgeted amount of $1 million. Phil Degens said independent of the 
sample size, there are fixed set-up fees for the utilities. John asked what behavior could be 
expected from households that are using less energy than their peers. Phil said the RTF 
commented on this matter yesterday and suggested this be tracked. 
 
Roger Hamilton asked about persistence of the behavior changes. Phil described a test to be 
done by Puget Sound Energy to measure continued energy use by 10,000 households in the 
year after they complete the O POWER test.  
 
Margie asked if the O POWER communications can interact with the proposed 
MyEnergyTrust.org feature being considered on our web site? Amber said this is being 
explored.  
 
Dan Davis asked about statewide ramp-up if the pilot is successful. Julie liked the format of the 
report but suggested different levels of follow-up communication for different groups. She also 
suggested testing whether people would be willing to pay more to continue to receive the 
mailings. Jason said if the mailings are successful, the OPUC might wish to require the utilities 
to provide them.  


RESOLUTION 545 
AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO SIGN A CONTRACT WITH O POWER 


WHEREAS: 
1. O POWER provides home energy reports to consumers comparing their home’s energy 


consumption to that of similar homes. 
2. The approach is used by 23 utilities in nine states. Third-party evaluations attribute 2% 


average electric energy savings to the process. 
3. At this savings rate, the project would be cost-effective, and would make a significant 


contribution to achieving Energy Trust’s energy savings goals. 


It is therefore RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 
hereby authorizes the executive director to sign an eighteen month, $977,000 contract 
with O POWER to document savings from providing homeowners with reports 
comparing their home energy use to other homes. 


Moved by: Jason Eisdorfer Seconded by: Alan Meyer 


Vote: In favor: 9 Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


Adopted on February 3, 2010, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
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Break 
 
The board took a 10 minute break at 1:35 pm.  
 
 
Committee Reports 
 
Audit Committee. Julie Hammond said the audit committee is just about ready to release the 
final TKW management review and evaluation. They have begun discussing whether they wish 
to do any further work based on the results. She said the report will include approximately eight 
recommendations and should be available for the next meeting. John noted he would like to add 
another board member to the audit committee and asked for volunteers. There were no 
immediate responses. 
 
 
Evaluation Committee. Debbie Kitchin noted during the most recent meeting of the committee 
on January 15, a number of evaluations were reviewed. She welcomed questions and 
introduced Phil Degens and Sarah Castor to present results of the annual residential awareness 
survey. Caddy asked what a “spiff” is. Debbie said it’s a bonus used to motivate sales 
personnel.  
 
Dan asked for a glossary of acronyms. Julie noted she had a similar need when she was new to 
the board and the field.  
 
Residential Awareness Survey presentation. Sarah Castor presented results of the second 
annual residential awareness study, conducted by Research Into Action. There were 904 
respondents, representative of the Oregon general population. Seventy-seven percent of 
respondents were served by utilities in our service territory.  
 
Findings include: 
 


• Significant increase in awareness from 28 percent last year to 36 percent this year 
• Among customers of our utilities, awareness increased from 32 percent to 41 percent 
• Awareness is highest in Portland metro region and lowest in the east and south 
• PGE customers have highest awareness of Energy Trust 
• Large increase of awareness among Cascade Natural Gas customers 
• Respondents aware of us were asked to name one thing we do; 60 percent named one 


of the services we provide (question was open ended) 
• Twenty-eight percent first heard about us from their utility; 22 percent from word of 


mouth; 19 percent from mass media 
• Participation increased one percentage point from 6 to 7 percent among all respondents; 


from 7 to 9 percent among those served by our utilities, and from 10 to 13 percent 
among homeowners served by our utilities; participation is self-reported 


• Participation by region follows awareness, increasing from 7 to 10 percent in the 
Portland metro area 


• Participation is highest among PGE customers and increased from 9 to 11 percent 
• NW Natural participation increased from 13 to 18 percent 
• 84 percent of reported participants were satisfied or very satisfied with their experience 
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• Compared to the general population, Energy Trust participants are more likely to own 
single family homes, be between ages 45-54, have a college degree, have higher 
income, and have gas space and water heat 


• Use of CFLs among participants has stayed about the same, while use among non-
participants has grown 


• Sixty-six percent of participants indicate possible repeat participation in the next year; 52 
percent of nonparticipants might participate 


• Segmentation results were different this year, a result of different survey questions, 
different algorithms for segments, and a better renters sample 


-  “Maybe later” – low income, young renters, consider themselves “green” – 15 
percent 


- “Show me” – eastern Oregonians, moderate incomes, low energy use, least 
concerned about energy resource issues, low opinion of energy efficiency for 
preventing climate change – 11 percent 


- “Hands Full” – mostly middle aged, larger families (not necessarily with more 
children), lower income, electric/non-gas heat, somewhat concerned about 
energy resource issues, low opinion of energy efficiency for preventing climate 
change – 18 percent 


- “Strugglers” – young/middle aged renters, lowest incomes, electric heating, low- 
to medium energy use, some concern about energy resource issues, low opinion 
of energy efficiency for preventing climate change – 13 percent 


- “Willing and Able” – middle-aged homeowners, highest incomes and education, 
highest energy use, natural gas heating, higher Energy Trust participation, high 
opinion of energy efficiency for preventing climate change – 24 percent 


- “Main Street Oregonians” – older homeowners, non-urban, lower income, electric 
heating, varied energy use, not concerned about energy resource issues, low 
opinion of energy efficiency for preventing climate change – 19 percent 


 
• We will repeat the survey in late spring 2010, but with fewer questions; will not repeat 


segmentation 
• The survey supports changes to our advertising strategy and specific target messaging 


 
Discussion followed.  
 
Finance Committee. Debbie reported. The finance committee has not met since the last board 
meeting. Sue noted the financial reports for year end were completed Friday; Margie will 
comment on results in her staff report. Debbie said staff has been having continued discussions 
with Bank of the Cascades and updating the committee on capitalization concerns.  
 
Policy Committee. Jason said the committee has not met since the last board meeting.  
 
 
Staff Report 
 
Highlights. Margie said an individual staff member from our current IT team has indicated a 
desire to move from part time to full time. This would be advantageous to the IT team and 
create cost savings, as using contractor resources for the same work costs more. Contractor 
resources were budgeted for a number of functions that instead could be performed by staff if 
the position were expanded from part to full time. This would result in significant cash savings. 
The board granted permission for the change to be made. 
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Margie reported on year-end results. She said we are at or around where we expected to be in 
December. Several programs exceeded best-case goals. In sum, we expect to meet 88.5 
percent of best-case electric savings and 91.67 percent of our best-case gas goals. Average 
megawatts saved were projected at 34, compared to a goal of 38.5; therm savings are 
anticipated to be 2.9 million compared to a best-case goal of 3.2 million. We expect to meet all 
of the OPUC minimum performance measures with the exception of renewable energy. 
Renewable generation, on an accounting basis, totaled 2.64 aMW, a shade over the 
conservative case goal.  
 
Margie said we had projected a $46.2 million carryover and in fact expect to have a $58.7 
million carryover. In part, this stems from projects delayed in 2009 and expected to be 
completed instead in 2010. 
 
Margie noted the City of Portland and state of Oregon have submitted an application for a $75 
million grant to scale up Clean Energy Works Portland and other pilot EEAST approaches 
throughout different parts of the state. Jason asked about the funding. Steve explained the 
federal funds and Energy Trust incentives would help create revolving loan funds. Margie noted 
29 homes in the initial 500-home Clean Energy Works Portland pilot are fully complete.  
 
Over 60 home energy reviews have been conducted in NW Natural/Washington, and a quarter 
of home improvements have been made. There is a lot of “buzz,” she’s told, since the program 
began last October.  
 
We’re working with Earth Advantage Institute to bring green building certifications to small 
commercial buildings.  
 
Our planning and evaluation team is working with a PSU cost-benefit analysis class. The class 
is working on quantifying non-energy benefits and characteristics that lead to participation in 
energy efficiency programs.  
 
We recently completed another round of annual volunteer service, side by side with PGE staff, 
doing low-cost energy retrofits in low income homes.  
 
We have been providing a market indicators report to the board for about a year now. She 
asked if the board would like to continue seeing it. We may modify it. Fred said it takes 
approximately a day of an intern’s time and a few hours of Pete Catching’s time to prepare this. 
Board members like it. Thumbs up. It will be produced quarterly this year.  
 
 
Adjourn 
The meeting adjourned at 3:10 pm. 
 
 
Next meeting. The next regular meeting of the Energy Trust Board of Directors will be 
held Wednesday, April 7, 2010, 12:00 noon at the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 851 SW 
Sixth Avenue, 12th Floor, Portland, Oregon 
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Board Decision 
Acceptance of Audited Financial Report 
April 7, 2010 
 
Purpose 
 
Paragraph 3.a.iii(A) of the grant agreement with the Oregon Public Utility Commission requires 
that annual financial statements be audited by an outside independent certified public 
accountant. This resolution accepts the audited financial report and opinion submitted by 
Perkins & Company, P.C. for the calendar year ended December 31, 2009, as recommended by 
the audit committee.   


Committee Review 
 
Reviewed by the Audit Committee. 


Recommendation 
 


RESOLUTION 550 
ACCEPTANCE OF AUDITED FINANCIAL REPORT 


 
BE IT RESOLVED:  That Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors 
accepts the audited financial statement report, including an unqualified 
opinion, submitted by Perkins & Company, P.C. for the calendar year ended 
December 31, 2009. 


 
 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
The Board of Directors 
Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. 
 
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial position of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. (“the 
Organization”) as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the related statements of activities, functional 
expenses and cash flows for the years then ended.  These financial statements are the responsibility of the 
Organization’s management.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements 
based on our audits. 
 
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.  An audit includes consideration 
of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in 
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
Organization’s internal control over financial reporting.  Accordingly, we express no such opinion.  An 
audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.  We believe that our 
audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the changes in 
its net assets and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
 
 
 
DATE 
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 


DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 
 
 


ASSETS 2009 2008
 


Cash and cash equivalents 63,059,795$    51,901,589$    
Investments -                       9,827,698        
Other receivables 104,466           316,484           
Accrued interest receivable 2,471               7,926               
Advances paid to contractor 39,065             784,287           
Prepaid expenses 182,941           193,832           
Property and equipment 270,796           158,436           
Other assets 170,450           94,954             
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 5,533,971        10,128,529      
Restricted investments -                   1,049,537        


 69,363,955$   74,463,272$    


 
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
 
LIABILITIES:


Accounts payable and accrued expenses 10,092,364$    10,173,620$    
Accrued payroll and related expenses 537,918           409,239           
Deferred rent liability 104,910           142,828           


Total liabilities 10,735,192      10,725,687      


COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
 
NET ASSETS:


Unrestricted:
Board-designated for specific purposes 5,533,971        11,178,066      
Available for programs and general operations 53,094,792      52,559,519      


Total net assets 58,628,763      63,737,585      
 69,363,955$   74,463,272$    
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES 


YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 
 
 


 2009 2008
UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
 
FUNDING:


Public purpose funding 69,486,368$    65,433,014$    
Incremental funding 21,810,741      12,137,218      
Interest income 588,192           1,766,864        
Other income 6,264               292,714           


Total funding 91,891,565      79,629,810      
 
EXPENSES:


Program expenses:
Energy efficiency 80,196,357      62,680,486      
Renewable resources 13,135,516      10,176,465      


Total program expenses 93,331,873      72,856,951      
 


Administrative expenses: 
Management and general 2,172,385        1,800,193        
Communication and outreach - general 1,496,129        854,318           


Total administrative expenses 3,668,514        2,654,511        
Total expenses 97,000,387      75,511,462      


INCREASE (DECREASE) IN UNRESTRICTED
NET ASSETS (5,108,822)       4,118,348        


NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 63,737,585      59,619,237      
 
NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR 58,628,763$   63,737,585$    
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES 


YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2009 
 
 


 Total Communication Total
 Energy Renewable Program Management and Outreach - Administrative Total
 Efficiency Resources Expenses and General General Expenses Expenses
 
EXPENSES:


Incentives and program management 71,929,612$    10,792,517$    82,722,129$    -$                     -$                     -$                     82,722,129$    
Payroll and related expenses 1,393,155        835,428           2,228,583        1,320,977        443,865           1,764,842        3,993,425        
Outsourced services 3,338,919        777,970           4,116,889        359,623           832,951           1,192,574        5,309,463        
Planning and evaluation 1,146,655        258,546           1,405,201        18,408             1,698               20,106             1,425,307        
Customer service management 792,166           103,831           895,997           -                       -                       -                       895,997           
Supplies 14,781             7,144               21,925             13,330             5,866               19,196             41,121             
Postage and shipping 2,915               1,626               4,541               5,206               8,482               13,688             18,229             
Telephone 4,626               3,330               7,956               5,046               985                  6,031               13,987             
Printing and publications 55,366             18,719             74,085             5,868               28,775             34,643             108,728           
Occupancy expenses 80,760             48,875             129,635           68,923             29,180             98,103             227,738           
Insurance 20,346             12,314             32,660             17,364             7,351               24,715             57,375             
Equipment 7,677               5,046               12,723             6,552               4,185               10,737             23,460             
Travel 23,494             23,857             47,351             17,885             2,277               20,162             67,513             
Meetings, trainings and conferences 25,464             9,941               35,405             60,630             2,261               62,891             98,296             
Depreciation and amortization 3,030               17,471             20,501             2,586               1,095               3,681               24,182             
Dues, licenses and fees 46,850             1,140               47,990             8,346               3,638               11,984             59,974             
Miscellaneous expenses 1,678               1,661               3,339               120                  296                  416                  3,755               
IT services 1,308,863        216,100           1,524,963        261,521           123,224           384,745           1,909,708        


 
Total expenses 80,196,357$   13,135,516$   93,331,873$   2,172,385$      1,496,129$     3,668,514$     97,000,387$   
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES 


YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2008 
 
 


 Total Communication Total
 Energy Renewable Program Management and Outreach - Administrative Total
 Efficiency Resources Expenses and General General Expenses Expenses
 
EXPENSES:


Incentives and program management 56,095,886$    7,771,680$      63,867,566$    -$                     -$                     -$                     63,867,566$    
Payroll and related expenses 1,226,780        835,912           2,062,692        1,160,584        346,143           1,506,727        3,569,419        
Outsourced services 2,651,061        1,004,880        3,655,941        288,858           333,474           622,332           4,278,273        
Planning and evaluation 966,140           217,843           1,183,983        15,510             1,431               16,941             1,200,924        
Customer service management 551,159           60,438             611,597           -                       -                       -                       611,597           
Supplies 8,427               5,913               14,340             8,348               3,599               11,947             26,287             
Postage and shipping 6,413               1,993               8,406               4,520               3,873               8,393               16,799             
Telephone 6,621               4,434               11,055             5,095               855                  5,950               17,005             
Printing and publications 89,401             15,445             104,846           3,114               35,816             38,930             143,776           
Occupancy expenses 48,801             34,939             83,740             42,347             15,001             57,348             141,088           
Insurance 14,586             10,443             25,029             12,657             4,484               17,141             42,170             
Equipment 6,098               18,530             24,628             5,187               1,858               7,045               31,673             
Travel 44,438             24,938             69,376             22,172             8,723               30,895             100,271           
Meetings, trainings and conferences 33,694             9,049               42,743             43,000             9,197               52,197             94,940             
Depreciation and amortization 2,671               10,373             13,044             2,317               821                  3,138               16,182             
Dues, licenses and fees 28,189             1,187               29,376             6,979               4,474               11,453             40,829             
Miscellaneous expenses 2,133               222                  2,355               83                    28                    111                  2,466               
IT services 897,988           148,246           1,046,234        179,422           84,541             263,963           1,310,197        


 
Total expenses 62,680,486$   10,176,465$   72,856,951$   1,800,193$      854,318$        2,654,511$     75,511,462$   
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 


YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 
 
 


 2009 2008
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:


Cash received in public purpose funding 69,486,368$    65,433,014$    
Cash received in incremental funding 21,810,741      12,137,218      
Cash received from other sources 225,799           -                       
Interest received 593,647           1,778,040        
Cash paid to contractors, suppliers, and employees (96,218,020)     (71,424,982)     


Net cash provided by (used in) operating
activities (4,101,465)       7,923,290        


 
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:


Acquisition of investments (1,561,276)       (20,429,151)     
Proceeds from sale of investments 11,388,974      23,238,429      
Acquisition of property and equipment (212,122)          (107,570)          
Decrease (increase) in restricted cash and cash equivalents 4,594,558        (1,624,475)       
Acquisition of restricted investments -                       (1,608,245)       
Proceeds from sale of restricted investments 1,049,537        4,151,303        


Net cash provided by investing activities 15,259,671      3,620,291        
 
NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 11,158,206      11,543,581      
 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT 


BEGINNING OF YEAR 51,901,589      40,358,008      
 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT


END OF YEAR 63,059,795$   51,901,589$    


 
RECONCILIATION OF INCREASE (DECREASE) IN


NET ASSETS TO NET CASH PROVIDED BY
(USED IN) OPERATING ACTIVITIES


Increase (decrease) in net assets (5,108,822)$     4,118,348$      
Adjustments to reconcile increase (decrease) in net assets 


to net cash provided by (used in) operating activities: 
Depreciation 99,762             84,195             
Net changes in: 


Other receivables 212,018           (273,378)          
Accrued interest receivable 5,455               11,176             
Advances paid to contractor 745,222           138,687           
Prepaid expenses 10,891             (116,465)          
Other assets (75,496)            (19,270)            
Accounts payable and accrued expenses (81,256)            3,924,792        
Accrued payroll and related expenses 128,679           83,807             
Deferred rent liability (37,918)            (28,602)            


 1,007,357        3,804,942        
Net cash provided by (used in) operating


activities (4,101,465)$    7,923,290$      
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008 
 
 


NOTE 1 - ORGANIZATION 
 
Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. (“Energy Trust”), a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization (“the Organization”), 
began collecting public purpose revenues in March 2002.  By the terms of its grant agreement with the 
Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC), it is charged with investing in cost-effective energy 
efficiency, funding above-market costs of renewable energy resources, and encouraging energy efficiency 
market transformation efforts in Oregon. 
 
Energy Trust funds come from a 1999 energy restructuring law, which required Oregon’s two largest 
investor-owned utilities to collect a three percent “public purposes” charge from their customers.  A 
portion of that charge is transferred to Energy Trust, and the remainder is dedicated to energy 
conservation efforts in low-income housing and K-12 schools, as well as low-income housing 
improvements.  The original sunset date for collection of the public purpose charge was 2012.  In 2007, 
the legislature extended the sunset date to 2026. 
 
The law authorized the OPUC to direct a majority of these public purpose funds to a non-governmental 
entity for investment.  Energy Trust was created for this sole purpose.  In November 2001, Energy Trust 
entered into a grant agreement with the OPUC to guide Energy Trust’s electric energy work.  The grant 
agreement was developed with extensive input from key stakeholders and interested parties, and has been 
amended several times since 2001.  The agreement is reviewed annually by the OPUC and is effective 
through March 1, 2011.  
 
In 2007, the Oregon Senate passed Bill 838 (“OSB 838”), which allowed electric utilities to request an 
increase in rates to pursue additional energy conservation opportunities.  In 2008, PacifiCorp and Portland 
General Electric elected to send funds related to OSB 838 to Energy Trust to pursue energy conservation 
opportunities for retail electricity purchasers of less than one average megawatt.   This precludes Energy 
Trust from providing services with this funding to some larger commercial and industrial customers.  
These funds are reported separately in the statement of activities as “incremental funding.”  The funds 
received from PacifiCorp and Portland General Electric may be used for conservation efforts in addition 
to activity funded by the public purpose funds. 
 
In addition to its work under the 1999 energy restructuring law, Energy Trust administers natural gas 
conservation programs for residential and commercial customers of NW Natural.  Under the terms of the 
2003 agreement with the OPUC, NW Natural collects and transfers to Energy Trust a surcharge of the 
total monthly amount billed to non-industrial customers.  Energy Trust uses those funds for energy 
efficiency efforts to benefit NW Natural’s Oregon residential and commercial customers. 
 
In 2009, Energy Trust began administering energy efficiency programs for qualified industrial customers 
of NW Natural. 
 
In 2009, Energy Trust entered into a Washington Customer’s Public Purpose Funds Transfer Agreement 
with NW Natural.  Under the terms of the agreement, NW Natural agrees to transfer funds (“Washington 
Funds”) and customer information to Energy Trust to design and administer cost-effective energy 
efficiency programs for existing homes and businesses to NW Natural customers in Washington. 
 
In 2006, Energy Trust began administering natural gas conservation programs for residential and 
commercial customers of Cascade Natural Gas Corporation (“Cascade”) and Avista Corporation 
(“Avista”) under public purpose agreements.  Each agreement provides for a different methodology for 
determining the amount of funds to be provided to Energy Trust. 
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NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 
Basis of Accounting - The accompanying financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of 
accounting in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Basis of Presentation - Energy Trust is required to report information regarding its financial position and 
activities according to three classes of net assets under generally accepted accounting principles: 
unrestricted net assets, temporarily restricted net assets and permanently restricted net assets.  Energy 
Trust had no temporarily restricted or permanently restricted net assets as of December 31, 2009 and 
2008. 
 
Concentrations of Credit Risk - Energy Trust’s cash and cash equivalents consist of cash, money 
market funds and certificates of deposit.  These financial instruments may subject the organization to 
concentrations of credit risk as, from time-to-time, balances may exceed amounts insured by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation; the market value of securities are dependent on the ability of the issuer to 
honor its contractual commitments; and the investments may be subject to changes in market values.  
However, Energy Trust limits the banking institutions holding its funds primarily to large money center 
banks and considers the attendant risks to be minimal. 
 
Cash and Cash Equivalents - Cash and cash equivalents consist of highly liquid investments with an 
initial maturity of three months or less.  Cash and cash equivalents consist of the following at December 
31: 
 


 2009  2008 
    
Cash $ 8,080,865  $ 7,217,831
Money market instruments  44,970,323   5,015,293
Certificates of deposit  10,008,607   39,668,465
 $ 63,059,795  $ 51,901,589


 
Restricted Cash and Cash Equivalents and Restricted Investments - Energy Trust has money market 
instruments with a value of $5,533,971 and $10,128,529 reported as restricted cash and cash equivalents 
at December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively.  Energy Trust also has certificates of deposit with a value 
of $1,049,537 reported as restricted investments at December 31, 2008, that are held in escrow accounts 
for the benefit of program recipients, as contractually required and designated by the board of directors of 
Energy Trust.  The Organization did not have any restricted investments at December 31, 2009. 
 
Investments - Investments consist primarily of certificates of deposit with a maturity of greater than three 
months.  Energy Trust regularly reviews its investments to determine whether a decline in fair value 
below the carrying value is other-than-temporary.  If a decline in fair value is considered other-than-
temporary, the carrying amount of the security is written down and the amount of the write-down is 
included in results of operations. 
 
Property and Equipment - Property and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation.  
Property and equipment is depreciated using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives, 
which is generally three to five years.  It is Energy Trust’s policy to capitalize property and equipment 
over $5,000.  Lesser amounts are expensed. 
 
Revenue Recognition - All funding is considered available for unrestricted use unless specifically 
restricted by the donor.  Public purpose and incremental funding are recognized when funds are received 
from the funding source.  Other income and interest income are recognized at the time services are 
provided and the revenues are earned. 
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Expense Allocation – The costs of providing various programs under other activities have been 
summarized on a functional basis in the statements of functional expenses.  Accordingly, certain costs 
have been allocated among the programs and supporting services benefited. 
 
Advertising - Energy Trust expenses advertising costs as incurred.  Advertising costs include activities to 
create or stimulate a desire to use Energy Trust’s services that are provided without charge.  Advertising 
expense amounted to $1,141,348 and $904,911 for 2009 and 2008, respectively. 
 
Income Taxes - Energy Trust is exempt from federal and state income taxes under Section 501(c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code and comparable state law. 
 
Use of Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America requires that management make estimates and 
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets 
and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses 
during the reporting period.  Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
 
Recently Issued Accounting Standards - Effective July 2, 2009, the Accounting Standards Codification 
(ASC) of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) became the single official source of 
authoritative, nongovernmental GAAP in the United States.  Although the Organization’s accounting 
policies were not affected by the conversion to ASC, references to specific accounting standards in these 
notes to the financial statements have been changed to reference the appropriate section of the ASC. 
 
In September 2006, the FASB issued SFAS No. 157, Fair Value Measurements (SFAS 157), which is 
incorporated into ASC 820.  The purpose of SFAS 157 is to define fair value, establish a framework for 
measuring fair value, and enhance disclosures about fair value measurements.  ASC 820 applies to all 
assets and liabilities measured at fair value under other accounting pronouncements except for share-
based payments.  The Organization adopted applicable provisions of ASC 820 on January 1, 2008 and 
January 1, 2009.  The adoption of these provisions did not have a material impact on the Organization’s 
financial statements. 
 
In May 2009, the FASB issued SFAS No. 165, Subsequent Events, (SFAS 165), which was incorporated 
into ASC 855. The standard modified the definition of what qualifies as a subsequent event—those events 
or transactions that occur following the balance sheet date, but before the financial statements are 
available to be issued—and requires companies to disclose the date through which it has evaluated 
subsequent events and the basis for determining that date.  The Organization has performed an evaluation 
of subsequent events through ____________, 2010, which is the date these financial statements were 
available to be issued. 
 
In December 2008, the FASB issued FASB Staff Position (FSP) Interpretation No. 48-3 (FSP FIN 48-3), 
Effective Date of FASB Interpretation No. 48 for Certain Nonpublic Enterprises.  FSP FIN 48-3 permitted 
an entity within its scope to defer the effective date of FASB Interpretation 48 (FIN 48), Accounting for 
Uncertainty in Income Taxes, to its annual financial statements for fiscal years beginning after December 
15, 2008.  FSP 48-3 and FIN 48 are incorporated into ASC 740.  FIN 48 establishes a single model to 
address accounting for uncertain tax positions.  FIN 48 clarifies the accounting for income taxes by 
prescribing a minimum recognition threshold a tax position is required to meet before being recognized in 
the financial statements.  FIN 48 also provides guidance on derecognition, measurement, classification, 
interest and penalties, accounting in interim periods, disclosure and transition.  The Organization adopted 
the provisions of FIN 48 on January 1, 2009.  The adoption did not have a material impact on the 
Organization’s financial statements.  At December 31, 2009 and 2008, there were no uncertain tax 
positions recognized.  
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NOTE 3 - PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT 
 
Property and equipment consist of the following at December 31: 
 


 2009  2008 
    
Computer equipment and software $ 1,010,947  $ 907,867
Leasehold improvements  22,382   22,382
Office equipment and furniture  127,354   49,192
Program equipment at service sites  101,675   70,795
  1,262,358   1,050,236
Less accumulated depreciation  991,562   891,800
 $ 270,796  $ 158,436


 
 
NOTE 4 - LINE OF CREDIT 
 
Energy Trust maintains a line of credit agreement with Bank of the Cascades.  Under the agreement, 
Energy Trust has available an unsecured line of credit in the amount of $4,000,000.  The interest rate is 
based on the Bank of the Cascades prime rate (3.25% at December 31, 2009) less 0.5%.  The line matures 
on April 5, 2010.  As of December 31, 2009 and 2008, no borrowings were outstanding under the line of 
credit. 
 
 
NOTE 5 - FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS 
 
Assets and liabilities recorded at fair value in the statements of financial position are categorized based 
upon the level of judgment associated with the inputs used to measure their fair value.  Level inputs, as 
defined by ASC 820, are as follows: 
 
Level 1: Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets and liabilities 
 
Level 2: Observable inputs other than those included in Level 1.  For example, quoted market prices for 
similar assets or liabilities in active markets, or quoted market prices for identical assets or liabilities in 
inactive markets. 
 
Level 3: Unobservable inputs reflecting management’s own assumptions about the inputs used in pricing 
the asset or liability.  Level 3 assets and liabilities include investments whose value is determined using 
pricing models, discounted cash flow methodologies, or similar techniques, as well as instruments for 
which the determination of fair values requires significant management judgment or estimation. 
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Fair values of assets and liabilities measured on a recurring basis at December 31 are as follows: 
 


  Fair Value Level 1  Level 2   Level 3 
December 31, 2009       
Certificates of deposit:         


In cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
$ 10,008,607 $ - $ 10,008,607  $ - 


In restricted cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
 -  -  -   - 


   10,008,607  -  10,008,607   - 
Money market instruments:       


In cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
 44,970,323  44,970,323  -   - 


In restricted cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
 5,533,971  5,533,971  -   - 


   50,504,294  50,504,294  -   - 
Mutual funds: 


 In other assets 
 
 144,450  144,450  -   - 


       
Total at fair value  $ 60,657,351 $ 50,648,744 $ 10,008,607  $ - 


 
December 31, 2008       
Certificates of deposit:         


In cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
$ 39,668,465 $ - $ 39,668,465  $ - 


In restricted cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
 -  -  -   - 


In investments   9,827,698  -  9,827,698   - 
In restricted investments   1,049,537  -  1,049,537   - 
   50,545,700  -  50,545,700   - 


Money market instruments:       
In cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
 5,015,293  5,015,293  -   - 


In restricted cash and cash 
equivalents 


 
 10,128,529  10,128,529  -   - 


In investments   -  -  -   - 
In restricted investments   -  -  -   - 


   15,143,822  15,143,822  -   - 
Mutual funds: 


In other assets 
 
 68,954  68,954  -   - 


       
Total at fair value  $ 65,758,476 $ 15,212,776 $ 50,545,700  $ - 
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NOTE 6 - PUBLIC PURPOSE FUNDING AND INCREMENTAL FUNDING 
 
Public purpose funding and incremental funding received are as follows for the years ended December 
31: 
 


 2009  2008 
Public Purpose Funding    
    
Portland General Electric:    
 Energy efficiency $ 26,669,621  $ 26,598,123
 Renewable resources  7,841,615   7,669,029
  34,511,236   34,267,152
PacifiCorp:    
 Energy efficiency  16,391,296   16,068,161
 Renewable resources  4,944,255   4,847,762
  21,335,551   20,915,923
Northwest Natural - Oregon:    
 Energy efficiency  12,183,840   9,282,857
    
Northwest Natural – Washington:    
 Energy efficiency  455,566   -
    
Cascade:    
 Energy efficiency  1,000,175   967,082


Total public purpose funding $ 69,486,368  $ 65,433,014
    


Incremental Funding    
    


Portland General Electric $ 13,655,740  $ 5,717,957
PacifiCorp  8,155,001   6,419,261


Total incremental funding $ 21,810,741  $ 12,137,218
 
 
NOTE 7 - OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS 
 
Energy Trust leases its administrative offices under operating lease agreements which expire in December 
2011.  Energy Trust also leases various office equipment under operating lease agreements.  At December 
31, 2009, the aggregate annual commitments under the terms of these leases are payable as follows: 
 
 Years ending December 31, 
 


2010   $ 459,343
2011    473,018
2012    6,140
   $ 938,501


 
Rent expense for the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008 was $351,596 and $219,415, respectively. 
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NOTE 8 - RETIREMENT PLAN 
 
Energy Trust provides all employees with a qualified profit sharing retirement plan as prescribed under 
Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code.  Generally, employees who have completed at least three 
consecutive months of work may elect to make voluntary contributions to the plan on a pre-tax basis, up 
to the limits allowed by law.  Employees select from various investment options.  On a discretionary 
basis, as determined annually by the Board of Directors, Energy Trust may make contributions to the 
plan.  For each of the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008, Energy Trust contributed to the plan an 
amount equal to 6% of the compensation earned by each eligible employee during the period.  Employees 
are immediately vested in all contributions to the plan.  Retirement plan expense recorded by Energy 
Trust was $255,102 and $221,750 for the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively.   
 
 
NOTE 9 - CONTRACTUAL COMMITMENTS 
 
Energy Trust enters into contract commitments for various energy efficiency and renewable resource 
programs.  As of December 31, 2009, $12,934,000 is expected to be paid in future periods.  Expenditures 
for these commitments are recorded in the period in which they are incurred. 
 
Energy Trust had projects and incentive payment requests in progress that did not meet its recognition 
criteria at both December 31, 2009 and 2008.  The amounts are unquantifiable, and as such not disclosed 
in the notes to the financial statements. 
 
 
NOTE 10 - BOARD-DESIGNATED NET ASSETS 
 
Due to the long-term nature of some renewable energy projects, the board of directors of Energy Trust has 
authorized amounts to be segregated into escrow accounts to be used for larger long-term projects.  The 
funds held in escrow accounts are to be paid out under criteria specific to each project.  In the financial 
statements, these funds are considered designated for those specific projects. 
 












 
 


 
 
RENEWABLE RESOURCE ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting February 17, 2010 


 
 


 
Attending from the Council: 
Kyle Davis, PacifiCorp  
Troy Gagliano, enXco 
Margie Gardner, Bonneville Environmental 
Foundation 
Robert Grott, NW Environmental Business 
Council 
Thor Hinckley, PGE 
Ann Gravatt attended for Suzanne Leta-Liou, 
Renewable NW Project 
Ed Kennell, Clean Energy Services 
Robin Straughan, Oregon Department of 
Energy 
Frank Vignola, University of Oregon 
 
Attending from Energy Trust: 
Debbie Menashe 
Doug Boleyn 
Elaine Prause 
Erin Johnston 


 
Fred Gordon 
Jed Jorgensen 
Joe Krause 
John Volkman 
Kim Crossman 
Lizzie Rubado 
Pete Catching 
Peter West 
Sue Meyer Sample 
Thad Roth 
 
Attending from the board: 
John Reynolds  
 
Others attending: 
Vijay Satyal, Oregon Department of Energy 
Tom Elliot, Oregon Department of Energy 
Bill Eddie, One Energy 
Andy Noel, REC Solar, OSEIA 


 
1. Welcome and introductions 
Elaine Prause called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. Everyone introduced themselves. Robin 
Straughan was welcomed to the council as Carel DeWinkel’s replacement for Oregon 
Department of Energy. The January minutes were adopted without change. A proposal to 
cancel the April meeting was modified instead to be rescheduled given the possibility that there 
may be action items related to the state legislative session and the solar feed-in tariff. No 
objections were met to the recommendation to shorten the meeting minutes to key discussions 
and developments. The agenda was adopted without changes. 
 
2. Revolution Energy Solutions multi-site dairy digester project  
Thad Roth, Energy Trust biomass program manager, presented on a multi-site dairy digester 
project in Portland General Electric and Pacific Power territories. The project would strengthen 
Energy Trust’s biogas program and support the development of the biogas industry statewide 
and nationally.  
 
Thad walked through a multi-site biogas project that Energy Trust is presently reviewing. 
Revolution Energy Solutions, LLC (RES) proposes to build 795 kW of generation capacity 
utilizing methane from anaerobic digestion of dairy manure at four dairies located in PGE and 
Pacific Power service territory. Projected generation is 6,000 megawatt hours annually. 
 
RES will lease property from the dairy and, while not taking ownership of the manure, has 
secured the rights to process the manure produced by the facility. Generation will be sold to the 
serving utility as a Qualifying Facility. Total capital cost is $7.8 million. There may be other co-
digestion opportunities, but this project is primarily using a manure waste stream.  
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This project utilizes a Psychrophilic Anaerobic Digester (which refers to the temperature the 
digester operates at; this one operates at ambient temperature). Design developed by 
Agriculture and AgriFood Canada (similar to the USDA). Commercial rights owned by Bio-Terre 
Systems (BTS) in Canada and RES has a license to deploy this technology in the U.S.  
 
There are three commercially operating digesters in Canada for swine farms and dairy manure 
has been successfully digested at a research scale SPAD system using manure samples from 
Oregon dairy. BTS will provide a performance guarantee for the proposed projects (that a 
certain amount of methane can be extracted from waste stream). The first commercial site for a 
dairy farm will interconnect with a consumer-owned utility in Oregon and will serve as a 
successful demonstration of the technology.  
 
RES presently has no operating biogas plants. RES founder, Alan Tank, was CEO of AgCert 
International, a developer of a greenhouse gas reductions project utilizing anaerobic digestion in 
South America. RES principal, Brian Barlia, has extensive experience developing low-income 
housing utilizing tax equity financing.  
 
Testing and monitoring of the operation will be performed daily and RES will be able to make 
any needed adjustments.  
 
Financial Review: The RES business model is to develop multiple sites (10 projects in the next 
24 months). The project under review proposes four sites at one time (four in PGE and PP 
territories, and one in a consumer-owned utility). Total capital cost for the four sites is $7.8 
million; capital costs at individual sites range from $1.69 to $2.22 million per site. 
 
Operating costs are similar to other manure-only projects proposed in Oregon. Operating costs 
include verification of emissions reductions and marketing of biosolids. Revenue for the projects 
includes the electricity sold to PGE and Pacific Power, the renewable energy credits (RECs), 
carbon credits (voluntary market) and biosolid sales. Also available is a biomass collector’s tax 
credit from Oregon Department of Energy. Since RES does not take ownership of the manure, 
the farm would benefit from the tax credit (~$5/green ton).  
 
Project proposal:  The total above market costs of the four sites combined is $2.564 million. 
Energy Trust cannot invest more than the above market costs in any project. Energy Trust is 
seeking to provide a total incentive of $1.4 million (NPV) for the multi-site project. The incentive 
will be paid as each site is developed as well as over time based on performance. 
 
To compare this project with others in our portfolio Energy Trust looks at the amount of incentive 
per aMW. From that view, the small projects in this proposal are more expensive.  
 
There was some discussion about what “economies of scale” mean in this project. Specifically, 
some RAC members disagreed that economies of scale was the correct way to characterize 
things. Instead, they suggested that the project owners were learning by doing and lower costs 
as they went. Developing multiple sites also helps attract investors to the project. 
 
There was concern among RAC members that the volume of waste stream could change or that 
the dairies involved could go bankrupt. Thad noted that the dairies are contractually obligated to 
keep the same number of animals. He said the dairy industry is not healthy right now and this 
project is a challenge for that fact. In general, however, anaerobic digestion is a manure 
management practice with benefits beyond energy generation.  
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Energy Trust would take title to a share of the green tags associated with the generated energy. 
The developer will own any carbon offsets created by this project. 
 
There was a concern as to whether the program budget could support this multi-site project, 
plus standard biogas projects coming in the door throughout 2010. Thad noted that the budget 
for this project was initially created in 2009, but the project has taken longer to mature than 
initially expected. Thad noted that this proposal was not developed in response to a solicitation.  
The RAC noted that it is a great benefit that all four sites are in the Willamette Valley. Dedicated 
staff can troubleshoot at one site and apply solutions to all four. 
 
The RAC noted that it seems the real advantage of these digesters are the other benefits (e.g. 
waste stream management). There was a concern that this development model will always have 
the same ongoing price tag, the cost of the digester. Will Energy Trust want to continue 
providing the same level of investment as these projects become more common?  
 
Next steps: Presenting to the Board of Directors for approval in April 2010.  
 
Comments: Vijay Satyal suggested greater analysis of risk, in reference to manure production. 
Kyle Davis mentioned a unique aspect of this project is the ability to produce carbon offsets.  
 
3. Legislative update 
Ann Gravatt from Renewable Northwest Project presented on the status of three energy bills in  
the Oregon Legislature this special session (Feb 1-28).  


I. Biomass Bill (HB 3674) 
• Passed the House unanimously 
• Vetoed by the Governor last year 
• Affects Renewable Energy Standard (RES)—would allow older biomass to count 


toward RES and would restrict utilities’ ability to rely on credits until 2025 
• Allows municipal solid waste, 10 aMW 


II. Solar Feed-In Tariff (HB 3690) 
• Out of the House committee 
• 25 MW per pilot program 
• Legal issues identified during rulemaking, which is why it’s in the session 
• Moves implementation date to July 1, 2010 
• Clarifies how much should be residential or commercial  
• Addresses FERC jurisdiction issue 


III. Business Energy Tax Credit (HB 3680) 
• Passed the House, and the Senate Finance and Revenue Committee will hold a 


work session Friday, February 19 
• Concerns about past implementation and management of Business Energy Tax 


Credit and pass-through program 
• Provides program cap on all pre-certifications 


i. 2009-2011: $300 million in Business Energy Tax Credit value; currently, $220 
million is already pre-certified 


ii. The tax credit would be reduced to five percent of total cost, up to $3.5 million 
for wind projects greater than 10 MW in 2010, $2.5 million in 2011 and $1.5 
million in 2012 


iii. Director to implement a prioritization protocol based on expected lifespan, 
jobs created, strength of the business plan strength 
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iv. Applies to all renewable energy generation projects; energy efficiency and 
manufacturing projects spared from the program cap regulation, which stays 
at $10 million 


• Program expiration: For energy generation and conservation, final certification must 
be received before July 1, 2012; for manufacturing facilities, preliminary certification 
must be received before January 1, 2014 


• Accountability and discretion given to director: Business Energy Tax Credit facilities 
in operation for at least five years; more information needs to be provided on jobs 
created during the development of the project; establishes a three-year expiration 
period for pre-certifications; and authorizes director to cancel a pre-certification if 
application is not in compliance with the law, the same application has already 
received a final certificate or the applicant is unable to demonstrate that the facility 
would be economically viable without the credit 


• Includes two new descriptions of qualifying facilities: adds renewable energy storage 
as defined by director; and energy efficiency measures for trucks and truck trailers  


• The pass-through percentage is being worked out administratively with Oregon 
Department of Energy 


 
Robert Grott mentioned developments on the Business Energy Tax Credit will also be 
discussed February 24 at the Energy Forum breakfast. 
 
11:00 Break 
 
4. Lender survey results  
Elaine Prause presented on findings from Blue Tree Strategies’ lender study. The goal of the 
study was to analyze and assess how Energy Trust might strategically address financing 
barriers for small renewable energy projects. Interviews were conducted with lenders and 
project participants (12 interviewed) to identify lender concerns and points in a project when 
financing is needed by the participant. A risk mitigation matrix was developed, as well as 
recommendations for alternatives to current program assistance.  
 
Results of study: 


• Lenders expressed is it challenging to underwrite projects 
• Project developers said it was challenging to piece together financing  
• Market is facing tighter lending criteria:  


• Debt to equity ratio used to be 80/20 and is now about 50/50 
• Lenders want guarantors or performance bonds 
• Collateral is needed beyond project equipment 
• Lenders not confident in technology performance 
• Large banks not interested in small-scale projects  


• Community banks were interested in smaller-scale projects but lack the resources and 
experience 


• The multiple complexities and parties in project development create a perceived 
uncertainty in its completion 


• Upfront costs are significant (permitting, studies, interconnection process, equipment 
orders) and the most at-risk 


• Financing, tax credits and incentives only available at project completion (the 
commitment of Energy Trust funds is still not seen as reliable by the lenders) 


 
Recommendations: 


1. Focus on needs of community banks 
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a. Offer training on the available funding resources (incentives, tax credits, grants, 
third-party financing) 


b. Provide third-party review of underwriting criteria on technology and performance 
issues 


c. Create opportunities for financing professionals to network 
2. Explore other products 


a. Timing of the support needed earlier in the process 
b. Lenders welcome Energy Trust’s involvement in gap financing 


 
Next steps:  


1. Lender outreach plan 
a. One-on-one discussions 
b. Education both ways 
c. Project reviews to meet underwriting needs 
d. Create a forum of interested parties with actionable goal  


2. Explore new products and services 
a. Construction financing, performance bonds, loan guarantees 
b. Direct payments earlier in the process 
c. Balance added risks with expected rewards 


 
Questions for new product exploration: 


1. What barrier is it addressing? 
2. Will it help move the market? 
3. Can we afford it? 


a. To be effective, do we have enough funds? 
b. Would it take too much funding away from other products or services? 
c. Are the administrative costs burdensome? 


4. Does it need to be used at high volume? 
5. Do we have the expertise? 
6. How will risk of disbursement prior to project completion be mitigated? 


 
Questions from council:  
Robert Grott expressed support for this approach, especially looking at the needs of individual 
projects. If we can take risk off the table and it would change the dynamic for the project owner 
in putting the project together.  
 
John Reynolds said an attraction is getting more for our money by spending it in this type of 
approach and solution versus incentives. He recommended moving forward with a 
demonstration project to see how it works and the benefits/risks realized. 
 
Frank Vignola said there are big costs to doing these studies, and it’s the risk that the banks are 
interested in and the more we can reduce the risk, the greater likelihood of loans being given 
out. 
 
Kyle Davis said the most critical component is working with the lenders in what their 
underwriting needs are and matching that to Energy Trust’s project selection criteria. Energy 
Trust could target funding to the weaknesses of the proposal so the lending institution can feel 
more confident in lending. He recommended focusing on community banks and offering training. 
  
Tom Elliot on behalf of the Oregon Department of Energy’s Small Energy Loan Program: The 
department found similar findings in reference to the lending situation and he suggested more 
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help from Energy Trust on assisting the project developer formulate a compelling business plan 
for projects, including how the technology supports that plan.  
 
Next steps: Staff will analyze the risks, rewards and costs, and will provide a recommendation 
to the Policy Committee either in March or April to be able to provide a recommendation to the 
RAC in April or May and then present to the board when ready. 
 
The Blue Tree Strategies study is located online at 
http://energytrust.org/library/reports/RenewableLendingChallenges.pdf.  
 
5. Meeting adjournment 
Elaine Prause thanked all RAC members for their participation and adjourned the meeting at 
11:34 a.m. 
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STRATEGIC UTILITY ROUNDTABLE 
AGENDAS APRIL-JUNE, 2010 


 
April 7: Strategic Utility Roundtable  


 
1. Roundtable agendas: 


• Review survey results 
• Review agendas for April 7 and June 11 


  
2. Legislative and policy developments: Oregon legislation, DOE grant/EEAST 


pilots, Home Star, etc. 
  
3. Energy Trust-utility collaboration 


• What should Energy Trust do differently in IRP development and 
implementation? 


• Given OPUC and other discussions, what role should the roundtable play in 
negotiating customer outreach and marketing issues? 


• How should Energy Trust and utilities deal with information transfer issues? 
 
 
June Board Session 
 
 June 11:  
 


9:00-10:30:  Opening presentation/discussion  
• Lee Beyer (invited): What’s next? A look at Oregon 


energy policy in 2011 and beyond 
• Discussion (including utility roundtable participants) 


 
Break 10:30-10:45 


 
10:45-12:15  Strategic utility issues:  


• Industry drivers: Developments that may significantly 
influence Energy Trust-utility energy efficiency and/or 
renewable energy, e.g., climate policy, California 
renewable energy credits and market, etc. 


 
Lunch 12:15-1:00 
 


1:00-2:00 Implementing the Energy Trust strategic plan: the role of 
sector plans, risk assessment, etc. 


 
Break 2:00-2:15 


 
2:15-3:00 Discussion: areas in which the board would like special 


sessions and/or training 
 


Break  3:00-3:15 







 
Board meeting 


 
 3:15-4:45  IT Integrated Solutions decision 
             


 
 June 12 (if warranted) 
 


9:00-10:30 Federal developments affecting Energy Trust  
• Home Star  
• Federal grant to Office of Sustainable 


Development/EEAST pilots 
 
  Break  10:30-10:45 
 
  10:45-11:45 New options for the renewable energy program 
 
 
Further Strategic Utility Roundtables  
 


• Updates: 
o ETO-utility collaboration: IRP, marketing/outreach/service 


delivery, etc. 
o Industry drivers that affect efficiency and renewables 


• New delivery models based on Clean Energy Works and others 








 


 
 


 


Briefing Paper 
2010 Oregon Legislation  


April 7, 2010 


Summary 
Attachment 1 outlines bills passed by the 2010 Legislature that affect Energy Trust or its work.


Background 
• The 2010 short session of the legislature has adjourned after having wrestled 


with an enormous budget deficit and tackled several energy issues, including the 
Business Energy Tax Credit program. 


• Although Governor Kulongowski may veto any bill within 30 days of adjournment, 
we do not expect any vetoes. 


Discussion 
• We have no particular concerns about the enacted bills. 


• Note, however, that there was an effort in the 2010 session to “sweep” some of 
the House and Community Development Department’s share of public-purpose 
funds into the state’s general fund to deal with the budget shortfall. The effort 
was abandoned in the face of opposition, but several parties anticipate that there 
may be a more serious run at the public purpose fund in the 2011 session. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 -- BILLS THAT PASSED THE 2010 SHORT SESSION 
 
Business Energy Tax Credit, HB 3680: 
http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3680.b.html. In 2009, the 
legislature passed HB 2472, which would have restricted BETC and introduced some 
accountability and transparency measures. The Governor vetoed the bill. Since then, 
key parties negotiated a compromise, encompassed in HB 3680. The bill: 


• Establishes caps for allowable credits: $300 million for renewable energy 
generation facilities for the current biennium, and $150 million for the 2011-2013 
biennium (current projections put the BETC cost at around $800 million without 
this cap). Manufacturing facilities are limited to $200 million for this biennium and 
the 2011-13 biennium, and $50 million for the second half of 2013. Wind 
generation facilities larger than 10 MW are allowed $3.5 million in 2010, $2.5 
million in 2011 and $1.5 million in 2012.  


• Large wind projects (over 10 MW) are limited to 5% of cost if the facility was 
preliminarily certified after 2009, and limited to $7 million if preliminarily certified 
in 2010, $5 million if preliminarily certified in 2011, and $3 million if preliminarily 
certified in 2013. 


• For renewable projects finally certified after 2009 and costing over $10 million, 
the 5-year BETC credit period begins with the tax year after the tax year in which 
the application for final certification is filed.  


• Sunset dates: For energy generation and conservation, final certification must be 
received before July 1, 2012. For manufacturing facilities, preliminary certification 
must be received before January 1, 2014. The 2011 legislature is expected to 
review whether to extend the BETC program further. 


• Timelines for reviewing BETC applications. ODOE has 90 days to review and 
determine whether to issue preliminary certifications for renewable energy 
projects or manufacturing facilities if the project cost is less than $6 million, and 
six months if the project costs $6 million or more.  


• Manufacturers of certain types of electric vehicles are included in the definition of 
"renewable energy resource equipment manufacturing facility." Total eligible 
costs are limited to $2.5 million. 


• Changes included in the bill will not be applied retroactively to projects that have 
already received credits under the BETC program.  


• The 10-percent cost overrun (compared to costs preliminarily certified) that used 
to be allowed is precluded. 


• ODOE is given more discretion to prioritize projects when the programs are over-
subscribed. 


• The bill makes no changes to energy efficiency components of the program. 
 


ODOE had already set a March 30 deadline to make permanent the temporary BETC 
rules. Reportedly, ODOE expects to proceed with this action and also tie in related 
aspects of HB 3680, such as the elimination of multiple smaller applications for one large 
project. A report on the program will be issued in October 2010, and it is expected that 
the legislature will revisit BETC in 2011. 



http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3680.b.html�
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Renewable energy 
 
Solar feed-in tariff, HB 3690, 
http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3690.en.html. The bill: 


• Establishes different size categories for solar PV systems. Defines a residential 
qualifying system as one with a nameplate capacity of 10 KW or less and a small 
commercial qualifying system as being greater than 10 KW and less than or 
equal to 100 KW. 


• Allows OPUC to adjust PV system deployment targets in utility pilot programs.  
• Establishes a July 1, 2010 deadline for utilities to have pilot programs available to 


customers (date was April 1, 2010).  
 


The OPUC already has two dockets associated with the solar feed-in tariffs --AR 538 
and UM 1452.  
 
Utility reliance on Energy Trust-funded projects to meet renewable energy standard, HB 
3691, http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3691.en.html. The 2007 
renewable energy act and the 2009 solar capacity law provided that if utilities use a 
project to meet RPS or solar capacity requirements, the cost could not be considered an 
above-market cost for purposes of SB 1149 (the three-percent charge that funds basic 
Energy Trust electric programs). HB 3691 removes those provisions, eliminating a major 
uncertainty in Energy Trust’s relationship with the utilities in renewable energy projects. 
HB 3691 also allows utilities to recover "all prudently incurred costs associated with the 
RPS" in rates--including above-market costs that are not funded by Energy Trust. The 
bill also calls for the Oregon PUC to establish an automatic adjustment clause or some 
other method that would allow timely recovery of such prudently incurred costs for 
constructing or acquiring facilities that "generate electricity from renewable energy 
sources and for associated electricity transmission."  


Treatment of vintage biomass under the renewable energy standard, HB 3674, 
http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3674.en.html. Last session, the 
legislature passed a bill (HB 2940), which would have allowed energy from vintage 
biomass facilities built before 1995 to count toward RPS compliance. The Governor 
vetoed the bill and sought a compromise, which was introduced in the 2010 session as 
HB 3674. Under HB 3674, energy from vintage (pre-1995) PURPA biomass projects 
may be used for RPS compliance. However, the projects’ renewable energy certificates 
may not be used until 2026—between now and then they may only be banked. As a 
result, the original RPS must be met primarily with new resources, but the vintage 
biomass RECs can be used for ongoing compliance (since utilities have to maintain the 
25 percent standard forever once it's been met in 2025). HB 3674 also allows a limited 
amount (up to 11 aMW) of municipal solid waste generation to be used for RPS 
compliance; and the PUC may allow cost recovery for hydrogen stations using 
anhydrous ammonia. Some observers expect there to be pressure to allow unlimited 
municipal solid waste generation under the RPS in 2011.  


 



http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3690.en.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3691.en.html�

http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3674.en.html�
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Marine renewable energy, HB 3633: The community energy goal established in the 2007 
Renewable Energy Act (ORS 469A.210) is amended to include “marine renewable 
energy resources.” The Department of Land Conservation and Development is directed 
to perform a study, and a Marine Renewable Energy Resources Study Fund is 
established in the State Treasury. The study fund is to be fed by any source, public or 
private (sec. 3). http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3633.b.html. 
 
Hydropower under the renewable energy standard, HB 3649: 
(http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3649.en.html). The bill allows 
utilities to include up to 40 aMW of certified low-impact hydroelectricity per year to be 
used to comply with the renewable energy standard (“RES”) created by the Renewable 
Energy Act of 2007. The facilities don't have to be owned by a utility, but must be located 
in Oregon and either licensed or exempted by FERC. 
 
Prevailing wage for solar projects, HB 3651: requires prevailing wage rates on some 
public works projects involving the construction or installation of solar energy systems. 
(http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3651.en.html)  
 
EEAST 
 
Adjustments to the energy efficiency and sustainable technology loan program (EEAST), 
HB 3675: http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3675.b.html. Makes a 
variety of adjustments to clarify EEAST, e.g., requires ODOE to complete an energy 
savings projection before issuing an energy efficiency and sustainable technology loan. 
 



http://www.leg.state.or.us/10ss1/measures/hb3600.dir/hb3633.b.html�
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STRATEGIC UTILITY ROUNDTABLE 
Wednesday, April 7, 10:00 am – 12:00 noon 
851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200 
Portland, Oregon 
 
AGENDA 
 
 
10:00 a.m. Roundtable agendas  


• Review survey results 
• Review agendas for April 7 and June 11  
  


10:15 a.m. 2010 legislative and policy developments:  Oregon legislation, DOE 
grant/EEAST pilots, Home Star, etc. 


  
10:30 a.m. Energy Trust – utility collaboration 


• What should Energy Trust do differently in IRP development and 
implementation? 


• Given OPUC and other discussions, what role should the roundtable play in 
negotiating customer outreach and marketing issues? 


• How should Energy Trust and utilities deal with information transfer issues? 


 
12:00 noon Adjourn 
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True Up 2010:   Tracking Estimate Corrections and 
True Up of 2002-2009 Savings and Generation 
March 29, 2010 


Introduction 
This report presents 2010 adjustments to reports of Energy Trust-funded energy savings and 
renewable energy generation for the calendar years 2002-2009. The True Up analysis, which 
occurs annually, reports the best available current energy savings and generation figures for 
Energy Trust-funded programs.  
 
This report summarizes adjustments to cumulative 2002-2009 savings and generation 
using the most current evaluation results available as of January 31, 2010. Energy Trust 
staff has now completed evaluations for all programs through 2007 and much of 2008.1 


Summary  
Despite some significant adjustments in the 2010 True Up, total electric savings for the period 
2002-2009 only fell .02% (0.04 aMW) to 222 aMWs, gas savings increased by about 7% (.9 
million therms) to 13.1 million therms and renewable generation remained the same at 115 
average megawatts.  For 2009, overall electric savings were down 5% (1.7aMW) to 32.3 aMW, 
total gas savings were down 4% (.2 million therms) to 2.9 million therms and renewable 
generation remained constant at 2.6 aMW.  These are the results that will be represented in the 
2009 annual report. 


Discussion/Context 
Working Savings/Generation is the estimate of anticipated results that are practical for data 
entry by program personnel as they approve individual projects. These savings are based upon 
estimates of the typical savings or generation for prescriptive measures, and on site-specific 
engineering calculations for custom energy efficiency measures. Prior years’ True Up 
adjustments may be incorporated into estimates of working savings and generation for 
prescriptive measures, but transmission and distribution line loss savings are not included. In 
addition, there are no adjustments made for free riders (customers who would have installed the 
measures absent program influence) or spillover (customers who are influenced by the program 
but did not take the incentive). These issues are addressed in developing reportable savings. 
 
Reportable Savings/Generation are the estimates of results that will be used to report on 
Energy Trust achievements. Several factors are applied to the working numbers to arrive at the 
reportable figures. Realization Rates (RR) are used to adjust the initial engineering estimate; a 
realization rate of 100% indicates site savings on average were as expected.  Another 
adjustment is for market effects, also called, Net-to-Gross (NTG). The NTG ratio adjusts for free 
riders and spillover.  The final adjustment is for avoided line and transformer losses.  Reportable 
savings estimates also have True Up adjustments (as described below), and any other 


                                                 
1 There was one mega project in the 2007 Business Energy Solutions (BES) - Production Efficiency 
program that is currently being evaluated.   
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corrections required to the original working values. These values are updated annually based on 
new information described through the “True Up” process. 
The True Up adjusts Working Savings/Generation estimates in different programs for different 
reasons. These fall into the following categories: 


 
1. Corrections. Occasionally, through Energy Trust’s routine quality assurance processes, 


transaction errors are discovered in the database, which require corrections. Individual 
transaction errors (e.g. typos that affect savings) are usually corrected immediately, and 
generic transaction errors (e.g. wrong deemed savings value for a measure) are easily 
fixed once per year during the True Up.  


 
2. New Data. Projections are updated based upon improved measure simulations and new 


data on measure performance.  
 


3. Anticipated Evaluation Results. Experience shows that evaluated estimates of savings 
and generation are often lower than reportable estimates. Reportable estimates are 
often based on typical savings for prescriptive measures or “as installed” engineering 
analysis for custom measures. Impact evaluation uses energy use data and/or improved 
data on post-installation operation to improve reportable estimates. However, impact 
evaluations cannot be completed until well after programs finish a year’s activity, 
because of the need to utilize post-installation energy use data. Based on Board 
direction in the July, 2004 Strategic Work Session, staff is attempting to anticipate these 
effects in reporting savings for programs where there is not yet evaluation information 
available. These adjustments are based on the results of evaluations for the same 
program in prior years, where available. For programs that have no prior evaluation, 
results for similar programs elsewhere are used.  


 
4. Evaluations. When finalized, evaluations provide the most reliable representation of 


realized savings, and can replace the refined projections based on #2 and #3, above. 
Evaluation results may change Energy Trust savings estimates for a single year or all 
prior years, depending upon which other evaluations have already been performed for 
prior years, and whether results seem applicable to prior years (similar measures, 
participants, and circumstances). 


  


Results 
For the years 2002-2009, the 2010 True Up resulted in a 0.02% decrease in electric savings to 
222 average megawatts, and a 7% increase in natural gas savings to 13.1 million annual 
therms. Renewable generation remained the same at 115 average megawatts.  


There were three significant areas of change to electric savings.  These were: (1) increases in 
free riders applied to Energy Trust Production Efficiency program for the period 2007-2009 (2) 
savings estimates for multifamily weatherization measures were revised down significantly (3) 
updates to NEEA savings for the period 2005-2008. The 5.5 aMW increase in NEEA savings 
offset the decreases from the Production Efficiency and the Multifamily Programs 2.6 aMW 
decrease and 2.8 aMW decrease respectively.  


On the gas side, residential gas weatherization savings were decreased by about .6 million 
therms between 2005 and 2009.  In addition, minor changes to commercial and industrial 
program Net-to-Gross ratios (adjustments for market effects) increased savings by about 0.2 
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million therms.  Finally, in 2009 market transformation savings associated with the gas furnace 
program were estimated for the period 2003 to 2009.  These savings were applied retroactively 
during the 2010 True Up and resulted in an increase in natural gas savings of 1.3 million 
therms, largely in 2003 through 2007. 
 
The True Up incorporated significant adjustments to the following programs:   


1. 2006-2007 Business Energy Solutions – Existing Buildings 
2. 2006-2007 Business Energy Solutions – New Buildings 
3. 2007-2008 Business Energy Solutions – Production Efficiency  
4. Home Energy Solutions  
5. Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance  


 
The remainder of this document summarizes the changes that were made to each of these 
programs.  Additional detail on Energy Trust program savings can be found at the end of the 
document in the summary results tables (tables 16-16) and in the appendix.  
 
1. Business Energy Solutions – Existing Buildings Evaluation  
 
Evaluations of 2006-2007 were completed for this program in 20092. The 2010 True Up 
incorporates the results of these evaluations as evaluation factors for 2006-7.   These results 
were also incorporated in a new anticipated evaluation factor for 2008 and 20093.  This means 
the evaluation factors4 for the years 2006 and 2007 were applied directly to 2006-2007. The 
savings weighted average of the evaluation factors from the 2005, 2006, and 2007 evaluations 
were then used as the anticipated evaluation factor for 2008 and 20095. Table 1 summarizes 
which evaluations have been applied to each program year. Tables 2A and 2B show in detail 
the various components of the 2006 and 2007 evaluations for gas and electric. Finally, the old 
and new evaluation factors are shown in the Table 3 along with the impact on each year.  
 
Overall changes to this program were smaller than in the past few years.  In fact besides 2009, 
program savings estimates were revised up slightly. This is because at the time of last years 
True Up, Energy Trust staff revised the NTG down for the program due to draft evaluation 
results.  Unfortunately 2009 budgets, contracts, and goals were already set up with the higher 
NTG so the adjustment to 2009 had to wait until the 2010 True Up. For this reason 2009 
savings decreased by .5 aMW, while earlier years increased moderately.  


                                                 
2 These evaluations were based on site visits and site metering. 
3 2003-5 were adjusted with the results of the 2003 and 2004-2005 evaluations in prior True Ups. 
4 The evaluation factor consists of an engineering factor and market effects factor. The market effects 
factor is made up of free riders and spillover. 
5 Planning and evaluation staff agreed that a 3 year savings weighted average of the most recent three 
years evaluated would be used as the anticipated evaluation factor where appropriate. 
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Table 1: BES – Existing Buildings Evaluations 


Program Year Source 
Type of 
adjustment Notes 


BE 2003 2003 Evaluation  
Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2007 True Up 


BE 2004 2004 Evaluation  
Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2008 True UP 


BE 2005 2005 Evaluation 
Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2008 True UP 


BE 2006 
2006-2007 
Evaluation 


Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2010 True Up 


BE 2007 
2006-2007 
Evaluation 


Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2010 True Up 


BE 2008 
2005-2007 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


Used savings weighted 
average of years 2005-7 


BE 2009 
2005-2007 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


Used savings weighted 
average of years 2005-7 


 
 
Table 2A: 2006-2007 BES-EB Evaluation Factors - Electric 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio (market effects) RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


99% 32% 1% 7% 75% 
 
 
Table 2B: 2006-2007 BES-EB Evaluation Factors - Gas 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio (market effects) RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


97% 33% 1% 7% 73% 
 
 
Table 3: 2006-2007 BES-Existing Buildings Evaluation Impacts 


Year 


Old 
Factor  
Electric 


New 
Factor 
Electric 


Change in 
Savings 
(aMW) 


Old 
Factor –
Gas 


New 
Factor 
Gas 


Change in 
Savings (Million 
therms) 


2006 0.65 0.75 0.40 0.71 0.73 0.02 
2007 0.65 0.75 0.33 0.71 0.73 0.01 
2008 0.76 0.82 0.32 0.72 0.74 0.03 
2009 0.87 0.82 (0.49) 0.74 0.74 0.00 


    Total             .56                            Total                     0.06 
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2. Business Energy Solutions – New Buildings 
 
Evaluations of 2006-2007 were completed for this program in 2009. The 2010 True Up 
incorporates the results of these evaluations as evaluation factors for 2006-7 and as an 
anticipated evaluation factor for 2008 and 2009.  This means the evaluation factors for the years 
2006 and 2007 were applied directly to 2006-2007. The savings weighted average of the 
evaluation factors from the 2005, 2006, and 2007 evaluations were then used as the anticipated 
evaluation factor for 2008, except for gas where it was determined that only 2 years of 
evaluation data were available. Table 4 summarizes which evaluations have been applied to 
each program year. Tables 5A and 5B show in detail the various components of the 2006 and 
2007 evaluations for gas and electric. Finally, the old and new evaluation factors are shown in 
the Table 6 along with the impact on each year.  
Like Existing Buildings, savings for this program did not change significantly, with the exception 
of 2009. The higher free rider rate was factored into the 2006-2008 savings estimates, but not 
2009.  For this reason, electric efficiency savings for 2009 decreased by .35 aMW, while going 
up slightly for earlier years. 
 
Table 4: BES – New Buildings Evaluations 


Year Source 
Type of 
adjustment Notes 


2004 2004 Evaluation  
Evaluation 
factor 


This program started in 2004, Closed in 2008 
True Up 


2005 2005 Evaluation 
Evaluation 
factor Closed in 2008 True Up 


2006 
2006-2007 
Evaluation 


Evaluation 
factor Closed in 2010 True Up 


2007 
2006-2007 
Evaluation 


Evaluation 
factor Closed in 2010 True Up 


2008 
2005-2007 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


for electric used savings weighted average of 
past 3 years, only used 06/07 for gas 


2009 
2005-2007 
Evaluations 


Anticipated 
Eval factor 


for electric used savings weighted average of 
2005-7 for electric, only used 06/07 for gas 


 
 
Table 5A: 2006-2007 BES – NB Evaluation Factors - Electric 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


96% 34% 1% 0% 65% 
 
 
Table 5B: 2006-2007 BES - NB Evaluation Factors - Gas 
Realization Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio RPT ADJ Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment Free-riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover Evaluation Factor 


108% 32% 1% 0% 74% 
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Table 6: 2006-2007 BES - NB Evaluation Impacts 


Year 


Old 
Factor  
Electric 


New 
Factor 
Electric 


Change in 
savings 
(aMW)  


Old 
Factor 
gas 


New Factor 
Gas 


Change in 
savings (Million 
Therms) 


2006 0.61 0.65 0.12 0.70 0.74 0.04 
2007 0.66 0.65 (0.04) 0.70 0.74 0.03 
2008 0.66 0.67 0.06 0.70 0.74 0.02 
2009 0.79 0.67 (0.35) 0.70 0.74 0.03 


                        Total     (0.21)        Total                      0.12         
 


3. Business Energy Solutions – Production Efficiency 
 
Evaluations of 2007-2008 were completed for this program in 2009. The 2010 True Up 
incorporates the results of these evaluations as evaluation factors for 2007-2008 and as an 
anticipated evaluation factor for 2009.  This means the evaluation factors for the years 2007 and 
2008 were applied directly to 2007 and 2008. The savings weighted average of the evaluation 
factors from the 2006, 2007, and 2008 evaluations were then used as the anticipated evaluation 
factor for 2009. For the 2010 True Up, planning and program staff agreed that the Production 
Efficiency program would use the Production Efficiency electric evaluation factors for the 
Production Efficiency gas program until we are able to evaluate the Production Efficiency gas 
program.   
 
Due to the types of facilities where there has been activity for gas efficiency measures it was 
agreed that the Production Efficiency electric evaluations factors were more representative of 
the Production Efficiency gas program than the Existing Buildings gas program evaluation 
factors were. Table 7 summarizes which evaluations have been applied to each program year. 
Tables 8 shows in detail the various components of the 2007-2008 evaluations for electric. 
Finally, the old and new evaluation factors are shown in the Table 9 along with the impact on 
each year.  
 
Overall, savings were down for this program.  Planning and evaluation staff was not as 
conservative with the anticipated evaluation results as with the commercial program.  This was 
due to historically lower free rider rates in the industrial program and the absence of draft 
evaluation results. Savings were down about 3.3 aMW overall, and .5 aMW for 2009. 
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Table 7: Business Energy Solutions – Production Efficiency Evaluations 


Year Source 
Type of 
adjustment Notes 


2003 
2003-2005 PE 
Evaluation  


Evaluation 
factor 


2004 
2003-2005 PE 
Evaluation  


Evaluation 
factor 


2005 
2003-2005 PE 
Evaluation  


Evaluation 
factor 


For each year, Energy Trust used the average of 
all projects types (mega and non-mega) and all 
years as the evaluation factor.  Closed in the 
2008 True Up 


2006 
2006 PE 
Evaluation 


Evaluation 
factor Closed in 2009 True Up  


2007 
2007-2008  
Evaluations 


Evaluation 
factor  Closed in 2010 True Up 


2008 
2007-2008  
Evaluations 


Evaluation  
factor Closed in 2010 True Up 


2009 


2006-2008 PE 
Evaluations 
 


Anticipated 
Eval factor Used savings weighted average of past 3 years 


 
Table 8A: 2007-2008 BES – Production Efficiency Evaluation Factors - Electric 
Realization 
Rate Net-To-Gross-Ratio (market effects) RPT Adj Factor 


Engineering 
adjustment 


Free 
riders 


Participant 
spillover 


Program 
(study) 
Spillover 


Non-
Participant 
Spillover 


Evaluation 
Factor 


98% 26% 1% 1% 0% 74% 
 
 
Table 9: 2007-2009 BES – Production Efficiency Evaluation Impacts  


Year 


Old 
Factor  
Electric 


New 
Factor 
Electric 


Change in 
Savings 
(aMW)  


Old Factor 
gas 


New Factor 
Gas 


Change in 
Savings 
(therms) 


2007 0.86 0.74 (1.07) 0.71 0.73 0.00 
2008 0.86 0.74 (1.68) 0.72 0.78 0.00 
2009 0.83 0.78 (0.51) 0.74 0.78 0.01 


            Total       (3.26)                                    Total                0.01  
 
 
4. Home Energy Solutions – Existing Homes 
 
The 2010 True Up handled revisions to the HES program for the years 2005-2009.  Program 
years 2003-2004 have already been evaluated by Itron and did not change.  Previously, the 
majority of RR and NTG assumptions used for the period 2005-2009 were anticipated 
evaluation factors based on the 2003/2004 Itron evaluation.  NTG assumptions were updated 
based on the 2007/2008 Opinion Dynamics (ODC) process evaluation.  RR were also updated 
based on the 2006/2007 in house billing analysis of gas weatherization programs as well as 
portions of the Heshone Mahone Group (HMG) 2007/2008 Impact Evaluation.  Treatment of 
various initiatives that fall under the Home Energy Solutions – Existing Homes program are 
summarized individually below.  
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Gas Weatherization 
2005-2006 Net to Gross ratio for existing single family gas weatherization measures were 
updated and closed using a blended average of 03/04 Itron and 07/08 HMG evaluations.  2005 
RR for gas weatherization measures were updated and closed using a blended average of 
03/04 Itron and 06/07 in-house billing analysis estimates; 2006 RR was updated and closed 
based singularly on the 06/07 in-house billing analysis.  2007 gas weatherization measures 
were updated and closed based on the 07/08 ODC process evaluation for NTG, and the 06/07 
in-house billing analysis for RR.  2008-2009 gas weatherization NTG estimates were updated 
based on the 07/08 ODC process evaluation.  It is expected that 2009 estimates will again be 
updated in the 2011 True-Up based on 2010 Fast Feedback responses.  2008-2009 RR for gas 
weatherization was updated using the 06/07 in-house billing analysis, and is expected to be 
updated further in True-Up 2011.   
 
The result of this change was that total program savings were revised down 10%.  This change 
had been expected for a while, but prior evaluations failed to come up with reliable impacts 
estimates. Program staff were considering the effects of the lower RR for certain gas 
weatherization measures when developing the 2010/2011 budgets back in October of 2009. ,  
 
 
Table 10: Gas weatherization adjustments 


Year Therm change HES Program % of Program 
2003 0 596,666 0.0% 
2004 (5,069) 889,752 (0.6%) 
2005 (57,888) 754,200 (7.7% 
2006 (68,406) 593,534 (12%) 
2007 (116,459) 930,609 (13%) 
2008 (151,237) 881,508 (17%) 
2009 (159,225) 1,074,402 (15%) 


Total (558,284) 5,720,670 (10%) 
 
 
Multifamily Impact Evaluation  
Net-To-Gross ratios for both gas and electric multifamily weatherization for years 2003-2006 
were updated based on the Itron 2005/2006 process evaluation.  The average for all measures 
was used.  RR for both gas and electric years 2003-2006 multifamily was updated based on the 
2009 Stellar Processes Impact evaluation.  Years 2003-2006 were closed for both NTG and RR.  
NTG ratios for both gas and electric multifamily weatherization for years 2007-2009 were 
updated based on the 2007/2008 ODC evaluation using the average of all measures. RR for 
both gas and electric years 2007-2009 were updated based on the results of the 2009 Stellar 
Processes evaluation.  2007-2008 program years were closed, though 2009 NTG could be 
updated again in the future in response to new information.   
 
The impact was a decrease in savings for the HES Multifamily program of about 40% (2.8 aMW) 
over the period 2003-2009.  Although the RR was lower than expected the program had 
anticipated this adjustment for some time. This program proved to be one of the hardest to 
estimate savings for.  In response to the evaluation results, the program has developed a new 
method of estimating savings for 2010, and since 2008 the program has been relying less and 
less on these weatherization measures for savings. This can be attributed to the smaller 
decrease in savings in 2008 and 2009.This was the last major program that had yet to be 
evaluated.  
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Table 11: 2003-2009 Existing Multifamily program savings  
Year  Original (aMW) New (aMW) Change (aMW) % Change 


2003                0.30                   0.21                 (0.08) (27%) 
2004                1.00                   0.58                 (0.42) (42%) 
2005                1.62                   0.94                 (0.68) (42%) 
2006                0.98                   0.43                 (0.54) (56%) 
2007                0.87                   0.38                 (0.49) (56%) 
2008                1.31                   0.98                 (0.32) (25%) 
2009                1.14                   0.86                 (0.28) (25%) 


Total                 7.20                   4.38                 (2.82) (39%) 
 
 
Gas Furnace Market Transformation Savings 
 
In 2009 Energy Trust completed an assessment of the high efficiency gas furnace market.  The 
study, completed by Summit Blue, estimated annual savings attributable to NW Natural and 
Energy Trust gas furnace programs for the time period 2003-2019. The 2010 True Up 
retroactively applied the additional market savings attributable to Energy Trust for the period 
2003 -2009.  It is expected that additional savings will be claimed after the federal code change 
takes effect. For more details the report is available on the Energy Trust website at: 
http://energytrust.org/library/reports/090805_GasFurnace_MarketTransformation.pdf.   
 
Table 12: Gas Furnace Market 2003-2009 


First Year Energy 
Savings Baseline 


ETO/NNG 
Program 
(direct 


incentives)
Hi-E Market 


Savings 


Market 
Savings 


Attributable 
to ETO 


Year therms therms therms therms 
2003 450,063 110,709 1,022,628 461,856 
2004 463,957 417,292 1,224,230 342,981 
2005 580,463 410,800 1,148,528 157,264 
2006 716,377 388,503 1,085,961 (18,920) 
2007 825,162 362,184 1,475,556 288,210 
2008 705,336 419,620 1,116,154 (8,802) 
2009 845,430 388,080 1,244,304 10,794 


 
 
Mobile Homes Evaluation  
All NTG ratios for years 2005-2009 were updated based on the 07/08 ODC process evaluation.  
Because this evaluation focused specifically on the mobile homes programs, planning and 
evaluation staff decided to use the ODC evaluation as a sole source for years 2005-2006, rather 
than blending with the NTG of all measures from the 03/04 Itron evaluation.  Realization rates 
were not updated in the 2010 True-Up as 07/08 HMG evaluation suggested that the current 
engineering estimates are accurate.  Program years 2005-2008 will be closed at this time.  It is 
expected that 2009 NTF and RR be updated based on future evaluation results.  The impact 
was only an increase of .03 aMW, but the evaluation did highlight a program with a high 
satisfaction rates and very low free ridership (0.5%). 
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Table 13: 2007-2009 Mobile Home NTG Adjustment  
Year  kWh change aMW change Therm change 


2007               58,650                   0.01                    226  
2008             111,486                   0.01                  1,006  
2009               64,668                   0.01                    520  
Total              234,804                   0.03                  1,752  


 
 
Single Family Heat Pumps 
Due to a significant difference in the NTG ratios between the 03/04 and 07/08 evaluation for 
single family heat pumps, a blended average of the two evaluations was used to update 2005-
2006 NTG assumptions6.  No changes were made to 2005-2006 RR as P&E anticipates 
updating in True-Up 2011 in response to in-house billing analysis.  2007-2009 NTG ratios for 
single family heat pumps were updated using 07/08 evaluation estimates.  NTG for program 
years 2007-2008 were closed.  No change to RR for single family heat pumps years 2007-2009 
as P&E staff expect to update in True-Up 2011, based on the results of in-house billing analysis.  
The impact was a decrease of .34 aMW, equal to 6% of the HES Existing Homes program 
savings from 2005 to 2009.  This change is driven entirely by high free rider rates, over 50% in 
some years.  Energy Trust staff are in the process of reviewing the heat pump program and its 
cost effectiveness.  
 
Table 14: 2005-2009 Heat Pump NTG Adjustment 


Year  HES (aMW) Change % change 
2005 0.40 (0.02) (4%) 
2006 0.68 (0.04) (5%) 
2007 1.14 (0.10) (9%) 
2008 1.66 (0.13) (8%) 
2009 1.86 (0.06) (3%) 


Total  5.75 (0.34) (6%) 
 
 
5. Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) 
 
Energy Trust staff made two updates to the NEEA savings as part of the 2010 True Up. The first 
was that savings from avoided line and transformer losses were added to NEEA savings for 
2005-2007.  Savings for this time period had been updated as part of the 2009 True Up, but 
avoided line and transformer losses had not been included.  This resulted in an increase in 
NEEA savings over the time period of 2.4 aMW.  The second update was a revision of the 2008 
NEEA savings based on the 2008 NEEA annual report.  This information was not available at 
the time of the 2009 Energy Trust True Up and resulted in an increase in savings of 3.1 aMW.  
No new reliable savings estimates were available for the 2009 NEEA savings.  However; 
preliminary NEEA savings estimates suggest that current Energy Trust savings estimates are in 
line with what Energy Trust can expect from NEEA.  Table 10 shows details associated with 
both of these changes.  
 


                                                 
6 This is necessary because P&E staff decided not to use market effects estimates from certain parts of the 05/06 
program evaluation. 
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Table 15: 2005-2009 Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance Updates   


Year 


Residential  
(aMW 


change) 


Commercial 
(aMW 


change) 
Industrial  


(aMW change) Source 
2005 0.52 0.03 0.02 Line Loss 
2006 0.72 0.1 0.02 Line Loss 
2007 0.90 0.1 0.02 Line Loss 
2008 3.32 0.4 (0.68) Annual Update 
2009 - - - No Change 
Total  5.47 0.62 (0.62)   


Results Summary – 2010 True Up Impacts by Sector by Year  
In the following tables, the difference between “old reportable” and “new reportable” results 
shows the updates provided in the 2010 True Up from prior reportable estimates.  In the 
following tables, an Average Megawatt means that loads are reduced by an average of one 
Megawatt or 8760 MWh during each year of the measures’ lives. Million Annual Therms reflects 
the annual therm savings of measures’ lives, in millions.  In the summary tables, zero change 
may not imply that there were no corrections, only that the corrections may not be significant 
enough to show due to rounding. 
 
 
 
TABLE 16:  SUMMARY FOR  2002 – 2009   


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change   


  Electric- Average Megawatts   
Elec. 
Efficiency 222 222 -0.02%   
  Residential 87 90 3%   
  Commercial 56 57 2%   
  Industrial 78 75 -4%   
Renewables 115 115 0%   
  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency 12.2 13.1 7%   
  Residential 6.5 7.2 11%   
  Commercial 5.5 5.7 3%   
  Industrial 0.2 0.2 5%   
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TABLE 12A:  2009 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. 
Efficiency                   34                    32 -5%              29  112%
  Residential                   13                    13 -3%              10  130%
  Commercial                   11                    11 -7%              10  103%
  Industrial                   10                      9 -5%                9  102%
Renewables                     3                      3 0%                7  38%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  3.0                   2.9 -4%             2.4  120%
  Residential                  1.4                   1.2 -11%             1.1  116%
  Commercial                  1.3                   1.4 2%             1.1  127%
  Industrial                  0.2                   0.2 5%             0.2  109%
    


 
 
 
 
TABLE 12B:  2008 SUMMARY         


 
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts     
Elec. 
Efficiency                   32                    34 6%              27  128%
  Residential                   15                    18 19%              12  147%
  Commercial                     8                      9 10%                7  132%
  Industrial                     9                      8 -18%                8  95%
Renewables                   33                    33 0%                9  377%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  2.6                   2.5 -4%             1.7  142%
  Residential                  1.4                   1.2 -11%             1.0  120%
  Commercial                  1.2                   1.3 4%             0.7  178%
  Industrial                  0.0                   0.0 3%             0.0  44%
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TABLE 12C:  2007 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts    
Elec. 
Efficiency                   36                    35 -1%              25  144%
  Residential                   16                    16 2%                9  181%
  Commercial                     5                      6 7%                5  127%
  Industrial                   15                    14 -7%              11  122%
Renewables                   47                    47 0%            115  41%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  2.2                   2.4 10%             2.4  101%
  Residential                  1.1                   1.3 16%             1.4  87%
  Commercial                  1.1                   1.2 4%             1.0  120%
  Industrial                  0.0                   0.0 3% N/A N/A


 
 
 
 
TABLE 12D:  2006 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts    
Elec. 
Efficiency                   25                    26 3%              16  160%
  Residential                   12                    12 1%                6  193%
  Commercial                     5                      6 11%                4  157%
  Industrial                     8                      8 0%                6  129%
Renewables 2.0 2.0 0%              33  6%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  2.4                   2.3 0%             2.6  92%
  Residential                  1.1                   1.0 -7%             1.1  87%
  Commercial                  1.3                   1.4 4%             1.4  95%
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TABLE 12E:  2005 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Conservative 
Goal 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts    
Elec. 
Efficiency                   37                    37 0%              32  115%
  Residential                     9                      9 -2%                6  161%
  Commercial                     8                      8 0%                6  126%
  Industrial                   20                    20 0%              20  100%
Renewables                  0.5                  0.5 0%              27  2%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  1.3                   1.4 8%             1.3  107%
  Residential                  0.9                   1.0 12%             0.9  106%
  Commercial                  0.4                   0.4 0%             0.4  110%


 
 
 
TABLE 12F:  2004 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Projection 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts    
Elec. 
Efficiency                   27                    26 -2%              30  90%
  Residential                   10                      9 -4%                4  242%
  Commercial                     7                      7 0%                6  115%
  Industrial                   10                    10 0%              19  52%
Renewables                  0.1                  0.1 0%              22  0%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  0.7                   1.0 51%             2.3  29%
  Residential                  0.6                   0.9 58%             0.9  65%
  Commercial                  0.1                   0.1 0%             1.4  5%
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TABLE 12G: 2003 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Projection 


% of Goal 
Achieved 


  Electric- Average Megawatts    
Elec Efficiency                   16                    16 -1%              33  48%
  Residential                     7                      7 -1%                8  89%
  Commercial                     6                      6 0%              13  44%
  Industrial                     4                      4 0%              13  27%
Renewables                   14                    14 0%              18  79%


  Gas- Million Annual Therms    
Gas Efficiency                  0.2                   0.6 306%   None    
  Residential                  0.1                   0.6 311%   None    
  Commercial                  0.0                   0.0 0%   None    
 
 
 
 
TABLE 12H: 2002 SUMMARY         


  
Old 
Reportable 


New 
Reportable 


% 
Change 


Action Plan 
Projection   


  Electric- Average Megawatts    
Elec Efficiency                   15                    15 0%  None   
  Residential                      6                      6 0%  None   
  Commercial                      6                      6 0%  None   
  Industrial                     3                      3 0%  None   
Renewables                   15                    15 0%  None   
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		True Up 2010:   Tracking Estimate Corrections and True Up of 2002-2009 Savings and Generation

		Introduction

		This report presents 2010 adjustments to reports of Energy Trust-funded energy savings and renewable energy generation for the calendar years 2002-2009. The True Up analysis, which occurs annually, reports the best available current energy savings and generation figures for Energy Trust-funded programs. 

		Summary 

		Despite some significant adjustments in the 2010 True Up, total electric savings for the period 2002-2009 only fell .02% (0.04 aMW) to 222 aMWs, gas savings increased by about 7% (.9 million therms) to 13.1 million therms and renewable generation remained the same at 115 average megawatts.  For 2009, overall electric savings were down 5% (1.7aMW) to 32.3 aMW, total gas savings were down 4% (.2 million therms) to 2.9 million therms and renewable generation remained constant at 2.6 aMW.  These are the results that will be represented in the 2009 annual report.

		Discussion/Context

		Results

		There were three significant areas of change to electric savings.  These were: (1) increases in free riders applied to Energy Trust Production Efficiency program for the period 2007-2009 (2) savings estimates for multifamily weatherization measures were revised down significantly (3) updates to NEEA savings for the period 2005-2008. The 5.5 aMW increase in NEEA savings offset the decreases from the Production Efficiency and the Multifamily Programs 2.6 aMW decrease and 2.8 aMW decrease respectively. 

		On the gas side, residential gas weatherization savings were decreased by about .6 million therms between 2005 and 2009.  In addition, minor changes to commercial and industrial program Net-to-Gross ratios (adjustments for market effects) increased savings by about 0.2 million therms.  Finally, in 2009 market transformation savings associated with the gas furnace program were estimated for the period 2003 to 2009.  These savings were applied retroactively during the 2010 True Up and resulted in an increase in natural gas savings of 1.3 million therms, largely in 2003 through 2007.






 


 
 
Strategic Utility Roundtable 
Operating Principles 
December 18, 2009 


 
The Utility Strategic Roundtable is a two-year trial designed to facilitate the utilities’ expressed 
interest in communicating with the Energy Trust Board on a strategic level. 
 


1. The Utility Strategic Roundtable would be composed of the Energy Trust Board and 
Executive Director, and representatives of the electric and gas utilities served by the 
Energy Trust: Cascade Natural Gas, NW Natural, PacifiCorp and PGE. Members of the 
public and other stakeholders, including representatives of customer groups, the 
environment, workers, and efficiency and renewable energy trade groups, would be 
invited to attend and participate in the discussions. 


 
2. The Roundtable would meet in the first quarter of 2010. At that meeting, and the first 


meeting in 2011, the roundtable will schedule further meetings for that year. There will 
be at least two meetings annually. If possible, meetings should be timed with regular 
Energy Trust Board meetings so all Board members can attend.  


 
3. Roundtable participants are encouraged to appoint decision-level representatives to the 


roundtable, ensure that the appointed person attend all meetings, and try not to vary 
representation from meeting to meeting. 


 
4. Each roundtable agenda would be determined by the Energy Trust Board President in 


consultation with the full Board, the utilities and interested parties. Agendas will be 
organized to allow the utilities to engage in a dialogue on matters of interest to them, and 
may include suitable agenda items suggested by others. In general, the agenda would 
focus on strategic and longer-term ideas, opportunities and concerns, with the goal to 
ensure the entities are working well together to pursue energy efficiency and renewable 
energy in the most effective and coordinated way possible. The following process will be 
followed: 


 
• Energy Trust will propose meeting date(s) and solicit agenda items from utilities, 


board members and interest groups; 
• Candidate topics will be reviewed by staff and discussed with the policy 


committee, which will recommend an agenda to the board President; and 
• The committee will consider whether issues that are not included on the 


roundtable agenda may be suitable for other forums, e.g., CAC, RAC, or regular 
board meetings. 


 
5. Each agenda item will have a sponsoring entity, which will be responsible for providing 


background material on the issue at least 10 days before the roundtable meeting. 
 
6. All meetings will be open except for any portions of meetings that the Energy Trust 


President determines would involve trade secrets, proprietary or other confidential 
commercial or financial information. Energy Trust will provide public notice of meetings.  
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7. Roundtables will discuss issues and may make recommendations to the Energy Trust 


board or others. No votes will be taken. Roundtables are not authorized to take action on 
behalf of the Energy Trust board. 


 
8. Minutes will be kept and a roster of potential action items would be brought back for full 


Energy Trust Board discussion and staff consideration before commitments to pursue 
the actions were made. 


 
9. The parties would try this approach for a two-year period to determine if it is an effective 


way to promote strategic communications before deciding whether to make it a 
permanent feature or pursue some other course.  
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Briefing Paper 
ACEEE Energy Efficiency Scorecard 2008 and 2009 
April 7, 2010 


Summary 
 
Each year ACEEE ranks U.S. States’ energy efficiency levels with a composite metric they call 
the Energy Efficiency Scorecard.  The Scorecard is made up of various general categories 
including utility and public benefits, transportation, building energy code, state and government 
initiatives, and several others.  Some of these general categories are further broken into sub-
categories, whose combined score influences the general category score.   
  
Oregon has historically placed among the top ten states for energy efficiency on this ranking 
system; however, we slipped a little last year from second to fourth place.  In an effort to 
examine what caused the decline in rank, Planning removed a sub-category of scoring titled 
“Targets Energy Efficiency Resource Standards” (EERS) which does not pertain to Energy 
Trust, and which we received a 0 out of 4 scoring on in both years 2008 and 2009.  We noted 
that several other states that were able to move ahead of us in 2009, they did so through 
implementation of EERS.  To adjust for this factor outside of Energy Trust’s control, the analysis 
below removed this category for both years 2008 and 2009 for participating states’ scorecards. 
We only did this ranking for those states in the top ten. 
  
The original scorecard is based on a score of 50 points possible.  After removal of the EERS 
sub-category from the utility and public benefits category, there is a total of 46 points possible.  
Our analysis showed that after netting out the EERS sub-category, Oregon maintains its second 
place score in 2008, and regains this second place score again in 2009.  The below tables 
depict the scorecard before and after adjustment, for year 2008 and 2009. 
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2008  Original Scores                         


     


Utility 
and 
Public 
Benefits 


Transporta‐
tion 


Building 
Energy 
Code  CHP 


Appliance
Standards 


State 
Lead 
by  


Example  RD & D 


Financial 
Information


and 
Incentives 


Total 
Score 


Rank 
Max Points  


Possible  20  6  8  5  4  2  2  3  50 


1  California  14.5  4  8  5  4  2  2  1  40.5 
2  Oregon  13.5  3.5  8  5  3  0.5  0.5  3  37 


3  Connecticut  15.5  5  4  5  3  2  0.5  1  36 
4  Vermont  19  2.5  5  2.5  1  2  0  1  33 
5  New York  12.5  4.5  5.5  5  1  1  2  1  32.5 
6  Washington  12  4.5  8  4  2  0.5  0  1  32 
7  Massachusetts  12.5  3.5  3.5  3  1  1  1  1  26.5 


8  Minnesota  13.5  1  5.5  2.5  0  2  0  2  26.5 
9  Wisconsin  10  0.5  8  5  0  0.5  2  0  26 


10  New Jersey  10  3.5  5  5  1  1  0  0  25.5 
 
 


2008  After Adjustment                         


     


Utility 
and 
Public 
Benefits 


Transporta‐
tion 


Building 
Energy 
Code  CHP 


Appliance
Standards 


State 
Lead 
by  


Example  RD &D  


Financial 
Information


and 
Incentives 


Total 
Score 


Rank 
Max Points  


Possible  16  6  8  5  4  2  2  3  46 


1  California  11.5  4  8  5  4  2  2  1  37.5 


2  Oregon  13.5  3.5  8  5  3  0.5  0.5  3  37 


3  Connecticut  12.5  5  4  5  3  2  0.5  1  33 


4  Washington  11  4.5  8  4  2  0.5  0  1  31 


5  New York  9.5  4.5  5.5  5  1  1  2  1  29.5 


6  Vermont  15  2.5  5  2.5  1  2  0  1  29 


7  Massachusetts  12.5  3.5  3.5  3  1  1  1  1  26.5 


8  Wisconsin  10  0.5  8  5  0  0.5  2  0  26 


9  New Jersey  8  3.5  5  5  1  1  0  0  23.5 


10  Minnesota  9.5  1  5.5  2.5  0  2  0  2  22.5 
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2009  Original Scores                      


    


Utility and 
Public 
Benefits   Transportation 


Building 
Energy 
Code  CHP 


State 
Government 
Initiatives 


Appliance 
Efficiency 


Total  
Score 


Rank 
Max Points 


Possible  20  8  7  5  7  3  50 


1  California  18.5  6  7  5  5  3  44.5 


2  Massachusetts  17  4  7  4  5  2  39 


3  Connecticut  17  5  4  5  4.5  2  37.5 


4  Oregon  14  5  6  5  4.5  2  36.5 


5  New York  14  5  4.5  5  5  1  34.5 


6  Vermont  19  4  3.5  2  4  1  33.5 


7  Washington  14  6  6  3  2  2  33 


8  Minnesota  16.5  2  5  3  4  0  30.5 


9  Wisconsin  11  1  4  4  4  0  24 


10  New Jersey  9.5  5  3.5  4  1  0  23 
 
 


2009 
After 
Adjustment                      


    


Utility and 
Public 
Benefits  Transportation 


Building 
Energy 
Code  CHP 


State 
Government 
Initiatives 


Appliance 
Efficiency 


Total 
Score 


Rank 
Max Points  


Possible  16  8  7  5  7  3  46 


1  California  15.5  6  7  5  5  3  41.5 


2  Oregon  14  5  6  5  4.5  2  36.5 


3  Massachusetts  13  4  7  4  5  2  35 


4  Connecticut  14  5  4  5  4.5  2  34.5 


5  Washington  12  6  6  3  2  2  31 


6  New York  10  5  4.5  5  5  1  30.5 


7  Vermont  15  4  3.5  2  4  1  29.5 


8  Minnesota  12.5  2  5  3  4  0  26.5 


9  Wisconsin  11  1  4  4  4  0  24 


10  New Jersey  9.5  5  3.5  4  1  0  23 
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February 2010 







 


 


February 2010  
 
 
Nancy Klass, Executive Assistant 
Energy Trust of Oregon 
851 S.W. 6th Avenue, No. 1200 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
 
 
 
Dear Ms. Klass: 
 
We have completed our management review and evaluation of the Energy Trust of Oregon.  
Our review and evaluation has found that Energy Trust has developed a model and 
approach to meet its original legislative intent and is effectively providing applicable 
services.   
 
Energy Trust has shown its ability to benefit Oregonians through energy savings and by 
providing energy solutions that save dollars and protect the environment.  However, 
opportunities for enhanced efficiency and effectiveness do exist.  This report contains our 
detailed analysis and conclusions based on our review. 
 
We wish to express our appreciation to Energy Trust employees and managers and those 
persons from other organizations we spoke with for their cooperation and assistance 
during this review. 
 
 


 


 


 
Talbot, Korvola & Warwick, LLP 
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REPORT SUMMARY 
 


In response to the Oregon Public Utility Commission’s (OPUC) requirement to conduct an 


independent management review and evaluation every five years, the Energy Trust of Oregon 


initiated a competitive solicitation process for selecting a contractor and chose Talbot, Korvola & 


Warwick, LLP (TKW). 


 


The Energy Trust board audit committee, in conjunction with the OPUC and the management 


team, developed the following questions as a basis for the review: 


1. Is Energy Trust meeting the Oregon legislative initial objectives for public purpose 
charges and how effectively is it meeting new legislative and contractual 
requirements? 


2. Is Energy Trust operating efficiently, particularly considering the growth in funding 
and expansion of responsibilities?   
Are there places where Energy Trust can trim cost without adversely affecting 
results?   
Are there areas where Energy Trust is assuming too much risk and should exercise 
more restraint? 
Does Energy Trust have well-designed, effective programs to cost-effectively achieve 
conservation/efficiency and to acquire renewable resources?   
How does Energy Trust compare with other similar organizations? 


3. Has Energy Trust effectively allocated its budget among different functions? 
4. Is Energy Trust sufficiently open, transparent, and inclusive in its decision-making 


and other processes helping to gain public confidence that it is effectively 
accomplishing its mission?   
Does Energy Trust effectively communicate its role and its program results to various 
stakeholders? 


5. Are evaluations funded by the Energy Trust objective, appropriately scoped, 
sufficiently resourced, independent, and timely?   
Are Energy Trust evaluation procedures geared to produce results that meaningfully 
inform the OPUC, the Oregon Legislature, Energy Trust and others about program 
achievements and whether course corrections are needed? 


6. Does Energy Trust have the appropriate flexibility and scalability to incorporate new 
innovations and opportunities into its work as the markets for energy efficiency 
renewable resources continue to diversify and grow? 


 


To accomplish these objectives, our team conducted in-depth interviews with applicable 


personnel and an extensive review of various documents and records concerning the history of 


Energy Trust, current organization and operations, evaluation and performance standards, 
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policies and procedures, and reporting requirements.  In addition, research and analysis conducted 


by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) provided additional 


information regarding energy conservation practices and other states’ processes and approaches.   


 


Our review focused on determining the processes and practices Energy Trust has in place to 


ensure it is meeting legislative intent, is operating efficiently and effectively, allocating its 


budget appropriately given its defined objectives, conducting self-evaluations, and 


communicating/reporting effectively and identifying any opportunities to improve its efficiency 


and transparency.  The results of our evaluation found that Energy Trust has developed a model 


and approach to meet the legislature’s initial intent of investing in new energy efficiency, market 


transformation, and the above-market cost of new renewable energy.  The organization, and its 


current programs, is effectively providing applicable services.  Based on current Energy Trust 


benchmarks and statistics, its programs have delivered significant benefits to utility ratepayers as 


well as extensive economic and environmental benefits to Oregonians.   


 


An approach of continuous program improvement has been established within Energy Trust.  An 


organizational re-design was recently completed and focused on developing an organizational 


structure that would allow the attraction of more and different types of customers, deliver 


integrated efficiency and renewable energy services, enhance customer participation, improve 


work flow, decrease costs of delivery, transactions and overall acquisition, and create flexibility 


to address changing market conditions and future opportunities.  Energy Trust has also adopted 


an extensive self-evaluation process and strategic planning methodology.  Numerous program 


evaluations have occurred in the past seven years and a comprehensive organization-wide 


management audit was completed in 2005.   


 


Energy Trust faces challenges in assuring its future success.  Despite the economy, demand for 


Energy Trust services is growing and remains high, especially for its existing homes, existing 


commercial buildings and solar electric programs.  The economy has had a major impact on 


opportunities for new residential construction, new commercial construction and some renewable 


energy investments, as well as forestalling the installation of a number of industrial projects.  The 
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organization is revising its approach and focus to provide programs that are the most beneficial 


given today’s environment. 


 


Although Energy Trust has demonstrated its ability to meet its mission to deliver benefits to 


Oregonians from saving energy and tapping renewable resources, providing energy solutions that 


save dollars and protect the environment, there are opportunities for enhanced efficiency and 


effectiveness.  Specific recommendations summarized below and detailed in the following report 


sections, identify these opportunities: 


Recommendation #1: 


Energy Trust should work with the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) to 
eliminate the opt-in/opt-out provisions of the current information transfer policy. 


 
Recommendation #2: 


Energy Trust, after its completed redesign is in place, should conduct an 
administrative support staffing level needs assessment. 


 
Recommendation #3:  


Energy Trust should develop a formal process to document and report how and 
why specific strategies and approaches are selected for the annual budget and 
corresponding action plan. 


 
Recommendation #4:  


Energy Trust should consider allocating resources to efficiency programs to 
achieve the greatest overall saving with the lowest overall cost. 


 
Recommendation #5: 


Energy Trust should consider increasing utility involvement in strategic 
discussions by providing a greater opportunity for input and dialogue on issues 
relating to energy efficiency and renewable energy.  


 
Recommendation #6: 


Energy Trust should reassess its current approach to evaluations to identifying 
opportunities to improve timeliness. 


 
Recommendation #7: 


Energy Trust should: 
· include, as appropriate, detailed action plans and timeframes as they 


pertain to specific evaluation recommendations 
· develop a follow-up plan for evaluation findings and recommendations. 
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Recommendation #8: 
Policy makers should consider pursuing modifications to existing legislation 
concerning funding limitations and requirements. 
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INTRODUCTION 


The Energy Trust of Oregon initiated a competitive solicitation process for selecting a contractor 


and chose Talbot, Korvola & Warwick, LLP (TKW) to conduct a management review and 


evaluation. 


 


PROJECT OBJECTIVES 


Objectives 
The Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) grant agreement with Energy Trust requires an 


independent management review and evaluation to be completed every five years.  The Energy 


Trust board audit committee, in conjunction with the OPUC and the management team, 


developed the following questions as a basis for the review: 


1. Is Energy Trust meeting the Oregon legislative initial objectives for public purpose 
charges and how effectively is it meeting new legislative and contractual 
requirements? 


2. Is Energy Trust operating efficiently, particularly considering the growth in funding 
and expansion of responsibilities?   
Are there places where Energy Trust can trim cost without adversely affecting 
results?   
Are there areas where Energy Trust is assuming too much risk and should exercise 
more restraint? 
Does Energy Trust have well-designed, effective programs to cost-effectively achieve 
conservation/efficiency and to acquire renewable resources?   
How does Energy Trust compare with other similar organizations? 


3. Has Energy Trust effectively allocated its budget among different functions? 
4. Is Energy Trust sufficiently open, transparent, and inclusive in its decision-making 


and other processes helping to gain public confidence that it is effectively 
accomplishing its mission?   
Does Energy Trust effectively communicate its role and its program results to various 
stakeholders? 


5. Are evaluations funded by the Energy Trust objective, appropriately scoped, 
sufficiently resourced, independent, and timely?   
Are Energy Trust evaluation procedures geared to produce results that meaningfully 
inform the OPUC, the Oregon Legislature, Energy Trust and others about program 
achievements and whether course corrections are needed? 


6. Does Energy Trust have the appropriate flexibility and scalability to incorporate new 
innovations and opportunities into its work as the markets for energy efficiency 
renewable resources continue to diversify and grow? 
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PROJECT APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 


To accomplish these objectives, our team conducted in-depth interviews with applicable 


personnel.  Information provided during these interviews became one source for observations found 


within this report.  The information gained from these individuals and from other corroborative 


sources such as those identified below, provided insight into the issues, needs, and expectations 


surrounding the study and was invaluable in reaching the conclusions and recommendations 


presented within this report.   


Energy Trust – Board 
John Reynolds, Board President 
Debbie Kitchin, Board Secretary  
Julie Hammond, Board Member 
Roger Hamilton, Board Member 
Alan Meyer, Board Member 


 
Energy Trust 


Margie Harris, Executive Director 
Sue Meyer Sample, CFO 
Steve Lacey, Director of Operations 
Peter West, Director of Programs 
Amber Cole, Director of Communications and Customer Service 
John Volkman, General Counsel 
Debbie Blanchard, IT Director 
Fred Gordon, Director of Planning and Evaluation 
Phil Degens, Evaluations Manager 
Pati Presnail, Controller 
Kim Crossman, Sr. Industrial Sector Manager 
Matt Braman, Planning Project Manager 
Diane Ferington, Sr. Residential Sector Manger 
Elaine Prause, Sr. RE Business Program Manager 
Greg Stiles, Sr. Business Sector Manager 
 


Other Organizations 
John Savage, Commissioner, OPUC 
Pat Egan, Vice President, Pacific Power 
Bill Edmonds, Environmental Policy and Sustainability Director, NW Natural 
Kathie Barnard, Sr. Director of Regulatory Affairs, Cascade Natural Gas 
Carol Dillin, VP, Customers and Economic Development, PGE 
Bill Nicholson, VP, Distribution, PGE 
Michael B. Early, Executive Director, Industrial Customers of NW Utilities 
Rachel Shimshak, Director, Renewable Northwest Project 
Mike Weedall, Director of Conservation Programs, Bonneville Power Administration 
Sara Patton, Executive Director, NW Energy Coalition 
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Stan Price, Executive Director, Northwest Energy Efficiency Council 
Bob Jenks, Executive Director, Citizens’ Utility Board of Oregon 
 


In addition, we extensively reviewed various documents and records concerning the history of 


Energy Trust, current organization and operations, evaluation and performance standards, 


policies and procedures, and reporting requirements.  Specific information obtained and 


reviewed included: 


⋅ Mission and vision statements, objectives, and goals 
⋅ Lines of authority, chain of command and span of control 
⋅ Job descriptions 
⋅ Performance measurement documentation 
⋅ Policies and procedures 
⋅ Program funding and expenses for the past three years 
⋅ Laws, rules, and regulations governing Energy Trust, including SB 1149 and SB838 
⋅ Annual Reports/budgets/financial summaries 
⋅ Technology utilized for reporting, scheduling, communication, etc. 
⋅ Action plan documents 
⋅ Available statistical information 
⋅ Rules and regulations governing Energy Trust 
⋅ Organization charts and position descriptions 
⋅ Reorganization documents  


 


Research and analysis conducted by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy 


(ACEEE) provided additional information regarding energy conservation practices and other states’ 


processes and approaches.  ACEEE advances energy efficiency as a means of promoting 


economic prosperity, energy security, and environmental protection through technical and policy 


analyses, advising policymakers and program managers, working with businesses, government 


officials, public interest groups, and other organizations, and educating businesses and 


consumers.   


 


Our review focused on determining the processes and practices Energy Trust has in place to 


ensure it is meeting legislative intent, is operating efficiently and effectively, allocating its 


budget appropriately given its defined objectives, conducting self-evaluations, and 


communicating/reporting effectively and identifying any opportunities to improve its efficiency 


and transparency.    
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The assessments of efficiency and effectiveness contained within this report are, for the most part, 


qualitative in nature and rely on our experience with similar organizations.  Energy Trust practices 


and processes were assessed based on a review and assessment of: 


· Effectiveness 


The overall "effectiveness" of an organization is the determination of how well 
predetermined goals and objectives for a particular activity or program are achieved.  
Effectiveness signifies the result of effort rather than the effort itself.  It is sometimes 
characterized as impact, results, or outcome. 


 
· Efficiency 


Efficiency focuses on the maximization of output at minimal costs or the use of minimal 
input resources for the achievable output. 
 


· Economy 


Economy signifies the acquisition of resources of appropriate quality and quantity at the 
lowest reasonable cost. 
 


· Accountability 


Public officials and others entrusted with handling public resources are responsible for 
applying those resources efficiently, economically, and effectively to achieve the 
purposes for which the resources were furnished.   
 


OTHER STATES 


We also inquired of three other similar organizations (Vermont, New York, and Wisconsin) 


regarding organizational structure, staffing, strategic planning, program development, rules and 


regulations, benchmarks, and best practices relating to operations.  Based on this review, it would 


appear that Energy Trust is similar to these entities in many ways.  Like Energy Trust, these 


programs have legislative mandates, focus on reducing state energy consumption, increasing 


energy efficiency, and, in some instances, establishing renewable energy goals, are funded at 


least partially through a public purpose charge paid by utility ratepayers, and are administered by 


non-profit organizations.  In addition, staff are dedicated to specific programs that provide 


information, technical support, and assistance to residents, businesses, agriculture and industrial 


industries, governmental entities, and non-profits.  Almost all programs have financial incentives 


that are available to help promote the program.  In addition, most provide a low-income 


assistance program that assists those with incomes under the federal poverty level to receive 
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assistance and home weatherization programs.  Many have either applied for or are considering 


applying for federal stimulus grants to help supplement their programs. 


 


Organization charts showed that several entities have an audit committee, an internal audit 


function, and separate marketing, outreach, and communications from direct program staff.  In 


addition, some states have regional offices. 


 


To ensure programs are meeting goals and objectives, several entities use outside experts and 


consultants to conduct independent program evaluations.  In some cases, panels made of up of 


industry experts outside the entity and program management review the results of these 


evaluations and provide guidance to program staff for improving results. 


 


Several entities reviewed had programs that went beyond programs administered by Energy 


Trust.  For example, New York’s program includes transportation and is working with the U.S. 


Department of Energy to clean-up and provide long-term maintenance to the Western New York 


Nuclear Service Center.  In one state, a research center is being built as part of a university, to 


help promote research in renewable resources.  Funding is being provided by the U.S. 


Department of Energy through a grant. 


 


The economy has had an effect on each entity that we researched and spoke with.  Strategic 


planning documents and annual reports that were reviewed emphasized the need to decrease 


dependence on foreign oil by increasing awareness and incentives for increasing energy 


efficiency and renewable energy efforts.  Most entities have established goals that decrease the 


number of kWh, kW, and therms used by a certain percentage and by a certain date.  In addition, 


most included a percentage of the state’s energy consumption that would be used using 


Renewable Energy sources.  At least one plan included goals for increasing employment 


opportunities. 


 


Several entities have an oversight body made of a board of directors.  For one entity, the board 


was selected by the Governor, with Senate approval.  In addition, some entities include a 


representative of the governing body that oversees the non-profit, members from state 
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commissions related to energy and transportation, and representatives of utilities, at least in an ex 


officio capacity. 


 


The above provides a broad overview of other state’s programs.  However, without in-depth 


analysis of other organizations’ business models, organizational structures, operational efficiency 


and effectiveness, and state-wide policies, meaningful direct comparisons regarding resource 


allocations, staffing levels, cost allocations, etc. are very difficult to obtain.   
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON 
 
Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., an independent 


nonprofit organization, began investing public 


purpose dollars in March 2002.  It invests in 


cost-effective energy conservation, helping to 


pay the above-market costs of renewable energy resources, and encouraging energy market 


transformation in Oregon.  Energy Trust provides services and cash incentives to help utility 


ratepayers use renewable energy and to make improvements to save energy and manage costs in 


their homes, businesses and communities.  The program currently serves 1.5 million Oregonians 


and over 60,000 NW Natural residential and commercial customers in Clark County, 


Washington. 


 


FUNDING 


Funding for Energy Trust activities comes from legislation enacted in 1999 requiring the state’s 


two largest investor-owned electric utilities (PGE and Pacific Power) to collect a three percent 


“public purpose charge” from their customers.  Although both companies had historically spent 


about three percent of customer revenues on energy efficiency, in any one year the amount spent 


varied widely.  The new law provided for consistent, stabilized funding and required the Oregon 


Public Utility Commission (OPUC) to administer activities.  


 


The law also dedicated a separate portion of the public-purpose funding to energy conservation 


efforts in low-income housing energy assistance and K-12 schools.  A total of 74% is directed to 


Energy Trust, 16% to low-income housing and weatherization, and 10% to weatherization in K-


12 schools.   Energy Trust has also funded efficiency improvements and supported solar electric 


systems in Oregon schools. 


 


Additional funding for natural gas efficiency comes from public purpose charges paid by Oregon 


customers of NW Natural and Cascade Natural Gas.  These companies requested Energy Trust to 


deliver their energy efficiency programs.  These charges were established in 2003 (NW Natural) 


and 2006 (Cascade Natural Gas) through an OPUC tariff asked for by the utilities. 


Mission 
To change how Oregonians produce and use 
energy by investing in efficient technologies 
and renewable resources that save dollars 


and protect the environment. 
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In 2007, the Oregon Legislature allowed Pacific Power and PGE to seek additional electric 


efficiency funding and avoid purchasing more expensive electricity.  Approved by the OPUC, 


Pacific Power and PGE’s efficiency plans led to an additional $21.8 million for electric 


efficiency Energy Trust programs in 2009. 


 


ADMINISTRATION 


The Oregon Public Utility Commission is responsible for oversight of Energy Trust while a 


volunteer citizen board of directors and two advisory councils provide it with specific guidance.  


Energy Trust is required to provide the OPUC with quarterly reports, audited financial 


statements, and annual reports showing actual performance measured against established target 


metrics.  Independent reports on Energy Trust and all public purpose spending are completed by 


a third party and submitted biennially by the OPUC to the Oregon Legislature. 


 


The Energy Trust board of directors develops and adopts long-term strategic goals and plans to 


guide the organization.  The board also establishes policies and reviews and approves the annual 


budget and two-year action plan developed to achieve the strategic plan goals.  


 


The Oregon Public Utility Commission appoints an ex officio member to the Energy Trust board 


of directors while other directors are independent volunteers.  The Oregon Department of Energy 


appoints a special advisor to the board.  Board vacancies are filled consistent with board 


development guidelines established by OPUC.  Board meetings are open to the public with 


agendas and packets posted in advance on Energy Trust’s website.  Board minutes are also 


posted on the website. 


 


Conservation and Renewable Advisory Councils created through the 1999 legislation provide a 


public forum for program topics, evaluations, organizational policies, and budgetary 


consideration to be aired.  These meetings are held 10 times per year and council members are 


comprised of energy experts, industry stakeholders, utility and OPUC representatives, and 


advocacy groups.  
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PROGRAMS 


Energy Trust has developed programs to help keep energy costs as low as possible for ratepayers 


of Oregon investor-owned utilities.  Utilities avoid buying more expensive energy when 


customers use less energy or tap renewable sources.  Utilities also rely on Energy Trust 


renewable energy generation and gas and electric savings from conservation and efficiency to 


meet future energy needs for their customers at a cost three-to-four times less than the cost of 


securing power from new electric generation plants.  


 


Additionally, Energy Trust programs and services deliver significant economic and 


environmental benefits to Oregonians.  Since 2002, investments created more than 1,800 jobs 


and stimulated $60 million in wages and $9.1 million in new business income.  Since 2002, 


Energy Trust has helped Oregonians avoid emitting three million tons of carbon dioxide 


emissions - the equivalent of removing 525,000 cars from roads annually. 


 


Primary Programs 


Home Energy Solutions 
· Existing homes, Home Performance with ENERGY STAR®, manufactured 


homes and multifamily buildings  
· New homes, manufactured homes and multifamily buildings  
· ENERGY STAR® clothes washers, refrigerators, freezers and compact 


fluorescent light bulbs  
· Solar electric and water heating systems  


 
Business Energy Solutions 


· Existing buildings  
· New buildings  
· Industrial buildings and processes  
· Energy from renewable sources such as solar, organic waste, and wind  
· Solar electric and water heating systems  


 
Renewable Energy Solutions 


· Solar electric 
· Wind generation from single turbines to community scale 
· Biopower from wood waste, landfill and wastewater gas, manure and other 


organic sources 
· Small-scale hydropower 
· Open Solicitation Program for emerging technologies 
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Energy Trust offers technical assistance and cash incentives for all of the programs listed 


above. 


PERFORMANCE MEASURES  


Energy Trust measures its success in fulfilling Oregon's vision of meeting future energy needs 


through environmentally sound, clean energy sources through kilowatt hours and therms saved 


and in renewable energy produced.  Energy Trust expects to: 


· save 256 average megawatts of electricity, contingent on adequate funding, through 
efficiency and conservation between 2010 and 2014, 


· save 22.5 million annual therms of natural gas, contingent on adequate funding, through 
efficiency and conservation between 2010 and 2014, and  


· achieve an additional 23 average megawatts of renewable energy between 2010 and 
2014. 


 


Cumulatively, Energy Trust programs have saved and generated enough clean electricity to 


power 250,000 homes and saved enough natural gas to heat 18,300 homes.  Over 8 megawatts of 


solar installations have been funded.  Since 2002, program participants have saved $440 million 


by making energy efficiency improvements and generating clean renewable power.  


 


As part of its oversight of Energy Trust, the OPUC has adopted specific performance measures.   


For 2009, these measures include: 


· Save at least 31 average megawatts of electricity, computed on a three-year rolling 
average basis at a levelized cost of no more than 3.5 cents per kilowatt hour.  


· Save at least 1,800,000 therms of gas, computed on a three-year rolling average basis at a 
levelized cost of no more than 60 cents per therm. 


· Secure at least 3 megawatts of new renewable resources per year, computed on a three-
year rolling average, from a variety of small-scale projects. 


· Earn an unqualified audit opinion. 
· Keep administrative and program support costs below 11% of annual revenues. 
· Maintain a reasonable level of customer satisfaction, as measured by surveys, and 


maintain statistics on complaints. 
· Report the benefit/cost ratio for conservation acquisition programs based on the utility 


system perspective and societal perspective; report any significant mid-year changes in 
benefit/cost performance. 
 


COORDINATION AND COLLABORATION 


Energy Trust coordinates and collaborates with other similar organizations to stay current on 


emerging strategies and approaches within the industry.  Since its inception, Energy Trust has 
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been an active part of the NW Energy Efficiency Alliance, a regional market transformation 


group established about 15 years ago and funded by nearly 30 utilities throughout the Pacific 


Northwest.  Energy Trust activities include an annual funding commitment to acquire electric 


energy savings, membership on the board of directors and executive and strategic planning 


committees, staff participation in expert committees corresponding to individual sectors, market 


research and other joint activities.   


 


Energy Trust actively participates in the NW Energy Efficiency Task Force (NEET), a group 


convened by the Bonneville Power Administration.  The Task Force’s intent is to build upon the 


region’s history of energy efficiency accomplishments and achieve even greater acquisition in 


the future.  The Task Force has completed a detailed report identifying joint opportunities for the 


region to collectively prioritize and pursue.  Many of Energy Trust’s staff participated in the 


working groups and helped shape and develop report findings and recommendations.  In turn, 


those recommendations are now being implemented, benefitting participating organizations by 


pooling resources and collaborating more intentionally to achieve common goals.  


 


The American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) is a non-profit leadership 


organization dedicated to promoting energy efficiency policy and programs to benefit the 


economy and the environment.  For 30 years, the ACEEE is highly regarded for its research, 


conferences, training and seminars.  Energy Trust staff have prepared and presented papers at the 


ACEEE Symposium, a gathering of almost one-thousand of the industry’s top personnel from 


around the nation and the world, as well as other ACEEE venues.  Conference proceedings, 


published on the ACEEE website, are highly regarded as a valuable composite of the best 


thinking and practices relevant to our work. 


 


For the past six years, Energy Trust has also participated in a small and informal three-day 


gathering with others from the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation/Efficiency Vermont and 


Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation.  These other non-profit organizations have 


missions most closely aligned with Energy Trust.  Participation has been limited to the executive 


directors and a director of programs from each organization, keeping the size of the group to six. 


Agendas are developed based upon the common needs and challenges faced by each 
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organization.  Historically, the focus has been on legislative and policy changes, emerging 


technologies, new program delivery strategies, relationships with utilities, customer service, 


outreach and community energy strategies, and administrative matters, including organization 


structure and IT.  Because physical locations of the meetings are rotated, one of the states is 


visited each year, providing for the opportunity to meet staff from each organization.  This 


fosters exchanges and teleconferences among program, marketing, and IT teams.  
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RESULTS 
Since its inception in 2002, Energy Trust has invested in energy efficiency, renewable energy, and 


market transformation programs.  Starting with Portland General Electric and Pacific Power and 


adding NW Natural (2003) and Cascade Natural Gas (2007), Energy Trust now serves 82% of 


Oregon’s total utility customer base1.   


 


Our review and evaluation has found that Energy Trust has developed a model and approach to 


meet the legislature’s initial intent of investing in new energy efficiency, market transformation, 


and the above-market cost of new renewable energy.  The organization, and its current programs, 


is effectively providing applicable services.  Based on current Energy Trust benchmarks and 


statistics, its programs have delivered significant benefits to utility ratepayers as well as 


extensive economic and environmental benefits to Oregonians.  Since 2002, specific programs 


have saved over 285 average megawatts - enough energy to power 221,000 homes – and 8.9 


million therms- enough to provide heat for 18,300 homes.  The ultimate result of these savings is 


lower energy costs for utility ratepayers (over $440 million since 2002), economic benefits 


through the creation of jobs (over 1,800 in Oregon with $60 million in net increase in wages and 


$9.1 million in new business income), and an impact on the production of carbon dioxide (a 


reduction of over three million tons).   


 


The American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy annually publishes a State Energy 


Efficiency Scorecard that ranks states on the adoption and implementation of energy efficiency 


policies in six categories: 


· utility-sector and public benefits programs and policies, 
· transportation polices, 
· building energy codes, 
· combined heat and power, 
· state government initiatives, and 
· appliance efficiency standards. 


 


Oregon has consistently been ranked in the top ten and in 2009 was ranked fourth. 


 


                                                 
1 2007 
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An approach of continuous program improvement has been established within Energy Trust.  An 


organizational re-design was recently completed by an eight-person, multi-disciplinary design 


team comprised of Energy Trust staff.  The re-design was focused on developing an 


organizational structure that would allow the attraction of more and different types of customers, 


deliver integrated efficiency and renewable energy services, enhance customer participation, 


improve work flow, decrease costs of delivery, transactions and overall acquisition, and create 


flexibility to address changing market conditions and future opportunities. 


 


Energy Trust has also adopted an extensive self-evaluation process and strategic planning 


methodology.  Numerous program evaluations have occurred in the past seven years and a 


comprehensive organization-wide management audit was completed in 2005.  That audit 


identified five general themes to assist the organization in improving operations: 


· Establish Sector-Level Performance Measures 


Status: Sector-based goals and benchmarks were established. 
 


· Streamline and Focus Operation Procedures 


Status: Specific written policies and procedures were developed. 
 


· Refine and Define Roles and Responsibilities 


Status: Formal job descriptions were developed. 
 


· Improve Communications 


Status: Internal and external communication has improved. 
Internal - Energy Trust holds monthly all-staff meetings and produces a 


monthly newsletter. 
External - lines of communication between Energy Trust and the utilities 


have improved. 
 


· Develop IT Management Reporting Systems and System Availability 


Status: Energy Trust created an IT Director position and IT Steering Committee to 
oversee IT projects.  IT metrics are being developed to evaluate 
performance. 


 


Energy Trust faces challenges in assuring its future success.  Despite the economy, demand for 


Energy Trust services is growing and remains high, especially for its existing homes, existing 


commercial buildings, and solar electric programs.  The economy has had a major impact on 
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opportunities for new residential construction, new commercial construction and some renewable 


energy investments, as well as forestalling the installation of a number of industrial projects.  The 


organization is revising its approach and focus to provide programs that are the most beneficial 


given today’s environment.  However, certain constraints2 do exist that affect its ability to invest 


in new and emerging technologies: 


· The Oregon Renewable Energy Act includes no revenue increases from customers using 
more than 1 aMW a year.  To achieve projected growth rates will potentially require 
increases in revenues from larger customers.   


· The complexity of current planning, oversight, and funding process can limit Energy 
Trust resources for planning program enhancements.   


· Renewable energy investments can be constrained by SB 1149 funding levels.  If tax 
credits are reduced and/or if the BETC sunsets in 2012, as is currently planned, the cost 
to develop economically viable renewables projects will significantly increase.   


· Energy Trust serves the majority of electric customers and gas customers in the state but 
is unable to serve public utility customers or those customers who use oil, propane, or 
wood.   


 


Energy Trust has demonstrated its ability to meet its mission to deliver benefits to Oregonians from 


saving energy and tapping renewable resources, providing energy solutions that save dollars and 


protect the environment.  This report identifies opportunities for enhanced efficiency and 


effectiveness.  The following sections detail these opportunities. 


 


Is Energy Trust meeting the Oregon legislative initial objectives for public purpose charges 
and how effectively is it meeting new legislative and contractual requirements?  
 


In 1999, Senate Bill 1149 was approved to direct the expenditure of public purpose funds for 


new cost-effective local energy conservation, new market transformation efforts, and the above-


market costs of renewable energy resources.  The bill gave the option to create a third-party 


entity to provide services:  


“The commission may also direct that funds collected by an electric company through public 
purpose charges be paid to a non-governmental entity for investment in public purposes.”  


 


This led to the creation of Energy Trust, a tax-exempt nonprofit under the auspices of the Oregon 


Public Utility Commission (OPUC).  Although the bill did not establish specific requirements of 


                                                 
2 See page 43 for additional information. 
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the new organization, it did direct the OPUC to establish rules implementing the provisions of 


the section relating to electric companies.   


 


The OPUC, through a formal agreement with Energy Trust established the following 


performance measures: 


Electric Efficiency Performance Targets: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to obtain electricity efficiency savings of at least 31 
MWa, computed on a three-year rolling average. 
 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to obtain electricity efficiency savings at an average 
levelized life-cycle cost of not more than 3.5 cents per kWh. 
 
Natural Gas Efficiency Performance Targets: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to obtain natural gas efficiency savings of at least 
1,800,000 therms, computed on a three-year rolling average. 
 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to obtain natural gas efficiency savings at an average 
levelized life-cycle Trust cost of not more than 60 cents per therm. 
 
Renewable Resource Development Targets: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust's Utility-Scale Program to achieve 9 MWa of new 
renewable resource development annually, computed on a three-year rolling average,· by 
funding projects consistent with each utility's acknowledged Integrated Resource Plan. (With 
the passage of a Renewable Energy Standard in Oregon requiring large-scale renewable 
energy development through utilities, this target will be eliminated after 2009). 
 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to secure at least 3 MWa of new renewable resources 
per year, computed on a three-year rolling average, from a variety of small-scale projects. 
 
Financial Integrity: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to demonstrate its financial integrity by obtaining an 
unqualified financial audit opinion annually. 
 
Program Delivery Efficiency: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to demonstrate program delivery efficiency by 
keeping its administrative and program support costs below 11 percent of annual revenues. 
 
Customer Satisfaction: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to demonstrate reasonable customer satisfaction rates 
by surveying its customers as part of its program evaluations. Preferably, the surveys will 
provide a scale showing the degree of satisfaction with Trust services and allow for open-
ended responses. In addition, the Trust will report salient statistics regarding complaints it 
receives directly, or from utility customer services. Findings are to be reported to the 
Commission. 
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Benefit/Cost Ratios: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to report the benefit/cost ratio for its conservation 
acquisition programs in its annual report based on the utility system perspective and societal 
perspective. The Commission expects the Trust to report significant mid-year changes in 
benefit/cost performance as necessary in its quarterly reports. 
 
Incremental Funding: 
The Commission expects Energy Trust to report annually on the incremental funding and 
energy savings achieved as a result of Senate Bill 838 (2007 Session). 
 


In the five years since the first management audit, Energy Trust has met the Oregon legislative 


initial objectives for public purpose charges and successfully met all but the Renewable 


Resource Development performance measures3. Beginning in 2005, the Oregon Public Utility 


Commission began establishing annual performance measures for Energy Trust.  Savings and 


renewable resource development benchmarks are adopted by the Commission and computed on a 


3-year rolling average.  Utility scale renewable resource development fell short in 2005 and 2006 


but exceeded OPUC goals for 2007 and 2008.  Small scale renewable resource development also 


fell short of expectations but was more than offset by utility scale gains.  Electric and natural gas 


efficiency met or exceeded OPUC performance measures in all four years.  Program delivery 


efficiency ranged from 5.3% to 6.8% of public purpose revenues, well below the 11% limitation. 


 


The appendix contains a detailed summary of performance for the Energy Trust for the last five 


years. 


 


 


Is Energy Trust operating efficiently, particularly considering the growth in funding and 
expansion of responsibilities? 


 


A variety of approaches are used for the administration of energy efficiency programs throughout 


the United States.  Most states rely principally on utility administration of the programs.  Those 


states choosing some type of non-utility administration primarily use government agencies to 


manage the programs.  Currently, only three states provide energy conservation programs through a 


third-party delivery model utilizing non-profit structures - Oregon, Wisconsin, and Vermont.  The 


                                                 
3 Performance accomplishments were not independently validated as a component of this audit.  All reported savings 
and generation results were considered accurate. 
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states of Maine and Michigan have just begun to implement this same model.  Oregon chose this 


approach as it allowed for a single purpose, mission-driven independent organization established to 


acquire energy efficiency and renewable energy without a potential conflict of interest.  Energy 


Trust also chose to contract for the majority of its program delivery through Program Management 


Contractors (PMCs) allowing programs and service to be offered within a short period of time of the 


entity’s inception. 


 


Providing services to Oregon customers of Portland General Electric, Pacific Power, NW 


Natural, Cascade Natural Gas, and as of October 2009, NW Natural customers in Clark County 


led Energy Trust to develop a business model and accompanying organizational structure.  


Program delivery is performed through a combination of Energy Trust staff, Program 


Management Contractors, Program Delivery Contractors (PDCs), and a network of Trade Ally 


contractors.  Overall, program management is the responsibility of the program/project managers 


in the Renewable Energy, Business, Industrial and Agricultural, and Homes Groups.  Program 


data is tracked using a database known as FastTrack and is entered into the system by Energy 


Trust personnel and PMC personnel.  Although using PMCs requires program staff to manage 


the PMC contracts as well as ensure that the information provided by each is collected and 


complete, it allows Energy Trust to stay flexible in its ability to serve its customers.  This 


approach has allowed Energy Trust to provide service efficiently. 


 


Energy Trust has experienced a number of organizational, programmatic, and process changes in 


its short seven year history.  As a start-up organization in 2002, a business model and 


organizational structure were developed to expedite the delivery of services.  Although this 


structure allowed Energy Trust to begin the accomplishment of established performance 


measures, it also did not allow for the most effective and efficient operations.  Its initial 


management audit completed in 2005 identified specific needs regarding its organizational 


structure, staff operations, program design, and operational procedures.  Recommendations were 


focused on a variety of areas including:  staffing and support, communication, roles and 


responsibilities, and program review. 
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The audit concluded that basic structures were in place but changes were necessary to assure the 


long-term success of the organization.  Energy Trust concurred with the assessment and 


implemented the majority of the report’s recommendations.  


 


Organization Redesign 


Energy Trust has continued to evaluate its business model and methods to identify and 


deliver services.  It has recently re-assessed its structure and operations and prepared a 


redesign plan.  The proposed new summary organization chart follows: 
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Prior to this change, energy efficiency programs were overseen by one director and 


renewable energy programs by another.  The new structure places both types of programs 


under one director – the Director of Programs.  Day-to-day operations of each program are 


managed by Program Managers. The new structure also includes leads responsible for 


strategic planning, market analyses, budgeting, goal achievement and team development in 


each major sector. 
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A design team comprised of staff, facilitated by outside consultants and guided by an internal 


steering committee was created to explore ways to increase Energy Trust results.  To guide 


the team, the steering committee outlined a number of fundamental challenges that needed to 


be addressed, including improving efficiencies, reducing costs, placing less emphasis on 


individual programs and more on customer service, increasing support for trade allies, 


expanding efforts to rural areas within the state, strengthening relationships with outside 


stakeholders, increasing and diversifying its customer base, and fostering continuous 


improvement practices within the organization.  In addition, the redesign was intended to 


create a more flexible, nimble, and scalable organization, responsive to future opportunities 


and changing markets. 


 


In an effort to analyze the entire organization, the design team examined three systems 


including: 


· Technical systems 
Workflows, processes, procedures, tools and skills needed to create services and 
products, including the technical ability to provide information and equipment 
needed by staff to make the best use of time and resources. 


⋅ Business systems 
Energy Trust mission and goals, customers, performance measurement and 
tracking, and the redesign imperative to better understand what customers value, 
how to motivate them, and how to attract new and different customers to unlock 
greater volume of activity and results. 


⋅ Social systems  
How Energy Trust staff are organized to operate the technical and business 
systems, including work roles and teams, authorities and accountabilities, 
reporting relationships, structure, job satisfaction, values, rewards and other 
dimensions of culture. 


 


The design team mapped major processes to help identify bottlenecks and inefficiencies.  


Three all-day work sessions were held with Energy Trust and PMC staff to identify the root 


causes of issues discovered during the mapping process and to help foster ideas for 


improvements. 


 


The design team presented its findings and recommendations to a steering committee and 


management team to address how Energy Trust could improve productivity, focus more on 


the customer experience and achieve both cultural and structural changes in support of these 
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outcomes.  After additional analysis and refinements were made with the design team and 


based on guidance from the steering committee, management presented findings and 


proposed solutions to the Energy Trust Board of Directors in the fall of 2009. 


 


The new structure includes work groups to provide support, technical assistance, and training 


to a variety of customers in specific sectors including: 


· Homes Group  
Serves single family homeowners, homebuyers, and renters. 


· Business Group 
Provides services to commercial business owners in existing facilities, new 
commercial building developers, and property managers including in the 
multi-family sector.  This area also assists the public sector and non-profit 
organizations. 


· Industry and Agriculture Group 
Serves the wood products industry, food processors, high-tech, plant 
nurseries, wineries, farms, dairies, and other similar enterprises, including 
publicly operated water and wastewater treatment facilities. 
 


· Renewable Energy Group 
Responsible for all renewable energy assistance, with the exception of solar 
for homes and businesses. 


 


Solar staff and marketing efforts are assigned to both the Home and Business Groups, tying 


performance goals and reporting to each.  The Communications and Customer Services team 


will dedicate marketing support to both the Industry and Agriculture and Renewable Energy 


Groups. 


 


Operations analysts are assigned to both the Homes and Business groups.  This is intended to 


provide more time for Program Managers to plan, strategize, and manage their areas more 


effectively, while improving data management, analysis and reporting, and the quality of data 


collected by Program Management Contractors (PMCs). 


 


Determining Cost Effectiveness 


To help evaluate the programs administered by Energy Trust, the Planning and Evaluation 


Group has leadership and quality control responsibility for efforts throughout the 


organization to explore possible new efficiency measures and initiatives that might be widely 
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applicable and assess their potential value and cost-effectiveness.  The redesign identified the 


need for additional resources in this department to develop new initiatives at an accelerated 


pace, support and assess programs on a timely basis, and provide feedback to program staff 


more quickly.  Other responsibilities of the Planning and Evaluation Group include market 


research, program evaluation, data development, savings and generation supply assessment, 


cost, savings and generation forecasting, strategic planning utility integrated resource 


planning support, utility funding negotiations, OPUC oversight processes, and coordination 


with several national and regional initiatives integral to Energy Trust operations. 


 


To ensure the Energy Trust achieves its organization goals approved by the board of 


directors, as well as the performance measures established by the Oregon Public Utility 


Commission (OPUC), quantifiable savings and generation targets are identified for each 


program.  Based on these measures, program budgets are developed.  Other considerations 


for developing the budget include utility Integrated Resources Plan goals, revenue 


projections, legislative requirements for public purpose and supplemental efficiency funds, 


market conditions and how targeted industries will react to resource allocations.   


 


In summary, based on overall guidance regarding key goals and targets, budgets and action 


plans are developed bottom-up for each program and non-programmatic department, with 


attention to the strategic plan and the many initiatives, markets, and utilities that each 


program serves.  The aggregate results are analyzed for ability to meet goals, relative cost, 


for redundancies and any potential gaps.  Then budgets are internally shaped to create a more 


cohesive and coherent plan to meet goals.  Draft budgets and action plans receive extensive 


external, board and advisory committee review, and are then presented to the Board for final 


review and approval.  


 


Action plans are also developed for each program area, as well as other departments within 


the organization.  Action plans include a purpose statement, a strategy for implementing the 


program, actions to be taken over the next two years, targeted savings and generation to be 


achieved, and corresponding budget details.   
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Operational Efficiencies 


Because of the proposed organization redesign, it was not yet possible to review and evaluate 


proposed changes to processes and practices recommended to gain efficiency improvements. 


Although, the rationale for these changes appear to be reasonable, the new structure is just 


starting to be implemented and has not been in place long enough to determine whether the 


intended benefits will be achieved.  Energy Trust plans to evaluate results stemming from the 


redesign over time. 


 


Energy Trust’s approach to identifying an organizational structure that would improve 


efficiencies, reduce costs, emphasize customer service, diversify its customer base, 


strengthen relationships, and foster continuous improvement was thorough and well 


designed.  It appears that, in concept, the new organizational structure will allow appropriate 


operational controls, administrative oversight, reporting, and accountability to occur.  In 


addition, the new design should allow Energy Trust to meet future growth needs. 


 


For those areas that could be reviewed, our evaluation found that Energy Trust does have 


well-designed, effective programs to cost-effectively achieve conservation/efficiency and to 


acquire renewable resources.  However, two possible opportunities were noted: 


 


Information Transfer Policy 


Energy Trust currently relies upon utility consumer information to design and develop 


energy efficiency and renewable energy programs.  Under current Oregon Administrative 


rules, the utilities are required to provide information such as consumer name, service 


address, 18 months of the most recent historical usage data, etc.  The utilities obligation 


to provide this information is subject to certain restrictions.  For consumers whose 


demand is less than one megawatt, the information must be provided unless the customer 


opts-out of information transfer.  For consumers whose demand is greater than one 


megawatt, the information must be provided only if the consumer opts-in to information 


transfer.  All such information must be protected. 
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Because of the opt-out/opt-in policy, Energy Trust only receives partial listings of 


potential program participants and must obtain information from other sources.  Some of 


the issues associated with the partial listings include: 


· Inefficiencies in targeting potential participants. 
· Delays because Energy Trust does not have the necessary information to 


verify participant eligibility. 
· Inability to identify consumers using more than one megawatt. Restrictions 


under section 46 of the Oregon Renewable Energy Act prevent supplemental 
energy efficiency funds from being spent on these consumers.  


· Inefficiencies in program design. 
· Additional costs to administer the program. 


 


To assure that all ratepayer and utility usage information is available for accurate 


program qualification determination and the correct evaluation of savings, the opt in/opt-


out policy should be eliminated.  


 


Recommendation #1: 


Energy Trust should work with the Oregon Public Utility Commission 
(OPUC) to eliminate the opt-in/opt-out provisions of the current 
information transfer policy. 


 


Administrative Support 


The ability of any organization to operate efficiently depends on many factors:  


management, communication, training, record keeping, automation, etc.  A major 


contributor of efficiency is administrative support.  Internal and external service delivery 


can be extensively impacted by the support provided by non-direct service staff. 


 


Administrative support at Energy Trust appears lean.  Several instances of administrative 


functions being performed by interns, contracted employees, or functions combined 


under a single position were noted.  However, a thorough review of administrative 


staffing levels was not performed as Energy Trust was in the process of reorganizing.  


While the scope and purpose of the organizational redesign did not include a detailed 


assessment of administrative staffing, resulting changes in business processes will impact 
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administrative needs.  Administrative staffing levels were not benchmarked due to an 


inability to identify a comparable organizational structure.  


 


While Energy Trust should be commended for its efforts to increase program efficiency, 


a point can be reached where program effectiveness may be compromised.  New 


initiatives may require Energy Trust to add additional administrative staff.  For example, 


Energy Trust is considering pursuing additional federal grant funding under the American 


Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).  Federal grant funding reporting requirements 


would place an additional administrative burden on Energy Trust.  In addition to 


complying with the provision of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) circular A-


122, Energy Trust would have ARRA reporting requirements. Under the ARRA reporting 


requirements, quarterly reports must be completed with the following information; 


· the total amount of recovery funds received from that agency; 
· the amount of recovery funds that were expended or obligated to projects or 


activities; and 
· a detailed list of all projects or activities for which recovery funds were expended 


or obligated, including  
a. the name of the project or activity; 
b. a description of the project or activity; 
c. an evaluation of the completion status of the project or activity; 
d. an estimate of the number of jobs created and the number of jobs retained 


by the project or activity. 
· Detailed information on any subcontractors or sub grants awarded by the 


recipient. 
 


These added reporting requirements will also place an additional burden on 


administrative staff.   


 


An assessment of administrative staffing levels should be conducted by Energy Trust 


once its redesign is complete and information regarding administrative activities and 


requirements are known.  A thorough review will allow a detailed understanding of 


various aspects including: 


· required administrative activities 
· tasks and activities performed by current administrative staff 
· tasks and activities performed by contracted personnel 
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· interrelationships between administrative staff functions, identification of 
overlapping and/or closely related functions, and staff redundancies 


· communication and information pathways within Energy Trust 
· workloads 
· resources necessary to accomplish identified tasks and activities 


 
Recommendation #2: 


Energy Trust, after its completed redesign is in place, should conduct an 
administrative support staffing level needs assessment. 


 


 


Has Energy Trust effectively allocated its budget among different functions? 


 


Energy Trust allocates its budget among various functions and programs.  This allocation allows 


program expenses, consisting of both energy efficiency and renewable energy, program support 


and administrative expenses to be included.  Consistent with Generally Accepted Accounting 


Principles (GAAP) for non-profit organizations, administrative expenses consist of both 


management and general expenses and also include general communication and outreach.  The 


allocation between these functions is performed as part of Energy Trust’s annual budget process.  


Several factors are considered including meeting OPUC minimum performance benchmarks, 


achieving Energy Trust strategic plan goals adopted by the board of directors, meeting utility 


Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) goals, revenue projections, and legislative requirements for 


public purpose funding.  


 


First and foremost, Energy Trust budgets to exceed annual minimum performance measures 


required under agreement with the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC).  These include 


performance measures for natural gas and electricity efficiency gains as well as new renewable 


energy production.  Benchmarks also establish a maximum price per unit for these gains.  The 


budget also recognizes efficiency gains and new renewable energy production gains included in 


utility Integrated Resource Plans.  Funding sources clearly provide separate accounting for 


resources between energy efficiency and renewable energy.  All of these factors are considered 


in the development of Energy Trust’s budget. 
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Budgets for administrative functions are developed by the manager or director responsible for 


each area.  Budgets for payroll and related expenses for the entire organization are developed by 


the Chief Financial Officer and are based on a variety of factors, including comprehensive 


annual salary surveys.  Assumptions used to anticipate payroll and performance/merit allocations 


are discussed and approved by the Management Team using current industry market data and to 


achieve consistency and fairness across the organization.  Individual administrative function 


budgets are then discussed by the Executive Director and Management Team as part of finalizing 


the draft budget for board consideration and approval.  


 


Program budget development begins with new project planning within the various sectors. 


Program Managers, with input from Program Management Contractors (PMCs) and Program 


Delivery Contractors (PDCs), develop cost and energy savings projections for individual 


programs.  Planning and Evaluation staff provides savings and generation goals by utility and 


sector based opportunities stemming from Integrated Resource Plans.  Program Managers for 


each sector will then meet to determine the best combination of program proposals to achieve 


sector/utility savings and generation goals.   


 


Once completed, energy efficiency and renewable energy budgets are reviewed by the Director 


of Programs and then by the Management Team. 


 


The draft budget is presented for comment to the following stakeholder groups: 


· Board Finance Committee 
· Board Policy Committee 
· Renewable Energy Advisory Council (RAC) 
· Conservation Advisory Council (CAC) 
· Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) and sponsored public workshop 
· PGE  
· NW Natural 
· Pacific Power  
· Cascade Natural Gas 
· Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 
· Presentations offered and historically made to the Oregon Department of Energy and the 


NW Energy Efficiency Alliance 
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The budget is also posted on the website, presented at two board meetings, and open for public 


comment with final approval by the board in December. 


 


Overall, Energy Trust appears to be effectively allocating its budget among its different 


functions.  Budgets appear to be established appropriately based on its goals to obtain gas and 


electricity efficiency savings, annually develop new, renewable resources, and obtain reasonable 


customer satisfaction rates.  The success in meeting or exceeding the initial legislative objectives 


throughout the organization’s history also indicates that current resources are being allocated in 


an effective manner.  However, the following opportunities were noted:  


 


Budget Process 


Energy Trust evaluates proposed energy efficiency and renewable energy program elements 


for inclusion or exclusion from its operating budget.  The program evaluation and selection 


process is performed separately for each of the sectors.   The legal framework for investment 


drives a very different set of criteria for selecting efficiency and renewable measures. Energy 


efficiency measures must be cost effective while new renewable energy resources include 


only the above market costs.   Current Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) guidelines call for 


Energy Trust to acquire all cost-effective efficiency measures.  Thus, in principle, all 


measures with utility and societal benefit cost ratios exceeding one are eligible for programs.  


However, to work within budgets on an annual basis, prioritization is necessary.  Efficiency 


program determination is based on both the certainty and the cost of the energy savings.  


Ideally the measures and initiatives incorporated in budgets and action plans will accelerate 


savings at the desired rate at the lowest overall cost.  However, an individual program with a 


lower cost of savings may be rejected due to a high level of uncertainty associated with it.  


The individual Sector Managers make the final recommendations on the mix of initiatives 


within a sector.   


 


Although it appears that the current process for evaluating and ranking individual proposals 


considers various options, relative strengths and weaknesses, impacts, and costs, the selection 


criteria are not documented.  It is uncertain to various interested parties of Energy Trust how 
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and why specific projects or programs were chosen and ultimately funded.  This lack of 


documentation can impair transparency.  


 


While the Energy Trust is not a government organization, it operates in a similar 


environment and has many of the same constraints expected of it.  The use of Public Purpose 


funds and oversight of the Oregon Public Utility Commission require Energy Trust to operate 


in an open and transparent manner similar to that of a government agency.  For that reason, it 


is important to provide interested parties with the rationalization of how specific decisions 


are made.  Documenting and sharing details concerning the analysis used to determine what 


strategies, programs, and activities will best achieve desired results that are readily available 


through the current selection process should be reported.  Documentation should provide 


information on overall strategies, including those that were not included in the first iteration 


of the budget.  Sufficient detail should be provided so that interested parties, including those 


not involved in the Energy Trust budget process, can understand why specific approaches 


were included or excluded from the budget.  Documentation should include qualitative 


rankings and a clear cut-off between what was included and excluded.  This information 


should be posted on the Energy Trust website so that it is available to all interested parties.  


 


Recommendation #3:  


Energy Trust should develop a formal process to document and report how 
and why specific strategies and approaches are selected for the annual 
budget and corresponding action plan. 


 


Resource Allocation 


Currently, the Energy Trust is tasked with accelerating efficiency in the commercial, 


industrial, and residential sectors.  Although the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) 


establishes annual performance goals, no specific distinction between savings in these sectors 


is made.  The OPUC Performance Measures include the following statement4: 


“Savings targets for energy efficiency programs and development targets for renewable 


resource programs are set at an aggregated level rather than at a sector level to allow the 


Energy Trust flexibility to pursue programs in different sectors as market forces and 


                                                 
4 Proposed 2008 – 2009 Performance Measures for the Energy Trust of Oregon 
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technological advances would dictate.  Implicit in these target levels is the assumption 


that Energy Trust will provide programs for all customer sectors, including those that 


have historically been underserved.” 


 


While the OPUC does recognize the need to provide programs for customers in all sectors, it 


does not set sector level performance measures.  As a result, Energy Trust has formally 


adopted a policy to allocate its resources to all three sectors.  The following principles are 


included in the Energy Trust Equity Policy5: 


· Make programs available to all electricity and gas customer classes by implementing 
programs in the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. 


· Design and implement programs for private utility electricity and gas customers that 
have not had access to prior conservation programs and/or where penetration rates 
have been historically low, such as rural or agricultural customers. 


· Monitor penetration rates for all programs and adjust them as needed to ensure that all 
private utility electricity and gas customer classes are being served.  Energy Trust will 
pay particular attention to programs for underserved electricity and gas customers to 
ensure that they achieve penetration rates that are comparable to other successful 
programs operating to serve these markets. 


· Improve program effectiveness to increase conservation savings and reduce costs, 
thereby making it possible to serve more households and businesses. 


· Improve and disseminate information about the cost and availability of conservation 
in each private utility electricity and gas customer class. 


 


This approach has historically worked well.  However issues of sector equity still arise when 


year-to-year funding is limited.  Allocation of resources issues are sometimes raised 


regarding the relative generosity and value of incentives for various customer groups.   


 


Allocating resources to all three sectors may not always yield the greatest savings or the 


lowest cost.  Reasons for allocating resources to all sectors include achieving a more 


balanced portfolio to weather economic downturns, and maintaining the necessary 


infrastructure to acquire all savings over a number of years.  For example, the recent 


economic downturn has reduced the amount of capital available for funding of large scale 


industrial projects.  These large scale projects have historically achieved higher levels of 


savings at a lower cost.  Due to the scale of these projects, it may be several years before 


                                                 
5 4.08.000-P Equity Policy 
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funding is available.  While activity may be sporadic from year-to-year, maintaining 


infrastructure and capacity is consistent with a longer-term strategy. 


 


In this example, resources are allocated to a program that may be underperforming in the 


short-term as part of a long-term strategy.  The justification for this resource allocation is 


strategic rather than for the purpose of maintaining sector equity.  The merits to this approach 


should be demonstrated through a long-range cost/benefit analysis.  Merely citing sector 


equity as justification for a program that appears to be underperforming impairs transparency 


in the resource allocation process. 


 


While the Energy Trust’s policy provides guidance in the form of the above listed principles, 


it does not establish quantitative criteria for maintaining sector resource allocation.  


However, it was noted throughout interviews with staff that Energy Trust attempts to roughly 


maintain an approximately equal distribution between the three sectors.  The following table 


summarizes Energy Trust’s 2009 budget for energy efficiency programs by sector. 


 


2009 Energy Efficiency Budget 
 Electric Gas Total 
 $ % $ % $ % 
Commercial 28.1 36% 5.8 30% 33.9 35%
Industrial 21.4 27% 1.1 6% 22.5 23%
Residential 28.4 36% 12.7 65% 41.0 42%
Total Energy Efficiency 77.9 100% 19.5 100% 97.4 100%


 


Although this resource allocation approach has provided Energy Trust with a method to 


achieve its established goals, it may not be providing the greatest return on the entity’s 


investment.  Consideration should be given to identifying programs that could potentially 


achieve greater savings regardless of the sector. 


 


The least-cost-option in one sector may in fact be more expensive than the highest-cost-


option in another sector.  For example, the industrial sector has historically had the lowest 


cost of savings.  However, some of the lowest-cost Energy Trust programs have been 
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residential market transformation programs, and some industrial transactions are cost-


effective, but expensive.   


2009 Budgeted Energy Efficiency Levelized Costs 
 Electric Savings Gas Savings 


 Levelized Cost ($/kWh) 
Levelized Cost 


($/Therms) 


 Conservative 
Stretch 
Goal Conservative 


Stretch 
Goal 


Commercial     
Business Energy Solutions – Existing Buildings 0.027 0.020 0.456 0.342 
Business Energy Solutions – New Buildings 0.041 0.030 0.592 0.444 
Mkt Transformation (Alliance) 0.099 0.074 N/A N/A 
Industrial     
Production Efficiency 0.035 0.026 0.582 0.437 
Mkt Transformation (Alliance) 0.018 0.013 N/A N/A 
Residential     
Home Energy Solutions – Existing Homes 0.043 0.032 0.724 0.543 
Home Energy Solutions – New Homes & 
Products 0.068 0.051 1.203 0.902 
Mkt Transformation (Alliance) 0.007 0.005 N/A N/A 


 


Maximizing savings is consistent with the Energy Trust mission “To change how Oregonians 


produce and use energy by investing in efficient technologies and renewable resources that 


save dollars and protect the environment.”  The maximization of energy savings reduces the 


need for additional energy production thereby reducing energy costs for all Oregonians.  


Allocating resources to all three sectors may limit Energy Trust’s overall energy savings and 


their ability to respond to a rapidly changing environment.  To maximize efficiency and 


effectiveness, programs should be evaluated across the sectors to achieve the lowest overall 


cost of savings over the long-term.  While the Energy Trust’s Equity Policy does address the 


OPUC’s desire to provide programs to customers in all sectors, it does not necessarily meet 


the need to maintain flexibility.  Both of these objectives have been articulated through the 


statement included in the OPUC performance measures.  Adopting a more restrictive policy 


than is necessary my limit the Energy Trust’s ability to achieve its overall objective. 


 


Recommendation #4:  


Energy Trust should consider allocating resources to efficiency programs to 
achieve the greatest overall saving with the lowest overall cost. 
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Is Energy Trust sufficiently open, transparent, and inclusive in its decision-making and 
other processes helping to gain public confidence that it is effectively accomplishing its 
mission?   
 


Through its decision making process, Energy Trust of Oregon provides multiple opportunities 


for stakeholder input.  The primary decision making body at Energy Trust is the Board of 


Directors.  Board meetings are held approximately eight times per year and are open to the 


public with the exception of executive sessions to discuss various matters such as personnel 


issues.  The board currently consists of up to 13 voting directors, one non-voting ex officio 


member from the Oregon Public Utility Commission, and one non-voting special advisor from 


the Director of the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE).  Directors are elected by a majority 


vote of board members in office at the time.  Directors serve rotating three-year terms and may 


serve successive terms.  Agendas and meeting minutes for all board meetings are available on 


Energy Trust’s website. 


 


Two standing advisory committees, the Conservation Advisory Council (CAC) and the 


Renewable Energy Advisory Council (RAC), provide additional opportunities for stakeholder 


input.  These advisory councils assist the board of directors and staff in developing and 


implementing strategic plans, adopting policies, establishing budgets and implementing 


programs.  These councils each conduct public meetings approximately 10 times per year.  The 


Conservation Advisory Council currently consists of 17 members representing the following 


stakeholder groups: 


· Fair and Clean Energy Coalition 
· Oregon Department of Energy 
· Building Owners and Managers Association 
· Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities 
· International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
· Oregon Public Utility Commission 
· NW Power Planning and Conservation Council 
· City of Portland Bureau of Planning and Sustainability 
· Pacific Power 
· Oregon Remodelers Association 
· Bonneville Power Administration 
· NW Natural 
· Northwest Energy Efficiency Council 
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· Portland General Electric 
· Northwest Energy Coalition 
· Eugene Water and Electric Board 


 


The Renewable Energy Advisory Council currently consists of 15 members representing the 


following stakeholder groups: 


· Pacific Power 
· Oregon Department of Energy 
· Bonneville Environmental Foundation 
· EnXco 
· Oregon Public Utility Commission 
· Northwest Environmental Business Council 
· Portland General Electric 
· Clean Energy Services 
· Northwest Power and Conservation Council 
· Renewable Northwest Project 
· Bonneville Power Association 
· Energy Trust Board of Directors 
· Weyerhaeuser 
· University of Oregon 
· Solar Monitoring 
· Oregon Solar Energy Industries Association 


 


As noted previously, decisions are also made through the budget development process.  While 


this process does allow for stakeholder input in its later stages through Board and Advisory 


Council meetings, preliminary decisions are not sufficiently documented.  A formalized process 


for evaluating and ranking program proposals would improve transparency in the decision 


making process. 


 


Energy Trust operates in an environment that requires open, transparent decision making.  Its 


budget process, board meetings, and extensive reporting requirements effectively establish a 


mechanism for inclusive stakeholder input.  However, the relationship between the utilities and 


Energy Trust has changed considerably since its inception.  Energy efficiency and renewable 


energy goals become increasingly important to utilities as they commit to these projections in 


their Integrated Resource Plans submitted to the OPUC.  Customer perceptions and awareness of 


the role the utility plays in helping customers to access renewable energy and conservation 


programs.  The perceptions also impact the utilities’ J.D. Power and Associates customer 
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satisfaction ratings, an important performance measure for the utilities.  Utilities also believe 


they have a specific responsibility to represent their customers and that both now and in the 


future, there will be a greater focus on energy conservation, renewable energy and carbon 


regulation.   


 


The initiatives undertaken by Energy Trust have evolved to being an integral part of the utilities 


business model.  This relationship elevates the utility to a higher level of stakeholder and creates 


the need for greater participation in Energy Trust’s decision making process.  Because the 


Board’s focus is on policy that has a tremendous impact on the utilities, greater input into 


strategic discussions appears warranted.  Increased involvement by utilities will increase 


understanding and improve communication and awareness at the board level and help assure 


Energy Trust continues to successfully define and achieve its objectives. 


 


Given the complexity of energy and industry, it may be advantageous to gain more knowledge 


and insight of experience of utilities. A number of options exist to increase utility input: 


· Creation of utility voting seats (one seat chosen by the utilities or one seat per utility). 
· Creation of utility non-voting seats (one seat chosen by the utilities or one seat per 


utility). 
· Creation of an advisory committee specifically focused on assuring utility input is 


received. 
· Creation of a quarterly, semi-annual, etc. opportunity to allow communication at 


strategic level. 
 


Recommendation #5: 


Energy Trust should consider increasing utility involvement in strategic 
discussions by providing a greater opportunity for input and dialogue on 
issues relating to energy efficiency and renewable energy.  
 


 


 


 


Are evaluations funded by the Energy Trust objective, appropriately scoped, sufficiently 
resourced, independent, and timely?   


 


Energy Trust has initiated multiple program evaluations of its various programs including: 
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· Building Efficiency 
· New Building Efficiency 
· Production Efficiency 
· Home Energy Solutions 
· Efficient New Homes 
· Solar Photovoltaic Impact Evaluation 
· Contracting and Delivery Models 
· Annual Trade Ally Surveys 
· Gas Furnace Market Transformation 
· Small Compressed Air Market Assessment 
· Management Audit 


 


Evaluations are primarily conducted by independent, third-party analysts and focus on specific 


scopes of work established by Energy Trust and other parties.    


 


Energy Trust conducts two primary types of evaluations – process and impact.  Evaluations are 


primarily conducted by contractors to Energy Trust.  Process evaluations focus on a thorough 


review and assessment of the efficiency of specific programs, whether they meet established 


goals, and are effective in their delivery.  Impact evaluations center on determining what 


outcomes have resulted once the programs have been in place.  Additionally, Energy Trust 


evaluations estimate the proportion of savings/generation that would have happened without 


incentives and deducts that amount from savings/generation totals.  Known, as "free riders," this 


group of participants is also compared to the “spillover” effect, where consumers influenced by 


Energy Trust programs take actions without Energy Trust incentives. 


 


A number of future evaluations are also anticipated: 


Program Evaluation/Market Research Quarter
Residential   
Home Energy Solutions 2007 and 2008 Process and 2007 Impact 


2008 Process and  Impact 
Q4 2009 
Q2 2010 


Billing Analysis Review White Paper on Billing Analysis Q4 2009 
Refrigerator Recycling Process  Sept 2009 
Efficient New homes EPS Review 


Process Evaluation 
Oct 2009 
Q4 2009 


Energy Star Homes   NEEA  Impact Evaluation Q3 2009 
Ductless Heat Pump NEEA Metering Report 


Lab Monitoring Memo 
Interim Billing Analysis 
Final Billing Analysis 
Process Evaluation 1 
Process Evaluation 2 


Q4 2010 
Q4 2009 
Q4 2010 
Q4 2011 
Q4 2009 
Q2 2010 
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Process Evaluation Final 
Final Report 


Q4 2011 
Q4 2011 


Consumer Electronics NEEA Baseline Study 
Impact Evaluation 


Q3 2009 
Q2 2010 


Multifamily Billing and Savings Analysis Report  Q4 2009 
Segmentation Study Report Q2 2009 
Residential Awareness Survey 2009 Survey Results Oct 2009 
Home Energy Monitor Pilot Final Report (1 year post) Oct 2009 
Air and Duct Sealing-only Billing Analysis Final Report Q4 2009 
Commercial   
Existing Buildings 2009 and  2010  Process and 2008 and 2009 


Impact Evaluation : 
• RFP 
• Interim Report 1 
• 2008-9 Impact and 2009 Process Report 
• Interim Report 2 
• 2010 Process report 


 
 
Sept 2009 
Q1 2010 
Q2 2010 
Q3 2010 
Q1 2011 


New Buildings 2009-10 Process and 2008-2009 Impact  
• RFP 
• Interim Report 1 
• 2008-9 Impact and 2009 Process report 
• Interim Report 2 
• 2010 Process Report 


 
Sept 2009 
Q1 2010 
Q2 2010 
Q3 2010 
Q1 2011 


Existing Commercial Baseline Update (CBSA) NEEA Report Q3 2009 
Commercial Lighting Market Assessment Final Report Q4 2009 
Vending Machines Research West Coast United Front In process 
Industrial    
Production Efficiency 2008 PE Impact and Process Report Q2 2010 
PE Pilots • PE: Kaizen Pilot 


• PE: Compressed Air Pilot 
• PE: Continuous Energy Improvement  


Q4 2009 
Q3 2010 
Q4 2010 


Industrial and Commercial  
C & I Lighting Market Assessment Final Report Q4 2009 
Fast Feedback Participant Survey Pilot Interim Report 


Final Report 
Oct 2009 
Feb 2010 


Renewables   
Solar Internal Solar Market Review Q4 2009 
Solar Home Valuation Extension Process Evaluation Q3 2009 
Other    
Trade Ally Survey 2010 Trade Ally Report Q2 2010 
Staff Satisfaction Survey 2010 Staff Satisfaction Report Q2 2010 
Community Pilots  Corvallis Process Evaluation Q3 2009 
SB 838  Process Evaluation Q3 2009 
Clean Energy Fund Evaluation Plan 


Process Evaluation 
Q3 2009 
Q3 2010 


RTF End Use Load Shape Study  Q3 2009 
Ongoing   
Evaluation Committee Meeting Monthly Meetings  
Utility Billing Data • Data sharing agreement Amendments 


• Weather Normalize All  
- Residential 
- C&I 


 
 
Q4 2009 
Q4 2009 
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• Obtain bills for participants that are not 
contained in current data set 


• Geocode all account addresses 


 
 
Q4 2009 


FastTrack/Goldmine • Group measures into Hierarchy codes 
• Geocode participant addresses 
• Review for anomalous data 
• Measure Attributes continuous 


improvement 


Q4 2009 
Q4 2009 
Q4 2009 
Q4 2009 


Market Intelligence Database Development and 
Analysis 


Merge FT and utility bills with: 
• Metroscan tax assessor files 
• Census tract and region files 
• InfoUSA database of businesses 
• Other databases (e.g. WWT plants) 


Residential awareness survey, ODOE 
BETC and RETC participants etc.)  


• Analysis of Data 


 
Pilot July 
2009 


Communications & Customer Service Support Solutions Campaign Analysis 
Website Survey 
Home Energy Makeover Support 


 


 


Over time, the evaluation process has undergone multiple changes.  Energy Trust’s current 


philosophy is continuous program improvement and independent reviews and analyses provide 


the ability to identify opportunities to redesign or refocus programs.  Currently every major 


program is evaluated for every program year, although sometimes a single evaluation covers 


more than one year. 


 


In an attempt to ensure that evaluation results can be used to identify program changes and assist 


in program design and planning, Energy Trust has requested evaluators to provide preliminary 


results as soon as they are identified.  Draft evaluations are initially reviewed by the evaluation 


manager for clarity and completeness.   A technical review is performed in parallel by Energy 


Trust program managers and evaluation staff and the Energy Trust Evaluation Committee.  This 


committee, consisting of two outside energy experts and four board members, meets monthly (if 


necessary) to discuss conclusions and actions.  The final report is reviewed by the Energy Trust 


Board.  Final reports are also posted on the Energy Trust website. 
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Program 
Evaluation


Preliminary Issues Immediate 
Action 


Required?


Action Taken/
Program 


Modifications 
Made


Draft Report Energy Trust 
Review


Final Report


No


Yes


Evaluation 
Committee Review


Board Review


 
A review of a sample of previous evaluations funded by Energy Trust indicated that they are 


objective, appropriately scoped, sufficiently resourced, and independent.  Evaluation results 


provided reliable, meaningful information to various users including program personnel, Energy 


Trust management, OPUC, and the Oregon Legislature.  Methodologies appear to be appropriate 


and assessment models applicable.  However, two areas could be strengthened - timeliness and 


follow-up. 


 


Timeliness: 


Although Energy Trust has modified its evaluation process to receive interim results - 


specifically any issues relating to the need for immediate program changes - there 


continues to be a lag in the receipt of timely information.  Impact evaluations rely on 


access to utility data and the need for historical comparisons using pre and post meter 


usage data.  The actual reporting of results can occur almost a year later.  Evaluators may 


be reluctant to provide preliminary information until they are certain of the validity, 


further impacting timeliness.  The value of the results and recommendations is lessened 


the longer the data is unknown.   
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For example, the evaluation phase of the Impact and Process Evaluation of the 2006-


2007 Building Efficiency Program was completed in October 2008.  However, a final 


report was not issued until August 2009 and was presented to the Energy Trust Board at 


its November 2009 meeting.  Although the evaluation was completed in a timely manner, 


the timeliness of the reporting of the information lagged.  Other examples include: 


 


Evaluation Analysis 
Completed 


Report 
Completed  


Impact and Process Evaluation of the 2006-2007 Building 
Efficiency Program 


 
October 2008 


 
August 2009 


   
Impact and Process Evaluation of 2006 and 2007 New Building 
Efficiency Program 
 


 
2008 


 
June 2009 


Evaluation of Building Efficiency Program 2004 & 2005 
 


2006 February 2008 


Impact Evaluation of New Building Efficiency Program for 2004 
and 2005 
 


 
2006 


 
February 2008 


2006 Production Efficiency Program Process and Impact 
Evaluation 


 
2008 


 
August 2008 


   
2003-2005 Production Efficiency Program Evaluation Report  2007 December 2007 


 


Program evaluations greatly improve the management and effectiveness of an 


organization and its programs.  Well-run organizations and effective programs are those 


that demonstrate the achievement of results.  Results are derived from good management 


which is based on good decision making.  Good decision making depends on good 


information and careful analysis of the data.   


 


As mentioned previously, our review of evaluations found each to be beneficial and 


applicable in identifying program success and opportunities for improvement.  However, 


evaluations lose their effectiveness and benefits if results are not presented in a timely 


manner.  To enhance timeliness, Energy Trust should reassess its current approach to 


evaluations and consider such process modifications as:  revising the scope of 


assessments to decrease time required for completion, adjusting sample sizes/confidence 


levels, etc.  
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Recommendation #6: 


Energy Trust should reassess its current approach to evaluations to 
identifying opportunities to improve timeliness. 


 


Follow-up: 


Evaluations of Energy Trust programs and operations provide specific recommendations 


to improve efficiency, effectiveness, and success.  Energy Trust provides a written staff 


response to each evaluation and also includes a specific comment to individual 


recommendations.  However, no detailed action plans or timeframes are provided. 


 


Energy Trust’s current evaluation process also does not include any specific follow-up to 


the status of recommendations.  When used effectively, evaluations promote a culture of 


organizational learning and enhance accountability for results.  In order for evaluations to 


fully play this role, management needs to document and report the status of evaluation 


findings, recommendations, and lessons learned.  A formal follow-up process provides 


interested parties - both internally and externally - with an understanding of the actions 


taken by Energy Trust to realize efficiencies or cost savings as a result of identified 


recommendations.   


 


Energy Trust has endorsed the concept of conducting evaluations to obtain information 


about its programs to make sound decisions about the implementation of those programs.  


A follow-up process provides a mechanism to report actions taken, assure accountability, 


and justify value for dollars spent.   


 


Energy Trust should develop a formal process to provide a consolidated response to the 


reported findings, conclusions, and recommendations, as well as planned corrective 


actions.  Specifically, Energy Trust should: 


· Assign responsibility for the implementation of recommendations accepted to a 
single person. 


· Develop an action plan which includes a timetable for implementation and clearly 
outlines roles and responsibilities for the implementation of each recommendation 
accepted. 


· Include in the plan, mechanisms to monitor and report on results against key 
indicators where they have been identified in the evaluation. 
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· Allocate sufficient resources to implement the plan and set realistic and 
achievable timeframes and targets. 


· Have the plan endorsed by the Executive Director and, where appropriate, the 
Board. 


· Incorporate the plan in other planning documents such as the business plans or 
performance agreements. 


· Use the existing Audit or Evaluation Committees to monitor and report on 
progress. 


· Provide regular reports on the progress of implementation of the 
recommendations to the Executive Director and where appropriate, the Board. 


 
Recommendation #7: 


Energy Trust should: 
· include, as appropriate, detailed action plans and timeframes as they 


pertain to specific evaluation recommendations, and 
· develop a follow-up plan for evaluation findings and 


recommendations. 
 


 


Does Energy Trust have the appropriate flexibility and scalability to incorporate new 
innovations and opportunities into its work as the markets for energy efficiency and 
renewable energy continue to diversify and grow? 


 


Energy Trust has worked diligently at analyzing its performance against identified measures, 


ensuring resources are dedicated to effective programs, and ensuring it is prepared to meet future 


needs.   


 


Growth has occurred within Energy Trust since its inception in 2002.  Natural gas programs were 


first established in 2003 through an OPUC tariff allowing NW Natural to collect a public 


purpose charge from its ratepayers to fund their efficiency programs.  In 2003, NW Natural 


asked the Energy Trust to administer its energy efficiency programs, and Cascade Natural Gas 


had the same request in 2006.  With a pilot program launched October 2009 in conjunction with 


NW Natural, Energy Trust’s service territory has expanded its customer base into Clark County, 


Washington to serve residential and commercial NW Natural gas customers there.  In 2007, the 


Oregon Legislature allowed Pacific Power and PGE to seek additional electric efficiency funding 


and avoid purchasing more expensive electricity.  This led to additional funding of $21.8 million 


for electric efficiency programs administered by Energy Trust starting in 2009.   
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Energy Trust is also considering applying for federal grant money available through the stimulus 


package.  Energy Trust will need to weigh the benefits of applying for federal grant money with 


the extensive reporting requirements imposed on those who directly receive these monies.  


However, the funding could allow Energy Trust to venture into new areas of renewable 


resources, energy efficiency and conservation. 


 


In an effort to respond to economic and market conditions, Energy Trust creates an annual 


budget to fund areas that it believes will be equitable to all customer segments and will help meet 


their mission and goals in the most cost-effective, and efficient means possible.  


 


To ensure Energy Trust staff stays informed on current and emerging renewable energy and 


energy efficient technologies, it subscribes to industry periodicals, sends staff and management 


to training and trade shows, and is a member of industry associations.  In addition, the Program 


Management Contractors (PMC’s) are experts in energy efficiency and conservation, (note: there 


are no renewable energy PMC's) who keep up-to-date on emerging technologies, and share what 


they have learned with program staff.  Staff participates in the Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance (NEEA) emerging technology advisory group.  Energy Trust also helps fund NEEA’s 


emerging technology field testing program in addition to its own efforts. 


 


The Energy Trust’s current business model and organizational structure appear to allow for the 


appropriate flexibility and scalability to incorporate new innovations and opportunities.  


However there are certain constraints that affect its ability to invest in new and emerging 


technologies: 


· Large Customer Efficiency Funding 
SB838, the 2007 the Oregon Renewable Energy Act, includes no revenue increases from 
customers using more than 1 aMW a year.  Although data is incomplete regarding these 
sites, it is estimated that there are approximately 94, of which 26 are self-directing on the 
efficiency side, 39 on renewable, and 14 doing both.   
 
To meet Energy Trust’s Integrated Resource Plan goals, savings from this group will 
need to increase in the future.  However, these larger customers are also able to self-
direct under SB 1149 allowing them to opt out of the Energy Trust portion of electric 
energy efficiency public purpose fund collections and elect to do their own projects 
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instead6.  The IRP deployment scenarios concerning savings forecasts indicate an 
increase in savings from sites using more than 1 aMW over time: 
 


 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
aMW 12 13 14 18 18 


 
Energy Trust projects that the overall five-year growth rate (a 50% increase in annual 
savings) is not likely to be feasible with large customers’ historic shares of SB1149 
spending alone.  Achieving this projected growth rate will likely require some revenue 
increase, potentially from large customers.  Policy and legislative changes would be 
necessary for larger customers if additional revenue to fund acquisition of savings from 
larger customers was considered to help meet these IRP targets. 


 
· Complexity and Multiplicity of Funding and Contractual Processes 


SB1149 sets a fixed charge for electric efficiency while SB838 allows electric utilities to 
add funding, through proposals developed through the IRP Process that are reviewed and 
approved by the OPUC.  The Energy Trust’s agreements with gas utilities also base 
funding levels on proposals developed similarly through the IRP process that are 
reviewed and approved by the OPUC.  Funding decisions for each utility are on 
schedules that are sometimes staggered and sometimes overlapping.  The complexity of 
this planning, oversight, and funding process can limit Energy Trust resources for 
planning program enhancements.  This complexity is also impacted by the diversity of 
funding vehicles, increased utility, legislative, and stakeholder interest in detailed, 
separate oversight processes, additional legislative mandates and initiatives, and the need 
to integrate with new federal stimulus funding initiatives.   


 
In addition to creating reporting complexity and burdens on information, financial, 
accounting, and reporting systems, these components fragment programs.  Initiatives 
have different goals, stakeholders, accountabilities, and reporting frameworks adding 
time and inefficiencies.  Combined, these factors make it more difficult to focus time and 
effort on goals to accelerate savings and renewable generation in efficient, effective, and 
consistent ways while maintaining reasonable administrative costs.  


 
· Limited Renewables Funding 


Renewable energy investments can be constrained by SB 1149 funding levels.  Energy 
Trust believes that if tax credits are reduced and/or if the BETC sunsets in 2012 as is 
currently planned the cost to develop economically viable renewables projects will 
significantly increase.  This may result in fewer completed projects and slower 
development of small renewables energy industries.  Additionally, limited annual funding 
impacts the ability of Energy Trust to pursue higher-cost, longer-term, higher-payoff 
approaches to developing renewable markets.  
 


· Co-Funding of Renewable Projects with Utilities 
Energy Trust currently believes that, at times, the most cost-effective way to gain 
experience and build market infrastructure for smaller renewables is to pay enough to 


                                                 
6 Provided such projects are approved by the Oregon Department of Energy 
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make industry’s early projects competitive with larger renewables for utility purchase 
under the Renewable Energy Standard.  Whether Energy Trust continues to play a role in 
supporting utility acquisition of renewable energy projects is currently under review by 
the OPUC, with legal interpretations being refined.  The outcome is not yet known.  
Absent this type of co-funding, Energy Trust may pay more for certain classes of projects 
resulting in fewer projects being completed. 


 
· Direct Use Renewables 


Renewables that directly replace space or water heat or electric lights are considered to be 
efficiency measures under SB1149.  As such, they must meet cost-effectiveness tests and 
are eligible for smaller incentives than are sometimes available by paying above market 
costs for renewable energy.  Energy Trust has achieved modest success in implementing 
solar hot water systems and significant success with commercial daylighting.  However, 
minimal progress has occurred with passive solar heating, which is more of a custom 
measure for homes.  Because renewable energy funding is finite and a significant demand 
for it exists, treatment of such projects as a renewable may or may not increase available 
funding.   


 
· Current Laws Limit Scope and Opportunity  


Energy Trust serves the majority of electric customers and gas customers in the state but 
is unable to serve public utility customers or those customers who use oil, propane, or 
wood.  Although it coordinates with others who work to serve those markets, a more 
comprehensive and effective approach would be to fully-integrate all-fuel programs.  
Increased funding to help conserve these additional resources would have to be identified 
through a change in legislation and corresponding funding mechanisms. 


 


Recommendation #8: 


Policy makers should consider pursuing modifications to existing legislation 
concerning funding limitations and requirements. 
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Energy Trust Performance – FY2006-FY2008 
 
 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 


 OPUC Performance 
Measure 


Energy Trust 
Results 


OPUC Performance 
Measure 


Energy Trust Results OPUC Performance 
Measure 


Energy Trust 
Results 


Electric 
Efficiency 


At least 20 aMW 
electricity saved 


29.5 aMW electricity 
saved 


At least 20 aMW 
electricity saved 


34 aMW electricity 
saved 


At least 31 aMW 
electricity saved  


31 aMW  electricity 
saved 


 Average levelized life-
cycle cost not 
exceeding 2¢/kWh 


1.6¢/kWh average 
levelized life-cycle 
cost 


Average levelized 
life-cycle cost not 
exceeding 2¢/kWh 


1.4¢/kWh average 
levelized life-cycle 
cost 


Average levelized 
life-cycle cost not 
exceeding 3.5¢/kWh 


2.1¢/kWh average 
levelized life-cycle 
cost 


Natural Gas 
Efficiency 


At least 700,000 annual 
therms saved 


1.4 million annual 
therms saved 


At least 700,000 
annual therms saved 


2.0 million annual 
therms saved 


At least 1.8 million 
annual therms saved 


2.4 million annual 
therms saved 


 Average levelized life-
cycle cost not 
exceeding 30¢/therm 


28.4¢/therm average 
levelized life cycle 
cost 


Average levelized 
life-cycle cost not 
exceeding 40¢/therm 


33¢/therm average 
levelized life cycle 
cost 


Average levelized 
life-cycle cost not 
exceeding 60¢/therm 


45¢/therm average 
levelized life cycle 
cost 


Renewable 
Resource 
Development 


9 aMW new utility 
scale projects 


Behind 2006 targets; 
expected to exceed 
by 2007 with projects 
under construction 
for Pacific Power and 
in development for 
PGE* 


9 aMW new utility 
scale projects 


16 aMW from new 
utility scale projects 


9 aMW new utility 
scale projects 


25.6 aMW from 
utility scale projects 


 3 aMW new small scale 
projects 


 3 aMW new small 
scale projects 


.09 aMW from small 
scale projects 


3 aMW new small 
scale projects 


1.8 aMW from small 
scale projects 


Financial 
Integrity 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


       
Program 
Delivery 
Efficiency 


Administrative and 
program support costs 
below 11% of revenues 


Administrative and 
program support 
costs were 6.5% of 
public purpose 
revenues 


Administrative and 
program support 
costs below 11% of 
revenues 


Administrative and 
program support costs 
were 6% of public 
purpose revenues 


Administrative and 
program support 
costs below 11% of 
revenues 


Administrative and 
program support 
costs were 5.3% of 
public purpose 
revenues 


Customer 
Satisfaction 


Reasonable customer 
satisfaction rates 


Documented high 
levels of customer 
satisfaction 


Reasonable customer 
satisfaction rates 


Documented high 
levels of customer 
satisfaction 


Reasonable customer 
satisfaction rates 


Documented high 
levels of customer 
satisfaction 


Benefit/Cost 
Ratios 


Value of energy saved 
must exceed cost 


Value of energy 
saved exceeded cost 


Value of energy 
saved must exceed 
cost 


Value of energy saved 
exceeded cost 


Value of energy 
saved must exceed 
cost 


Value of energy 
saved exceeded cost 


 







 


 


Energy Trust Performance – FY2004-FY2005 
 
 FY 2004 FY 2005 


 OPUC Performance 
Measure 


Energy Trust 
Results 


OPUC Performance 
Measure 


Energy Trust Results 


Electric 
Efficiency 


N/A 23.77 aMW 
electricity saved 


At least 20 aMW 
electricity saved 


27.15 aMW electricity 
saved 


 N/A 1.7¢/kWh average 
levelized life-cycle 
cost 


Average levelized 
life-cycle cost not 
exceeding 2¢/kWh 


1.3¢/kWh average 
levelized life-cycle 
cost 


Natural Gas 
Efficiency 


N/A 737,730  annual 
therms saved 


At least 700,000 
annual therms saved 


752,807  annual 
therms saved 


 N/A 25.5¢/therm average 
levelized life cycle 
cost 


Average levelized 
life-cycle cost not 
exceeding 30¢/therm 


28¢/therm average 
levelized life cycle 
cost 


Renewable 
Resource 
Development 


N/A 27.093 aMW from 
new projects 


15 aMW new utility 
scale projects 


4.95 aMW from new 
utility scale projects 


Financial 
Integrity 


N/A Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


Unqualified Financial 
Audit Opinion 


     
Program 
Delivery 
Efficiency 


N/A Administrative and 
program support 
costs were 6.8% of 
public purpose 
revenues 


Administrative and 
program support 
costs below 11% of 
revenues 


Administrative and 
program support costs 
were 6.8% of public 
purpose revenues 


Customer 
Satisfaction 


N/A N/A Reasonable customer 
satisfaction rates 


Documented high 
levels of customer 
satisfaction 


Benefit/Cost 
Ratios 


N/A N/A Report benefit/cost 
ratios for larger 
conservation 
acquisition programs 
for 2005 


Reported benefit/cost 
ratios for larger 
conservation 
acquisition programs 
for 2005 
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96th Board Meeting 
Wednesday, April 7, 12:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200 
Portland, Oregon 
 
AGENDA TAB PURPOSE 
 
10:00 am      Strategic Utility Roundtable                                          1  
 
12:00 noon  Executive Session  
  
1:00 p.m. 96th Board Meeting    
 Call to Order (John Reynolds) 2 Action 


• Approve agenda 
  


1:05 p.m. Consent Agenda 
The consent agenda may be Approved 3 Action 
by a single motion, second and vote of 


 the board. Any item on the consent agenda will be 
 moved to the regular agenda upon the request 
 from any member of the board. (John Reynolds) 


• February 3 meeting minutes 
• Authorizing a change in executive director’s 


compensation (R551)  
 
1:10 p.m. General Public Comment  
 The president may defer specific public comment to the  
 appropriate agenda topic 


• Conservation Eagle Award presentation  
   (Sara Patton, Executive Director, and Steve Weiss, 
   Sr. Policy Associate, NW Energy Coalition) 


 
1:30 p.m. President’s Report (John Reynolds)  
 
1:40 p.m. Audit Committee (Julie Hammond) 4 


• Review results of financial audit  
      Grant Jones and Mark Schussler, Perkins & Co. 
• Acceptance of audited financial report for period 


      ending 12/31/09 (R550)  Action 
• Management Review (Brad Rafish/Brad Stevens 
   Talbot, Korvola & Warwick) 
• Accepting Submission of Management Review (R543) Action 


 
2:30 pm Energy Programs 5 


• Approving funds for the Revolution Energy  
Solutions, LLC Generation Project (R549) 
(Jason Eisdorfer)  Action 


 
2:45 p.m. Break 
 
3:00 pm Committee Reports  


• Policy Committee (Jason Eisdorfer) 6 Information 


 


o Allowing Self-Generators Policy to lapse  (R547) Action 
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• Finance Committee (John Klosterman) 7 Information 


o Renew $4 million line of credit at the 
      Bank of the Cascades (R548) Action 
 


• Evaluation Committee (Debbie Kitchin) 8 Information 
 
3:30p.m. Staff report (Margie Harris) 9  


• True-up 2010: Tracking estimate corrections 
 and true-up of 2002-2009 savings and generation presentation 
(Matt Braman)  Information 


• 2009 Accomplishments and highlights (Margie Harris) Information 
• ACEEE Energy Efficiency Scorecard for 2008 presentation 


(Pete Catching)  Information 
 
5:00 p.m. Adjourn 
 


The next regular meeting of the Energy Trust Board of Directors will be held 
Wednesday, May 5, 2010, 12:00 noon 


at the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 851 SW Sixth Avenue, 12th Floor, 
Portland, Oregon 








 
CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting February 17, 2010 
 
Attending from the Council: 
Bill Welch, EWEB 
Don Jones, Pacific Power 
Jim Abrahamson, Cascade Natural Gas 
Paul Case, Oregon Remodeler’s 
Association 
Robin Straughan, representing Oregon 
Department of Energy on behalf of 
Suzanne Dillard 
Brent Barclay, Bonneville Power 
Administration 
Roch Naleway, Portland General 
Electric 
Theresa Gibney, Oregon Public Utility 
Commission 
Stan Price, NEEC 
Charlie Grist, NW Power and 
Conservation Council 
Bruce Dobbs, BOMA  
 
 


Attending from Energy Trust: 
Brien Sipe 
Diane Ferington 
Fred Gordon 
Jessica Rose 
Matt Braman 
Peter West 
Phil Degens 
Sarah Castor 
Spencer Moersfelder 
Ted Light 
Tom Beverly 
 
Attending from the board: 
Dan Enloe 
 
Others attending: 
Jeremy Anderson, WISE 
Kari Greer, Pacific Power 
 


1. Welcome and introductions  
At 1:32 p.m., Peter West asked for self-introductions and reviewed the agenda. The 
agenda was adopted without changes. 
 
2. Multifamily Impact Evaluation  
Brien Sipe presented results from the Multifamily Impact Evaluation. The study was 
motivated by earlier analyses that examined 2003-2007 program data. Studies found 
consistently low realization rates. Energy Trust could not conduct impact evaluations on 
the multifamily program earlier than late 2008 due to problems with getting access to 
utility data. These issues highlight the importance of a utility data sharing agreement to 
allow earlier detection of deviations between predicted and actual energy savings. 
 
The present study is a review of predicted savings methodology, in addition to estimating 
realization rates for projects representing the majority of gas and electric savings for the 
2008 and early 2009 program years. 
 
The good news was that projects were saving substantial amounts of tenant heating 
loads, typically 20 to 40 percent. 
 
The bad news was that predicated savings as a percent of space heating loads were 
typically very high. This factor led to overall realization rates for electric weatherization 
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measures of 22 percent, and 48 percent for gas. Predicted savings exceeded actual 
energy use in many cases. 
  
There were no recommended changes for base load related measures (CFLs, 
showerheads/aerators), but the evaluation contractor did indicate that there is some 
uncertainty on savings calculations for these measures. The recommendation was not to 
heavily shift program resources to these measures, as savings yields may be lower than 
expected. 
 
The evaluation contractor developed a new spreadsheet to estimate weatherization 
savings, based on changes in Ua (changes in U-Value multiplied by area) in units. The 
new tool is scalable to any size building and supplants the Sunday modeling tool, which 
takes considerable staff time to generate savings estimates. It will save time for program 
staff and yield better predications of savings. The Planning and Evaluations Group will 
look at cost effectiveness for the overall multifamily program and the individual 
measures. We may need to emphasize the non-savings benefits of some measures. 
 
Program staff has started to use the spreadsheet and will use it to calculate savings for 
all 2010 weatherization projects. Dave Robison (the evaluation contractor) derived 
coefficients for delta Ua values from actual project savings observed in the evaluation. 
 
Questions: 
 
Dan Enloe asked for more explanation about the discrepancy between predicted and 
actual savings. 
 
Brien Sipe: The multifamily program was originally run by the City of Portland who used 
simulations of typical buildings to estimate savings at the inception of the program. 
Those estimates are in use through present day, and are not completely up to date and 
accurate. Those predictions were much higher than actual savings. Problems accessing 
the utility bills resulted in savings estimates going un-evaluated for so long.   
 
Fred Gordon: We also did a scan of other similar programs. We found that it was very 
arduous to pull together collections of individual multifamily utility bills. 
 
Dan Enloe: It makes a difference what your neighbors are doing [in multifamily], and it 
can help or hurt. 
 
Brien Sipe: Yes. High heat settings in a lower level unit can impact things in units above. 
The impact evaluation aggregated total usage to the structure level in an attempt to 
overcome the issue. 
 
Bruce Dobbs: Multifamily buildings in Portland are sometimes old, cruddy buildings with 
no individual thermostats and controls. People open windows in their individual 
apartments to control the temperature. That’s a huge energy loss, and the flip side is 
overheating spaces because there aren’t any individual thermostats. It’s good to do 
improvements, but the crux of the problem is to control over-heating. 
 
Brien Sipe: I don’t know how many in the report were centrally heated. 
 
Charlie Grist: How many units were included with each heat source? 
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Brien Sipe and Fred Gordon: The evaluation included 32 electric and 17 gas-heated 
buildings.  
 
Jim Abrahamson: Regarding envelope improvements – will windows save 20 percent on 
gas for example? Window changes were too expensive and still not cost effective?  
 
Fred Gordon: We need to look at three things: incentive, utility test and societal test. It 
used to look good to tear out windows, but that doesn’t seem to be the case anymore. 
Non-energy benefits may have to play into it to continue the program. The program 
needs to find a way to estimate the benefits that aren’t energy related. 
 
Bruce Dobbs: We can make sizeable cuts in overall energy costs in large buildings, like 
savings of $56,000 per year on utility bills, but it can cost over $1 million for the new 
windows on a large building. 
 
Peter West: The savings projections for Multifamily have been revised downward based 
on this evaluation. Now we need to evaluate the window part. It’s passing the utility test, 
but societal test may be very close. We may need to revise windows in the future. 
 
Fred Gordon: Need to be more systematic in asking people why they did the measure. 
We are going to sharpen up what we’re asking, in an effort to determine non-energy 
benefits. 
 
Dan Enloe: The increase in value of the buildings can be obtained from Regional 
Multiple Listing Service listings on buildings with old vs new windows. Aesthetics also 
play into it, and the better looking windows are more costly. Property value is important 
statistically and we could get it. 
 
Theresa Gibney: In Oregon we are allowed to use quantification of non-energy benefits.  
 
Charlie Grist: How did you estimate space heat load? Is there a dramatic difference 
between all the buildings? 
 
Brien: The study used a Prism-like Normalized Annual Consumption approach. 
Realization rates did vary by building, and a weighted average was established. 
 
Dan: I know the data set includes before and after actual utility data from the utilities. 
Thank you utilities. 
 
Brien: After 2008, when we received address information, we were able backfill the utility 
database with addresses, and we couldn’t do that in previous program years. This 
evaluation should be the only big hit we’ll see in this program. 
 
Phil Degens: We will still follow up on these reports with subsequent evaluations to 
reassess the predicted delta Ua coefficients. This method was a simple way to get at the 
savings and we needed to get away from the current modeling tool which was inaccurate 
and slow. 
 
Don Jones: When you forecast the savings ahead, how does this play in? 
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Fred: We warned the program right away that something was bad in our predictions, and 
they shifted to new methods. We have built this hit into our forecast. 
 
Peter: Our forecast would have been about 20 percent higher for Multifamily. 
 
Paul Case: How does it factor in whether the landlord or tenant is paying the utility bill? 
 
Brien: About 95 percent are tenant paid five percent master metered. 
 
There were no other questions. 
 
3. Refrigerator and freezer turn-in update 
 
Peter: This has grown quite a bit. A year ago we did 1,600 pickups for fridge and freezer 
recycling. Last year’s final tally was more than 15,000. Sarah Castor did a faster 
evaluation because of the growth and will walk us through it. 
 
Sarah Castor: Interest in fridge and freezer recycling is scaling up and we hired 
Innovologie to evaluate it because they have done this type of evaluation before. They 
interviewed staff here, at PECI, and at JACO, plus they reviewed documentation. They 
produced a logic model and looked at our processes. They talked to 300 customers. The 
report will be available on the website soon. 
 
The initiative started in June 2008 and the evaluation looked at June 2008 through June 
2009. We saw participant interest take off in May 2009, and volume has been very 
heavy at about 1,500 units per month. 
 
Innovologie came up with characteristics of each pickup. Most pickups were for single 
units, although we can do more than one unit at a time. More than half the fridges were 
more than 20 years old, with a higher percentage for freezers. Based on studies for 
similar units, electric consumption was estimated between 7.2 and 11 GWH of savings. 
 
About half the units were primary, others include secondary and tertiary. There was a 
decline in replacement of units in 2009. Three-quarters of the replacements were new. 
 
Don Jones: What does replacement mean? Actually replacing the unit that was picked 
up? 
 
Sarah: Yes. Participants are mostly homeowners in their homes more than six years, 
with modest to large homes. That was expected. 60 percent had one or two people in 
the home. We suspect they are mostly empty nesters and ages match that assumption 
well. Median income was $60,000. Thirty-five percent still had more than one fridge and 
55 percent had more freezers even after recycling one. Fifty percent of units were 
primary, and 50 percent were secondary. 
 
The process evaluation taught us that customers are suspicious that this is too good to 
be true. People don’t realize how much savings come from fridge recycling. Bill inserts 
and retailers providing information were the most effective drivers of participation. The 
top reasons for fridge recycling were convenience and our incentives. Bill savings were 
only a small portion of the reasons people participated. It is estimated that half of the 
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units would have been scrapped if we didn’t pick them up and the other half would have 
remained on the grid. 
 
The question about the reasons for participation was a multiple choice question, and 
gave many options for how they would have disposed of an old fridge. People were 
given the opportunity to choose and rank three options. 
 
Don Jones: The question is tough to structure when you ask about recycling vs. 
disposing of the fridge. It’s tough to get to the answer of free ridership. It’s very easy to 
find old fridges on Craig’s List for $50. When Pacific Power evaluated our fridge turn-in 
efforts in other areas, we had a higher number of customers than expected who would 
have recycled. 
 
Sarah: Out of people who participated, 83 percent signed up by phone, even though web 
signup existed. PECI wants to increase web signups but many people still prefer the 
phone method. We may not increase web signups. The evaluation found that JACO has 
an efficient signup system. 
 
A database review with PECI and JACO raised an issue of non-normalized postal 
addresses, which caused problems for PECI in processing incentives. We are now 
working to get normalized addresses to JACO for sign-ups. There was extra time spent 
and several check reversals because of this problem. Utility customer names are not 
provided with addresses, but new data sharing agreements might help. If the person 
calling to sign up is not the one on the utility account the names may not help. There 
was some missing data on fridges, but old ones have bad labels that make it difficult to 
gather information. 90’s era and newer fridges may have barcodes we could use, but it’s 
not a priority to invest in barcode scanners. 
 
Roch Naleway: How many addresses have issues? 
 
Sarah: My sense is that it’s more than five percent. 
 
Don Jones: Can you explain “normalized” addresses? 
 
Sarah: Those are postal service approved addresses. 
 
Phil: There are many different ways to abbreviate ‘street,’ for example. 
 
Sarah: We now have batch processes to normalize addresses and give good address 
data. 
 
Sarah: We have a partnership with Sears to request pickup through Energy Trust. Nine 
percent of program fridges were removed through this process. It seems to be smoothly 
run and Sears participants seem to be more informed about the program. 
 
Theresa Gibney: Is this for Sears statewide? 
 
Sarah: Yes. 
 
Don: Many other Sears districts are participating and work with JACO in other districts or 
states. 
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Sarah: With regards to satisfaction, 95 percent of participants gave ratings in the top two 
boxes. All said they would participate again, and most said all their questions were 
answered and that scheduling a pickup was easy. Eighty-one percent would have 
participated without a check. 
 
We found that bill inserts are the best marketing method to reach people for secondary 
units. We need to stress the convenience of participation over environmental aspects. 
Providing more info on what we get out of it (savings and environmental impacts) would 
be helpful. We’ll continue working with Sears and looking into other retailers. 
 
A fast feedback survey initiative will be used after the transaction is complete and a 
check is paid. That will start in May. It may be a good idea for our staff and PECI staff to 
visit JACO’s call center and give a talk about gathering data and why it’s important. 
 
Don Jones: JACO’s recycling centers are something to see. They are state of the art. 
Salt Lake City has one. Our local one is on Airport Way. 
 
4. Legislative updates 
 
Peter: All of the legislative updates are from Salem this time around and many of them 
are cleanup bills. There is a cleanup bill for EAAST which allows multifamily mixed use 
projects to get loans. It will require IOUs to offer on bill repayment of loans unless 
excepted by the OPUC. 2011 will be the latest date to implement this on a statewide 
basis. 
 
Theresa Gibney noted that the amendment to the EAAST bill doesn’t require the utilities 
to have automated on-bill repayment systems. Utilities can still use manual processing 
and charge a fee for it, and the amendment would make that okay instead of requiring 
automation. 
 
Peter:  We are seeing lots of stories about Business Energy Tax Credit in the paper, but 
they are only about renewable energy projects. Energy efficiency is not impacted. There 
are no changes or caps being contemplated for energy efficiency. 
 
Fred Gordon: The sunset got moved from 2012 out for another six months. The 2011 
legislature can figure out sunset dates. They want to move them out six months after the 
next session so they can have a better look at the situation. 
 
Peter: There was a lot of discussion about Business Energy Tax Credits at the RAC 
meeting, but maybe not as much here. On the RAC side, the discussion was around 
woody biomass plants, hydro and municipal solid waste. 
 
Peter: There is also a cleanup bill on the feed-in tariff for solar. 
 
Bill Welch: We looked at repayment of loans for energy efficiency vs. other loans for 20 
years. Our loan person pulled the data, and in our record of $34 million in efficiency 
loans there is only a 0.4 percent non-payment rate.  
 
5. 2009 savings unaudited results 
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Peter presented the unaudited version of our savings results from 2009, highlighting the 
results based on the following tables. 
 
 


Net Electric Savings (kWh) 


  Pacific PGE Total  


Stretch 
Case 
Share 


Existing Buildings 20,519,134 50,569,320 71,088,454 80% 


New Buildings 7,220,307 16,698,278 23,918,585 85% 
Industrial & 
Agricultural 32,455,947 41,620,221 74,076,168 78% 


Existing Homes 10,080,392 19,089,885 29,170,277 106% 
New Homes & 
Products 15,198,565 28,804,528 44,003,093 95% 


NEEA 24,243,953 31,851,715 56,095,668 108% 


Total 109,718,298188,633,947 298,352,245   
Percent of Stretch 
Case 89% 88%   88% 
 


Net Gas Savings- without industrial pilot and WA (therms) 
  
  Cascade NW Natural Total  


Stretch Case 
Share 


Existing Buildings 58,228 744,363 802,591 88% 
New Buildings 
  13,179 525,129 538,308 124% 
Industrial & Agricultural 45,637 155,933 201,570 118% 
Existing Homes 113,093 1,120,533 1,233,626 95% 
New Homes & Products 26,472 142,992 169,464 98% 
Total 
  256,609 2,688,950 2,945,559   
Percent of Stretch 
Case 93% 99%   99% 
 
Peter: Total electric savings were 6.3 percent higher than in 2008, even while the 
economy shrunk and unemployment was high.  
 
Savings still grew. Existing Buildings reached 88 percent of its stretch case goal. 2010 
will include a ramp up with another 30 percent on top of that. A large amount of our 
savings was expected to be from the public sector, but ARRA funds are delaying some 
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projects. Funding came late to get projects in by the end of 2009, which is the same 
around the country. 
 
New Buildings did better but the goal was lower for electrics than in 2008. Savings were 
down from 2008. PGE was up but Pacific Power was down. In 2010, the new code is 15 
percent higher than in 2009, which makes it tougher to get savings, so there will be new 
emphasis to go deeper. 
 
Wood products facilities have historically been one-third of our Production Efficiency 
savings, but fell 65 percent from 2008 to 2009. We made a conscious decision to 
diversify the approach in the program. We did a lot more with food products, electronics 
and other things, plus the launch of a small industrial initiative. 
 
Existing Homes was similar to 2008. Single-family savings were up, Multifamily and 
Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® were down. Overall, Home Energy Review 
activity was 6,400 in 2008, and 9,300 in 2009. 
 
New Homes and Products savings were down 14 percent, with housing starts way down 
all over the state. Savings didn’t fall as much as they could have because of products. 
Appliances were up past 36,000 in 2009—the majority on the electric side. 
 
On the gas side, the program saved 2.9 million therms, the most ever, and reached 99 
percent of our stretch case goal, up 15 percent from 2008. 
 
Existing Buildings in Cascade Natural Gas territory was up 67 percent but in NW Natural 
territory was down. There were a few large projects that dropped out, causing the 
decrease in savings. More direct installs, control systems and outreach to contractors 
are planned. 
 
New Buildings goals were lower because of the huge amount of excess space. 
 
Production Efficiency numbers do not include the NW Natural Industrial DSM pilot for 
gas. The number of projects forecast to participate in this pilot was correct, but savings 
were lower than forecast due to the lag time to complete. The pilot launched in June, but 
we won’t see projects finish until 2010.  
 
In Cascade Natural Gas territory, the New Homes and Products program was very hard 
hit, and only reached 65 percent of goal due to very low housing starts and lack of gas 
product options. 
 
Jim Abrahamson: We knew that 2009 wouldn’t be very good and we haven’t seen 
improvement in the new homes market. Did we forecast for snapback for malaise in 
2010?  
 
Peter: In Existing Homes and in Products we expect a snapback. There is also an 
expected 10-20 percent growth in agriculture predicted over 2009, according to Ted 
Light. 
 
Dan Davis: In my experience, suppliers are not at full capacity, and they can handle new 
orders for anything. Capacity can be eaten up briefly for some projects, but when those 
projects are done, they go back to having more capacity. 
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Paul Case: How does 2010 compare to 2008? Are we coming back up? 
 
Peter: Overall we grew over 2008. The sum of the programs is higher. The electric side 
will see a 32 percent increase in goal. It’s in the budget information. There is a plan for 
each program with more marketing and outreach efforts. Existing Buildings grew 78 
percent and started the flywheel. Clean Energy Works Portland and Savings Within 
Reach increases will help.  
 
Diane: There has been a 50 percent increase in Existing Homes application volume, 
also. 
 
Peter: There is a 20 percent increase in rural goals, and 3,000 more Home Energy 
Reviews over the year before. Solarize Portland brought in 100 efficiency projects, as 
well. Renewable projects tend to bring in more energy-efficiency projects. Out of 350 
homes signed up for Solarize Portland, 100 homes weren’t appropriate for solar energy. 
250 were left, and 120 of those signed up. Of the original 350, more than half the people 
had already done efficiency, and 100 of the 350 did more efficiency.  
 
Jim: We went through an exercise on 2010 funding and budgets. Will there be any 
modification in therm savings for Cascade Natural Gas based on 2009 results? We need 
to look at whether it will continue to be flat in Cascade Natural Gas territory. For 
Cascade Natural Gas, it’s not a small amount of money, and they need to look at that 
money and the 2010 budget. 
 
Peter: We didn’t show the carryover in the budget. But the carryover can bring some 
flexibility. We need also to look at revenues and figure out the priorities. 
 
Diane: Also, a reminder that this time next year Multifamily savings, which are large in 
numbers, will be on the commercial side. Existing Homes electric savings will go down 
because of this. It’s in the forecast for 2010. 
 
6. Meeting adjournment  
The meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m. 


 








 
CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting March 17, 2010 
 
Attending from the Council: 
Andria Jacob, City of Portland Bureau of 
Planning and Sustainability 
Jeff Bissonnette, Fair and Clean Energy 
Coalition 
Jim Abrahamson, Cascade Natural Gas 
(phone) 
Joe Esmonde, International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers 
Lauren Shapton, Portland General 
Electric 
Paul Case, Oregon Remodelers 
Association 
Steve Weiss, Northwest Energy 
Coalition 
Theresa Gibney, Oregon Public Utility 
Commission 
 
Attending from Energy Trust: 
Fred Gordon 
Jan Schaeffer 
Jessica Rose 
John Volkman 


Kathleen Ortbal 
Kim Crossman 
Leana Mathews 
Oliver Kesting 
Pete Catching 
Peter West 
Spencer Moersfelder 
Steve Lacey 
Sue Meyer 
 
Attending from the board: 
Dan Davis 
Dan Enloe (phone) 
 
Others attending: 
Chad Gilless, Global 
Jess Kincaid, CAPO 
Kari Greer, Pacific Power 
Lisa Worachi, PECI 
Maureen Quad 
Murali Varahasamy, Lockheed Martin 
Peter Gutmann, Gutmann Consulting 
 


 
 
1. Welcome and introductions  
At 1:37 p.m., Peter West asked for self-introductions and reviewed the agenda. The 
agenda was adopted with an added update on Bonneville Power from Steve Weiss.  
 
Steve Weiss gave an update on Bonneville and said they are coming to an agreement 
with utilities to do a tiered rate system. Utilities wanted to get Bonneville out of it but 
Bonneville doesn’t agree and is offering a big discount. This either a “use it or lose it” 
policy. It is set now which targets council with a higher rate. They must spend enough 
money to meet council’s target on an aggregate basis. Now paid per kilowatt hour and 
evaluation will be done to make sure savings are there. If they don’t spend money than it 
will go to others and other activity utilities would collect this money and use leave behind 
money from other utilities. If it is in aggregate and utilities are not getting enough than 
half way through Bonneville can raise rates and review it on their own and can take it 
back over. 
 
Fred Gordon asks when this will start. Steve Weiss thinks this will start September 2010.  
Jim Abrahamson asked if the savings are based on kilowatt hours and will there be 
verification or is this a deemed savings approach. Steve Weiss stated they are working 
through it now and depending on the measure they will be verified differently. He also 
said NEEA savings will come off the top and reduce it. 
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Fred asked if Bonneville offers smaller utilities help with this. Steve Weiss clarified that 
Bonneville will focus on how to make this work for them. Also, low-income 
weatherization funded through tier 1 and programs will continue as they are. 
 
2. Self-Generators Policy 
Peter gave a summary of this policy stating that it was adopted in 2003 to address a 
concern that has never materialized (that a firm would request a large incentive even 
though the firm pays a small public purpose charge because it generates most of its own 
energy), and which can be addressed through other policies. Energy Trust staff and the 
Policy Committee propose to allow the Self-Generators Policy to lapse. 


Background and details on the policy: 


• Those who produce electric energy and use it on-site do not pay public purpose 
charges on this generation, because charges are based on sales, not generation.  


• In 2003, the question arose whether large self-generators (which use more than 
one megawatt per year), who seek a large (more than $500,000) efficiency or 
renewable incentive yet pay little to the public purpose fund, should have access 
to Energy Trust incentives on the same basis as others. 


• At the time, Energy Trust was concerned that demand for incentives would 
outstrip resources, and wanted to ensure that people who make fuller 
contributions to the fund have access to incentives.  


• The board adopted a policy allowing self-generators up to $500,000 in incentives 
per site/calendar year; with priority to non-self-generators for incentives greater 
than $500,000. 


• The Policy Committee reviews all policies every three years to see if they still 
serve a purpose. The committee reviewed this policy February 2010, concluded 
that it is no longer needed, and recommended that the board allow the policy to 
lapse. 


• Energy Trust has never encountered the situation with which the policy is 
concerned.  


• Other policies require board approval of any incentive above $500,000, which 
would seem to address the original concern. 


• If the policy were renewed, it should probably be revised:  


- Most self-generators of significant size are combined heat and power 
(CHP) projects (facilities that use a fuel, e.g., gas for industrial processes 
that produce heat that generates electricity). The Energy Trust CHP 
Policy encourages CHP, yet the Self-Generators Policy would 
disadvantage them later in competing for large incentives. The Self 
Generators Policy should address this if it is not allowed to lapse. 


- The Self-Generators Policy applies if a large energy user self-generates 
any energy. It would seem more reasonable to allow at least some 
amount of self-generation before disadvantaging a self-generator in 
seeking a large incentive. However, it would be hard to say how much 
self-generation is appropriate. 
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4.16.000-P Self-Generators Policy 
 
History 


Source Date Action/Notes Next Review Date 
Board Decision December 17, 2003 Approved 


(R236) 
December 2006 


Board Decision December 13, 2006 Approved 
(R420) 


December 2009 


 


SELF-GENERATION POLICY 


The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors directs staff to employ the following 
policy with respect to self-generators.  


 
1. This policy applies to Oregon customers of Pacific Power and PGE who 


generate power from nonrenewable sources at a site, whose generation 
capacity at the site is one megawatt or greater, and who pay a public 
purposes charge, either on power purchases, standby charges, or both. 
These customers are defined for this policy as “self-generators.” This 
policy has no bearing on efficiency services for natural gas conversion. 


 
2. For Energy Trust electric energy efficiency or renewable energy technical 


assistance and financial incentives with a combined value of up to 
$500,000 per site per calendar year, self-generators will have the same 
access to Energy Trust efficiency programs as other Oregon customers 
of PGE and Pacific Power and will be subject to the same program rules.  


 
3. The Energy Trust may, in its sole discretion, provide more than $500,000 


per year in technical analysis services and financial incentives to self-
generators consistent with the rules of individual programs. However, 
Pacific Power and PGE customers who are not self-generators have 
priority over self-generators for this additional funding. This means that, 
should funding be available from a program for only one project requiring 
more than $500,000, and both a self-generator and a non-self-generator 
have projects that meet the program criteria for such large projects, the 
project of the non-self-generator will be funded. 


 
4. The $500,000 threshold in this policy was set to conform to the incentive 


cap in the Production Efficiency program. This $500,000 threshold also 
applies to activities under all Energy Trust programs combined. Should 
the threshold for the Production Efficiency program be moved, staff may 
move the threshold in this self-generation policy to conform to the 
Production Efficiency program threshold.  


Peter recommends allowing the Self-Generators Policy to lapse. The Policy Committee 
wanted this to go through the Conservation Advisory Council before being sent to the 
board for final approval on April 7. 


Steve Weiss asked that although this has never come up in the past, does this mean 
that it could happen in the future and how would we handle this if it did come up in the 
future. 
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Peter clarified and said that anything over $500,000 is required to go to the board and 
this would be a case-by-case basis. This would also allow companies to not have to wait 
until the end of the year to bring in the project. Peter also said that they do have the 
money to pay for these types of projects and the board is the safety valve since it needs 
to go through them for approvals. There have already been a few biomass and efficiency 
projects that have already gone through. 


Dan Davis asked when this policy would lapse and John Volkman clarified that would be 
on April 7 when it goes to the board. 


Peter asked for approval and all council members approved.  
 
3. Direct-use biomass procedures 
 
Jessica Rose presented the history and changes of biomass procedures in place that 
will be lapsing and a preliminary look at the cost-effectiveness of the sites reviewed. In 
2008 Energy Trust established a procedure for reviewing and qualifying biofuel projects. 
These procedures have been in place for two years and in that time Existing Buildings 
has received interest from three sites. Consistent with solar thermal, thermal biofuel 
projects are high-value efficiency measures worthy of support. Commercial programs will 
offer services and incentives for biofuel projects consistent with regular custom 
incentives. 


Preliminary Results: 


Natural Gas Total Total Utility PV Societal Utility 
Savings Increment Potential of PV of System Societal 
(Therms) al Cost Incentive Benefits Benefits BCR BCR


4    1 $ 12,140 145,885 145,885 3.6472,140 $ 0,000 12
  1 4  6,990 $ 1,000 $ 14,350 194,297 194,297 4.73913.5


3    1 $ 10,850 149,490 149,4902,440 $ 1,000 13.8 4.822
 


Joe Esmonde asked if this will be good for 30 years and Jessica answered that the 
assumed measure life is 30 years and said they assume the customer would displace 
100 percent of the heating fuel with no back-up source, so this would be a large 
investment for the customers. 


Joe asked if the pellets would be compressed. Jessica said yes they anticipate pelletized 
fuel. Fred Gordon asked would the pellet fuel be taken into consideration for the cost. 
Jessica answered that the preliminary review did not capture additional costs but 
additional costs would include fuel, operations and maintenance and housing the fuel. 


Dan Davis asked if the replaced boiler would be a natural gas boiler and if there are any 
other cases where the boiler would use methane or another biofuel? Jessica answered 
yes there were other possibilities and another on-site fuel source would be possible. 
Peter clarified that this is referring to commercial buildings and that methane is handled 
within the Production Efficiency program. Jessica also added the projects would follow a 
custom path and would be 35 percent of the project cost or in accordance with custom 
gas projects.  
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Jessica than explained the cost-effectiveness tests for each of the three runs: 
• 30-year measure life and zero non-energy benefits 
• Load profile is space heat 
• Displacement of 100 percent of space heating load above the cost effectiveness  
• Incremental cost because the boilers are close to end of life and considered at 


replacement 
 
Staff proposes to simplify the process to treat direct-use biomass the same as any other 
approved custom measure. The following are the proposed changes to the Biofuel 
Efficiency Project Process: 


1. Moved definition of building types to the introduction and removed first bullet 
2. Added reference to SB 1149 to #1  


a. To define renewable waste fuel consistent with SB 1149 
b. Includes digester gas from sewage treatment facilities, food processing or 


dairies, solid organic fuels from wood, forest and field residues, landfill 
gas, or dedicated energy crops available on a renewable basis 


3. Replaced language that would limit participants to those who are recipients of 
services as long as they contribute to the public purpose charge 


a. To be in alignment with the program  
b. Project sites must maintain eligibility to receive natural gas funds 
c. Support all customers we would currently serve, including firm and 


interruptible rate schedules 
d. Remove reference to public purpose charge 


4. We can eliminate exploring CHP before thermal only 
a. As we meet with the customer and start to analyze their site  


i. Pinpointing needs and understanding their project goals   
ii. We determine how to appropriately size equipment 


b. We will have assurance that the project leads to persistent reduction in 
loads and any impacts from efficiency  


i. This is accordance with our existing program requirements 
5. We do offer standard incentives to customers — they recognize that payback is 


quicker than other large capital improvement projects or renewable projects 
6. DEQ — participant would go through this as their normal procedure, pulling 


required permits 
a. Has less to do with the Biopower program; it is just a normal part of the 


process for the customer 
b. Remove DEQ and Biopower requirements 


 
Peter clarified this would clean up the language this would still be regulated and would 
require the necessary permit. 


7. Commercial programs will have assurance that the incentive investment leads to 
sustained reduction in fossil/electric loads in accordance with our existing 
program requirements 


8. In commercial and multifamily projects where fossil fuel systems will act as 
backup, the incentive agreement will:  


a. Contain provisions for partial recovery of incentives, if the site reverts to 
fossil fuel 


b. Require proof of the biofuel supply though the incentive payback term 
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c. New or end of life system assumes a baseline is a new system 
d. Retrofit system assumes existing conditions as baseline 


 
A question was asked if a participant has ever reverted back to fossil fuel. Yes, this has 
on the renewable side. Fred referred specifically to commercial and multifamily as the 
only place where we have seen fossil fuel as the back up and asked if we want to 
contain this. 
 
Kim Crossman said there are only opportunities where a waste fuel source was on their 
site and they would not be able to run biomass without this so it wouldn’t change this. 
 
Peter asked the concern about if they do have back-up fuel supply and we accept 
projects with back-up diesel supply there are other regulations that limit this. 
 
Dan Davis said there might be cases where this is an industrial customer. Fred said he 
was not concerned and can change again if circumstances change. A suggestion was 
made to eliminate the words commercial and multifamily if it doesn’t confuse industrial 
projects. 
 
Peter said he sees a lot of wastewater treatment plants and if we are dealing with this 
we need to think of circumstance and find out what we are really worried about. 
 
Fred agreed with Peters comment and the need to distinguish where there is an on-site 
fuel source and determine the chances of this happening.  
 
Dan Davis asked if this policy would apply to industrial customers with on-site fuel—if 
someone does have an alternative fuel and reverts back to fossil fuel do we want to get 
our money back. Dan Enloe said yes. Lauren suggested keeping this broad. Peter 
suggested looking at the operation over time.  
 
Kim added that with a custom analysis they would look at up time and down time and 
offer incentives based on analysis. A year later the project also receives third-party 
verification.  


Theresa Gibney asked about an example and what if a plant shuts down in two years. 
Peter said this depends on the size of the plant since payback provisions depend on size 
and the value of what is remaining. This is built into the program’s risk analysis and not 
measure life and realization rates account for lower than expected savings. 


Steve Weiss said this is an unintended situation and as far as when the plant shuts 
down the savings are there and they aren’t using additional energy and there is not a 
load growth. These plants are risky for industrial customers—why they need help in the 
first place—so there is some risk involved for Energy Trust. 


Theresa asked if there are situations where energy use goes up after the plant shuts 
down and if we have appropriate safeguards in place to make a decision if it is cost 
effective. Peter said we will make assumptions and assume flexibility with this. 


The general consensus was to rework this item and after further discussion the following 
changes were made: “Projects where fossil fuel systems will act as backup, the incentive 
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agreement will: a) contain provisions for partial recovery of incentives, if the site has a 
sustained use of fossil fuel significantly in excess of what was forecast in the study.”  


9. Eligible project costs in alignment with a custom project 
a. New or end of life system assumes a baseline is a new system 
b. Retrofit system assumes existing conditions as baseline 


Dan Davis asked what the cost is. Jessica said it is an incremental cost and based on 
the benefit/cost test. Dan then asked if part of the incentive is for the consumption and 
Jessica said it does not. Fred clarified that when we are done we have to factor in 
present value with fuel cost but this is not part of incentive calculation. 


Everyone approved the given changes with the revision Jessica made to item number 6. 


4. Incentive caps for new and existing buildings 
 
Oliver Kesting presented on the plan for the Existing Buildings program and New 
Buildings program to reinstate the enhanced incentive levels that had been in effect in 
2009 in order to achieve the stretch goals for 2010. This plan would take effect this 
month. 
 
Enhanced incentive levels for retrofits and major renovations in 2009 for custom non-
lighting measures started at $0.25/kWh up to 50 percent of eligible costs. These were 
discontinued in mid 2009 due to concerns over constrained budgets for Pacific Power 
and lowered to 2008 levels of $0.20/kWh up to 35 percent of eligible costs. As the year 
unfolded those concerns did not materialize and the program fell short of stretch goals. 
Existing Buildings program’s forecast indicates program changes are required in order to 
meet 2010 stretch goal. The change will help to drive more market demand for non-
lighting measures. Returning to the higher levels will re-align Existing Buildings and New 
Buildings with the offerings in the Industrial and Agriculture program. Oliver said they 
have done the analysis on the cost and this will require no additional budget.  
 
The incentive changes for retrofits and major renovations would be effective 3/25/2010 
through 12/31/2010 and would include: 
• Cap increased from 35 percent to 50 percent of eligible cost 
• Increase electric incentives for non-lighting measures from $0.20/kWh to $0.25/kWh  
• Gas incentives remain at $1.00/therm 
• Lighting incentives and caps remain at $0.17/kWh capped at 35 percent of eligible 


cost 
 
The budget impact would require no additional budget to achieve conservative goals. 
The Existing Buildings program might require up to $650,000 in additional incentives to 
meet stretch case goal, however this is can be managed through shifting funds from 
other contract activities  


 
Budgeted  


$/kWh 
Projected 


$/kWh 
Additional 


Incentive Budget 


2010 $/kWh (Conservative Goal) 
 $          
0.220   $      0.172  $                   -    


2010 $/kWh (Stretch Goal) 
 $          
0.158   $      0.172  $        650,000  
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There would be minimal if any 2010 budget impact to New Buildings due to longer 
project lead times. Any impact can be handled internally within the existing contract. 
 
Joe asked how much of an interest there is in retrofits and will there be a bigger push for 
older existing buildings. Oliver said the market is looking slower since there is not much 
capital budget and this could help increase this. 
 
Paul asked if this will include multifamily and Jessica said no it would not include 
multifamily.  
 
Joe asked would this entail mostly HVAC measures. Oliver said yes mostly HVAC, 
controls and shell measures. 
 
Andria Jacob wanted to understand how we can keep the incentives more consistent 
without having to jump around as much since there was a long discussion on lowering 
the incentive. Oliver responded that they have been working more closely with the PMCs 
to forecast and get feedback sooner so that they can get a consistent level. 
 
Peter said this is a legitimate concern and it was a mistake to lower the incentive and 
their forecasting was incorrect. Now we have the stretch case goal and know the other 
levers to maneuver to make this work. Last time we did not take a better internal look at 
the system. Compared to last year, we are behind with projects in the pipeline and we 
need to react to the current market. 
 
Oliver said gas goals and gas incentives are going to stay the same. Oliver also clarified 
that for the New Buildings program the major gut rehab falls under new buildings and 
these incentives would apply to these types only. 
 
Everyone was in favor and approved. 


 
5. Update on Clean Energy Works Portland Pilot 
 
Steve Lacey gave an update on Clean Energy Works Portland, which is a pilot program 
helping up to 500 qualified Portland homes finance and install energy-efficiency 
upgrades. This collaboration with the City of Portland and Energy Trust started over a 
year and half ago when the city wanted to meet climate change goals and Energy Trust 
(anticipating impending EEAST legislation) wanted to be prepared for piloting EEAST 
efforts. 
 
The pilot offers homeowners access to low-cost financing for energy-efficiency home 
improvements, like insulation, high-efficiency furnaces or water heaters. Participants 
work with an Energy Trust Energy Advocate on prioritizing upgrades and considering 
financing options. 
  
Clean Energy Works Portland qualifies as a pilot under the Oregon Energy Efficiency 
and Sustainable Technology Act (EEAST), HB 2626, enacted by the Oregon legislature 
in 2009 (with technical amendments enacted in 2010).  
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The pilot is led by the City of Portland in collaboration with Shorebank Enterprise 
Cacadia, Multnomah County, Portland Housing Bureau, Portland Development 
Commission, Energy Trust of Oregon, NW Natural, Pacific Power, Portland General 
Electric, Construction Apprenticeship and Workforce Solutions, Worksystems Inc., Home 
Performance Contractors Guild and Green For All.  
 
Funds for the pilot come from American Recovery and Reinvestment funds, which are 
focused on job creation. With this in mind, Portland City Council in September approved 
a Community Workforce Agreement to support equity and workforce goals for Clean 
Energy Works Portland and appointed a committee of stakeholders to oversee progress 
toward these goals. Portland expects to hear in March regarding its proposal for $75 
million in additional federal recovery act funds to scale the pilot in the Portland metro 
area and selected communities statewide. 
  
The pilot is continuing to evolve and community activists and workforce groups will be 
offering these services in the field.  
 
Clean Energy Works Portland status as of March 6, 2010 
• 40 homes complete, 97 in process 
• Phase 1 (pre-pilot) completed with 23 homes 
• Phase 2, started late November, has 17 homes complete, 33 more by end May 
• Phase 3, started February, has done 56 assessments and will complete 210 homes 


by end June 
• Phase 4 and 5 start May, will complete remaining approximately 200 homes by 


September 
• First contractor reports on Community Workforce Agreement performance began 


arriving in February; reporting tool in place; two training programs certified; 
contractor/business support in place and more coming 


• First widespread call for participants issued in last week February; “viral” outreach 
continues 


• Evaluation data collection in process, including cost and process analysis, survey of 
participants upon home completion and interviews with key stakeholders 


 
There are 500 homes total within the pilot and this could scale up over the next few 
years depending on the infusion of federal funding. We are looking at doing two more 
pilots geared toward small commercial and rural residential. We anticipate that this will 
be implemented across the state dependent on EEAST legislation. 
 
Steve Weiss asked if the loans are paid back on utility bills. Steve Lacey said they are 
passed through and invoiced as part of the normal utility bill with the charge on it that 
goes through the utility and back through Shorebank who holds the note.  
 
Steve Weiss asked about the issue if a customer cannot pay their bill. Lauren Shapton 
said the utility turns it back to Shorebank who then tries to collect the money. The 
customer’s power will not be turned off. Lauren also said that if the customer does not 
pay this will not affect their credit rating.  
 
Steve Weiss asked if this is for owner-occupied homes only. Steve Lacey said this is 
only for single-family homeowners at this time but hopefully this will scale up with 
multifamily and small commercial. 
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Paul Case said this pilot is serving houses that were harder to access before and there 
are large savings available. 
 
Steve Weiss asked if in the houses completed so far they have seen bill reductions to 
pay for the loan. Steve Lacey said not on large loans because they entail furnace 
replacements and you will only get incremental savings, but if it is just base measures 
than it could reduce the bill. Loan payments are 20 years. Fred added that the loan is for 
efficiency and also for buying a new furnace which is a large purchase. 
 
Joe asked if Emerald City was part of the grant. Andria said that Emerald City 
approached the City of Portland but she was not sure of the outcome. 
 
Dan asked what the interest rate was. Andria said it ranges but the majorities are at 
5.99% and they are trying to hit a diversity of income levels. 
 
Paul asked if this will be going statewide and how will the rest of the state take 
advantage of this. Steve Lacey said there are potential entities with fund pools just like in 
Portland. The Oregon Department of Energy will get involved and will add funding with a 
different funding mechanism created through EEAST.  
 
Andria said they have been talking with Oregon Department of Energy on how to run 
pilots and ways to represent the outlying areas. Shorebank is also advising Oregon 
Department of Energy on their experience and how to solicit pilots so that it is a unified 
force. The city is also exploring the creation of an entity so that they wouldn’t have to 
replicate this multiple times throughout the state.   
 
Theresa asked if the Oregon Department of Energy’s Small Scale Enegy Loan Program 
(SELP) is on the table. Steve Lacey clarified that SELP along with loan offset grant 
money is not intended for this purpose.  
 
Andria mentioned Oregon Department of Energy said SELP can’t serve as that capitol 
foundation. Steve Lacey said they may have to change legislation within EEAST to 
address this. 
 
Dan Davis asked how a community could get involved in the program. Steve Lacey said 
they need to have a fund pool, a fund manager entity and some sort of advocacy group 
in order to be considered for an Energy Trust-sponsored EEAST pilot. 
 
6. Adjourn  
The meeting adjourned at 3:22 p.m. Next meeting is April 21, 2010.  
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Contractor Description Est Cost Actual TTD Remaining Start End*City


Administration


 5,032,565  2,706,444  2,326,120Administration Total:


Communications & Outreach


 2,722,018  1,194,733  1,527,285Communications & Outreach Total:


Energy Efficiency Programs
Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


Regional Energy Eff 


Initiative


 39,356,800  501,106  38,855,694 1/1/10 7/1/15Portland


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


2009 Energy Star PMC  7,990,820  6,976,865  1,013,955 1/1/09 1/31/10Portland


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


PMC NHP 2010  6,608,013  581,651  6,026,362 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


Conservations Services Group, 


Inc.


2010 HES PMC  6,601,411  381,614  6,219,797 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


Conservations Services Group, 


Inc.


2009 HES PMC  6,323,705  5,514,666  809,039 1/1/09 12/31/09Portland


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. PMC EB 2010  5,717,899  308,038  5,409,861 1/1/10 12/31/10Cherry Hill


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


2009 NBE PMC  5,021,299  4,269,779  751,520 1/1/09 12/31/09Portland


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


2010 NBE PMC  4,629,693  289,140  4,340,553 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


Portland General Electric PDC - PE 2010  1,410,204  101,243  1,308,961 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


RHT Energy Solutions PDC - PE 2010  1,126,716  82,934  1,043,782 1/1/10 12/31/10Medford


Cascade Energy Engineering, 


Inc.


PDC - PE 2010  1,000,298  83,220  917,078 1/1/10 12/31/10Walla Walla


RHT Energy Solutions PDC - PE 2009  965,970  941,663  24,307 1/1/09 12/31/11Medford


Portland General Electric PDC - PE 2009  883,586  861,879  21,707 1/1/09 12/31/11Portland


Cascade Energy Engineering, 


Inc.


PDC - PE 2009  665,508  647,008  18,500 1/1/09 12/31/11Walla Walla


Cascade Energy Engineering, 


Inc.


PDC - PE 2010 Small 


Industrial


 639,051  55,520  583,531 1/1/10 12/31/10Walla Walla


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2010  614,551  63,457  551,094 1/1/10 12/31/10San Francisco


NW Natural Industrial DSM Transfer 


Agrmt


 500,000  4,000  496,000 3/1/09 2/28/11Portland


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC 2008 PE Evaluation  495,000  308,296  186,704 10/22/08 7/30/10Boulder


Evergreen Consulting Group, 


LLC


PE Lighting PDC 2010  475,155  41,533  433,622 1/1/10 12/31/10Tigard


Opinion Dynamics Corporation 2008 HES Impact 


Evaluation


 425,000  424,978  22 12/1/08 9/30/10Waltham


Apogee Interactive, Inc. Internet Energy Audit 


provider


 319,000  196,507  122,493 5/1/08 4/30/10


The Cadmus Group Inc. NBE Impact Evaluation  295,000  4,238  290,763 1/1/10 12/31/11Watertown


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009 Hitech 


Pilot


 293,880  245,570  48,310 1/1/09 12/31/11San Francisco


J. Hruska Global HES QA services  280,000  180,001  99,999 1/1/08 12/31/10Columbia City


SBW Consulting, Inc. Impact Eval 2008-09 BE 


Program


 250,000  6,030  243,970 1/1/10 3/31/11Bellevue


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009  210,734  193,837  16,897 1/1/09 12/31/11San Francisco


Northwest Power & 


Conservation Council


2010 Reg Tech Forum 


Sponsor


 200,000  200,000  0 2/16/10 2/28/10


Resource Consultants So. OR Trade Ally 


Coordinator


 178,000  143,121  34,879 1/1/09 1/31/10Williams


Five Stars International, Ltd. SHOW program  153,000  83,959  69,041 10/1/07 12/31/10Salem


City of Portland Bureau of 


Planning & Sustainability


BPS Grant Agreement  150,000  0  150,000 1/1/09 12/31/13Portland


Conservation Services Group 


Inc


2009 NWN WA PMC  146,700  8,136  138,564 10/1/09 9/30/10Westborough


PacifiCorp Consumer Info Transfer  137,500  60,228  77,272 8/15/03 8/15/10Portland


Research Into Action, Inc. Eval of 2009-10 BE 


Program


 100,000  0  100,000 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


1


*The city indicated is the contractor's mailing address, not necessarily the location where work was performed.
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Merit Service Center LLC Refrigerator Pilot - K 


Falls


 92,800  0  92,800 8/15/09 12/1/09Klamath Falls


Cascade Energy Engineering, 


Inc.


Technical Service 


Provider


 91,149  0  91,149 8/1/09 7/31/12Portland


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. NWN DSM Initiative 


2010


 85,000  0  85,000 1/1/10 12/31/10Cherry Hill


PWP, Inc. NBE Process Evaluation  75,000  6,410  68,590 1/1/10 12/31/10Gaithersburg


Lockheed Martin Services Inc. NWN WA BE Pilot  72,000  12,993  59,007 10/1/09 9/30/10Portland


Walt Mintkeski PE PDC Technical 


Manager


 65,000  3,628  61,373 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


Ecos IQ, Inc. OR Performance Testing 


tax cr.


 49,500  31,185  18,315 3/10/09 12/31/09Portland


Dethman & Associates Path to Net-Zero Pilot  49,000  5,926  43,074 11/1/09 12/31/11Seattle


PMConsulting, Inc. EE Consultant Services  44,800  34,265  10,535 4/1/09 3/31/10Portland


ICF Resources, LLC CHP Performance  44,000  12,880  31,120 8/5/09 7/31/10Fairfax


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC Kaizen & CA Pilot  40,000  613  39,388 11/1/09 6/30/11Boulder


Delta-T, Inc. EE Consulting Services  40,000  1,467  38,533 3/1/09 12/31/10Goldendale


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. NWN DSM Initiative  40,000  3,207  36,793 1/1/09 12/31/09Cherry Hill


Research Into Action, Inc. Portland Clean Energy 


Pilot


 40,000  27,359  12,641 6/18/09 4/30/10Portland


Cascade Energy Engineering, 


Inc.


Kaizen Blitz Pilot - 


Phase 2


 35,000  34,561  439 4/1/09 3/30/10Walla Walla


Stellar Processes, Inc. Prgm Modeling & Data 


Collect


 35,000  12,320  22,680 7/10/09 3/31/10Portland


University of Oregon UofO ESBL Net Zero 


Pilot


 29,415  0  29,415 2/1/10 1/15/11Eugene


New Buildings Institute Customized Guide 


License


 25,000  25,000  0 8/28/09 8/31/10White Salmon


Michael Blasnick & Associated Billing Analysis Process  20,000  0  20,000 1/1/10 12/31/10Boston


Landerholm, Memovich, 


Lansverk & Whitesides P.S.


Legal Advice  20,000  12,181  7,819 5/30/07 12/31/10Vancouver


SAC Software Solutions, Inc. eQuest Quality Control  19,610  5,038  14,573 9/28/09 4/10/10


Watershed Sciences Inc Airborne Thermal 


Infrared Data


 18,600  0  18,600 11/25/09 5/31/10Corvallis


Northwest Energy Education 


Institute, Lane Community 


College


2009 Scholarship Grant  16,000  2,000  14,000 12/29/08 12/31/09Eugene


Ecos IQ, Inc. Set Top Box Timer 


Study


 16,000  0  16,000 2/1/10 5/31/10Portland


Klamath & Lake Community 


Action Services


Refrigerator Pilot - K 


Falls


 9,600  25,280 -15,680 9/1/09 12/15/09Klamath Falls


 95,236,967  24,016,527  71,220,440Energy Efficiency Programs Total:


Joint Programs
Blue Ocean Events LLC Better Living Show 2009 


& 2010


 173,400  173,400  0 12/15/08 12/15/10Tigard


Umpqua Bank Co-branding agreement  160,000  37,065  122,935 9/1/08 8/31/10Portland


Susan Badger-Jones trade ally development  135,000  123,295  11,705 11/10/07 1/31/10Joseph


The Iris Group Marketing Manager 


Comm/Ind/Ag


 120,000  0  120,000 1/1/10 10/31/10


Heschong, Mahone Group, Inc. Lighting Market 


Assessment


 100,000  88,454  11,546 5/15/09 3/15/10Fair Oaks


Stellar Processes, Inc. Evaluation services  99,767  50,167  49,600 1/1/06 12/31/09Portland


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC Planning services  95,375  67,829  27,546 9/15/08 9/14/10Boulder


ICF Resources, LLC Professional Services  65,060  61,885  3,175 4/19/07 12/31/09Fairfax


Research Into Action, Inc. Market Research & Eval 


Consult


 49,500  40,179  9,321 5/5/09 2/28/10Portland


The Cadmus Group Inc. BE Lighting Measure 


Analysis


 35,000  28,419  6,581 9/20/09 6/3/10Watertown


Watkins and Associates, Inc. Residential solar values 


study


 26,100  13,475  12,625 9/1/08 6/1/10Portland


Dethman & Associates Corvallis Evaluation  24,000  23,091  909 3/23/09 12/31/09Seattle


2


*The city indicated is the contractor's mailing address, not necessarily the location where work was performed.
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Contractor Description Est Cost Actual TTD Remaining Start End*City


Matthew Taylor Evaluation Supoort 


Services


 20,000  6,760  13,240 9/1/09 8/31/10Portland


The Cadmus Group Inc. CBSA 2007 Analysis  20,000  4,525  15,475 9/1/09 8/31/10Watertown


 1,123,202  718,544  404,658Joint Programs Total:


Renewable Energy Program
PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills East  4,500,000  1,243,490  3,256,511 9/20/06 1/31/10Portland


Sunway 2, LLC Prologis PV installation  3,405,000  1,062,131  2,342,870 9/30/08 9/30/28Portland


Rough & Ready Lumber 


Company


Biopower Funding 


Agreement


 1,685,088  621,656  1,063,432 7/21/06 7/21/26Cave Junction


Alder Solar LLC Habilitation Center PV  1,236,750  1,224,244  12,506 1/18/08 12/31/28Portland


Central Oregon Irrigation 


District


Juniper Ridge 


Hydroelectric


 1,000,000  0  1,000,000 10/31/08 6/30/31Redmond


Swalley Irrigation District Swalley irrigation hydro 


proj.


 895,609  0  895,609 5/15/08 5/15/28Bend


Stahlbush Island Farms, Inc. Funding Assistance 


Agreement


 827,000  275,667  551,333 6/24/09 6/24/29Corvallis


Tioga Solar VI, LLC Photovoltaic Project 


Agreement


 570,760  0  570,760 2/1/09 2/1/30San Mateo


University of Oregon Solar Monitoring  431,266  424,504  6,762 2/21/03 2/21/10Eugene


Commercial Solar Ventures, 


LLC


Portland Water Bureau 


PV


 333,583  0  333,583 10/22/08 9/30/29Portland


TSS Renewables, Inc. biopower services  148,832  113,449  35,383 4/1/08 3/31/10Rancho 


Cordova


Oregon Dairy Farmers 


Association


Tech. Assist. & Fac. 


Services


 124,400  130,719 -6,319 6/15/07 12/31/09Portland


Black Rock Consulting Eval of Irrig Water 


Providers


 100,000  0  100,000 1/20/10 8/31/10Bend


Farmers Irrigation District Indian Creek Corridor 


Project


 100,000  0  100,000 1/5/10 1/4/29Hood River


Oregon State University 2009 Anemometer Loan 


Program


 86,000  52,390  33,610 1/31/09 1/31/10Corvallis


Stoller Vineyards, Inc. Stoller Vineyards PV  79,815  77,390  2,425 12/1/05 12/1/26Dayton


Ecofys US, Inc. Interconnection 


Consulting


 67,000  27,312  39,689 5/5/09 5/31/10Corvallis


E. Edison Kennell Small wind technical 


assist.


 60,000  12,101  47,899 8/22/08 7/31/10Bend


Fir Mountain Wind Power LLC Community Wind 


Feasibility


 40,328  0  40,328 7/22/09 2/28/10Tigard


Solar Oregon Grant Agreement  39,000  13,000  26,000 1/1/10 10/31/10Portland


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC RE Consultant Services  35,000  31,410  3,590 5/6/09 12/31/10Boulder


HST&V, LLC Regional Food Waste 


Study


 35,000  24,439  10,561 10/1/09 3/31/10Portland


Northwest SEED Wind Program Outreach  34,865  14,865  20,000 12/1/09 11/30/10Seattle


ABHT Structural Engineers Structural Pull Test  33,637  31,072  2,565 4/24/09 4/23/10Portland


Harold Hartman dba Lynhart 


Farms


17.5 kW PV project  32,500  31,386  1,114 5/25/07 5/25/27Malin


Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc. Anaerobic Digester Feas 


Study


 30,000  0  30,000 10/6/09 2/28/10Tualatin


Keith Rossman Solar Program 


Contractor


 30,000  0  30,000 2/1/10 2/1/11Portland


Eastern Oregon Power & Light 


Co.


Rock Creek hydro study  30,000  0  30,000 5/9/08 3/31/10Haines


Oregon Community Wind LLC Anemometer Equipment 


Incentive


 28,321  18,040  10,281 1/15/10 1/14/13Portland


South Coast Lumber Co. Lumber Mfg Feasibility 


Study


 27,750  0  27,750 7/20/09 4/15/10Brookings


Bonneville Environmental 


Foundation


Solar 4R Schools RE 


Education


 25,065  0  25,065 10/22/09 10/21/10Portland


Pueblo Valley Geothermal, LLC Geothermal Study 


Harney County


 25,000  0  25,000 10/28/09 6/30/10Klamath Falls


Robert Migliori 42kW wind energy 


system


 24,125  2,715  21,410 4/11/07 1/31/24Newberg


3


*The city indicated is the contractor's mailing address, not necessarily the location where work was performed.
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Contractor Description Est Cost Actual TTD Remaining Start End*City


Associated Master Inspectors 


LLC


Small Wind Program 


Consultant


 24,000  0  24,000 2/22/10 1/31/11Tigard


Solar Oregon Solar Energy Outreach 


& Mktg


 24,000  2,000  22,000 1/1/10 12/31/10Portland


Earth By Design, Inc. N Unit Irrig Canal S Hwy 


26


 20,249  0  20,249 9/15/09 2/26/10Bend


City of Dundee Anaerobic Digester 


Feasibility


 20,000  0  20,000 11/11/09 3/31/10Dundee


Glenn Montgomery Marketing & Comm 


Consultant


 18,920  16,304  2,616 3/1/09 12/31/10Portland


CIty of Pendleton Pendleton Feasibilty 


Study


 17,500  0  17,500 5/4/09 3/31/10Pendleton


Interfor Pacific Inc Biomass-Fired 


Cogeneration


 16,500  0  16,500 1/5/10 5/31/10Bellingham


Heard Farms Inc Biogas Feasibility Study  15,000  0  15,000 8/31/09 4/30/10Roseburg


Warren Griffin Griffin Wind Project  13,150  3,089  10,061 10/1/05 10/1/20Salem


Central Oregon Irrigation 


District


Interconnection 


Consulting Srv


 10,000  0  10,000 9/23/09 3/31/10Redmond


Southwestern Oregon Training 


Trust


PV Training Grant 


Agreement


 8,300  6,980  1,320 2/10/09 2/9/10North Bend


David Bugni & Associates RE services  5,341  919  4,423 4/15/08 4/15/10Estacada


Amy's Kitchen, Inc Waste Streams 


Feasibility Stdy


 5,000  0  5,000 11/23/09 3/31/10White City


Donald C. Coats Anemometer 


Refurbishment


 4,925  0  4,925 11/23/09 2/10/11


Polk County GIS Data License 


Agreement


 160  0  160 1/5/10 1/14/10Dallas


 16,324,739  5,461,271  10,863,469Renewable Energy Program Total:


 120,439,491  34,097,519  86,341,972Grand Totals:


4


*The city indicated is the contractor's mailing address, not necessarily the location where work was performed.








Actual TTD End Program Comments


Administration
Administration Total: 2,596,359


Communications & Outreach
Communications & Outreach Total: 2,672,386


Portland 0 7/1/15


Portland 6,879,365 1/31/10


Portland 5,335,116 12/31/09


Cherry Hill 0 12/31/10


Portland 4,177,279 12/31/09


Cherry Hill 4,191,170 12/31/09


Portland 0 12/31/10


Medford 0 12/31/10


Walla Walla 0 12/31/10


Medford 934,463 12/31/11


Portland 861,879 12/31/11


Walla Walla 642,008 12/31/11


Walla Walla 0 12/31/10


Walla Walla 582,024 12/31/09


San Francisco 0 12/31/10


Portland 4,000 2/28/11


Boulder 308,296 7/30/10


Tigard 0 12/31/10


Waltham 424,978 9/30/10


Tigard 329,008 12/31/09


188,340 4/30/10


Watertown 0 12/31/11


San Francisco 245,570 12/31/11


San Francisco 193,837 12/31/11


Williams 124,056 1/31/10


Columbia City 170,000 12/31/09


Salem 83,959 12/31/10


Portland 0 12/31/13 City of Portland Bureau of 
Planning and Sustainability and 
Energy Trust have an 
agreement to fund highly 
innovative projects through the 
Green Investment Fund where 
approximately $150,000 is 
leveraged each year; however, 
due to inability of the developer 
to secure financing in the 
economic downturn the 
originally selected project was 
placed on hold. The City and 
Energy Trust have sense begun 
collaborating on a new project 
that will likely utilize 100% of the 
existing funding – and will 
primarily be funded through an 
independent developer. Funding 
would likely be released in three 
stages: design development, 
construction, post-occupancy 
inspection, $50,000 per 
installment.


4,666,304 2,069,945


3,931,831 1,259,445


R00407 Energy Trust of Oregon
For contracts with costs 
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Contractor Description *City Est Cost Remaining Start


Energy Efficiency Programs
Northwest Energy Efficiency 
Alliance


Regional Energy Eff 
Initiative


39,356,800


988,589


39,356,800 1/1/10


Portland Energy Conservation, 
Inc.


2009 Energy Star PMC 7,990,820 1,111,455 1/1/09


844,020


1/1/09


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. PMC EB 2010 5,717,899 5,717,899 1/1/10


Conservations Services Group, 
Inc.


2009 HES PMC 6,323,705


1,410,204


1/1/09


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. PMC EB 2009 4,358,040 166,870 1/1/09


Portland Energy Conservation, 
Inc.


2009 NBE PMC 5,021,299


1,000,298


1/1/10


RHT Energy Solutions PDC - PE 2010 1,126,716 1,126,716 1/1/10
Portland General Electric PDC - PE 2010 1,410,204


21,707


1/1/10


RHT Energy Solutions PDC - PE 2009 965,970 31,507 1/1/09


Cascade Energy Engineering, 
Inc.


PDC - PE 2010 1,000,298


639,051


1/1/09


Cascade Energy Engineering, 
Inc.


PDC - PE 2009 665,508 23,500 1/1/09
Portland General Electric PDC - PE 2009 883,586


614,551


1/1/10


Cascade Energy Engineering, 
Inc.


PDC-PE 2009 Small 
Industrial


619,524 37,500 1/1/09


Cascade Energy Engineering, 
Inc.


PDC - PE 2010 Small 
Industrial


639,051


186,704


1/1/10


NW Natural Industrial DSM Transfer 
Agrmt


500,000 496,000 3/1/09


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009 614,551


22


10/22/08


Evergreen Consulting Group, 
LLC


PE Lighting PDC 2010 475,155 475,155 1/1/10
Summit Blue Consulting, LLC 2008 PE Evaluation 495,000


130,660


12/1/08


Evergreen Consulting Group, 
LLC


Lighting PDC 337,831 8,823 1/1/09


Opinion Dynamics Corporation 2008 HES Impact 
Evaluation


425,000


48,310


5/1/08


The Cadmus Group Inc. NBE Impact Evaluation 295,000 295,000 1/1/10


Apogee Interactive, Inc. Internet Energy Audit 
provider


319,000


53,944


1/1/09


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009 210,734 16,897 1/1/09


NEXANT, INC. PDC - PE 2009 Hitech 
Pilot


293,880


69,041


1/1/09


J. Hruska Global HES QA services 170,000 0 1/1/08


Resource Consultants So. OR Trade Ally 
Coordinator


178,000


10/1/07


City of Portland Bureau of 
Planning & Sustainability


BPS Grant Agreement 150,000 150,000 1/1/09
Five Stars International, Ltd. SHOW program 153,000







Actual TTD End Program Comments


Westborough 7,007 9/30/10


Portland 60,228 8/15/10


Klamath Falls 0 12/1/09 This contract has been 
extended to 8/31/10, due to 
delays in starting up of the 
effort. The final total dollars are 
the same.


Cherry Hill 0 12/31/10


Gaithersburg 0 12/31/10


Portland 8,817 9/30/10


Portland 0 12/31/10


Portland 31,185 12/31/09


Seattle 2,121 12/31/11


Portland 30,885 3/31/10


Portland 38,484 2/28/10


Boulder 613 6/30/11


Portland 24,626 12/31/09


Cherry Hill 3,207 12/31/09


Walla Walla 34,561 3/30/10


Portland 12,320 3/31/10


Portland 0 7/31/12 Project will be paid out once it 
reaches 100% complettion, 
which is estimated to be 
January 2011.


White Salmon 25,000 8/31/10


Walnut Creek 12,478 1/31/10


Vancouver 12,181 12/31/10


Goldendale 1,467 12/31/09
5,038 4/10/10


Corvallis 0 5/31/10 This project is  for a thermal 
imaging project and will only 
happen on a cold night in 
Portland. We are hoping for a 
cold snap that will let this 
thermal imaging happen but it 
will be weather dependent. If the 
weather does not play along, 
the project will not happen this 
season.


Eugene 2,000 12/31/09


Fairfax 12,880 7/31/10


Klamath Falls 25,280 12/15/09


Oakland 6,400 3/31/10


26,032,123


Tigard 110,500 12/15/10


Portland 37,065 8/31/10


Joseph 106,269 12/31/09


Fair Oaks 88,454 1/1/10


Portland 50,167 12/31/09


Boulder 67,829 9/14/10


139,693


92,800


10/1/09


PacifiCorp Consumer Info Transfer 137,500 77,272 8/15/03


Conservation Services Group Inc 2009 NWN WA PMC 146,700


75,000


8/15/09


Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. NWN DSM Initiative 2010 85,000 85,000 1/1/10


Merit Service Center LLC Refrigerator Pilot - K Falls 92,800


1/1/10


1/1/10


Lockheed Martin Services Inc. NWN WA BE Pilot 72,000 63,183 10/1/09
PWP, Inc. NBE Process Evaluation 75,000


Walt Mintkeski PE PDC Technical 
Manager


65,000 65,000


3/10/09


Dethman & Associates Path to Net-Zero Pilot 49,000 46,879 11/1/09


Ecos IQ, Inc. OR Performance Testing 
tax cr.


49,500 18,315


4/1/09


Research Into Action, Inc. Evaluate/Assess  ENH 
Program


40,000 1,517 7/1/09
PMConsulting, Inc. EE Consultant Services 44,800 13,915


11/1/09


Research Into Action, Inc. Portland Clean Energy 
Pilot


40,000 15,374 6/18/09
Summit Blue Consulting, LLC Kaizen & CA Pilot 40,000 39,388


1/1/09


Cascade Energy Engineering, 
Inc.


Kaizen Blitz Pilot - Phase 
2


35,000 439 4/1/09
Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. NWN DSM Initiative 40,000 36,793


7/10/09


Cascade Energy Engineering, 
Inc.


Technical Service 
Provider


33,603 33,603 8/1/09


Stellar Processes, Inc. Prgm Modeling & Data 
Collect


35,000 22,680


8/28/09


Global Energy Partners LLC Benchmarking 
Assessment


25,000 12,522 10/15/09


New Buildings Institute Customized Guide 
License


25,000 0


5/30/07


Delta-T, Inc. EE Consulting Services 20,000 18,533 3/1/09


Landerholm, Memovich, Lansverk 
& Whitesides P.S.


Legal Advice 20,000 7,819


9/28/09


Watershed Sciences Inc Airborne Thermal Infrared 
Data


18,600 18,600 11/25/09
SAC Software Solutions, Inc. eQuest Quality Control 19,610 14,573


12/29/08


ICF Resources, LLC CHP Performance 15,000 2,120 8/5/09


Northwest Energy Education 
Institute, Lane Community 
College


2009 Scholarship Grant 16,000 14,000


9/1/09


KEMA Incorporated CFL Market Research 
Study


6,400 0 11/20/09


Klamath & Lake Community 
Action Services


Refrigerator Pilot - K Falls 9,600 -15,680


Energy Efficiency Programs Total: 81,952,684 55,920,561


Joint Programs
12/15/08


Umpqua Bank Co-branding agreement 160,000 122,935 9/1/08


Blue Ocean Events LLC Better Living Show 2009 
& 2010


173,400 62,900


11/10/07


Heschong, Mahone Group, Inc. Lighting Market 
Assessment


100,000 11,546 5/15/09
Susan Badger-Jones trade ally development 135,000 28,731


1/1/06


Summit Blue Consulting, LLC Planning services 95,375 27,546 9/15/08
Stellar Processes, Inc. Evaluation services 99,767 49,600
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Actual TTD End Program Comments


Fairfax 61,885 12/31/09


Portland 33,732 2/28/10


Watertown 28,419 6/3/10


Seattle 17,276 12/31/09


Watertown 4,525 8/31/10


Portland 6,760 8/31/10


612,880


Warm Springs 0 4/28/29 This contract has expired. The 
developer has been notified and 
the funds have been 
redistributed.


Portland 1,243,490 1/31/10


Portland 1,062,131 9/30/28


Cave Junction 621,656 7/21/26


Portland 1,224,244 12/31/28


Redmond 0 6/30/31 Construction of a 3.5MW hydro 
project. Project is 25% 
complete; all 
construction,procurement, 
design and regulatory permitting 
activities and tasks are on 
schedule. Project is expected to 
be completed in October 2010.


Bend 0 5/15/28 Construction of a 750kW hydro 
project. Project is 95% 
complete. Project is expected to 
be completed in April 2010.


Corvallis 275,667 6/24/29


San Mateo 0 2/1/30 This 420kW photovoltaic project 
is now 100% complete, and in 
operation as of January 2010. 
We should be making the full 
payment into the escrow 
account upon receipt of bank 
informtion for the Letter of 
Disbursement from the system 
owner/contractor. It is expected 
this will occur before February 
15. This contraxt was 
reassigned to Sun Edison 
Origination, LLC from Tioga 
Solar in October, 2009.


Eugene 424,504 2/21/10


Portland 0 9/30/29


113,449 3/31/10


Portland 99,600 12/31/09


Hood River 0 1/4/29


Corvallis 48,001 1/31/10


Dayton 77,390 12/1/26


Corvallis 11,979 5/31/10


Bend 11,201 7/31/10


Portland 57,600 8/12/24


4/19/07


Research Into Action, Inc. Market Research & Eval 
Consult


49,500 15,769 5/5/09
ICF Resources, LLC Professional Services 65,060 3,175


9/20/09


Dethman & Associates Corvallis Evaluation 24,000 6,724 3/23/09


The Cadmus Group Inc. BE Lighting Measure 
Analysis


35,000 6,581


9/1/09


Matthew Taylor Evaluation Supoort 
Services


20,000 13,240 9/1/09
The Cadmus Group Inc. CBSA 2007 Analysis 20,000 15,475


5,000,000


Joint Programs Total: 977,102 364,222


Renewable Energy Program


9/30/08


9/28/07


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills East 4,500,000 3,256,511 9/20/06


Warm Springs Biomass Project, 
LLC


Biomass project 5,000,000


1,063,432
Sunway 2, LLC Prologis PV installation 3,405,000 2,342,870


1,000,000


7/21/06


Alder Solar LLC Habilitation Center PV 1,236,750 12,506 1/18/08


Rough & Ready Lumber 
Company


Biopower Funding 
Agreement


1,685,088


551,333


10/31/08


Swalley Irrigation District Swalley irrigation hydro 
proj.


895,609 895,609 5/15/08


Central Oregon Irrigation District Juniper Ridge 
Hydroelectric


1,000,000


6,762


6/24/09


Tioga Solar VI, LLC Photovoltaic Project 
Agreement


570,760 570,760 2/1/09


Stahlbush Island Farms, Inc. Funding Assistance 
Agreement


827,000


148,832


2/21/03


Commercial Solar Ventures, LLC Portland Water Bureau 
PV


333,583 333,583 10/22/08
University of Oregon Solar Monitoring 431,266


35,383 4/1/08


Oregon Dairy Farmers 
Association


Tech. Assist. & Fac. 
Services


124,400 24,800 6/15/07


TSS Renewables, Inc. biopower services Rancho 
Cordova


1/5/10


Oregon State University 2009 Anemometer Loan 
Program


86,000 37,999 1/31/09


Farmers Irrigation District Indian Creek Corridor 
Project


100,000 100,000


12/1/05


Ecofys US, Inc. Interconnection 
Consulting


67,000 55,021 5/5/09
Stoller Vineyards, Inc. Stoller Vineyards PV 79,815 2,425


8/22/08


12W RPO, LLC Small Wind Project 
Funding


57,600 0 8/13/09


E. Edison Kennell Small wind technical 
assist.


60,000 48,799
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Tigard 0 2/28/10 This is a feasibility/fatal flaw 
study for a 10-20 MW wind 
project in Hood River County. 
The project is 95% complete 
with an expected end date of 
2/24/10.


Portland 0 10/31/10


Portland 20,528 12/31/09


Portland 18,844 12/31/09


Boulder 31,410 12/31/10


Seattle 14,865 11/30/10


Portland 31,072 4/23/10


Malin 31,386 5/25/27


Tualatin 0 2/28/10 This is a feasibility study of 
potential for anerobic digestion 
at the site. The percent 
complete for the project is 
unknown at this time. However, 
the expected delivery date is on 
schedule for 2/28/10.  The 
program won't pay until the 
study is complete and the 
project owner provides ETO 
documentation of down 
payment in full for the study -- 
and the study is delivered to 
ETO.


Haines 0 3/31/10 Environmental study that is part 
of the feasibility study for a 
hydro project. Study is 90% 
complete. Study is expected  to 
be completed and paid in March 
2010.


Portland 0 1/14/13


Brookings 0 4/15/10 This is a feasibility study of 
potential cogeneration at an 
existing mill facility. The project 
is 100% complete. However, 
program is still awaiting 
documentation for billing.  
Delivery date is expected to be 
4/30/10.  The program won't 
pay until the study is complete 
and the project owner provides 
documentation of down 
payment in full for the study -- 
and the study is delivered to 
ETO.


Portland 0 10/21/10 The program expects to pay 
$22,280 toward this BEF 
contract in March. They don't 
anticipate paying the remaining 
$2,785 because they have 
decided to proceed with the 
services at only 8 of the 9 
original sites planned.


Klamath Falls 0 6/30/10 Feasibility study for a 
geothermal project. Study is not 
yet underway, but is expected to 
be completed on time in June 
2010.


Newberg 2,715 1/31/24


7/22/09


Solar Oregon Grant Agreement 39,000 39,000 1/1/10


Fir Mountain Wind Power LLC Community Wind 
Feasibility


40,328 40,328


5/1/09


HST&V, LLC Regional Food Waste 
Study


35,000 16,156 10/1/09
Alan Cowan Consulting RE Consultant Services 37,000 16,473


5/6/09


Northwest SEED Wind Program Outreach 34,865 20,000 12/1/09
Summit Blue Consulting, LLC RE Consultant Services 35,000 3,590


4/24/09


Harold Hartman dba Lynhart 
Farms


17.5 kW PV project 32,500 1,114 5/25/07
ABHT Structural Engineers Structural Pull Test 33,637 2,565


10/6/09


Eastern Oregon Power & Light 
Co.


Rock Creek hydro study 30,000 30,000 5/9/08


Pacific Foods of Oregon, Inc. Anaerobic Digester Feas 
Study


30,000 30,000


1/15/10


South Coast Lumber Co. Lumber Mfg Feasibility 
Study


27,750 27,750 7/20/09


Oregon Community Wind LLC Anemometer Equipment 
Incentive


28,321 28,321


10/22/09


Pueblo Valley Geothermal, LLC Geothermal Study Harney 
County


25,000 25,000 10/28/09


Bonneville Environmental 
Foundation


Solar 4R Schools RE 
Education


25,065 25,065


4/11/07Robert Migliori 42kW wind energy 
system


24,125 21,410


R00407 Energy Trust of Oregon
For contracts with costs 
through: 1/1/2010


Schedule of Commitments Report Date: 1/29/2010
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Contractor Description *City Est Cost Remaining Start







Actual TTD End Program Comments


Portland 0 12/31/10


Bend 0 12/31/09 This is a feasibility study for an 
irrigation conduit hydro project 
that has been delayed due to 
bad weather in the Bend area. 
The study is approx. 60% 
complete and the contract is in 
the process of being extended. 
It is expected that the contract 
will be extended until approx. 
mid-March and for the study to 
be completed and paid in full by 
that time.


Dundee 0 3/31/10 This is a feasibility study of co-
digestion of ag waste at 
WWTP. The percent complete 
is unknown. However, the 
delivery date is still on schedule 
at 3/31/10.


Bend 19,775 12/31/09


Portland 14,988 12/31/10


Pendleton 0 3/31/10 This is a feasibility studyof co-
digestion FOG at WWTP. The 
percent complete is unknown. 
However, the delivery date is 
still on schedule at 3/31/10.


Bellingham 0 5/31/10


Roseburg 0 12/31/09 This is a feasibility study of 
installing anaerobic digester at 
an existing private wastewater 
treatment plant. The percent 
complete is unknown. The 
delivery date has been 
extended to 4/30/10.


Salem 3,089 10/1/20


Redmond 0 12/31/09 We provided assistance to 
COID with the interconnection 
process. Consulting is 
complete. We're awaiting te 
final report. The final report is 
expected during February 2010. 
We are in the process of 
extending the contract to 
February 28, 2010.


North Bend 6,980 2/9/10


Touchet 7,000 12/31/09


Estacada 919 4/15/10
0 1/10/10 This is a refurbishment and 


relocation of a meteorological 
tower in Sherman County. The 
project is 100% complete as of 
1/29/10 (contract needed to be 
amended and extended.) As 
soon as the contract 
amendment is signed, the 
contract will be paid in full.


Solar Oregon Solar Energy Outreach & 
Mktg


24,000 24,000 1/1/10


9/15/09


City of Dundee Anaerobic Digester 
Feasibility


20,000 20,000 11/11/09


Earth By Design, Inc. N Unit Irrig Canal S Hwy 
26


20,249 20,249


3/1/09


9/15/09Earth By Design, Inc. N Unit Irrigation Canal 
#51


19,775 0


Glenn Montgomery Marketing & Comm 
Consultant


18,920 3,932


5/4/09


Interfor Pacific Inc Biomass-Fired 
Cogeneration


16,500 16,500 1/5/10


CIty of Pendleton Pendleton Feasibilty 
Study


17,500 17,500


8/31/09


Warren Griffin Griffin Wind Project 13,150 10,061 10/1/05


Heard Farms Inc Biogas Feasibility Study 15,000 15,000


9/23/09


Southwestern Oregon Training 
Trust


PV Training Grant 
Agreement


8,300 1,320 2/10/09


Central Oregon Irrigation District Interconnection 
Consulting Srv


10,000 10,000


11/17/09


David Bugni & Associates RE services 5,341 4,423 4/15/08


Builders Construction Services 
Inc


Anemometer Installation 7,000 0


Donald C. Coats Anemometer 
Refurbishment


4,300 4,300 11/23/09


R00407 Energy Trust of Oregon
For contracts with costs 
through: 1/1/2010


Schedule of Commitments Report Date: 1/29/2010
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*City StartContractor Description Est Cost Remaining







Actual TTD End Program Comments
Klamath Falls 0 10/30/09 We committed funds to help 


Klamath Falls apply for State 
Energy Program funding for a 
geothermal project. The grant 
application was successfully 
submitted. Due to some 
confusion regarding the grant-
writer's invoice, Klamath Falls 
has not yet paid the grant-
writer, which means we cannot 
yet pay Klamath Falls for our 
half of the cost. The grant-writer 
is re-invoicing the city and we 
hope that this will be wrapped 
up and paid by the end of 
February.


Dallas 0 1/14/10


5,474,481


37,388,229


City of Klamath Falls Klamath Falls Proj 
Developer


1,250 1,250


160 160


9/28/09


1/5/10


Report Date: 1/29/2010


Page 6 of 6


Remaining Start


Polk County


Renewable Energy Program Total: 21,287,739


Grand Totals: 112,815,660 75,427,432


*The city indicated is the contractor's mailing address, not necessarily the location where work was performed.


15,813,258


GIS Data License 
Agreement


R00407 Energy Trust of Oregon
For contracts with costs 
through: 1/1/2010


Schedule of Commitments


Contractor Description *City Est Cost
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commitments made in year for future years  ($millions)
2010 +


BioPower 2.9$               
Open Solicitation 8.3$               
Solar PV 4.9$               
Wind 1.2$               
PROJECTS 17.3$             


Renewable Energy Programs


Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
Quarterly Dashboard-Fourth Quarter 2009 (UNAUDITED)
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Energy Efficiency Programs
Incentives 2010 - contractual commitments
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Efficiency spending - electric and gas 
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The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
BALANCE SHEET


December 31, 2009
(Unaudited)


DEC NOV DEC Change from Change from
2009 2009 2008 Prior Month Beg. of Year


Current Assets
  Cash & Cash Equivalents 63,059,796 64,306,894 51,901,589 (1,247,099) 11,158,207
  Restricted Cash (Escrow Funds) 5,533,972 10,764,722 10,128,530 (5,230,750) (4,594,558)
  Investments 0 0 9,827,698 0 (9,827,698)
  Restricted Investments (Escrow Funds) 0 0 1,049,537 0 (1,049,537)
  Receivables 106,937 169,427 324,410 (62,491) (217,473)
  Prepaid Expenses 182,941 203,299 193,832 (20,358) (10,891)
  Advances to Vendors 39,065 332,609 784,287 (293,544) (745,222)


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Total Current Assets 68,922,710 75,776,951 74,209,882 (6,854,241) (5,287,172)


Fixed Assets
  Program Equipment 101,675 128,647 70,795 (26,972) 30,880
  Computer Hardware and Software 1,010,947 983,975 907,867 26,972 103,080
  Leasehold Improvements 22,382 22,382 22,382 0 0
  Office Equipment and Furniture 127,354 127,354 49,192 0 78,162


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     Total Fixed Assets 1,262,358 1,262,358 1,050,236 0 212,123
  Less Depreciation (991,562) (980,061) (891,800) (11,502) (99,762)


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 270,796 282,298 158,435 (11,502) 112,361


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 26,000 26,000 26,000 0 0
  Deferred Compensation Asset 144,451 115,877 68,954 28,574 75,496


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Other Assets 170,451 141,877 94,954 28,574 75,496


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     Total Assets 69,363,957 76,201,126 74,463,272 (6,837,169) (5,099,315)


============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 10,090,054 6,186,513 10,169,809 3,903,541 (79,755)
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 393,467 396,500 340,284 (3,033) 53,183


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     Total Current Liabilities 10,483,521 6,583,013 10,510,093 3,900,508 (26,572)


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 104,910 108,070 142,828 (3,160) (37,918)
   Deferred Compensation Payable 144,451 115,877 68,954 28,574 75,496
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 2,310 2,310 3,810 0 (1,500)


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 251,671 226,257 215,593 25,414 36,078


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Liabilities 10,735,192 6,809,269 10,725,686 3,925,923 9,506


Net Assets
  Current Yr Inc/ Dec Unrestricted Net Assets 535,271 6,067,613 5,036,929 (5,532,341) (4,501,658)
  Escrow 5,533,972 10,764,722 11,178,067 (5,230,750) (5,644,095)
  Unrestricted Net Assets-Beginning of Year 52,559,520 52,559,520 47,522,591 0 5,036,929


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     Total Net Assets 58,628,764 69,391,855 63,737,587 (10,763,092) (5,108,821)


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 69,363,957 76,201,126 74,463,272 (6,837,169) (5,099,315)


============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


BS-Acct-YTD-001







 January February March April May June July August September October November December Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 4,355,649$   4,518,801$   1,176,027$   277,806$     1,743,224$  (318,204)$   (1,774,608)$ (359,719)$    (418,763)$   (1,419,665)$ (2,126,278)$ (10,763,091)$ (5,108,821)$    


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 6,298           6,298           6,238          7,242         7,241         8,077         7,990         10,096        9,489         9,646         9,647         11,501          99,762          
Deferred Rent Amortization (3,160)          (3,160)          (3,160)         (3,160)        (3,160)        (3,160)        (3,160)        (3,160)         (3,160)        (3,160)        (3,160)        (3,160)          (37,919)         


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable 88               3,836           1,895          2,083         23             -            -            -             -            -            -            -              7,925            
Other Receivables 6,343           12,320         75,136        (10,155)      (8,090)        77,067       (5,468)        (59,479)       20,885       38,065       433            62,490          209,547         
Advances to Vendors 282,451        282,785        (597,244)      354,448      272,098      (625,516)    216,121      271,754       (568,236)    264,475      298,541      293,544        a 745,222         
Other Assets (27,704)        (40,352)        111,201        27,757       (57,618)      369            (11,637)      (11,333)       7,384         3,675         (58,131)      (8,216)          (64,605)         
A/P - Program Subcontracts (694,548)      1,532,549     (614,467)      781,724      95,020       742,038      (939,289)    (24,685)       709,339      (207,567)    (2,626,189)  (1,438,199)    b (2,684,275)     
A/P - Incentives (5,646,696)    -              277,878        1,111,383   (1,389,260)  (0)              -            -             -            (130,854)    2,957,734   5,445,292     2,625,478      
A/P - Professional Services (6,945)          28,538         (11,992)        20,666       (26,772)      7,520         210            4,129          14,932       (25,156)      (4,628)        5,157           5,659            
A/P - Operations 109,544        (98,281)        (20,099)        28,535       13,158       (15,452)      (77,011)      41,594        (22,874)      (15,433)      138,409      (108,710)       (26,620)         
Payroll and related accruals 18,453         20,569         22,141        16,776       4,411         16,483       (7,957)        (1,385)         1,272         9,109         3,267         25,541          128,679         
Other liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 365            150            493             (2,408)        -              (1,400)           


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies (1,600,228)    6,263,904     423,554        2,615,106   650,275      (110,414)    (2,594,659)  (131,696)     (252,141)    (1,476,865)  (1,410,355)  (6,477,851)    (4,101,368)     


Investing Activites:


(Acquisition)/Disposal of Capital Assets (45,600)        (14,450)      (37,735)      (10,511)      (90,859)       (3,504)        (9,463)        -              (212,122)        
Cash used in Investing Activities -              -              (45,600)        -            (14,450)      (37,735)      (10,511)      (90,859)       (3,504)        (9,463)        -            -              (212,122)        


Cash at beginning of Period 72,907,353   71,307,125   77,571,029   77,948,984 80,564,090 81,199,915 81,051,766 78,446,596 78,223,942 77,968,298 76,481,970 75,071,616    72,907,353    


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash (1,600,228)    6,263,904     377,954        2,615,106   635,825      (148,149)    (2,605,170)  (222,555)     (255,645)    (1,486,328)  (1,410,355)  (6,477,851)    (4,313,490)     


Cash at end of period 71,307,125$ 77,571,029$ 77,948,984$ 80,564,090$ 81,199,915$ 81,051,766$ 78,446,596$ 78,224,041$ 77,968,298$ 76,481,970$ 75,071,616$ 68,593,768$   68,593,768$   


Note:
a.and b.
Actual check for the NEAA prepaid expense was not cut until early January 2010. Prior to reversal, the 12/31/09 change 
in Balance Sheet account for Advances to Vendor was $(1,228,306) and the A/P - Program Subcontracts change was $4,449.


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2009







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis:  2009 Forecast & 2010 Proj


2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009
January February March April May June July August September October November December


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental fundin 8,322,843     10,189,359   9,045,218     8,490,204     7,681,619     6,549,574     5,862,392     6,334,218     7,011,196       6,749,412     6,310,044      8,757,296         


  Self Direct Repayments -               -   73,179         -              73,179         -              -              -                -              0                  -                   


  Investment Income 84,838         68,230         55,299         35,075         32,304         47,058         52,141         54,425         45,829           41,833         37,329           41,758              


Total cash in 8,407,681     10,257,589   9,173,696     8,525,279     7,713,923     6,669,811     5,914,533     6,388,643     7,057,025       6,791,245     6,347,373      8,799,054         


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts 2,551,757     601,599       3,840,296     1,670,064     1,921,283     2,511,563     2,998,682     2,121,994     2,254,667       2,696,292     4,775,029      3,407,305         


    Incentives 6,444,946     2,294,997     3,586,122     3,129,778     3,717,335     3,174,365     4,296,310     3,256,218     3,861,826       4,528,355     1,815,900      10,517,233        


    Salaries and related expense 448,322       477,532       470,802       492,052       482,543       480,085       495,006       487,055       496,003         480,183       512,219         477,427            


    Professional services 515,429       353,492       802,567       566,752       788,912       499,011       530,289       573,992       521,662         432,842       611,796         613,094            


    General operating expenses 47,454         266,065       95,954         51,525         168,024       152,936       199,418       171,939       178,511         139,901       42,784           261,846            


Total cash out 10,007,908   3,993,685     8,795,741     5,910,171     7,078,096     6,817,960     8,519,705     6,611,198     7,312,670       8,277,573     7,757,728      15,276,905        


Net cash flow for the month (1,600,228)    6,263,904     377,955       2,615,108     635,826       (148,149)      (2,605,172)    (222,555)      (255,645)        (1,486,328)    (1,410,355)     (6,477,851)        


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM 72,907,353   71,307,125   77,571,029   77,948,984   80,564,091   81,199,918   81,051,767   78,446,595   78,223,940     77,968,296   76,481,968     75,071,616        


Ending cash & MM 71,307,125   77,571,029   77,948,984   80,564,091   81,199,918   81,051,767   78,446,595   78,224,040   77,968,296     76,481,968   75,071,618     68,593,768        


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance 11,178,067   11,189,289   11,198,674   11,776,842 10,831,550 10,805,208 10,810,050 10,815,695 10,821,822    10,826,934 10,760,283   10,764,722      


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding -                  -                  570,760       (951,102)      (30,086)        -                  -                  -                  -                    (71,366)        -                   (5,233,099)        


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances 11,222         9,385           7,408           5,810           3,745           4,842           5,645           6,127           5,112             4,716           4,439            2,350               
Ending Escrow Balance1


11,189,289   11,198,674   11,776,842   10,831,550   10,805,208   10,810,050   10,815,695   10,821,822   10,826,934     10,760,283   10,764,722     5,533,972         
1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


Note: Net Escrow Payment activity for both 12/2009 and 01/2010 are the result of projects not occuring and the funds being returned to the General Operating account.


Actual







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 20
Basis:  2009 Forecast & 2010


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental fund


  Self Direct Repayments


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances
Ending Escrow Balance1


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


Note: Net Escrow Payment activity fo


Projection 2010-B-02.2
2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010


January February March April May June July August September October November December


14,221,240   16,237,037   14,508,264   13,761,355   12,162,419   10,733,130   10,406,898   10,900,731   10,899,152     10,406,096   10,601,406     12,033,906    


-                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


12,611         10,989         12,002         12,019         11,833         11,529         10,431         9,692           9,237             7,770           6,152            3,707            


14,233,852   16,248,026   14,520,266   13,773,375   12,174,252   10,744,658   10,417,329   10,910,422   10,908,389     10,413,866   10,607,557     12,037,613    


2,329,181     3,030,503     3,431,940     2,612,914     2,664,029     3,546,099     2,679,377     2,710,046     3,487,374       2,761,022     2,785,906      3,520,064      


8,961,316     3,059,830     4,440,862     4,621,155     8,717,862     6,970,659     7,473,961     5,125,737     5,986,254       9,491,097     10,064,415     18,870,501    


642,664       642,664       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463         643,463       643,463         643,463        


618,251       954,469       954,519       996,494       1,027,956     1,027,996     1,084,921     1,032,947     1,032,987       1,074,862     1,101,758      1,101,798      


146,259       203,832       185,732       185,407       186,545       197,189       200,625       179,163       205,303         189,577       190,338         204,229        


12,697,671   7,891,298     9,656,518     9,059,434     13,239,856   12,385,406   12,082,347   9,691,357     11,355,381     14,160,021   14,785,880     24,340,055    


1,536,181     8,356,728     4,863,749     4,713,940     (1,065,604)    (1,640,748)    (1,665,018)    1,219,065     (446,992)        (3,746,156)    (4,178,323)     (12,302,442)   


68,593,768   70,129,949   78,486,676   83,350,425   88,064,365   86,998,761   85,358,013   83,692,995   84,912,060     84,465,068   80,718,912     76,540,589    


70,129,949   78,486,676   83,350,425   88,064,365   86,998,761   85,358,013   83,692,995   84,912,060   84,465,068     80,718,912   76,540,589     64,238,147    


5,533,972     1,807,533     1,808,663     1,809,793   1,678,883   1,679,932   1,680,982   1,549,992   1,550,960      1,551,930   1,420,858    1,421,746    


(3,728,733)    -                  -                  (132,000)      -                  -                  (132,000)      -                  -                    (132,000)      -                   -                   


2,294           1,130           1,130           1,090           1,049           1,050           1,009           969             969                929             888               889              


1,807,533     1,808,663     1,809,793     1,678,883     1,679,932     1,680,982     1,549,992     1,550,960     1,551,930       1,420,858     1,421,746      1,422,635      







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2009
(Unaudited)


December YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Contributions Received Directly 0 0 0 710 710 0
Public Purpose Funds-PGE 2,712,831 2,973,129 (260,298) 34,511,236 37,129,558 (2,618,322)


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 1,724,680 1,870,256 (145,576) 21,335,551 21,972,933 (637,382)


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 2,416,018 757,597 1,658,421 11,433,840 9,753,627 1,680,213


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 97,637 94,411 3,226 1,000,175 989,233 10,941
----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------


Total Public Purpose Funds 6,951,166 5,695,393 1,255,773 68,281,511 69,846,062 (1,564,551)


Incremental Funds - PGE 1,047,216 1,191,442 (144,225) 13,655,739 14,078,321 (422,581)


Incremental Funds - PacifiCorp 641,728 686,035 (44,307) 8,155,001 8,521,223 (366,222)


Incremental Funds - NW Natural 75,000 75,000 0 750,000 750,000 0


NW Natural - Washington 48,066 66,667 (18,601) 455,566 200,000 255,566


Consumer Owned Electric (5,881) 2,511 (8,392) 5,556 19,948 (14,392)


Revenue from Investments 41,758 5,854 35,905 588,192 464,018 124,174
----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------


TOTAL REVENUE 8,799,054 7,722,901 1,076,153 91,891,566 93,879,572 (1,988,006)
============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 2,325,140 3,329,625 1,004,485 29,473,268 32,313,375 2,840,108


Incentives 15,962,525 26,625,568 10,663,043 53,248,861 77,784,978 24,536,117


Salaries and Related Expenses 502,968 672,255 169,287 5,927,910 6,559,718 631,808


Professional Services 618,251 1,525,112 906,861 6,815,496 10,045,908 3,230,412


Supplies 12,818 8,962 (3,857) 60,809 62,358 1,548


Telephone 3,486 10,165 6,679 47,842 76,729 28,887


Postage and Shipping Expenses 7,762 10,591 2,830 22,334 49,333 26,999


Occupancy Expenses 32,885 44,791 11,906 351,167 390,801 39,634


Noncapitalized Equip. & Depr. 49,366 120,920 71,554 381,596 523,415 141,819


Call Center 12,546 20,236 7,691 151,438 170,000 18,562


Printing and Publications 9,164 53,379 44,215 121,552 271,192 149,640


Travel 8,733 51,921 43,188 87,066 225,313 138,247


Conference, Training & Mtng Exp 7,276 76,257 68,981 155,903 384,667 228,764


Insurance 7,273 6,067 (1,206) 88,472 83,500 (4,972)


Miscellaneous Expenses 67 446 379 3,959 4,587 628


Dues, Licenses and Fees 1,885 11,984 10,099 62,713 82,773 20,059


----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 19,562,145 32,568,279 13,006,134 97,000,387 129,028,648 32,028,261


============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES (10,763,092) (24,845,378) 14,082,287 (5,108,821) (35,149,076) 30,040,254
============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


IS-Acct-YTD-001







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2009


Energy Renewable Total Program Management Communications & Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General Customer Service Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Management & Delivery 71,929,612 10,792,517 82,722,129 0 82,722,129
Payroll and Related Expenses 1,393,155 835,428 2,228,583 1,320,977 443,865 1,764,842 3,993,425
Outsourced Services 3,338,919 777,970 4,116,889 359,623 832,951 1,192,574 5,309,463
Planning and Evaluation 1,146,656 258,545 1,405,201 18,408 1,698 20,106 1,425,307
Customer Service Management 792,166 103,832 895,998 0 895,998


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------
Total Program Expenses 78,600,508 12,768,292 91,368,800 1,699,008 1,278,513 2,977,521 94,346,321


Program Support Costs


Supplies 14,781 7,144 21,925 13,330 5,866 19,196 41,121
Postage and Shipping Expenses 2,915 1,626 4,541 5,206 8,482 13,688 18,229
Telephone 4,626 3,330 7,956 5,046 985 6,031 13,987
Printing and Publications 55,366 18,719 74,085 5,868 28,775 34,643 108,728
Occupancy Expenses 80,760 48,875 129,635 68,923 29,180 98,103 227,738
Insurance 20,346 12,314 32,660 17,364 7,351 24,715 57,375
Equipment 7,677 5,046 12,723 6,552 4,185 10,737 23,460
Travel 23,494 23,857 47,351 17,885 2,277 20,162 67,513
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences 25,464 9,941 35,405 60,630 2,261 62,891 98,296
Depreciation & Amortization 3,030 17,471 20,501 2,586 1,095 3,681 24,182
Dues, Licenses and Fees 46,850 1,140 47,990 8,346 3,638 11,984 59,974
Miscellaneous Expenses 1,678 1,661 3,339 120 296 416 3,755
IT Services 1,308,863 216,100 1,524,963 261,521 123,224 384,745 1,909,708


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 1,595,852 367,222 1,963,074 473,377 217,615 690,992 2,654,066


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 80,196,360 13,135,517 93,331,880 2,172,386 1,496,128 3,668,514 97,000,387


============ ============ ============ =========== =============== =========== ==============


PUC Performance Measure 11.0% Exp-Acct-YTD-002


Administrative plus Program Support Cost 6.2%







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Year to Date by Program/Service Territory - joint costs allocated at program level


For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2009
(Unaudited)


RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL


PGE PacifiCorp Ashland Wasco Total NW WA


NWN 
Industrial 


DSM NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $26,669,621 $16,391,296 $43,060,918 $11,433,840 $1,000,175 $55,494,932 $7,841,615 $4,944,254 $12,785,869 $68,280,801
Incremental Funding $13,655,739 $8,155,001 $21,810,741 $455,566 $750,000 $23,016,307 $23,016,307
Consumer Owned Electric Funding $627 $4,929 $5,556 $5,556 $5,556
Contributions $710 $710
Revenue from Investments $588,192 $588,192


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ----------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE $40,325,361 $24,546,298 $627 $4,929 $64,877,214 $455,566 $750,000 $11,433,840 $1,000,175 $78,516,795 $7,841,615 $4,944,254 $12,785,869 $588,902 $91,891,566


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ----------------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 3) $1,640,187 $902,820 $11 $123 $2,543,140 $957 $5,262 $1,053,879 $75,570 $4,058 $3,682,867 $437,853 $399,850 $837,703 $4,520,570
  Program Delivery $12,406,088 $7,474,431 $100 $200 $19,880,818 $9,420 $91,265 $3,813,870 $276,688 $17,455 $24,089,516 $96,556 $129,326 $225,882 $24,315,398
  Incentives $20,835,648 $12,690,512 $450 $3,825 $33,530,435 $18,950 $57,490 $8,418,519 $636,971 $22,137 $42,684,501 $5,932,381 $4,631,979 $10,564,360 $53,248,861
  Program Eval & Planning Svcs. $1,189,312 $730,049 $13 $156 $1,919,530 $1,823 $3,568 $535,573 $33,518 $1,005 $2,495,018 $137,593 $134,034 $271,627 $2,766,644
  Program Marketing/Outreach $2,157,490 $1,051,634 $13 $152 $3,209,288 $7,592 $1,108 $904,176 $74,952 $4,209 $4,201,325 $114,102 $73,178 $187,280 $4,388,605
  Program Legal Services $294 $158 $0 $0 $452 $0 $0 $60 $9 $2 $523 $0 $0 $0 $523
  Program Quality Assurance $30,163 $17,199 $0 $0 $47,362 $181 $0 $41,901 $2,021 $5 $91,471 $0 $1,526 $1,526 $92,996
  Outsourced  Services $229,854 $168,980 $2 $26 $398,862 $2,291 $59 $153,059 $6,692 $223 $561,186 $311,792 $263,119 $574,911 $1,136,097
  Trade Allies & Cust. Svc. Mgmt. $310,568 $167,018 $4 $49 $477,639 $1,231 $127 $296,388 $16,420 $361 $792,166 $64,791 $39,041 $103,832 $895,998
  IT Services $612,571 $336,854 $9 $100 $949,534 $1,113 $979 $333,662 $22,317 $1,258 $1,308,863 $109,574 $106,526 $216,100 $1,524,962
  Other Program Expenses $130,770 $83,190 $4 $26 $213,989 $7,045 $555 $62,909 $4,277 $150 $288,925 $86,134 $66,160 $152,294 $441,218


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES $39,542,944 $23,622,844 $605 $4,658 $63,171,051 $50,602 $160,413 $15,613,997 $1,149,434 $50,864 $80,196,360 $7,290,775 $5,844,739 $13,135,513 $0 $93,331,874


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Notes 1 & 2) $920,352 $549,843 $13 $156 $1,470,364 $1,178 $3,734 $363,430 $26,754 $1,184 $1,866,644 $169,699 $136,042 $305,741 $0 $2,172,385
  Communications & Customer Svc (Notes 1 & 2) $633,841 $378,679 $9 $115 $1,012,644 $811 $2,571 $250,295 $18,426 $815 $1,285,563 $116,873 $93,692 $210,565 $0 $1,496,128


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
Total Administrative Costs $1,554,193 $928,522 $22 $271 $2,483,009 $1,989 $6,305 $613,726 $45,180 $1,999 $3,152,208 $286,572 $229,734 $516,306 $0 $3,668,514


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
TOTAL PROG & ADMIN EXPENSES $41,097,137 $24,551,366 $627 $4,929 $65,654,059 $52,591 $166,718 $16,227,722 $1,194,614 $52,864 $83,348,568 $7,577,347 $6,074,473 $13,651,819 $0 $97,000,387


---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES ($771,776) ($5,069) $0 $0 ($776,845) $402,975 $583,282 ($4,793,883) ($194,439) ($52,864) ($4,831,773) $264,268 ($1,130,218) ($865,950) $588,902 ($5,108,821)


============ ============ ======= ======= ============ ========= =========== ============ =========== ========= ============ =========== =========== ============ =========== ============
Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/08 (Note 4) $16,745,829 ($3,717,555) $13,028,274 $2,423,399 $629,523 $78,322 $16,159,518 $25,147,380 $13,117,535 $38,264,915 $9,313,153 $63,737,586
Interest attributed $1,740,000 $1,160,000 $2,900,000 $5,000,000 $7,900,000 $1,700,000 $1,700,000 ($9,600,000)
Interest re-attributed ($1,740,000) ($1,740,000) ($1,740,000) $1,740,000


============ ============ =========================== ========= =========== ============ =========== ========= ============ =========== =========== ============ =========== ============
TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE $15,974,053 ($2,562,624) $0 $0 $13,411,429 $402,975 $583,282 $2,629,517 $435,084 $25,458 $17,487,745 $25,411,648 $13,687,317 $39,098,965 $2,042,055 $58,628,765


Note 1) Both Management & General and Communications & Customer Service Expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2) Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 3) Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 4) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2008 reflects audited results.


Energy Efficiency







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Program Expenses by Service Territory


For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2009
(Unaudited)


Pacific Other Subtotal Northwest Northwest Northwest Subtotal
PGE Power Electric Elec. Utilities Non Industrial DSM Natural Gas WA Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total Budget Difference


Energy Efficiency


Commercial
Business Energy Solutions - Existing Building$10,444,799 $4,245,559 $5,556 $14,695,914 $13,259 $2,880,658 $13,059 $324,833 $3,231,809 $17,927,723 $20,114,226 $2,186,503
Business Energy Solutions - New Buildings 5,202,035 2,863,867 8,065,902 0 2,106,862 73,724 2,180,586 10,246,488 11,941,943 1,695,455
Market Transformation (NEEA) 839,345 633,190 1,472,535 0 0 1,472,535 1,817,973 345,438


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Total Commercial 16,486,179 7,742,616 5,556 24,234,351 13,259 4,987,520 13,059 398,557 5,412,395 29,646,746 33,874,142 4,227,396


Industrial
Business Energy Solutions - Production Effici 7,739,999 7,231,793 14,971,792 153,460 313,880 95,021 562,361 15,534,153 21,585,798 6,051,645
Market Transformation (NEEA) 376,394 283,945 660,339 0 0 660,339 882,852 222,513


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Total Industrial 8,116,393 7,515,738 15,632,131 153,460 313,880 95,021 562,361 16,194,492 22,468,650 6,274,158


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 6,468,655 3,694,572 10,163,227 0 9,095,243 39,532 435,201 9,569,976 19,733,203 22,452,039 2,718,836
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Produc 9,005,689 4,828,799 13,834,488 0 1,831,080 265,835 52,864 2,149,779 15,984,267 17,171,559 1,187,292
Market Transformation (NEEA) 1,020,219 769,640 1,789,859 0 0 1,789,859 1,390,027 (399,832)


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Total Residential 16,494,563 9,293,011 25,787,574 0 10,926,323 39,532 701,036 52,864 11,719,755 37,507,329 41,013,625 3,506,296


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Energy Efficiency Program Costs 41,097,142 24,551,366 5,556 65,654,057 166,719 16,227,723 52,591 1,194,612 52,864 17,694,511 83,348,568 97,356,417 14,007,850


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------


Renewables


Biopower 320,168 867,196 1,187,364 0 0 1,187,364 2,868,942 1,681,578
Open Solicitation 1,582,979 1,206,990 2,789,969 0 0 2,789,969 7,151,356 4,361,387
Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 5,345,141 3,220,835 8,565,976 0 0 8,565,976 14,269,131 5,703,155
Utility Scale Projects 1,022 498,140 499,162 0 0 499,162 4,052,521 3,553,359
Wind 328,038 281,309 609,347 0 0 609,347 3,330,281 2,720,934


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Renewables Program Costs 7,577,348 6,074,470 13,651,818 0 0 13,651,818 31,672,231 18,020,413


---------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------- ------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------


========= ======== ====== ========== ================ ========= ======== ======= ===== ========== ========= ========= ========
  Cost Grand Total 48,674,918 30,625,835 5,556 79,305,875 166,719 16,227,723 52,591 1,194,614 52,864 17,694,511 97,000,387 129,028,648 32,028,263


======== ======== ====== ========== =============== ========= ======== ======= ===== ========== ======== ======== ========


PUC-Proj-ST-07-B







Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Three Months and Year to Date Ended December 31, 2009
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE
QUARTER YTD QUARTER YTD


ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $131,985 $181,799 $49,813 $347,897 $534,594 $186,697 $166,175 $265,599 $99,424 $832,251 $925,262 $93,011


Legal Services 2,565 11,320 8,754 10,074 29,200 19,126


Salaries and Related Expenses 361,319 438,628 77,308 1,320,977 1,474,384 153,407 116,032 156,051 40,019 443,865 502,248 58,383


Supplies 255 (1,201) (1,456) 3,341 (745) (4,086) 43 (52) (95) 1,637 1,500 (137)


Telephone 534 1,544 1,010 2,877 5,017 2,140 16 (16) 67 38 (29)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 677 907 230 2,914 3,700 786 6,401 11,429 5,028 7,511 20,000 12,489


Noncapitalized Equipment 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 571 571 1,411 1,000 (411)


Printing and Publications 105 352 247 746 1,051 305 9,252 11,249 1,997 26,606 26,600 (6)


Travel 4,396 16,766 12,370 17,884 40,947 23,064 1,453 9,747 8,294 2,277 17,500 15,223


Conference, Training & Mtngs 22,124 66,621 44,498 60,630 153,084 92,454 760 6,020 5,260 2,261 12,000 9,739


Miscellaneous Expenses 99 57 (42) 6 (54) (59) 248 248


Dues, Licenses and Fees 922 2,192 1,270 8,101 9,016 915 (768) 1,352 2,120 3,535 5,000 1,465


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 34,017 34,114 97 117,010 120,499 3,489 15,210 16,722 1,513 49,538 52,249 2,710


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 72,055 103,906 31,850 261,521 324,678 63,158 33,951 68,280 34,329 123,224 186,432 63,208


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 4,813 6,684 1,871 18,408 21,896 3,487 444 683 239 1,698 2,134 436


--------------- ---------------- ------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- --------------- ---------------- ------------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 635,867 869,689 233,822 2,172,386 2,723,267 550,882 348,970 547,652 198,682 1,496,128 1,752,210 256,082


========= ========= =========== ========= ========= =========== ========= ========= =========== ========= ========= ===========


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluations Costs


Exp-Prog-YTD-003







Cumulative Revenue & Expenses
Budget vs Actual
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Evaluation Committee Meeting – February 2010 
February 26, 2010 10am-1pm 
 
Attendees: 
Phil Degens, Evaluation Manager 
Sarah Castor, Evaluation Project Manager 
Brien Sipe, Evaluation Project Manager 
Debbie Kitchin, Board Member – Committee Chair 
Fred Gordon, Director of Planning and Evaluation 
Ken Keating, Evaluation expert 
Lauren Gauge, Bonneville Power Administration 
Zach Wilson, Evaluation intern 
Dan Davis, Board Member 
Jan Schaeffer, Communications and Customer Services Contractor 
Alan Meyer, Board Member 
Teresa Gibney, Oregon Public Utility Commission Liaison 
Steve Lacey, Director of Operations 
Peter West, Director of Energy Programs 
Susan Jamison, Residential Marketing Manager 
Kim Crossman Industrial/Agriculture lead 
Sue Fletcher, Communications and Customer Services Sr. Manager 
Amber Cole, Director of Communications and Customer Service 
 
Topics: 


1. Corvallis Energy Challenge Evaluation 
2. Segmentation Comparison Study 
3. Multifamily Savings Calculation Methodology 
4. Small Commercial Lighting Logger Study 
5. Fast Feedback Pilot Results 


 
1. Corvallis Energy Challenge 
Contractor: Dethman and Associates 
 
Phil presented the results from the Corvallis energy challenge evaluation. Project spanned spring 
2008 to winter 2009 through a partnership with the Corvallis sustainability coalition (representing 
140 community groups). The challenge kicked off March 1, 2008. 
 
Evaluation focused on interviews with staff and community leaders, in addition to quantitative 
analysis of savings and audit follow-through rates. 
 
Project goals: 


• Gain experience with setting goals 
• Collaboration with community groups 
• Test if community approaches result in increased energy savings compared to other 


delivery mechanism 
• 1000 Home Energy Review goal 
• 50 commercial audits 


 
 







Evaluation Committee Notes  February 26, 2010 


• 65 PV installations 
 
Project components 


• Dedicated staff member to coordinate challenge 
• Solar workshops 
• Greek challenge 
• Climate masters training (Energy Trust did not sponsor, but happened concurrently) 


 
Findings 


• Nearly met HER goals (800), met commercial audit/follow-up goal 
• Impressive community wide effort developed in a short time frame 
• Provided visibility for sustainability coalition and Energy Trust 
• provided momentum and credibility for community to apply/receive 500k in stimulus 


funds, (causality is hard to prove, but the challenge could have helped with the grant) 
• 38% of commercial audits results in ETO incentives 


o Commercial participants reported following through on over 40% of audit 
recommendations 


• 70 renewable projects during challenge time period 
o 75% residential, causality is once again unclear 
o Very high for a small community (~50,000 residents) 


• Commercial activity linkage to challenge unclear 
• Spent more to deliver savings ($112,000 or $4 per electric account for marketing 


expenses) 
o Was this a cheaper way to deliver savings?  The answer appears to be no 


 
Phil indicated the immediate follow-through rate was less than years prior to the challenge. 
Debbie mentioned that this pilot occurred during an intense recession. Ken indicated it may be a 
targeting issue, depends on what you’re aiming for (HER goals). If emphasis was placed on 
getting HERs, but not targeting, follow-through you get what you aim for. Jan mentioned that 2 
years out, the follow-through rate has increased, and approached the overall average follow-
through. She also stressed the impact of the recession. Phil emphasized that not all audit 
recipients may be ready to install a measure immediately, and time is needed for follow-through 
to occur. 
 
Teresa asked why stress the lower follow-through rate, when the actual change in program 
activity in Corvallis was much higher, year on year, compared to itself, the Willamette valley, and 
the entire service territory. 
 
Phil discussed that the program activity pick-up cannot be explicitly traced to the challenge. 
Subsequent community challenges may want to explicitly collect data for program activity and tie 
it to the challenge. 
 
Fred raised the issue of discussions from years ago which examined community projects. That 
there is a discussion between short term-fast, and long term development.  
 
Lauren asked about commercial follow-through rates compared to average. Matthew Taylor 
(evaluation contractor) has recently completed an analysis of studies/closure rates, and a wide 
scatter has been identified (depending on contractor/industry focus). 
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Phil identified that the initial community goals were overly aggressive (dropping energy intensity 
per capita). Corvallis has several extremely large self directors representing large amount of 
load. 
 
Fred mentioned that the community had champions for the effort, but a large swathe of the 
residential load in consumer power territory, energy trust could not influence. Phil mentioned that 
effects are still continuing, with the stimulus dollars. 
 
Jan described the stimulus funds as being used for volunteer coordinator position, and door to 
door activities for non-follow through HER participants. Monies will also be used to set up 
revolving loan fund or incentives for projects. Ken mentioned that the report indicated the grant 
will also be covering transportation issues (coverall climate/sustainability agenda). Fred 
mentioned that this challenge may be a way to help communities catch federal money, which is a 
theory to test, but how can Energy Trust capture the savings from the agencies investment?  
Teresa, speaking to the stimulus funds indicated the 500k grant was non-competitive but did 
indicate that the existence of the sustainability coalition (started concurrently with kick off of the 
energy challenge) was responsible for the funding.  
 
Recommendations 


• Clarify what success is 
• Creating a system that gives a better before/after look at the community efforts 
• Being more ‘hardboiled’ about articulating/reaching savings goals 
• Reach beyond sustainability audiences 
• Smaller/more manageable pilots  
• Prepare for demand 
• Provide hand holding 
• Clarify roles of community 
• Ensure Energy Trust TA involvement 


o Many TA were from Eugene, people may have preferences for local contractors, 
need to examine infrastructure 


• Clarify how hard to reach audiences will be included 
o Renters, large industrial customers 


 
Debbie indicated budget was fairly small to begin with, what is smaller? Phil indicated we’ve 
looked at communities like independence. 
 
Evaluation Takeaways 


• Require significant resources 
• Partner priorities may not reflect Energy Trust’s 
• Communities for these efforts can be difficult to find/replicate 
• May not result in higher savings and lower costs 
• Need to take into account increased resource requirements 
• Need more up front planning on what Energy Trust services to offer 


 
Alan asked does this need to be a ‘whole community’ giving the Salem example where three 
utilities are located, with territories defined by neighborhoods. Phil mentioned the Solarize 
Portland projects, by NE, SE, and SW as being very successful examples of slicing up one city.  
 
Teresa asked if we’re looking to contrast what is and isn’t working between the Solarize SE 
projects, and the Corvallis challenge (no plans but something to look into). 
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Phil mentioned that other considerations would be to develop a portfolio of offerings for any 
community initiatives: Consider turn-key services – low income fridges, kill-o-watt library loan, 
community lighting retrofit, climate master training, and solar PV initiative. 
 
Teresa mentioned that partnering with long term established partners is needed, and one needs 
to understand community and services available to deliver. Also, emphasized the need for 
political infrastructure, not just technical. 
 
Fred mentioned that we had involvement but lacked some of the technical infrastructure with 
Corvallis. With Energy Trust already working in the area, we have a fairly effective baseline 
model for delivery that community projects are competing with. 
 
Phil mentioned potential for ‘Solarize Pendleton’, and that other communities are interested in 
bits and pieces of initiatives like this, not always a need to go whole hog. 
 
Ken highlighted the expense and planning of communities (Hood River initiative), massive 
implementation and evaluation budgets. Highlighted Canadian example of failure, and indicated 
Corvallis experience was a good experience. Got good recommendations, but asked if this 
project is one that Energy Trust wants to replicate? 
 
2. Segmentation Comparison Study 
Contractor: Dethman & Associates 
 
Sarah presented the comparison study. The project began in February of 2009. The purpose of 
the study was to answer questions that arose after the segmentation work we did after the 2008 
Residential Awareness Survey. Questions were: 


• Do the customer types we identified really exist? 
• Are our segments a figment of our particular segmentation method? 
• How can we use segmentation to improve communications and program design? 


 
The contractor reviewed the history of segmentation and studies conducted by other west coast 
utilities, including: 


• BC Hydro (Canada) 
• Puget Sound Energy (Washington) 
• Tacoma Power 
• Snohomish Public Utility District 
• Bonneville Power Administration 
• Sacramento Municipal Utility District.  
 


The evaluator also conducted interviews with representatives from the above utilities. 
 
Findings 


• Organizations had reasons similar to ours for undertaking segmentation.  
• There are many different statistical methods used to derive segments. 
• Survey methods varied widely in length, sampling, and types of questions, although all 


asked questions about attitudes, habits and values.  
• Energy Trust used very different variables to form segments than other utilities. 
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One way to compare the segments found by all organizations is based on concern, capacity, and 
conditions of customers, which lead the contractor to identify 10 customer archetypes (all of our 
identified segments were among them). Most Energy Trust segments are similar to those in at 
least one other utility, but there is no consistent pattern – we do not share all the same segments 
with one utility. 
 
Progress in using segmentation at other utilities has led to focus groups to refine the segments 
and develop messaging, follow-up surveys, and the development of short-form segmentation 
questionnaires. Some utilities have also developed programs or marketing campaigns for 
specific segments.  
 
The contractor identified “10 steps for success” with segmentation: 


• Form a cross-department team 
• Develop a research plan 
• Define quantitative variables 
• Develop a survey instrument 
• Develop segments 
• Present findings 
• Design (or re-design) programs 
• Implement 
• Develop metrics, test and evaluate 
• Learn and revise segmentation 


 
Teresa asked why metrics were developed after the design phase. Sarah responded that they 
could come before or during the design phase, but that would have to be developed in order to 
test the strategy used. Ken mentioned many tasks can be conducted concurrently. 
 
Conclusions, next steps 


• No one way to segment (i.e., we didn’t do it wrong), doesn’t appear to be a ‘right way’ 
• Segmentation requires a serious investment of resources 
• Segmentation can result in a challenge to prevailing assumptions about customers and 


customer groups 
• Coming up with segments isn’t the end, ongoing research is required 


 
Lauren indicated PSE led the segment initiative for Washington, BPA regions. The only 
difference across all service territories was an additional ‘rural’ segment compared to the Puget 
Sound area. She also noted the ‘gearbox’ (short-form) questionnaire they developed. BPA is 
ramping up its use of the segmentation.  
 
Debbie indicated that aligning with regional approaches could be a way to realize economies of 
scale.  
 
There are currently no firm plans to move toward widespread use of segmentation, although 
marketing does consider our segmentation results when developing marketing materials.  
 
Alan asked why we are not implementing the results. Whose support does it take to have the 
agency use the results? If we aren’t using the results, why are we doing the research? 
 
Fred responded that there are many demands on resources and the programs operate on one-
year goals, whereas segmentation takes significant resources and is a long-term approach. And 
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we may not have products to offer some segments, as lagging segments are often resistance 
heated, and we have limited offerings. So using segmentation is not the top priority. 
 
Alan said that from a marketing perspective current work is product-focused rather than 
customer-focused, and that the agency has a goal of getting everyone to participate equally, but 
segmentation is indicating that some segments are not participating. Debbie seconded Alan’s 
point. 
 
Peter west indicated that we are examining the packages and how we’re offering them. That 
there is no current plan is not entirely accurate, as conversations have been occurring about how 
to use these findings. 
 
Phil and Sarah said that the segmentation findings have changed the way ETO talks about 
customers. 
 
Teresa suggested that we say we have no current plans for more evaluation of segmentation.  
 
Amber re-iterated Fred’s point that using segmentation is resource intensive and a long term 
process. Peter said we recognize the need to work on how we package. We’re currently involved 
in researching what customers are selecting, and will be trying to determine why people choose 
certain packages.  
 
Fred noted that the policy world has been asking Energy Trust to focus on resource intensive 
projects (Clean Energy Works: Portland, etc.) lately.  
 
Debbie said that given the long term work involved in these initiatives, we need to place 
ourselves in a position to get started now. 
 
Amber noted that the next residential awareness survey will test some marketing messages with 
customers. 
 
Alan said this conversation was useful in putting the ‘no current plans’ finding in context. 
 
3. Multifamily impact evaluation and new savings methodology 
Contractor: Stellar Processes 
 
Brien touched on results from the full report of the recent multi-family impact and review of 
savings methodology project. Results have been presented to the Conservation Advisory 
Committee. 
 
Project goals: 


• Review of current savings calculations. 
• Recommendations on savings calculations. 
• Realization rates for 2008-09 projects. 


o Study examined projects representing over 50% of gas and electric 
weatherization savings. 


 
 
Findings 
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• Considerable space heating savings from weatherization projects (clustering around 20-
40% of space heating loads in units) 


• Despite high savings, realization rates were low: 
o Electric 22% 
o Gas 48% 


• Predicted savings were unrealistically high, with 50% of projects examined having 
predicted savings greater than actual space heating usage. 


• Contractor reported some uncertainty about base load measures (showerheads, 
aerators, CFLs) but no recommendations on changing savings estimates. 


 
Project outcomes 


• New weatherization savings tool 
o Simple to use and scalable (can be used on a structure with 5 units, or 500) 
o Allows for the discontinuation of the SUNDAY modeling tool, which took 


considerable staff time to calibrate. 
o Simple to use, more realistic savings, based on delta Ua (change in thermal 


integrity multiplied by area treated). 
• Rescreening program and measures for cost-effectiveness  


o More emphasis on non-energy benefits is likely to be needed to maintain cost 
effectiveness for windows. 


 Energy savings is a very narrow base to support such a large investment. 
 
4. Small Commercial Lighting Logger Study 
Contractor: The Cadmus Group 
 
Brien re-presented results summarizing the recent site visit measurement and verification study 
of lighting only projects from the 2006-2007 Existing Buildings program. Original Existing 
Buildings 2006-2007 impact evaluation found a wide discrepancy in the realization rate when 
comparing site verified lighting savings to those which had billing analysis conducted on them. 
 
Project scope 


• Site visits to 40 sites (20 from each program year). 
• 22 sites received lighting loggers for about two weeks to verify operating hours. 


 
Findings 


• Study site verified realization rates nearly identical to 2006-07 site visits. 
 
Outcomes 


• Billing analysis will not be used on commercial projects for the foreseeable future. 
• Current and subsequent Commercial impact evaluations will rely solely on site visits to 


verify savings estimates. 
• Realization rates reflecting site visits for 06-07 were used in the 2010 true-up. 


 
5. Fast Feedback Pilot 
Contractor: Research Into Action (RIA) 
 
This pilot began in June 2009. 
 
The purpose of the fast feedback pilot was to gather feedback closer to time of investment 
decisions, while evaluating different survey methods (phone, paper, email). We anticipated that 
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by surveying closer to project completion, answers would be more accurate than in the usual 
program survey, which occurs one to two years after completion. The survey was designed to be 
useful for both evaluation and program staff.  
 
The survey was piloted for participants of Existing Buildings (EB) and Production Efficiency (PE) 
programs. Site verified PE projects have high contact with PDCs, so we tested paper surveys 
delivered by the PDC, both with and without a privacy envelope. Non-site verified PE projects 
and EB projects were randomized to a phone or web survey.  
 
The pilot involved the design of survey instruments and samples, creating a monthly report of 
eligible projects, fielding and tracking surveys, and analysis of results, by program and by survey 
method. 
 
Survey questions covered satisfaction with program experience, suggestions for improvement, 
free ridership, willingness to contact us again for another project, and interest in other offerings. 
 
The highest survey completion rates were achieved by phone (77%). Web had the poorest 
completion rate (about one third took the survey). 
 
Results – EB program 


• High satisfaction with all program elements (95% rating 4 or 5 out of 5 overall) 
• Lowest satisfaction was for paperwork (73% rating 4 or 5 out of 5) 
• Only 27% said they could have paid for the project without us 
• All respondents indicated they would contact us again 


 
Ken asked about the preponderance of lighting in the sample. Sarah responded that lighting is a 
large slice of program savings and an even larger slice of total measures, but that the survey 
sample was chosen to make sure non-lighting projects were represented in the sample. 
 
Other feedback included a desire for less complex paperwork, and faster program progress. 
Much praise for the program was received in open-ended feedback. 
 
Free ridership: 
Unweighted – 19% 
Savings-weighted – 37% (in line with 2006-2007 evaluation) 
 
RIA reported that a few large projects had high free ridership, leading to the higher figure when 
weighted by savings.  
 
Dan asked for a quick description of free ridership. Free riders are those who would have 
installed the measure without our influence (incentive or program assistance). Fred noted that 
the survey only captured free ridership, but was not concerned with spillover. Spillover is when 
someone implements a measure due to program influence, but did not apply for or receive an 
incentive. Sarah indicated she would provide the background memo on free ridership estimation 
method. 
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Results – PE program 
• Very high satisfaction (94% rating 4 or 5 out of 5  overall) 
• Lowest satisfaction (87% rating 4 or 5 out of 5) was for paperwork and information on tax 


credits 
• Only 27% in could have paid for the project without incentives 
• 98% said they would contact us again 


 
Other feedback was almost identical to that for the EB program, including praise for the program. 
 
Free ridership 
Unweighted – 21%,  
Savings-weighted – 21% (5 points lower than 2007-2008 evaluation)  
 
Effect of survey method 
For the EB, there were no differences in responses between phone and web surveys. 
 
There were some differences for PE, but they can be accounted for by differences in project type 
(custom vs. prescriptive) correlated with survey method, or by self-selection in the web 
respondents. 
 
Kim noted that prescriptive measures tend to be new participants (who received a paper or web 
survey), and custom tend to be recurring customers (who all received paper surveys), which 
could also lead to the differences observed. 
 
There was no effect of a privacy envelope on responses to the paper survey, just the response 
rate (higher when using the privacy envelope). 
 
Recommendations and next steps 
Fast Feedback will be continued for the EB and PE programs and extended to most of our other 
programs in Q2 of this year. Phone surveys will be used for all respondents from now on, due to 
the following factors: 


• Many programs cannot use the paper method (no direct program contact) 
• Per completed survey, phone is about as cost effective as web and response rates are 


better 
• PDCs felt it was awkward to give a survey to participants. Kim indicated the surveys were 


an administrative burden on industrial program staff as well. 
• Using only one method results in a simpler process and analysis. 


 
The EB and PE programs should also expand energy management and O&M offerings, based 
on feedback. We would also like to improve the question on how the project would have changed 
without program, since it was cumbersome to administer by phone (many possible responses to 
read off).  
 
The kick-off meeting for the roll-out is March 1. Energy trust call center will be involved, and will 
likely conduct more than 800 of the surveys. Samples will be sufficient for 90% confidence/10% 
precision for all programs or measures. We have contracted with RIA for the roll-out, and will 
transition surveying to a permanent home (either the Energy Trust call center, or the winner of a 
competitive bid process) after Q2. Survey calls will start in May and go through July. 
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Fred asked if there will be a way to ask spillover questions now that we have a good delivery 
mechanism. Sarah noted that verification of spillover is expensive (verifying they installed what 
they said). There is not enough space in a fast feedback survey for good spillover questions.  
 
Dan noted that there may be a correlation between paperwork burden and spillover. Phil 
responded that many requirements have been removed around forms and processes to simplify 
them. The lighting tool is an example of a fairly automated device, which also includes the tax 
credit form which is pre-populated by the project. Kim noted custom tracks don’t have forms filled 
out by the participant; the PDC does all the work. 
 
Alan asked if we examine HER data to follow up with participants who may have done something 
without an incentive, or taken behavioral steps. Phil indicated that with spillover, it’s difficult to 
estimate savings accurately.  
 
Alan mentioned that businesses will slowly replace old equipment with efficient equipment 
through O&M budgets, but do not always do comprehensive projects with incentives. He also re-
iterated that we count free riders but don’t invest as much time in capturing spillover, which may 
in fact be greater than or equal to free ridership. 
 
Ken noted that research budgets needed for spillover are very large. 
 
Ken mentioned that Energy Trust has been doing its due diligence to examine its offerings to 
ensure program quality. 
 
After the last Evaluation Committee meeting, Dan Enloe asked whether this meeting is a forum 
for looking at new technologies. Currently, we do not have a board committee that examines or 
follows new technologies. Fred noted that we have documentation on what we’re field testing, 
and asked if the board does want to get into that level of detail. Debbie indicated Dan Enloe is 
very interested in this topic, and that new and emerging technologies may be outside the charter 
of the evaluation committee. 
 
Ken asked if BPA is taking the lead on technologies. Fred indicated Energy Trust does field 
testing of near market technologies, and BPA is going another direction. NEEA does have some 
budget for evaluating and supporting emerging technologies; Fred is a member of that 
committee.  
 
Fred did indicate that many program scale new technologies will be presented to the board 
(regional ductless heat pump testing, OPOWER residential project). 
 
Debbie indicated that at some interval, the board may like a presentation on new technology. 
Fred asked if it would be an effective forum. Phil suggested a status update on various 
technologies. On an annual basis, more things are moving, and may have moved significantly, 
thus an annual presentation may be the best idea. 
 
Teresa indicated interest in a presentation as well, and suggested a one-pager on the status of 
technologies in a list format. Sarah suggested we discuss this again when Dan Enloe is also 
present to discuss the best way to present this. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 12:40pm 
The next meeting tentatively is tentatively scheduled for April 23rd or 30th, 2010. 
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(Unaudited)


FEB JAN DEC Change from Change from
2010 2010 2009 Prior Month Beg. of Year


Current Assets
  Cash & Cash Equivalents 74,509,909 68,413,172 63,059,796 6,096,737 11,450,113
  Restricted Cash (Escrow Funds) 1,806,724 1,806,031 5,533,972 693 (3,727,248)
  Receivables 15,283 89,382 106,937 (74,099) (91,653)
  Prepaid Expenses 387,862 429,898 182,941 (42,037) 204,921
  Advances to Vendors 540,170 1,041,276 39,065 (501,106) 501,105


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
   Total Current Assets 77,259,948 71,779,759 68,922,710 5,480,189 8,337,238


Fixed Assets
  Program Equipment 101,675 101,675 101,675 0 0
  Computer Hardware and Software 1,010,947 1,010,947 1,010,947 0 0
  Leasehold Improvements 22,382 22,382 22,382 0 0
  Office Equipment and Furniture 127,354 127,354 127,354 0 0


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Fixed Assets 1,262,358 1,262,358 1,262,358 0 0
  Less Depreciation (1,025,661) (1,018,779) (991,562) (6,882) (34,099)


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 236,697 243,579 270,796 (6,882) (34,099)


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 26,000 26,000 26,000 0 0
  Deferred Compensation Asset 153,598 149,024 144,451 4,574 9,148


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Other Assets 179,598 175,024 170,451 4,574 9,148


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Assets 77,676,243 72,198,363 69,363,957 5,477,881 8,312,287


============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 5,020,105 6,224,849 10,090,054 (1,204,744) (5,069,950)
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 440,668 420,854 393,467 19,814 47,201


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Current Liabilities 5,460,773 6,645,703 10,483,521 (1,184,930) (5,022,748)


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 96,991 100,951 104,910 (3,959) (7,919)
   Deferred Compensation Payable 153,598 149,024 144,451 4,574 9,148
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 2,385 2,385 2,310 0 75


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 252,975 252,360 251,671 614 1,304


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Liabilities 5,713,747 6,898,063 10,735,192 (1,184,316) (5,021,444)


Net Assets
  Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 1,806,724 1,806,031 5,533,972 693 (3,727,248)
  Unrestricted Net Assets 70,155,772 63,494,268 53,094,792 6,661,504 17,060,980


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Net Assets 71,962,496 65,300,299 58,628,764 6,662,196 13,333,732


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 77,676,243 72,198,363 69,363,957 5,477,881 8,312,287


============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


BS-Acct-YTD-001







January February Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 6,671,534$   6,662,197$   13,333,731$    


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 27,217         6,882           34,099            
Deferred Rent Amortization (3,959)          (3,960)          (7,919)             


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable -              -                 
Other Receivables 17,555         74,099         91,654            
Advances to Vendors (1,002,211)    501,106        (501,105)          
Other Assets (251,530)      37,463         (214,067)          
A/P - Program Subcontracts 2,726,635     (924,690)      1,801,945        
A/P - Incentives (6,885,189)    (26,469)        (6,911,658)       
A/P - Professional Services (6,449)          8,278           1,829              
A/P - Operations 299,797        (261,864)      37,933            
Payroll and related accruals 31,960         24,388         56,348            
Other liabilities 75 75                   


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies 1,625,434     6,097,430     7,722,864        


Investing Activites:


(Acquisition)/Disposal of Capital Assets -                 
Cash used in Investing Activities -              -              -                 


Cash at beginning of Period 68,593,768   70,219,203   68,593,768      


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 1,625,434     6,097,430     7,722,864        


Cash at end of period 70,219,203$ 76,316,633$ 76,316,633$    


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2010







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis:  2010 Budget & 2011 Proj


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental funding


  Self Direct Repayments


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances
Ending Escrow Balance1


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010
January February March April May June July August September October November December


11,690,306   13,889,322   12,827,948   12,134,423   10,711,513   9,367,886     8,877,194     9,257,173     9,242,957       8,850,275     9,012,401      10,256,000    


-                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


38,104         37,450         12,002         12,019         11,833         11,529         10,431         9,692           9,237             7,770           6,152            3,707            


11,728,410   13,926,772   12,839,950   12,146,443   10,723,345   9,379,414     8,887,625     9,266,864     9,252,194       8,858,045     9,018,552      10,259,708    


903,376       3,103,658     2,989,192     2,612,914     2,664,029     3,546,099     2,679,377     2,710,046     3,487,374       2,761,022     2,785,906      3,520,064      


8,264,022     3,417,690     4,440,862     4,621,155     8,717,862     6,970,659     7,473,961     5,125,737     5,986,254       9,491,097     10,064,415     18,870,501    


513,577       551,487       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463         643,463       643,463         643,463        


345,002       411,181       419,459       996,494       1,027,956     1,027,996     1,084,921     1,032,947     1,032,987       1,074,862     1,101,758      1,101,798      


76,998         345,327       164,894       185,407       186,545       1,247,189     200,625       179,163       315,303         189,577       190,338         204,229        


10,102,976   7,829,343     8,657,871     9,059,434     13,239,856   13,435,406   12,082,347   9,691,357     11,465,381     14,160,021   14,785,880     24,340,055    


1,625,434     6,097,429     4,182,080     3,087,008     (2,516,511)    (4,055,992)    (3,194,722)    (424,492)      (2,213,187)      (5,301,977)    (5,767,328)     (14,080,347)   


68,593,768   70,219,203   76,316,633   80,498,713   83,585,721   81,069,211   77,013,219   73,818,497   73,394,004     71,180,817   65,878,841     60,111,513    


70,219,203   76,316,633   80,498,713   83,585,721   81,069,211   77,013,219   73,818,497   73,394,004   71,180,817     65,878,841   60,111,513     46,031,165    


5,533,972     1,806,031     1,806,724   1,807,854   1,676,942   1,677,990   1,679,039   1,548,047     1,549,015     1,549,983   1,418,910    1,419,797    


(3,728,733)    -                  -                  (132,000)      -                  -                  (132,000)      -                  -                    (132,000)      -                   -                   


792             693             1,129           1,089           1,048           1,049           1,008           968             968                927             887               887              


1,806,031     1,806,724     1,807,854     1,676,942     1,677,990     1,679,039     1,548,047     1,549,015     1,549,983       1,418,910     1,419,797      1,420,685      


January 2010 Net Escrow includes the closing of Goodnoe Escrow Account due to project not occuring. Funds were returned to Genearl Operating account.


Actual Budget 2010-B-2.2







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis:  2010 Budget & 2011 Proj


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental funding


  Self Direct Repayments


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances
Ending Escrow Balance1


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011
January February March April May June July August September October November December


13,999,836   16,124,289   14,323,135   13,610,869   12,083,051   10,667,848   9,979,823     10,430,819   10,443,974     10,039,741   10,116,577     11,422,549    


-                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


12,611         10,989         12,002         12,019         11,833         11,529         10,431         9,692           9,237             7,770           6,152            3,707            


14,012,448   16,135,278   14,335,137   13,622,888   12,094,884   10,679,377   9,990,254     10,440,510   10,453,212     10,047,511   10,122,729     11,426,256    


2,807,046     3,025,212     3,079,058     3,069,870     3,132,328     3,135,578     3,138,050     3,157,611     3,213,833       3,217,033     3,203,148      3,201,598      


2,370,362     3,219,287     3,749,012     5,493,475     4,538,205     5,241,684     5,897,857     5,953,849     8,358,637       8,144,003     8,674,456      18,413,838    


674,382       674,382       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222         675,222       675,222         675,222        


1,144,713     860,382       860,447       896,077       907,263       907,263       952,828       937,977       937,977         973,477       1,040,223      1,040,223      


258,664       195,997       216,837       174,544       177,621       926,198       192,155       174,417       183,425         176,002       181,164         188,116        


7,255,166     7,975,260     8,580,575     10,309,188   9,430,638     10,885,944   10,856,111   10,899,075   13,369,094     13,185,737   13,774,212     23,518,996    


6,757,282     8,160,018     5,754,563     3,313,701     2,664,246     (206,567)      (865,857)      (458,565)      (2,915,882)      (3,138,226)    (3,651,483)     (12,092,740)   


46,031,165   52,788,447   60,948,465   66,703,028   70,016,728   72,680,974   72,474,407   71,608,550   71,149,985     68,234,103   65,095,877     61,444,394    


52,788,447   60,948,465   66,703,028   70,016,728   72,680,974   72,474,407   71,608,550   71,149,985   68,234,103     65,095,877   61,444,394     49,351,654    


1,420,685     1,421,572     1,422,461   1,317,067   1,317,890   1,318,714   1,319,538   1,320,363     1,321,188     1,322,013   1,322,840    1,323,667    


-                  -                  (106,250)      -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


888             888             856             823             824             824             825             825             826                826             827               827              


1,421,572     1,422,461     1,317,067     1,317,890     1,318,714     1,319,538     1,320,363     1,321,188     1,322,013       1,322,840     1,323,667      1,324,494      


Projection 2011-P-2.2







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2010
(Unaudited)


February YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Public Purpose Funds-PGE 3,556,108 3,617,004 (60,895) 6,839,317 7,035,156 (195,839)


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 2,189,349 2,122,617 66,732 4,338,599 3,927,268 411,331


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 4,764,505 4,113,001 651,504 8,610,430 7,009,434 1,600,996


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 109,544 356,680 (247,136) 275,671 689,318 (413,647)
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------


Total Public Purpose Funds 10,619,506 10,209,301 410,205 20,064,017 18,661,177 1,402,840


Incremental Funds - PGE 1,673,278 1,949,694 (276,416) 2,996,917 3,699,725 (702,807)


Incremental Funds - PacifiCorp 1,521,538 1,996,569 (475,031) 2,368,694 3,971,443 (1,602,749)


NW Natural – Industrial DSM 75,000 75,000 0 150,000 150,000 0


NW Natural - Washington 0 45,278 (45,278) 0 138,656 (138,656)


Revenue from Investments 37,450 10,989 26,462 75,554 23,600 51,954
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------


TOTAL REVENUE 13,926,772 14,286,831 (360,059) 25,655,182 26,644,600 (989,418)
============== ============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 2,754,173 2,965,393 211,220 5,399,603 5,882,826 483,223


Incentives 3,391,221 3,059,830 (331,391) 4,770,054 5,418,120 648,066


Salaries and Related Expenses 575,875 642,664 66,789 1,121,412 1,285,328 163,916


Professional Services 419,459 954,519 535,060 758,012 1,908,989 1,150,976


Supplies 3,538 5,967 2,429 6,114 11,933 5,819


Telephone 3,152 6,658 3,506 5,581 13,317 7,736


Postage and Shipping Expenses 962 3,458 2,496 1,955 6,917 4,962


Occupancy Expenses 31,732 41,220 9,488 64,756 82,440 17,684


Noncapitalized Equip. & Depr. 38,398 41,586 3,189 80,218 100,850 20,632


Call Center 11,323 18,023 6,701 23,618 36,469 12,851


Printing and Publications 3,256 17,958 14,703 27,572 35,917 8,345


Travel 5,602 15,767 10,165 10,695 31,535 20,840


Conference, Training & Mtng Exp 12,169 27,878 15,709 15,198 55,756 40,558


Insurance 7,273 7,500 227 14,547 15,000 453


Miscellaneous Expenses 1,715 215 (1,500) 2,067 429 (1,638)


Dues, Licenses and Fees 4,727 10,692 5,966 20,049 21,385 1,336


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 7,264,575 7,819,330 554,755 12,321,451 14,907,211 2,585,759


============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSE 6,662,196 6,467,500 194,696 13,333,731 11,737,390 1,596,341
============== ============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


IS-Acct-YTD-001







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2010


Energy Renewable Total Program ManagementCommunications & Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General Customer Service Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Management & Delivery 8,844,767 1,324,890 10,169,658 10,169,658
Payroll and Related Expenses 257,696 152,907 410,603 248,496 82,187 330,683 741,286
Outsourced Services 360,107 73,190 433,297 51,351 65,463 116,814 550,111
Planning and Evaluation 186,188 27,699 213,887 3,859 2,704 6,563 220,450
Customer Service Management 96,573 8,395 104,968 104,968
Trade Allies Network 60,004 6,182 66,186 66,186


---------------------- -------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- -------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------
Total Program Expenses 9,805,336 1,593,263 11,398,599 303,706 150,354 454,060 11,852,659


Program Support Costs


Supplies 1,175 678 1,853 2,032 410 2,442 4,295
Postage and Shipping Expenses 430 248 679 468 150 618 1,297
Telephone 526 576 1,102 469 185 654 1,756
Printing and Publications 22,304 2,579 24,883 435 1,555 1,990 26,872
Occupancy Expenses 15,084 8,707 23,790 12,639 5,269 17,908 41,699
Insurance 3,388 1,956 5,344 2,839 1,184 4,023 9,367
Equipment 441 255 696 370 154 524 1,220
Travel 3,521 2,488 6,009 2,958 408 3,366 9,376
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences 1,228 899 2,127 10,366 543 10,909 13,036
Depreciation & Amortization 692 3,630 4,322 580 242 822 5,144
Dues, Licenses and Fees 16,012 872 16,884 1,135 1,552 2,686 19,570
Miscellaneous Expenses 272 11 283 75 7 81 364
IT Services 219,600 32,940 252,540 58,435 23,822 82,258 334,797


---------------------- -------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- -------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 284,673 55,839 340,512 92,800 35,481 128,281 468,793


---------------------- -------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- -------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 10,090,009 1,649,102 11,739,111 396,506 185,835 582,341 12,321,451


============ =========== ============ ========== =============== ========== ==============


PUC Performance Measure 11.0% Exp-Acct-YTD-002


Administrative plus Program Support Costs 3.6%







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Year to Date by Program/Service Territory - joint costs allocated at program level


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2010
(Unaudited)


ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL


PGE PacifiCorp Total NW WA


NWN 
Industrial 


DSM NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $5,338,194 $3,332,231 $8,670,426 $8,610,430 $275,671 $17,556,526 $1,501,123 $1,006,368 $2,507,490 $20,064,017
Incremental Funding 2,996,917 2,368,694 5,365,612 150,000 5,515,612 5,515,612
Revenue from Investments 75,554 75,554


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- ----------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------- ------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 8,335,112 5,700,925 14,036,037 150,000 8,610,430 275,671 23,072,138 1,501,123 1,006,368 2,507,490 75,554 25,655,182


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- ----------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------- ------------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 3) 294,615 201,677 496,292 1,129 2,731 183,173 7,066 3 690,393 86,561 66,763 153,324 843,717
  Program Delivery 2,153,205 1,582,537 3,735,741 10,665 28,325 819,695 28,978 25 4,623,429 6,204 18,680 24,883 4,648,313
  Incentives 1,509,839 948,115 2,457,954 9,760 690 964,356 37,685 20 3,470,464 994,924 304,666 1,299,590 4,770,054
  Program Eval & Planning Svcs. 149,302 110,544 259,846 673 1,865 67,969 2,324 1 332,678 14,317 13,382 27,699 360,377
  Program Marketing/Outreach 195,599 117,674 313,273 1,121 174 133,188 6,042 5 453,802 8,759 2,554 11,313 465,116
  Program Quality Assurance 4,734 3,454 8,188 117 0 10,059 546 0 18,910 0 3,045 3,045 21,955
  Outsourced  Services 22,007 18,434 40,441 159 16 17,923 543 0 59,082 37,694 21,137 58,831 117,913
  Trade Allies & Cust. Svc. Mgmt. 58,816 36,595 95,411 739 79 57,605 2,742 1 156,577 10,885 3,692 14,577 171,154
  IT Services 88,120 60,256 148,376 766 502 67,282 2,673 1 219,600 17,300 15,640 32,940 252,540
  Other Program Expenses 23,058 17,072 40,130 243 209 23,449 1,043 0 65,073 14,298 8,601 22,899 87,972


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- --------------------- --------------- --------------- ------------------- -------------------- ------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 4,499,295 3,096,357 7,595,652 25,371 34,591 2,344,699 89,640 56 10,090,009 1,190,941 458,160 1,649,102 11,739,111


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- --------------------- --------------- --------------- ------------------- -------------------- ------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Notes 1 & 2) 151,970 104,584 256,554 857 1,168 79,196 3,028 2 340,805 40,226 15,475 55,701 396,506
  Communications & Customer Svc (Notes 1 & 2) 71,226 49,017 120,242 402 548 37,118 1,419 1 159,729 18,853 7,253 26,106 185,835


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- --------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------
Total Administrative Costs 223,196 153,601 376,797 1,259 1,716 116,313 4,447 3 500,534 59,079 22,728 81,807 582,341


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- --------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------
TOTAL PROG & ADMIN EXPENSES 4,722,491 3,249,958 7,972,449 26,630 36,307 2,461,012 94,087 58 10,590,543 1,250,020 480,888 1,730,909 12,321,451


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------- ---------- --------------------- --------------- --------------- ------------------- -------------------- ------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 3,612,621 2,450,968 6,063,588 (26,630) 113,693 6,149,418 181,584 (58) 12,481,595 251,102 525,480 776,582 75,554 13,333,731


========= ========= ========= ====== =========== ========= ======= ===== ========== ========= ========= ========= ========= ==========
Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/09 (Note 4) 15,974,053 (3,722,624) 12,251,429 402,975 583,282 (2,370,484) 435,084 25,458 11,327,745 24,838,813 7,026,180 31,864,993 9,902,055 53,094,793
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 5,000,000 7,900,000 1,700,000 1,700,000 (9,600,000)
Interest re-attributed (1,740,000) (1,740,000) (1,740,000) 1,740,000


========= ========= ========= ====== =========== ========= ======= ===== ========== ========= ========= ========= ========= ==========
TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 19,586,674 (143,344) 19,382,750 377,460 697,460 8,865,529 620,743 25,398 29,969,340 25,044,138 9,297,437 34,341,575 2,117,609 66,428,524


Note 1) Both Management & General and Communications & Customer Service Expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2) Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 3) Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 4) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2009 reflects audited results.







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Program Expenses by Service Territory


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2010
(Unaudited)


Subtotal Subtotal
Elec. Utilities Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total Budget Difference


Energy Efficiency


Commercial
Business Energy Solutions - Existing Buildings $1,259,664 $631,325 $1,890,989 $11,813 $2,135 $346,795 $3,258 $364,000 $2,254,989 $2,817,973 $562,984
Business Energy Solutions - New Buildings 259,867 496,760 756,627 540,533 127 540,660 1,297,288 1,409,066 111,778
Market Transformation (NEEA) 213,120 160,774 373,894 373,894 414,412 40,518


---------------- --------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Total Commercial 1,732,651 1,288,859 3,021,511 11,813 2,135 887,328 3,384 904,660 3,926,171 4,641,451 715,280


Industrial
Business Energy Solutions - Production Efficiency 782,135 604,634 1,386,769 34,173 3,206 2,343 39,721 1,426,490 1,611,662 185,172
Market Transformation (NEEA) 278,076 209,777 487,853 487,853 195,394 (292,459)


---------------- --------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Total Industrial 1,060,211 814,411 1,874,622 34,173 3,206 2,343 39,721 1,914,343 1,807,056 (107,287)


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 602,076 439,211 1,041,286 14,817 1,270,622 69,024 1,354,462 2,395,749 3,689,682 1,293,933
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Products 1,211,909 620,237 1,832,146 299,857 19,336 58 319,250 2,151,396 2,149,073 (2,324)
Market Transformation (NEEA) 115,644 87,240 202,883 202,883 502,877 299,994


---------------- --------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Total Residential 1,929,629 1,146,687 3,076,316 14,817 1,570,479 88,360 58 1,673,713 4,750,029 6,341,632 1,591,603


---------------- --------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Energy Efficiency Program Costs 4,722,491 3,249,958 7,972,449 26,630 36,307 2,461,012 94,087 58 2,618,094 10,590,543 12,790,139 2,199,596


---------------- --------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------


Renewables


Biopower 48,625 37,685 86,310 86,310 111,942 25,632
Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 1,150,137 335,430 1,485,567 1,485,567 1,585,480 99,913
Other Renewable Programs 51,258 107,773 159,031 159,031 419,649 260,618


---------------- --------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------- ------------ ----------------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Renewables Program Costs 1,250,020 480,888 1,730,909 1,730,909 2,117,072 386,163


---------------- --------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------------


========= ========= ========== ======== =========== =========== ======= ===== =========== =========== ============ ============
  Cost Grand Total 5,972,511 3,730,846 9,703,357 26,630 36,307 2,461,012 94,087 58 2,618,094 12,321,451 14,907,211 2,585,759


========= ========= ========== ======== =========== =========== ======= ===== =========== =========== ============ ============


PUC-Proj-ST-07-B


NW  
Industrial 


NW Natural 
GasPGE


Pacific 
Power NW WA







Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Two Months and Year to Date Ended February 28, 2010
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE
QTD QUARTERLY QUARTER YTD QTD QUARTERLY QUARTER YTD


ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $50,768 $133,888 $83,121 $50,768 $89,259 $38,491 $65,463 $217,704 $152,241 $65,463 $145,136 $79,673


Legal Services 583 16,250 15,667 583 10,833 10,250


Salaries and Related Expenses 248,496 429,230 180,734 248,496 285,893 37,397 82,187 137,311 55,125 82,187 91,541 9,354


Supplies 1,047 1,125 78 1,047 750 (297) 750 750 500 500


Telephone 115 900 785 115 600 485 38 (38) 38 (38)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 107 750 643 107 500 393 2,500 2,500 1,667 1,667


Noncapitalized Equipment 500 500 333 333


Printing and Publications 51 125 74 51 83 32 1,395 6,250 4,855 1,395 4,167 2,772


Travel 2,958 8,270 5,312 2,958 5,513 2,555 408 2,500 2,092 408 1,667 1,258


Conference, Training & Mtngs 9,975 30,023 20,047 9,975 20,015 10,040 380 3,250 2,870 380 2,167 1,787


Miscellaneous Expenses 59 19 (40) 59 13 (46)


Dues, Licenses and Fees 1,037 1,469 432 1,037 979 (58) 1,511 2,500 989 1,511 1,667 156


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 19,015 35,209 16,194 19,015 23,472 4,458 7,926 15,023 7,096 7,926 10,015 2,089


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 58,435 138,022 79,587 58,435 93,168 34,733 23,822 56,267 32,445 23,822 37,982 14,159


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 3,859 9,229 5,370 3,859 6,166 2,307 2,704 6,491 3,787 2,704 4,337 1,633


--------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------- --------------- ------------------ --------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------- --------------- ------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 396,506 804,508 408,002 396,506 537,245 140,740 185,835 451,047 265,212 185,835 301,178 115,343


======== ============= =========== ======== ========= ========== ======== ============= =========== ======== ========= ==========


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluations Costs


Administrative Expenses 2nd  Month of Quarter
Exp-Prog-YTD-002
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Finance Committee Notes 
March 30, 2010 
 
The finance committee met at 2:00 pm on March 30, 2010, with John Klosterman, Treasurer 
and Finance Committee chair; Debbie Kitchin, Board member; Dan Enloe (via phone), Board 
member; Sue Sample, CFO attending. John Reynolds, Margie Harris, and Pati Presnail did not 
attend.  


December 2009 Draft Audited Financial Statements 


The committee had all reviewed the draft audited financial statements and had no concerns with 
the material presented. The major difference from prior year statements was the presentation of 
assets and liabilities at fair value as required by accounting guidelines. Sue provided the finance 
committee with information about the management letter comments provided by the auditors 
regarding the financial operations and information systems components of the financial audit. 
The comments were related to detailed operational aspects and did not provide evidence of 
significant deficiencies in internal controls. The draft financial statements and management 
letters will be formally presented to the Audit Committee on Tuesday, April 6, 2010. The 
financial statements will then likely be recommended for acceptance by the Board at its meeting 
on April 7, 2010. 


January 2010 Financial Statements 


Nothing of particular note was raised regarding the January financial statements. 


February 2010 Financial Statements 


Dan brought up concerns about the revenue variances identified in the financial statements, 
particularly with the under-collection of incremental funding from PGE and PacifiCorp, and the 
over-collection of revenue from NW Natural. The first is explained by the timing of the filing for 
additional incremental funding by the electric utilities. The 2010 budget for incremental funding 
was created to match the utility filing amounts to provide transparency in the budgeting process. 
However, the utilities did not file for the increase until later than expected, which pushed the 
increased revenue collection to February and March instead of December and January as 
budgeted. This shortfall is expected to continue with minor mitigation effects for the remainder of 
the year. The offsetting NW Natural over-collection has been attributed by NW Natural 
personnel to higher than anticipated usage by their customer base. Finance staff will conduct 
further inquiries.  


Dan also asked for a reminder of the content of the OPOWER agreement.  He was reminded 
that it involved the behavioral evaluation of the impact of providing neighbors energy usage as a 
comparison point.  


Debbie questioned the status of incentives as compared with prior years. She heard that 
incentives in existing commercial programs were down 30% from last year. Sue will provide 
some analysis before the Board meeting.  


Banking RFP 
The committee then discussed the Banking RFP document.  The committee had several 
recommendations for improvements. Among them: 


• Consider larger credit unions as an option and remove bank specific criteria 
• Gather information about the participation of financing energy-related activities 
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• Ask for information about their outstanding loan portfolio in Oregon and southwest 
Washington as an indication of their “local” commitment 


 
The committee would like to review the completed matrix used in evaluating the respondents to 
the RFP, hear staff’s recommendation as to the top candidate(s), and then meet the 
representatives from the top two respondents prior to awarding the agreement. 
 
Other updates 
 
Sue provided the committee with information about a potential building location to be renovated 
to LEED standard that might be a good fit for Energy Trust at its lease expiration in 2011. The 
proposed rate would be above Energy Trust’s criteria, but could be brought within range using a 
number of alternatives described by the proposers. However, the arrangement would require a 
relatively quick response from Energy Trust about acceptance. John and the rest of the 
committee were uncomfortable pursuing an option like this without considering a number of 
alternatives given the amount of available space in Portland and the need for transparency. 
Rather than releasing the proposed RFQ for brokerage services, they recommended that 
Energy Trust pursue a different path including: 
 


• Identifying and quantifying the true efficiencies to be gained by being located on a 
single floor. This could be done with the use of a consultant. Debbie can provide some 
recommendations. 


• Identify and quantify the costs of moving to a new location. 
• Issue an RFP on building space to hear about available locations 


o Include in the RFP response a requirement for a BEEP (BOMA energy 
efficiency program) report or the plan to implement findings from such a 
report. We would need to agree to maintain confidentiality of that 
information. 


o Instead of using a broker, use the services of a real estate attorney to 
evaluate the proposed lease. 


• Solicit input from the full Board about the criteria they feel is most important in the 
selection. Among the items discussed: 


o Location 
o Cost 
o Energy efficiency 


 
Next Meeting 
 
The committee agreed to cancel the next scheduled meeting for April 19, 2010 and re-schedule 
for a time that will better suit the review of the banking RFP responses as described in the 
evaluation matrix.  
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Administrative Costs 
Costs that, by nonprofit accounting standards, are not program services and are not directly 
attributed to programs—i.e. management and general and general communication and outreach 
expenses 
 


I. Management and General  
• Includes oversight/board activities, interest/financing costs, accounting, payroll, 


board, human resources, general legal support, and other general organizational 
management costs. 


• These costs are determined by the general makeup of the programs.  
• Does not include indirect costs such as facilities, telephone, etc. (However, M&G 


does receive an allocated share of such expenses.) 
II. General Communications and Outreach   


• Expenditures of a general nature, conveying the nonprofit mission of the 
organization and general public awareness.  


• Expenditures are not directed to specific programs.  
• Receives an allocated share of indirect costs. 
 


Allocation 
• A way of grouping costs together and applying them to a program as one pool based 


upon an allocation base that most closely represents the activity driver of the costs in the 
pool.  


• Used as an alternative to charging programs on an invoice–by–invoice basis for 
accounting efficiency purposes. 


• An example would be accumulating all of the costs associated with customer 
management (call center operations, Energy Trust customer service personnel, 
complaint tracking, etc). The accumulated costs are then spread to the programs that 
benefited by using the ratio of calls into the call center by program (i.e. the allocation 
base). 


 
Allocation Cost Pools 


• Employee benefits. 
• Employer portion of payroll taxes. 
• Indirect costs-general corporate fixed costs, i.e. rent, utilities, supplies, etc. 
• Customer service and trade ally support costs. 
• General communications and outreach costs. 
• Management and general costs. 
• Planning and evaluation general costs. 
• Shared costs for electric utilities. 
• Shared costs for all utilities. 
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Auditor’s Opinion 
• An accountant's or auditor's opinion is a report by an independent CPA presented to the 


board of directors describing the scope of the examination of the organization's books, 
and certifying that the financial statements meet the AICPA (American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants) requirements of GAAP (generally accepted accounting 
principles). 


• Depending on the audit findings, the opinion can be unqualified or qualified regarding 
specific items. Energy Trust strives for and has achieved in all its years an unqualified 
opinion. 


• An unqualified opinion indicates agreement by the auditors that the financial statements 
present an accurate assessment of the organization’s financial results. 


• The OPUC Grant Agreement requires an unqualified opinion regarding Energy Trust’s 
financial records. 


• Failure to follow generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) can result in a 
qualified opinion.  


 
Board-approved Annual Budget 


• Funds approved by the board for expenditures during the budget year (subject to board 
approved program funding caps and associated policy) for the stated functions. 


• Funds approved for capital asset expenditures. 
• Approval of the general allocation of funds including commitments and cash outlays. 
• Approval of expenditures is based on assumed revenues from utilities as forecasted in 


their annual projections of public purpose collections and/or contracted revenues. 
 


Carryover Funds 
• In any one year, the amount by which revenues exceed expenses for that year in a 


designated category that will be added to the cumulative balance and brought forward 
for expenditure to the next budget year.  


• In any one year, if expenditures exceed revenues, the negative difference is applied 
against the cumulative carryover balance.  


• Does not equal the cash on hand due to noncash expense items such as depreciation. 
• Tracked by major utility funder and at high level program area--by EE vs RE, not tracked 


by program. 
 


Commitments  
I. Contract obligations  


• A contract that has been signed creating a legal obligation.  
• Reported in the monthly Schedule of Commitments. 


II. Project commitments (see FastTrack projects forecasting)   
• Commitments made to an electric or gas customer to assist in the funding of a 


project. 
• Eventually to be posted against the PMC contract and program budget when 


paid. 
• May be board-designated for a particular program to be expensed in a later 


financial period (i.e. many renewable energy investments). 
• May be escrowed in a special bank account for payment and expense in a later 


financial period. 
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Cost-Effectiveness Calculation  
• Programs and measures are evaluated for cost-effectiveness. 
• The cost of program savings must be lower than the cost to produce the energy from 


both a utility and societal perspective.  
• Expressed as a ratio of energy savings cost divided by the presumed avoided utility and 


societal cost of energy.  
• Program cost-effectiveness evaluation is “fully allocated,” i.e. includes all of the program 


costs plus a portion of Energy Trust administrative costs. 
 
Dedicated Funds 


• Used in budgeting process for renewable expenditures to identify encumbered funds. 
• Represents funds obligated or earmarked for identified projects or specific agreements. 
• May include commitments, escrows, contracts, board designations, master agreements. 
• Methodology utilized to develop renewable energy activity-based budgets amounts. 


 
Direct Program Costs  


• Can be directly linked to and reflect a causal relationship to one individual 
program/project; or can easily be allocated to two or more programs based upon usage, 
cause, or benefit. 


 
Direct Program Evaluation & Planning Services 


• Evaluation services for a specific program rather than for a group of programs. 
• Costs incurred in evaluating programs and projects and included in determining total 


program funding caps.  
• Planning services for a specific program rather than for a group of programs. 
• Costs incurred in planning programs and projects and are included in determining 


program funding expenditures and caps. 
• Evaluation and planning services attributable to a number of programs are recorded in a 


cost pool and are subsequently allocated to individual programs. 
 


Escrowed Program (Incentive) Funds 
• Cash deposited into a separate escrow account at a bank that will be paid out pursuant 


to a contractual obligation requiring a certain event or result to occur. Funds can be 
returned to  Energy Trust if such event or result does not occur. Therefore, the funds are 
still “owned” by Energy Trust and will remain on the balance sheet.  


• The funds are within the control of the bank in accordance with the terms of the escrow 
agreement.  


• When the event or result occurs, the funds are considered “earned” and are transferred 
out of the escrow account (“paid out”) and then are reflected as an expense on the 
income statement for the current period. 


 
Expenditures/Expenses   


• Amounts for which there is an obligation for payment of goods and/or services that have 
been received or earned within the month or year.  


• Does NOT include cash deposited into an escrow account. 
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FastTrack Projects Forecasting  
Module developed in FastTrack to provide information about the timing of future incentive 
payments, with the following definitions: 


• Estimated-Project data may be inaccurate or incomplete. Rough estimate of energy 
savings, incentives and completion date by project and by service territory. 


• Proposed-Project that has received a written incentive offer but no agreement or 
application has been signed. Energy savings, incentives and completion date to be 
documented by programs using this phase. For Renewable projects-project that has 
received Board approval. 


• Accepted-Used for renewable energy projects in 2nd round of application; projects that 
have reached a stage where approval process can begin. 


• Committed-Project that has a signed agreement or application reserving incentive 
dollars until project completion. Energy savings/generations, incentives and completion 
date by project and by service territory must be documented in project records and in 
FastTrack. If project not demonstrably proceeding within agreed upon time frame, 
committed funds return to incentive pool. Reapplication would then be required. 


• Completed-Project that has received payment from Energy Trust. 
• Program Summary Estimate (PEST)-program level (not specific projects) estimate of 


forecasted incentives and savings. 
 
Incentives 


I. Residential Incentives  
• Incentives paid to a residential program participant (party responsible for 


payment for utility service in particular dwelling unit) exclusively for energy 
efficiency and renewable energy measures in the homes or apartments of such 
residential customers. 


II. Business Incentives 
• Incentives paid to a participant other than a residential program participant as 


defined above following the installation of an energy efficiency or renewable 
energy measure. 


• Above market cost for a particular renewable energy project. 
III. Service Incentives 


• Incentives paid to an installation contractor which serves as a reduction in the 
final cost to the participant for the installation of an energy efficiency or 
renewable energy measure. 


• Payment for services delivered to participants by contractors such as home 
reviews and technical analysis studies. 


• Funds provided to delivery vendors to encourage the energy service providers to 
promote the installation of additional measures by end users. 


• End-user training, enhancing participant technical skills or energy efficiency 
practices proficiency such as “how to” sessions on insulation, weatherization, or 
high efficiency lighting. 


• CFL online home review fulfillment and PMC direct installations. 
• Technical trade ally training to enhance technical competencies. 
• Incentives for equipment purchases by trade allies to garner improvements of 


services and diagnostics delivered to end-users, such as duct sealing, HVAC 
diagnosis, air filtration, etc. 
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Indirect Costs 
• Shared joint costs that are “allocated” for accounting purposes rather than assigning 


individual charges to programs.  
• Allocated to all programs and administration functions. 
• Examples include rent/facilities, supplies, computer equipment and support, and 


depreciation. 
 
IT Support Services  


• Information technology costs incurred as a result of supporting all programs.  
• Includes FastTrack energy savings and incentive tracking software, data tracking 


support of PMCs and for the program evaluation functions. 
• Includes technical architecture design and physical infrastructure 
• Receives an allocation of indirect shared costs. 
• Total costs subsequently allocated to programs and administrative units 


 
Outsourced Services 


• Miscellaneous professional services contracted to third parties rather than performed by 
internal staff. 


• Can be incurred for program or administrative reasons and will be identified as such. 
 


Program Costs 
• Fulfill the purposes or mission for which the organization exists and are authorized 


through the program approval process.  
• Includes program management, incentives, program staff salaries, planning, evaluation, 


quality assurance, and other costs incurred solely for program purposes. 
• Can be direct or indirect (i.e. allocated based on program usage.) 


 
Program Delivery Expense  


• This will include all PMC labor and direct costs associated with:  incentive processing, 
program coordination, program support, trade ally communications, and program 
delivery contractors. 


• Includes contract payments to NEEA for market transformation efforts. 
• Includes performance compensation incentives paid to program management 


contractors under contract agreement if certain incentive goals are met. 
• Includes professional services for items such as solar inspections, anemometer 


maintenance and general renewable energy consulting 
 


Program Legal Services 
• External legal expenditures and internal legal services utilized in the development of a 


program-specific contract. 
 


Program Management Expense  
• PMC billings associated with program contract oversight, program support, staff 


management, etc. 
• ETO program management staff salaries, taxes and benefits. 
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Program Marketing/Outreach 
• PMC labor and direct costs associated with marketing/outreach/awareness efforts to 


communicate program opportunities and benefits to rate payers/program participants. 
• Awareness campaigns and outreach efforts designed to reach participants of individual 


programs. 
• Co-op advertising with trade allies and vendors to promote a particular program benefit 


to the public. 


Program Quality Assurance 
• Independent in-house or outsourced services for the quality assurance efforts of a 


particular program (distinguished from program quality control). 
 


Program Support Costs 
• Source of information is contained in statement of functional expense report. 
• Portion of costs in OPUC performance measure for program administration and support 


costs. 
 Includes expenses incurred directly by the program. 
 Includes allocation of shared and indirect costs incurred in the following 


categories:  supplies; postage and shipping; telephone; printing and publications; 
occupancy expenses; insurance; equipment; travel; business meetings; 
conferences and training; depreciation and amortization; dues, licenses, 
subscriptions and fees; miscellaneous expense; payroll & related expense; 
outsourced services; and an allocation of information technology department 
cost. 


 
Project Specific Costs (for Renewable Energy) 


• Expenses directly related to identified projects or identified customers to assist them in 
constructing or operating renewable projects.  Includes services to prospective as well 
as current customers.   


• Must involve direct contact with the project or customer, individually or in groups, and 
provide a service the customer would otherwise incur at their own expense.   


• Does not include general program costs to reach a broad (unidentified) audience such 
as websites, advertising, program development, or program management.  


• Project-Specific costs may be in the categories of; Incentives, Staff salaries, Program 
delivery, Legal services, Public relations, Creative services, Professional services, 
Travel, Business meetings, Telephone, or Escrow account bank fees. 
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Savings Types 
• Working Savings/Generation: the estimate of savings/generation that is used for data 


entry by program personnel as they approve individual projects.  They are based on 
deemed savings/generation for prescriptive measures, and engineering calculations for 
custom measures.  They do not incorporate any evaluation or transmission and 
distribution factors. 


• Reportable Savings/Generation: the estimate of savings/generation that will be used 
for public reporting of Energy Trust results.  This includes transmission and distribution 
factors, evaluation factors, and any other corrections required to the original working 
values. These values are updated annually, and are subject to revision each year during 
the “true-up” as a result of new information or identified errors. 


• Contract Savings:  the estimate of savings that will be used to compare against annual 
contract goals.  These savings figures are generally the same as the reportable savings 
at the time that the contract year started.  For purposes of adjusting working savings to 
arrive at this number, a single adjustment percentage (a SRAF, as defined below) is 
agreed to at the beginning of the contract year and is applied to all program measures. 
 This is based on the sum of the adjustments between working and reportable numbers 
in the forecast developed for the program year. 


• Savings Realization Adjustment Factors (SRAF):  are savings realization adjustment 
factors applied to electric and gas working savings measures in order to reflect more 
accurate savings information through the benefit of evaluation and other studies. These 
factors are determined by the Energy Trust and used for annual contract amendments. 
The factors are determined based on the best available information from: 


 Program evaluations and/or other research that account for free riders, spill-over 
effects and measure impacts to date; and  


 Published transmission and distribution line loss information resulting from 
electric measure savings.  


 
Total Program and Admin Expenses (line item on income statement) 


• Used only for cost effectiveness calculations and management reports used to track 
funds spent/remaining by service territory.  


• Includes all costs of the organization--direct, indirect, and an allocation of administration 
costs to programs.  


• Should not be used for external financial reporting (not GAAP). 
 


Total Program Expenses (line item on income statement) 
• All indirect costs have been allocated to program costs with the exception of 


administration (management and general costs and communications & outreach).  
• Per the requirements of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for 


nonprofits, administrative costs should not be allocated to programs. 
• There is no causal relationship—costs would not go away if the program did not exist. 


 
Trade Ally Programs & Customer Service Management 


• Costs associated with Energy Trust sponsorship of training and development of a trade 
ally network for a variety of programs. 


• Trade Ally costs are tracked and allocated to programs based on the number of allies 
associated with that program. 


• Costs in support of assisting customers which benefit all Energy Trust programs such as 
call center operations, customer service manager, complaint handling, etc.  


• Customer service costs are tracked and allocated based on # of calls into the call center 
per month. 
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True Up 
• True-up is a once-a-year process where we take everything we’ve learned about how 


much energy programs actually save or generate, and update our reports of historic 
performance and our software tools for forecasting and analyzing future savings.  


• Information incorporated includes improved engineering models of savings (new data 
factor), anticipated results of future evaluations based on what prior evaluations of 
similar programs have shown (anticipated evaluation factor), and results from actual 
evaluations of the program and the year of activity in question (evaluation factor). 


• Results are incorporated in the Annual Report (for the year just past) and the True-up 
Report (for prior years). 


• Sometimes the best data on program savings or generation is not available for 2-3 
years, especially for market transformation programs.  So for some programs, the 
savings are updated through the annual true-up 2 or 3 times 
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Executive Summary 
Overview of the Program and the Evaluation 
This report presents the results of a process and market evaluation of Energy Trust of 
Oregon’s (ETO’s) Refrigerator Recycling Program.  The Refrigerator Recycling Program 
was implemented in the middle of 2008.  This report provides an overview of its first full 
year of operation. 


The Refrigerator Recycling Program provides incentives to customers to recycle old 
refrigerators and freezers.  Removing older refrigerators and freezers from the grid can 
substantially reduce the load on the grid, producing significant electric and environmental 
benefits.  


The units are removed from customer premises without charge.  They are taken to a 
recycling center where they are de-manufactured.  The purpose of the evaluation is to 
examine the results of the first year of operation with an emphasis on the January to June 
2009 period, to assess the operation of the program, and to make recommendations for 
changes and improvements. 


This report is based on in-depth interviews with ETO staff, contractors, and other actors.  
Program participation data obtained from JACO was evaluated and used extensively in 
producing this report.  The results of an August 2009 survey of 307 households that 
participated in the program between January and June of 2009 are also included. 


First Year Accomplishments 
From June 2008 to the end of June 2009, the program removed 7,089 units, 5,563 of 
which were refrigerators (78 percent).  The mean consumption at manufacture was 1,087 
kWh per unit for refrigerators and 1,070 kWh per unit for freezers.  The estimated gross 
annual savings for the first year of operation for the program using kWh consumption at 
manufacture is 7.2 GWh, and the consumption assuming degradation is 11.5 GWh.  We 
estimate that without the program, 46 percent of the units would still be on the grid, and 47 
percent would have been taken off the electrical grid during the year or at some point in 
the near future.  What would have happened to the remaining 7 percent of units is 
unknown.  


Summary and Recommendations 
After a slow start in 2008, the program significantly increased the number of units that it 
was removing in the first half of 2009.  This represents significant progress.  The program 
is achieving its goal of removing older refrigerators.  According to the survey, only a small 
percentage of the units (15 percent) that were removed were working but had not been 
plugged in. 


An important reminder of how much is left to do is the fact that participant households 
still had an average of 1.37 refrigerators after they participated.  It is recommended 
that more attention and resources including some research resources be focused 
on increasing the number of second units being removed.   


A key marketing event was a bill insert in the Pacific Power service territory.  The data 
show that participants are most likely to become aware of the program through bill 
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inserts and contacts at appliance stores.  Media marketing produces many fewer sign 
ups although it may be important for building awareness and longer-term participation.  
The bill inserts are particularly important in targeting households for second unit 
removal.  It is recommended that marketing resources be concentrated on bill 
inserts, direct mail, and contacts through appliance dealers and to a lesser extent 
on other forms of marketing. 


Convenience was the most important motivation for participating in the program followed 
closely by the incentive.  Slightly more than 80 percent of participants say they would 
have participated without an incentive.  Concern about the environment is also a factor 
in people’s decision-making.  It is recommended that marketing efforts stress ease 
of use and the convenience of the program. 


There are information gaps.  Slightly more than a third of respondents did not know 
about the cost of operating a second refrigerator.  It is recommended that cost 
savings from not operating a second refrigerator be included with the incentive 
when presenting the benefits of the program.  The annual operating savings may be 
as much as six times the value of the incentive. 


Customers used both the telephone and the Internet to sign up for the program.  The 
telephone was used most frequently.  Customers cited convenience as a key reason for 
using the telephone.  There is also a clear correlation between the amount of Internet 
use and using the Internet to sign up. 


Many people were not aware that they could sign up online and indicated that if they had 
known that, they might have used the Internet.  There are also some hints that people 
may prefer the human interaction.  We believe that the telephone option will continue to 
be the preferred method for the foreseeable future.  It is recommended that ETO 
maintain the telephone option and enhance it if possible.  It is recommended that 
the ETO make the Internet option more visible to potential participants.  


Without a nonparticipant disposer survey, it is difficult to judge the value of the 
collaboration with Sears to remove appliances and recycle them when new appliances 
were delivered.  There is good evidence that information provided by the retailer is an 
effective way to reach one segment of customers.  There is also evidence that there are 
benefits for both ETO and Sears.  It appears that JACO and Sears worked together 
effectively.  The process evaluation shows that some of the concerns about reducing 
net-to-gross when working with retailer appliance dealers can be effectively addressed. 
It is recommended that ETO continue to work with Sears to recycle appliances.  It 
is recommended that ETO consider including one or two additional new appliance 
dealers.  It is also recommended that ETO conduct a nonparticipant disposer 
survey that will provide data to help assess the degree of free-ridership 
associated with working through appliance retailers.1 


Customer satisfaction with the program is quite high.  Ninety percent or more of the 
respondents said that they were completely satisfied.  On the flip side, only one percent 
expressed complete dissatisfaction with the program.  Compared to other types of 
programs, these satisfaction scores are quite good.  One hundred percent of 
respondents said that they would participate again.  Scheduling and removal received 


                                                 
1  Free-ridership occurs when customers who would have had their units removed by the appliance dealer without an 
incentive receive an incentive to have it removed.  More generally, the appliance program should result in an increased 
number of units removed from the market that wouldn’t have been removed through some other channel.   
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good ratings.  There are a few areas where improvements may be possible.  One of 
these is increasing the percentage of people who are contacted shortly prior to the 
scheduled removal.  It is recommended that ETO examine the ratings and see if 
there are other areas where improvements could be made.  We warn against 
spending significant resources to make improvements that may result in few gains in 
satisfaction.  It is important to address the concerns of people who complain but they are 
literally the one in one hundred. 


The tracking system and the data flows were examined.  Currently the resources 
expended on quality control are necessary, but some basic changes would reduce the 
need for these requirements.  It is recommended that some method of obtaining 
customer names and addresses be worked out with the utilities as soon as 
possible.  Not having the names of account holders is a serious detriment to good 
customer service. 


It is recommended that if it has not already happened that addresses be 
normalized before they are sent to JACO. 


There are capabilities in the JACO software to conduct brief surveys with customers.  In 
fact, we believe that JACO may already do some of this for its own purposes.  It is 
recommended that ETO take advantage of these capabilities to gain real time 
feedback.  We have provided some recommended survey questions to be asked of 
customers when they call. It is recommended that a rigorous protocol be 
established to do this. 


We have provided some detailed recommendations concerning the structure of JACO’s 
databases.  It is recommended that these or something similar be implemented if 
the capabilities are not already incorporated into the software. 


It is strongly recommended that ETO and PECI staff visit the JACO call center to 
see how the operation works.  It is also recommended that ETO provide briefings to 
the JACO call center staff on their needs and reasons for needing quality data.  These 
steps will lead to an increased understanding and better operations. 







 
 
MEMO 
 
 


Date: February 22, 2010 
  To: Board of Directors 


From: Sarah Castor, Evaluation Project Manager 
Kendall Youngblood, Residential Sector Manager, Efficient New Homes and 
ENERGY STAR® Products Program 


Subject: Staff Response to the Evaluation of the Refrigerator Recycling Program 
 
Since the Refrigerator Recycling initiative began in June 2008, it has become 
one of Energy Trust’s most popular offerings for residential customers. 
Evaluation findings noted that the majority of refrigerators and freezers 
collected were more than 20 years old, representing significant energy 
savings for the program and electric bill savings for participants.  
 
As recommended, the program plans to place emphasis on secondary units, 
and bill inserts will be used to do this when space is available, given the 
effectiveness of this form of advertising. Current marketing materials promote 
the potential bill savings of recycling and the convenience of participation and 
will continue to do so.  
 
The online sign-up option is currently featured on our website, along with 
phone sign-up information, so we see limited options for making the web 
option more visible.  
 
Based on the success of coordination with Sears, the program is in the 
process of developing recycling arrangements with other new appliance 
retailers.  
 
The lack of normalized address data for utility customers, and to a lesser 
extent customer names, was identified as a source of difficulty in scheduling 
pick-ups and processing incentives. Program staff have begun work to ensure 
addresses are normalizes before they are sent to JACO, and we anticipate 
that this will resolve most errors.  
 
With the success of the Fast Feedback survey for commercial programs, 
Evaluation will be rolling out Fast Feedback for refrigerator recycling 
participants this spring. The survey will provide quick results on program 
satisfaction and customer feedback.  


Energy Trust of Oregon 
851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200 
Portland, Oregon 97204 


Telephone: 1.866.368.7878 
Facsimile: 503.546.6862 
energytrust.org 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Energy Trust of Oregon’s Home Energy Solutions (HES) program provides cash incentives to 
Oregon households to encourage the adoption of energy efficiency measures. The program 
covers a range of efficient options that provide electricity and gas savings to customers 
living in single-family, multi-family, and manufactured home sectors. 
 
In 2007-2008, the Home Energy Solutions program provided services to over 45,000 sites. 
The table below shows the breakdown of participation by sector.  
 


Table 1. Total Participation in the Program 


 2007 2008 Total 


Single Family 13,955 16,931 30,886 
Cash Incentives 8,581 10,811 19,392 
Home Energy Review 
(HER) 5,191 5,964 11,155 


Home Performance with 
ENERGY STAR (HP) 183 156 339 


Multi-family 127 182 309 
Manufactured Homes 1,112 557 1,669 
Energy Saver Kits NA 12,812 12,812 
Total 15,234 30,482 45,716 


Note: This table removes duplicates within the single family program; HER or HP participants who 
also received rebates are only counted once in this table. However, all relevant measures are 
counted in the next section and table. 
HER participants who also received HP are counted in this table as HP. This totals 207 
participants, or approximately 2% of total HER participation. 


 
Impacts 


For 2007, the evaluation found that the Home Energy Solutions (HES) program gross 
savings reached 89% of program goals for electricity and 137% for natural gas. Net savings 
reached 61% of program goals for electricity and 66% for natural gas.1 


                                                 
1 Due to the timing of our evaluation efforts, Energy Trust will conduct the 2008 impact analysis under a 
separate evaluation effort. 
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Table 2.  2007 HES Program Energy Impacts 


 Gross Impacts Free Ridership 
Rate Net Impacts 


 kWh Therm kWh Therm kWh Therms 
Ex Ante   16,555,777       800,564  0          0   16,555,777   800,564  
Ex Post   14,792,298   1,098,922    0.31      0.52   10,165,209   526,782  


Realization 
Rate 0.89 1.37     0.61 0.66 


 


We also found that 7% of the surveyed population installed measures they considered 
energy efficient outside of the HES program. Although no impacts are added to the overall 
program values from this spillover2, rough calculations indicate that it is possible these 
measures could account for about 5% of the overall energy or therm program impacts. 


Program Satisfaction 


Overall program satisfaction is high across all program components. Residential and multi-
family participants are generally pleased with the services provided by Energy Trust. 
Specifically, our examination of program satisfaction found the following: 
 


 Satisfaction is highest among manufactured homes (who received free services) 
(92% rating 8 or above on a scale from 0 to 10), customers that received Home 
Performance with ENERGY STAR services (87% rating 8 or above), and Energy Saver 
Kit recipients (83% rating 8 or above). 


 Satisfaction is lower for multi-family participants (56% rating 5 on a scale of 1 to 5). 
However, responding managers of participating buildings report that tenants are 
extremely pleased with the program and acknowledge significant savings on their 
energy bills.  


 Satisfaction appeared to be slightly lower for HER participants, with mean ratings for 
all of the HER indicators of satisfaction ranging from 8.1 to 9.4 (67% to 93% rating 8 
or above).  


 Interestingly, satisfaction among single-family rebate participants appears to be the 
lowest (79% rating 8 or above).  


Notably, across all efforts, the greatest needs are for a streamlined application process and 
improved quality control of contractors. 


Market Assessment 


The HES program provides incentives for 26 measures listed in the program database; 
however, gas furnaces, heat pumps, insulation, duct sealing, and windows are the key 


                                                 
2 No impacts are included because of the uncertainty in knowing if a measure that a customer stated was 
energy efficient really met the requirements of the program as well as the difficulty in gathering sufficient 
information to calculate a good value via a phone call without undue respondent burden. 
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measures promoted by the program efforts. Our exploration of the effect of the HES program 
on these five markets found the following: 


 Energy Trust should consider increasing the gas furnace incentive requirements to 
95% efficiency, which may provide an opportunity to further increase the efficiency of 
the gas furnace market. Trade allies suggested that incentives for 90% efficient 
furnaces may not be necessary, because the percentage of gas furnaces rated 90% 
or more efficient may be larger than stated in Energy Trust’s 2009 Trade Ally 
assessment, and several said they sell few furnaces below 90%.   


 Energy Trust should consider either reducing efficiency requirements for heat pumps 
or increasing the incentive levels because several trade allies expressed concern that 
the current incentive level/efficiency requirement combination does not make the 
upgrade worth it for the customer. 


 Energy Trust should retain the duct sealing incentive because trade allies believe that 
it drives the market by creating awareness. In fact, further marketing could result in 
more jobs for trade allies. Trade allies felt that altering the level or structure of the 
incentive could be effective without shrinking the market, but further exploration is 
required to verify feasibility. 


 The insulation incentive is fine as is and provides a large portion of business for the 
trade allies. Some allies suggested providing different incentive levels based on 
existing insulation or types of insulation installed, but further exploration is required 
to verify feasibility. 


 Energy Trust could consider removing the requirement for the windows incentive to 
have a second measure installed. However, trade allies did not have a uniform 
opinion of the effect of the HES program on the windows market. 


Program Processes 


The process evaluation effort assessed eight key program processes, which include trade 
ally training and communications, program applications and paperwork, marketing efforts, 
policies and program requirements, partner collaboration, internal communications, and 
databases. Our in-depth interviews and surveys with trade allies, program staff, and program 
participants found the following: 


 Energy Trust should provide additional training to increase quality control and reduce 
participant dissatisfaction. Energy Trust may consider performing additional 
contractor screening to remove inadequate contractors from the list. Further, Energy 
Trust should ensure that program participants are aware of the list of contractors 
who are qualified to make installations. 


 Energy Trust should streamline the application processes to reduce confusion and 
incomplete responses. Trade allies suggest moving toward web-based and universal 
forms. Energy Trust should strive to increase trade ally awareness of the online 
submission process and universal forms as well as routinely provide follow-up with 
customers and trade allies regarding the paperwork process. 


 Energy Trust should increase customer awareness of the Home Energy Solutions 
program by promoting measure-specific marketing materials and distinguishing 
between programs (especially Home Performance with ENERGY STAR and Home 
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Energy Reviews). There remains significant potential to increase awareness of 
program offerings among multi-family property owners. We also recommend 
proactively increasing trade ally awareness of the available marketing support and 
materials. 


 Energy Trust should improve communication with trade allies by proactively ensuring 
that they are receiving the assistance they require and are provided relevant 
information. Trade allies noted that it would be helpful if the most important 
information was communicated with some type of priority designation.  


 Energy Trust should promote one on one communication with collaborators in the 
following areas: program design, contractor training, program status updates, and 
marketing efforts. Further, Energy Trust and CSG can strive to improve their 
collaborative process particularly in the early stages of marketing efforts. 


 
Additional recommendations are provided in this summary report, while a more descriptive 
write-up of findings is provided in Volume 2. 


 







 
 
MEMO 
 
 


Date: January 20, 2010 
  To: Board of Directors 


From: Sarah Castor, Evaluation Project Manager 
Diane Ferington, Residential Sector Lead 


Subject: Staff Response to the Home Energy Solutions 2007-2008 Process and 2007 Impact 
Evaluation 
 
Based on the evaluation report, the Home Energy Solutions program worked well 
during the 2007-2008 program years and into 2009. Program activity and savings 
goals have increased steadily over the past several years, while participant 
satisfaction with the program has remained high, particularly for Home 
Performance and manufactured home participants.  


Since the evaluator provided draft process evaluation results and feedback to the 
program early on, many of the recommended changes have been completed or 
are underway. These include a redesign of the Home Energy Review leave-
behind material and changes to the tracking of marketing efforts.  


Still, the evaluator made several additional recommendations that we would like 
to address: 


• Provide additional contractor training to increase quality control and 
reduce participant dissatisfaction 
Energy Trust will continue to offer as much training in as many locations 
as possible to encourage quality work. This year, the HES program will 
also be instituting a tiered trade ally network to elevate trade allies who 
consistently display quality work and excellent customer service.  


• Streamline the application processes to reduce confusion and incomplete 
responses 
Energy Trust constantly reviews and improved its forms and application 
processes. In the last year, the program has introduced a universal form 
for HES incentives and an online form for HVAC measures. We have also 
dropped the requirement for collecting residential utility account numbers 
on program forms. The program also encourages trade allies to complete 
forms on behalf of customers to reduce missing information and improve 
customer experience; part of the new tiered structure will be based on 
whether the trade ally regularly completes forms for participants.  


Energy Trust of Oregon 
851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200 
Portland, Oregon 97204 


Telephone: 1.866.368.7878 
Facsimile: 503.546.6862 
energytrust.org 







Beginning this spring, the program will begin regularly surveying 
participants from the previous month about satisfaction with program 
elements, including paperwork. This real-time feedback should provide 
information on how improvements are impacting participants.  


• Improve communication with trade allies by proactively ensuring that they 
are receiving the assistance they require and are provided relevant 
information 
E-mails, newsletters, and the Energy Trust website will remain the 
preferred method of communication with trade allies. As Energy Trust 
program activity has increased over the past few years, it is important for 
us to be nimble in making changes to manage budgets efficiently. As a 
result, we feel the recommended 90 days notice before program and 
incentive changes go into effect will not be practical in all cases; however, 
we will provide at least 30 days notice before program changes go into 
effect in all cases. We will also ensure that important communications 
about changes and opportunities for comment are clearly identified as 
such. 


• Consider increasing the gas furnace incentive requirements to 95% 
efficiency and consider either reducing efficiency requirements for heat 
pumps or increasing the incentive levels 
Due to transformation of the gas furnace market toward 90% efficiency, 
the program will be discontinuing the incentive at the end of May (except 
for customers eligible for the Savings Within Reach track). An incentive for 
95% efficient furnaces is not cost-effective based on the small incremental 
savings over 90% units, so Energy Trust is not able to offer an incentive 
for this level. However, these units are eligible for state and federal tax 
credits.  
Current heat pump requirements and incentives will remain in effect. The 
premium incentive HSPF requirement of 9.0 is in line with the Oregon 
Residential Energy Tax Credit. In addition, our recent market 
transformation study of the heat pump market showed that already in 2009 
44% of units installed had an HSPF of 8.5 or above.1  


 
The results of the 2007 impact analysis were less satisfying than we had hoped. 
In particular, we are skeptical of the results showing that wall insulation saved 
less than floor insulation, HERs saved 49 therms in gas heated homes, and 
replacement heat pumps saved only 153 kWh on average. While the pooled fixed 
effects models used in this evaluation were more stable than those used in the 
2005-2006 evaluation, the puzzling results lend more support to moving away 
from these types of models. Consequently, the results from this report will not be 
used to true-up savings for the 2007 program year or to predict future savings.  


                                                 
1 http://energytrust.org/library/reports/091229_Heat_Pump_Report.pdf 







The 2008 impact evaluation will be performed using weather-normalized annual 
consumption using a PRISM-like approach. In-house Evaluation staff will conduct 
the analysis with review by two outside experts in the field of utility billing 
analysis. 












The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
BALANCE SHEET
January 31, 2010


(Unaudited)


JAN DEC Change from
2010 2009 Prior Month


Current Assets
  Cash & Cash Equivalents 68,413,172 63,059,796 5,353,376
  Restricted Cash (Escrow Funds) 1,806,031 5,533,972 (3,727,941)
  Receivables 89,382 106,937 (17,554)
  Prepaid Expenses 429,898 182,941 246,957
  Advances to Vendors 1,041,276 39,065 1,002,211


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
   Total Current Assets 71,779,759 68,922,710 2,857,049


Fixed Assets
  Program Equipment 101,675 101,675 0
  Computer Hardware and Software 1,010,947 1,010,947 0
  Leasehold Improvements 22,382 22,382 0
  Office Equipment and Furniture 127,354 127,354 0


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Fixed Assets 1,262,358 1,262,358 0
  Less Depreciation (1,018,779) (991,562) (27,217)


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 243,579 270,796 (27,217)


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 26,000 26,000 0
  Deferred Compensation Asset 149,024 144,451 4,574


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Other Assets 175,024 170,451 4,574


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Assets 72,198,363 69,363,957 2,834,406


============== ============== ==============


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 6,224,849 10,090,054 (3,865,206)
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 420,854 393,467 27,388


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Current Liabilities 6,645,703 10,483,521 (3,837,818)


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 100,951 104,910 (3,959)
   Deferred Compensation Payable 149,024 144,451 4,574
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 2,385 2,310 75


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 252,360 251,671 689


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Liabilities 6,898,063 10,735,192 (3,837,129)


Net Assets
  Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 1,806,031 5,533,972 (3,727,941)
  Unrestricted Net Assets 63,494,268 53,094,792 10,399,476


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Net Assets 65,300,299 58,628,764 6,671,536


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 72,198,363 69,363,957 2,834,406


============== ============== ==============







January Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 6,671,534$   6,671,534$      


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 27,217         27,217            
Deferred Rent Amortization (3,959)          (3,959)             


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable -              -                 
Other Receivables 17,555         17,555            
Advances to Vendors (1,002,211)    (1,002,211)       
Other Assets (251,530)      (251,530)          
A/P - Program Subcontracts 2,726,635     2,726,635        
A/P - Incentives (6,885,189)    (6,885,189)       
A/P - Professional Services (6,449)          (6,449)             
A/P - Operations 299,797        299,797           
Payroll and related accruals 31,960         31,960            
Other liabilities 75 75                   


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies 1,625,434     1,625,434        


Investing Activites:


(Acquisition)/Disposal of Capital Assets -                 
Cash used in Investing Activities -              -                 


Cash at beginning of Period 68,593,768   68,593,768      


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 1,625,434     1,625,434        


Cash at end of period 70,219,203$ 70,219,203$    


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2010







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis:  2009 Forecast & 2010 Proj


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental funding


  Self Direct Repayments


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances
Ending Escrow Balance1


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


Actual
2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010


January February March April May June July August September October November December


11,690,306   14,275,842   12,827,948   12,134,423   10,711,513   9,367,886     8,877,194     9,257,173     9,242,957       8,850,275     9,012,401      10,256,000    


-                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


38,104         10,989         12,002         12,019         11,833         11,529         10,431         9,692           9,237             7,770           6,152            3,707            


11,728,410   14,286,831   12,839,950   12,146,443   10,723,345   9,379,414     8,887,625     9,266,864     9,252,194       8,858,045     9,018,552      10,259,708    


903,376       2,524,954     3,431,940     2,612,914     2,664,029     3,546,099     2,679,377     2,710,046     3,487,374       2,761,022     2,785,906      3,520,064      


8,264,022     3,059,830     4,440,862     4,621,155     8,717,862     6,970,659     7,473,961     5,125,737     5,986,254       9,491,097     10,064,415     18,870,501    


513,577       642,664       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463       643,463         643,463       643,463         643,463        


345,002       338,553       954,519       996,494       1,027,956     1,027,996     1,084,921     1,032,947     1,032,987       1,074,862     1,101,758      1,101,798      


76,998         147,419       227,732       185,407       186,545       1,247,189     200,625       179,163       315,303         189,577       190,338         204,229        


10,102,976   6,713,420     9,698,518     9,059,434     13,239,856   13,435,406   12,082,347   9,691,357     11,465,381     14,160,021   14,785,880     24,340,055    


1,625,434     7,573,410     3,141,433     3,087,008     (2,516,511)    (4,055,992)    (3,194,722)    (424,492)      (2,213,187)      (5,301,977)    (5,767,328)     (14,080,347)   


68,593,768   70,219,203   77,792,613   80,934,046   84,021,054   81,504,544   77,448,552   74,253,830   73,829,337     71,616,150   66,314,174     60,546,846    


70,219,203   77,792,613   80,934,046   84,021,054   81,504,544   77,448,552   74,253,830   73,829,337   71,616,150     66,314,174   60,546,846     46,466,498    


5,533,972     1,806,031     1,807,160   1,808,290   1,677,379   1,678,427   1,679,476   1,548,484     1,549,452     1,550,421   1,419,348    1,420,235    


(3,728,733)    -                  -                  (132,000)      -                  -                  (132,000)      -                  -                    (132,000)      -                   -                   


792             1,129           1,129           1,089           1,048           1,049           1,008           968             968                928             887               888              


1,806,031     1,807,160     1,808,290     1,677,379     1,678,427     1,679,476     1,548,484     1,549,452     1,550,421       1,419,348     1,420,235      1,421,123      


January 2010 Net Escrow includes the closing of Goodnoe Escrow Account due to project not occuring. Funds were returned to Genearl Operating account.


Budget 2010-B-2.2







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2009 - December 2010
Basis:  2009 Forecast & 2010 Proj


Cash In:


  Public purpose and Incremental funding


  Self Direct Repayments


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


Escrow Cash Balance
Beginning Balance


Net Escrow (Payments)/Funding


Interest Paid on Escrow Balances
Ending Escrow Balance1


1Included in "Ending cash & MM" above


2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011
January February March April May June July August September October November December


13,999,836   16,124,289   14,323,135   13,610,869   12,083,051   10,667,848   9,979,823     10,430,819   10,443,974     10,039,741   10,116,577     11,422,549    


-                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


12,611         10,989         12,002         12,019         11,833         11,529         10,431         9,692           9,237             7,770           6,152            3,707            


14,012,448   16,135,278   14,335,137   13,622,888   12,094,884   10,679,377   9,990,254     10,440,510   10,453,212     10,047,511   10,122,729     11,426,256    


2,807,046     3,025,212     3,079,058     3,069,870     3,132,328     3,135,578     3,138,050     3,157,611     3,213,833       3,217,033     3,203,148      3,201,598      


2,370,362     3,219,287     3,749,012     5,493,475     4,538,205     5,241,684     5,897,857     5,953,849     8,358,637       8,144,003     8,674,456      18,413,838    


674,382       674,382       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222       675,222         675,222       675,222         675,222        


1,144,713     860,382       860,447       896,077       907,263       907,263       952,828       937,977       937,977         973,477       1,040,223      1,040,223      


258,664       195,997       216,837       174,544       177,621       926,198       192,155       174,417       183,425         176,002       181,164         188,116        


7,255,166     7,975,260     8,580,575     10,309,188   9,430,638     10,885,944   10,856,111   10,899,075   13,369,094     13,185,737   13,774,212     23,518,996    


6,757,282     8,160,018     5,754,563     3,313,701     2,664,246     (206,567)      (865,857)      (458,565)      (2,915,882)      (3,138,226)    (3,651,483)     (12,092,740)   


46,466,498   53,223,780   61,383,798   67,138,361   70,452,061   73,116,307   72,909,740   72,043,883   71,585,319     68,669,436   65,531,210     61,879,727    


53,223,780   61,383,798   67,138,361   70,452,061   73,116,307   72,909,740   72,043,883   71,585,319   68,669,436     65,531,210   61,879,727     49,786,988    


1,421,123     1,422,011     1,422,900   1,317,506   1,318,330   1,319,153   1,319,978   1,320,803     1,321,628     1,322,454   1,323,281    1,324,108    


-                  -                  (106,250)      -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    -                  -                   -                   


888             889             856             823             824             824             825             826             826                827             827               828              


1,422,011     1,422,900     1,317,506     1,318,330     1,319,153     1,319,978     1,320,803     1,321,628     1,322,454       1,323,281     1,324,108      1,324,936      


Projection 2011-F-2.2







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Month Ending January 31, 2010
(Unaudited)


January YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Public Purpose Funds-PGE 3,283,209 3,418,153 (134,944) 3,283,209 3,418,153 (134,944)


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 2,149,250 1,804,652 344,599 2,149,250 1,804,652 344,599


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 3,845,925 2,896,433 949,492 3,845,925 2,896,433 949,492


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 166,127 332,638 (166,511) 166,127 332,638 (166,511)
----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------


Total Public Purpose Funds 9,444,511 8,451,876 992,635 9,444,511 8,451,876 992,635


Incremental Funds - PGE 1,323,639 1,750,031 (426,391) 1,323,639 1,750,031 (426,391)


Incremental Funds - PacifiCorp 847,156 1,974,874 (1,127,718) 847,156 1,974,874 (1,127,718)


Incremental Funds - NW Natural 75,000 75,000 0 75,000 75,000 0


NW Natural - Washington 0 93,378 (93,378) 0 93,378 (93,378)


Revenue from Investments 38,104 12,611 25,492 38,104 12,611 25,492
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------


TOTAL REVENUE 11,728,410 12,357,769 (629,359) 11,728,410 12,357,769 (629,359)
============== ============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 2,645,430 2,917,433 272,003 2,645,430 2,917,433 272,003


Incentives 1,378,833 2,358,290 979,457 1,378,833 2,358,290 979,457


Salaries and Related Expenses 545,537 642,664 97,127 545,537 642,664 97,127


Professional Services 338,553 954,469 615,916 338,553 954,469 615,916


Supplies 2,576 5,967 3,391 2,576 5,967 3,391


Telephone 2,429 6,658 4,230 2,429 6,658 4,230


Postage and Shipping Expenses 993 3,458 2,466 993 3,458 2,466


Occupancy Expenses 33,024 41,220 8,196 33,024 41,220 8,196


Noncapitalized Equip. & Depr. 41,821 59,264 17,443 41,821 59,264 17,443


Call Center 12,295 18,446 6,151 12,295 18,446 6,151


Printing and Publications 24,316 17,958 (6,358) 24,316 17,958 (6,358)


Travel 5,092 15,767 10,675 5,092 15,767 10,675


Conference, Training & Mtng Exp 3,029 27,878 24,849 3,029 27,878 24,849


Insurance 7,273 7,500 227 7,273 7,500 227


Miscellaneous Expenses 353 215 (138) 353 215 (138)


Dues, Licenses and Fees 15,322 10,692 (4,629) 15,322 10,692 (4,629)


----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 5,056,876 7,087,880 2,031,004 5,056,876 7,087,880 2,031,004


============= ============= ============= ============= ============= =============


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 6,671,535 5,269,889 1,401,645 6,671,535 5,269,889 1,401,645
============== ============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


IS-Acct-YTD-001







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Month Ending January 31, 2010


Energy Renewable Total Program Management Communications & Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General Customer Service Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Management & Delivery 3,249,542 774,721 4,024,263 0 4,024,263
Payroll and Related Expenses 113,582 77,270 190,852 123,770 44,326 168,096 358,948
Outsourced Services 153,820 41,409 195,229 14,153 15,541 29,694 224,923
Planning and Evaluation 93,955 13,978 107,932 1,947 1,364 3,312 111,244
Customer Service Management 53,944 3,864 57,809 0 57,809
Trade Allies Network 22,274 2,295 24,569 0 24,569


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------
Total Program Expenses 3,687,116 913,537 4,600,653 139,870 61,232 201,102 4,801,755


Program Support Costs


Supplies 549 377 926 528 222 750 1,676
Postage and Shipping Expenses 212 145 357 203 86 289 646
Telephone 170 282 452 205 94 299 751
Printing and Publications 22,029 157 22,185 270 1,487 1,757 23,942
Occupancy Expenses 7,040 4,834 11,874 6,764 2,847 9,610 21,484
Insurance 1,551 1,065 2,615 1,490 627 2,117 4,732
Equipment 265 182 448 255 107 362 810
Travel 1,549 399 1,948 1,566 408 1,974 3,923
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences (100) 235 135 1,964 380 2,344 2,479
Depreciation & Amortization 317 1,833 2,149 304 128 432 2,582
Dues, Licenses and Fees 13,181 445 13,626 787 909 1,696 15,322
Miscellaneous Expenses 262 6 268 67 4 71 338
IT Services 115,728 17,359 133,087 30,795 12,554 43,349 176,436


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 162,752 27,318 190,070 45,198 19,852 65,050 255,120


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 3,849,868 940,855 4,790,723 185,069 81,084 266,153 5,056,876


=========== =========== =========== =========== =============== =========== ==============


OPUC measure, versus 11% 4%
Exp-Acct-YTD-002







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Year to Date by Program/Service Territory - joint costs allocated at program level


For the Month Ending January 31, 2010
(Unaudited)


ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL


PGE PacifiCorp Total NW Natural
NWN 


Industrial DSM NW WA Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $2,536,022 $1,650,171 $4,186,192 $3,845,925 $166,127 $8,198,245 $747,187 $499,079 $1,246,266 $9,444,511
Incremental Funding 1,323,639 847,156 2,170,796 75,000 2,245,796 2,245,796
Revenue from Investments 38,104 38,104


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 3,859,661 2,497,327 6,356,988 3,845,925 75,000 166,127 10,444,040 747,187 499,079 1,246,266 38,104 11,728,410


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 3) 128,148 81,763 209,911 92,165 1,482 266 4,594 308,418 44,054 33,425 77,478 385,896
  Program Delivery 1,024,229 718,652 1,742,881 483,730 15,143 4,715 20,455 2,266,925 6,204 13,397 19,601 2,286,526
  Incentives 247,342 145,499 392,841 218,253 0 1,225 11,602 623,921 569,651 185,261 754,912 1,378,833
  Program Eval & Planning Svcs. 58,546 42,113 100,660 44,138 540 301 1,514 147,152 7,143 6,835 13,978 161,129
  Program Marketing/Outreach 93,944 53,171 147,115 73,568 125 786 4,230 225,823 2,120 624 2,744 228,566
  Program Quality Assurance 2,363 1,871 4,234 5,276 0 37 453 10,001 0 0 0 10,001
  Outsourced  Services 10,525 7,351 17,876 10,220 9 69 485 28,659 24,842 13,823 38,665 67,324
  Trade Allies & Cust. Svc. Mgmt. 27,256 15,630 42,886 30,855 27 287 2,163 76,218 4,610 1,549 6,159 82,377
  IT Services 44,219 27,666 71,885 41,061 337 351 2,094 115,728 9,043 8,316 17,359 133,087
  Other Program Expenses 14,341 10,793 25,134 20,290 129 137 1,334 47,024 6,139 3,821 9,959 56,983


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 1,650,914 1,104,508 2,755,422 1,019,556 17,791 8,174 48,925 3,849,868 673,804 267,051 940,855 4,790,723


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Notes 1 & 2) 63,776 42,668 106,444 39,386 687 316 1,890 148,723 26,029 10,316 36,346 185,069
  Communications & Customer Svc (Notes 1 & 2) 27,942 18,694 46,636 17,256 301 138 828 65,160 11,404 4,520 15,924 81,084


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
Total Administrative Costs 91,718 61,362 153,080 56,642 988 454 2,718 213,883 37,434 14,836 52,270 266,153


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
TOTAL PROG & ADMIN EXPENSES 1,742,632 1,165,870 2,908,502 1,076,199 18,779 8,628 51,643 4,063,751 711,238 281,887 993,125 5,056,876


---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- -------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 2,117,029 1,331,457 3,448,486 2,769,726 56,221 (8,628) 114,484 6,380,289 35,949 217,192 253,141 38,104 6,671,535


========= ========= ========= ========= ============ ======= ======= ====== ========= ========= ========= =========== ========= ===========
Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/09 (Note 4) 15,974,053 (3,722,624) 12,251,429 (2,370,484) 583,282 402,975 435,084 25,458 11,327,745 24,838,813 7,026,180 31,864,993 9,902,055 53,094,793
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 5,000,000 7,900,000 1,700,000 1,700,000 (9,600,000)
Interest re-attributed (1,740,000) (1,740,000) (1,740,000) 1,740,000


========= ========= ========= ========= ============ ======= ======= ====== ========= ========= ========= =========== ========= ===========
TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 18,091,082 (1,258,887) 16,788,152 5,466,624 638,963 394,868 553,970 25,458 23,868,034 24,853,079 8,965,055 33,818,134 2,080,159 59,766,327


Note 1) Both Management & General and Communications & Customer Service Expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2) Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 3) Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 4) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2009 reflects audited results.







The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc
Program Expenses by Service Territory
For the Month Ending January 31, 2010


(Unaudited)


Pacific Subtotal Northwest Northwest Subtotal
PGE Power Elec. Utilities Natural Gas WA Cascade Gas Providers Total Budget Difference


Energy Efficiency


Commercial
Business Energy Solutions - Existing Buildin $468,748 $144,980 $613,728 $154,041 $0 $5,304 $27 $159,373 $773,101 $1,293,917 $520,815
Business Energy Solutions - New Buildings 44,774 121,538 166,312 297,301 0 137 297,438 463,750 683,139 219,389
Market Transformation (NEEA) 107,134 80,821 187,955 0 0 187,955 207,267 19,312


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  Total Commercial 620,656 347,339 967,995 451,342 0 5,304 164 456,811 1,424,806 2,184,323 759,517


Industrial
Business Energy Solutions - Production Effi 263,717 266,402 530,119 1,083 18,779 1,596 21,457 551,577 700,585 149,008
Market Transformation (NEEA) 139,841 105,494 245,335 0 0 245,335 97,733 (147,602)


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  Total Industrial 403,558 371,897 775,454 1,083 18,779 1,596 21,457 796,912 798,318 1,406


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 212,252 168,096 380,348 469,511 0 3,323 40,346 513,180 893,529 1,698,382 804,853
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Prod 447,999 234,658 682,657 154,262 0 9,538 163,800 846,457 987,955 141,498
Market Transformation (NEEA) 58,167 43,880 102,047 0 0 102,047 251,502 149,455


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  Total Residential 718,418 446,635 1,165,053 623,774 0 3,323 49,884 676,981 1,842,033 2,937,839 1,095,806


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  Energy Efficiency Program Costs 1,742,632 1,165,870 2,908,502 1,076,199 18,779 8,628 51,643 1,155,249 4,063,751 5,920,480 1,856,729


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------


Renewables


Biopower 26,075 21,872 47,947 47,947 49,897 1,950
Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) 653,055 192,201 845,256 845,256 897,123 51,867
Other Renewable Programs 32,108 67,814 99,922 99,922 220,380 120,458


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  Renewables Program Costs 711,238 281,887 993,125 993,125 1,167,400 174,275


---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- -------------- ------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ----------------


========= ========= =========== ========= ============ ======== ======= =========== =========== ========== =========
  Cost Grand Total 2,453,870 1,447,757 3,901,627 1,076,199 18,779 8,628 51,643 1,155,249 5,056,876 7,087,880 2,031,004


========= ========= =========== ========= ============ ======== ======= =========== =========== ========== =========


PUC-Proj-ST-07-B


NWN Non 
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Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Month and Year to Date Ended January 31, 2010
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE
MONTHLY QUARTERLY QUARTER YTD MONTHLY QUARTERLY QUARTER YTD
ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $13,862 $142,551 $128,690 $13,862 $39,936 $26,074 $15,541 $153,807 $138,266 $15,541 $43,983 $28,442


Legal Services 292 2,069 1,777 292 (292)


Salaries and Related Expenses 123,770 303,531 179,761 123,770 97,925 (25,845) 44,326 95,427 51,101 44,326 36,682 (7,644)


Supplies 592 592 1,195 1,195


Telephone 73 1,205 1,132 73 (73) 38 38 (0) 38 (38)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 809 809 435 435


Printing and Publications 51 78 27 51 (51) 1,395 2,320 925 1,395 (1,395)


Travel 1,566 3,466 1,900 1,566 1,598 32 408 21 (387) 408 (408)


Conference, Training & Mtngs 1,964 14,200 12,236 1,964 2,486 522 380 1,316 936 380 410 30


Miscellaneous Expenses 59 (93) (152) 59 7 (52)


Dues, Licenses and Fees 787 4,538 3,751 787 1,126 339 909 1,461 552 909 519 (390)


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 9,903 23,616 13,713 9,903 8,318 (1,585) 4,168 9,558 5,390 4,168 3,778 (390)


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 30,795 63,120 32,325 30,795 18,073 (12,722) 12,554 29,741 17,187 12,554 8,516 (4,039)


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 1,947 4,277 2,330 1,947 1,948 0 1,364 395 (970) 1,364 180 (1,185)


------------------ ----------------------- --------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------ ----------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 185,069 563,961 378,892 185,069 171,853 (13,216) 81,084 295,278 214,193 81,084 94,066 12,982


========== ============= =========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ============= =========== ========= ========= ==========


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluations Costs


Administrative Expenses 1st Month of Quarter
Exp-Prog-YTD-001







Cumulative Revenue & Expenses
Budget vs Actual
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